
From: Bronston, Aram, EMS
Subject: 2020-02-28 COVID-19_CDC_ Stockpiled N95 Filtering Facepiece Respirators Beyond the Manufacturer-Designated

Shelf Life _ CDC
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 6:35:36 AM
Attachments: 2020-02-28 COVID-19_Release of Stockpiled N95 Filtering Facepiece Respirators Beyond the Manufacturer-

Designated Shelf Life _ CDC.pdf

Good morning,
 
This is a sticky one…
 
I have received dozens of emails regarding the use of expired PPE, specifically N95 &
Surgical/Procedural Masks. 
I have pushed these queries up to the state and the fed, every day. 
CDPH & CDC are aware of the lack of approved PPE availability, throughout the
Region/State/Country.
 
A few days ago, CDC released this document, outlining the test results for certain PPE Products,
including N95’s.
I received it last night.
 
Here is the document that was released by CDC on 02/28/2020.  It lists the specific products that
were tested, along with the results. 
I would like to reiterate that CDC DOES NOT RECOMMEND THE USE OF THESE PRODUCTS, IF
AVOIDABLE.
Paired with the recent CDPH guidance to maintain expired stock for potential need, in the face of the
known scarcity (“something is better than nothing”), I felt that it was important to be able to share
the products that have a greater potential for use, in emergent conditions, related to the current
COVID19 response.
 
Please note that the link contained in the attachment does not work. 
I have added the proper link here: N95 Optimization Strategy
 
Your OA may want to examine expired PPE stocks, to determine if they contain these products, and
separate them, for potential use, IF we receive the direction to do so.
 
Again, this is NOT a specific directive, nor authority, to use these products.
 
I have spoken to representatives from CDPH and have received similar guidance, against using these
items, without specific direction and approval from NIOSH or the CDC.
 
I would love to offer to answer any questions that you may have, but I do not have any, beyond what
is described in this email and attachment.
I will continue to update, as more information is available.
 
Very respectfully,
 

mailto:Aram.Bronston@acgov.org
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fcoronavirus%2F2019-ncov%2Fhcp%2Frespirators-strategy%2Findex.html%3FCDC_AA_refVal%3Dhttps%253A%252F%252Fwww.cdc.gov%252Fcoronavirus%252F2019-ncov%252Fhcp%252Frespirator-supply-strategies.html&data=02%7C01%7Ctfrankovich%40co.humboldt.ca.us%7C66c9014240da418b544d08d7beb6cffd%7Cc00ae2b64fe844f198637b1adf4b27cb%7C0%7C1%7C637187565357404862&sdata=QL8hf5wJkAKSGMDZhi49EG%2B%2BnO2Wdh6qQ1D%2F2rnjizg%3D&reserved=0
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Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)


Release of Stockpiled N95 Filtering Facepiece
Respirators Beyond the Manufacturer-Designated
Shelf Life: Considerations for the COVID-19 Response
February 28, 2020


Background
Some U.S. stockpiles include N95 �ltering facepiece respirators (N95s) that have exceeded their manufacturer-designated
shelf life. U.S. Government decision makers are considering whether these products should be released for use during
the COVID-19 response. Information is provided below that may be used to inform these product release decisions. In
times of respiratory protective device shortage, such as during the COVID-19 response, supplies must be managed so
that protection against exposure is adequate.


Considerations to inform product release decisions
A study to evaluate stockpiled N95s from 10 geographically dispersed facilities with a range of storage conditions is
underway by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s (CDC) National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH). This study includes data from 11 di�erent N95 models. All N95 units evaluated in this study were manufactured
between 2003 and 2013. Many have exceeded their manufacturer-designated shelf life. Testing was done in accordance
with NIOSH performance standards for �ltration e�ciency and inhalation/exhalation resistance. Additional work to
assess N95 �t testing is also included in the study, although a �t assessment is not a requirement for NIOSH approval of
N95s.


Based on preliminary information gained in this study[i], many models have continued to perform in accordance with
NIOSH performance standards. Accordingly, CDC/NIOSH believes the following products, despite being past their
manufacturer-designated shelf life, should provide the expected level of protection to the user if the stockpile conditions
have generally been in accordance with the manufacturer-recommended storage conditions and an OSHA-compliant
respiratory protection program is used by employers. In alphabetical order, these models are:


3M 1860


3M 1870


3M 8210


3M 9010


3M 8000


Gerson 1730


Medline/Alpha Protech NON27501


Moldex 1512


Moldex 2201


Summary


N95s that are past their manufacturer-designated shelf life are no longer considered NIOSH-approved, as all
manufacturer-designated conditions of use must be met to maintain the NIOSH approval.


In times of increased demand and decreased supply, consideration can be made to use the N95s listed above
past their manufacturer-designated shelf life when responding to COVID-19.



https://www.cdc.gov/

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/index.html
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This preliminary information from the NIOSH study suggests certain N95 models beyond their manufacturer-
designated shelf life[ii] will be protective. CDC recommends that N95s that have exceeded their manufacturer-
designated shelf life should be used only as outlined in the Strategies for Optimizing the Supply of N95
Respirators.


Firm conclusions cannot be drawn for stockpiled N95 models beyond those tested in this study; however, the 3M 1860S is
a smaller version of the 3M 1860, constructed from the same materials, and is expected to perform in the same manner.
The 3M 8000 is no longer produced; however, it should still be e�ective at protecting workers if the straps are intact and
there are no visible signs of damage. While it performed favorably when evaluated against the NIOSH approval
requirements, it is no longer supported by the manufacturer (i.e., user instructions, donning instructions, etc. are no
longer available).


The Kimberly-Clark 46827 (size small) and Kimberly-Clark 46727 (size regular) may not provide the expected level of
protection to the wearer when past their manufacturer-designated shelf life of 5 years. In June 2018, Kimberly Clark
issued a letter to customers regarding these models, reminding them that they should be disposed of if beyond their
shelf life, regardless of whether a shelf life is designated on the product label/packaging. It is important to note that the
results of this study are for stockpiled N95s which have undergone long-term storage and have exceeded any
manufacturer-designated shelf life. These results are not an indication of this product’s performance when purchased
new for (1) just-in-time use or (2) routine use.


CDC/NIOSH Recommendations
In times of increased demand and decreased supply, consideration can be given to use the N95s listed above past their
manufacturer-designated shelf life when responding to COVID-19. Although this preliminary information from the NIOSH
study suggests certain N95 models beyond their manufacturer-designated shelf life[ii] will be protective, CDC
recommends that N95s that have exceeded their manufacturer-designated shelf life should be used only as outlined in
the Strategies for Optimizing the Supply of N95 Respirators.


The respirators exceeding their manufacturer-designated shelf life are only being released due to the potential urgent
demand caused by the COVID-19 public health emergency. In the face of this emergency, the U.S. Government believes
that the respirators beyond their manufacturer-designated shelf life should provide greater respiratory protection than
surgical masks (i.e., medical masks) alone, improvised mouth and nose covers (e.g., bandanas), or no protection at all.
Please note that surgical N95s are normally tested for �uid resistance and �ammability. These requirements were not
evaluated in this study. CDC does not recommend using N95s beyond the manufacturer-designated shelf life in surgical
settings.


Prior to using these expired respirators, consideration should be given to acquiring other NIOSH-approved respirators
including all types of �ltering facepiece respirators, elastomeric respirators, or powered air purifying respirators as
described in the Strategies for Optimizing the Supply of N95 Respirators. This recommendation is made because
healthcare services are essential and must continue in the face of the COVID-19 outbreak. Users of N95s that have
exceeded the manufacturer-designated shelf life should be noti�ed before their use and the importance of inspection
and user seal checks should be reemphasized.


Users should take the following precautionary measures prior to using the respirator in the workplace.


Visually inspect the N95 to determine if its integrity has been compromised.


Check that components such as the straps, nose bridge, and nose foam material did not degrade, which can a�ect
the quality of the �t, and seal and therefore the e�ectiveness of the respirator.


If the integrity of any part of the respirator is compromised, or if a successful user seal check cannot be performed,
discard the respirator and try another respirator.


Users should perform a user seal check immediately after they don each respirator and should not use a respirator
on which they cannot perform a successful user seal check.


Footnote
(i) Preliminary �ndings – NIOSH performance standards



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/respirator-supply-strategies.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/respirator-supply-strategies.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/respirator-supply-strategies.html

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pGXiUyAoEd8
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The majority of respirator models tested continued to meet performance standards regardless of the facility from
which they were sampled.


3M 1860 (8 facilities), 3M 1870 (3 facilities), 3M 8210 (3 facilities), 3M 9010 (3 facilities), 3M 8000 (4 facilities),
Gerson 1730 (3 facilities), Medline/Alpha Protech NON27501 (1 facility), Moldex 1512 (1 facility), and Moldex
2201 (1 facility).


Thirty-four Kimberly-Clark 46827 units (6.1%) failed �ltration performance out of 559 units tested. All failing units
came from the same stockpile facility, while no failures were observed for the 6 other facilities stockpiling this
product. For the stockpile with the failing units, three di�erent production lots were tested—two of these three
production lots had failing units. Twenty-�ve failing units came from one production lot while the remaining 9 came
from a second lot; both were manufactured in 2007. The facility with all of the failing units had temperature controls
but did not monitor the environment produced by these controls. The climate where this facility was located was
mild and generally within the range of temperature and humidity appropriate for this product. Five other N95
models were also tested from this facility. Out of a total of 391 units tested from these �ve other models, no failures
were observed.


Forty Kimberly-Clark 46727 units (10.3%) failed �ltration performance out of 387 units tested from 5 of the stockpile
facilities. All of these failing units came from a single facility and a single production lot, which was manufactured in
2007. A second production lot, manufactured in 2006, was tested from this facility with no failures observed. This
facility had no temperature or humidity controls or active monitoring in place. A total of 473 units were tested from
5 other models with no failures observed.


Two 3M 1860 units (0.16%) failed �ltration performance out of a total of 1,247 units tested from 8 of the stockpile
facilities. Both failing units came from a single facility where another 170 units of the same model had no failures.
The 2 units came from di�erent production lots, manufactured in 2006 and 2009. This facility had no temperature or
humidity controls or active monitoring in place for the majority of the units’ storage time. Eighty-six units for a
second respirator model also tested from this facility had no failures.


(ii) The Gerson 1730 and the Medline/Alpha Protech NON27501 models do not have a manufacturer-designated shelf life.
All other models included in the study exceeded their manufacturer-designated shelf life.


Page last reviewed: February 29, 2020
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Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)


Release of Stockpiled N95 Filtering Facepiece
Respirators Beyond the Manufacturer-Designated
Shelf Life: Considerations for the COVID-19 Response
February 28, 2020


Background
Some U.S. stockpiles include N95 �ltering facepiece respirators (N95s) that have exceeded their manufacturer-designated
shelf life. U.S. Government decision makers are considering whether these products should be released for use during
the COVID-19 response. Information is provided below that may be used to inform these product release decisions. In
times of respiratory protective device shortage, such as during the COVID-19 response, supplies must be managed so
that protection against exposure is adequate.


Considerations to inform product release decisions
A study to evaluate stockpiled N95s from 10 geographically dispersed facilities with a range of storage conditions is
underway by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s (CDC) National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH). This study includes data from 11 di�erent N95 models. All N95 units evaluated in this study were manufactured
between 2003 and 2013. Many have exceeded their manufacturer-designated shelf life. Testing was done in accordance
with NIOSH performance standards for �ltration e�ciency and inhalation/exhalation resistance. Additional work to
assess N95 �t testing is also included in the study, although a �t assessment is not a requirement for NIOSH approval of
N95s.


Based on preliminary information gained in this study[i], many models have continued to perform in accordance with
NIOSH performance standards. Accordingly, CDC/NIOSH believes the following products, despite being past their
manufacturer-designated shelf life, should provide the expected level of protection to the user if the stockpile conditions
have generally been in accordance with the manufacturer-recommended storage conditions and an OSHA-compliant
respiratory protection program is used by employers. In alphabetical order, these models are:


3M 1860


3M 1870


3M 8210


3M 9010


3M 8000


Gerson 1730


Medline/Alpha Protech NON27501


Moldex 1512


Moldex 2201


Summary


N95s that are past their manufacturer-designated shelf life are no longer considered NIOSH-approved, as all
manufacturer-designated conditions of use must be met to maintain the NIOSH approval.


In times of increased demand and decreased supply, consideration can be made to use the N95s listed above
past their manufacturer-designated shelf life when responding to COVID-19.



https://www.cdc.gov/

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/index.html
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This preliminary information from the NIOSH study suggests certain N95 models beyond their manufacturer-
designated shelf life[ii] will be protective. CDC recommends that N95s that have exceeded their manufacturer-
designated shelf life should be used only as outlined in the Strategies for Optimizing the Supply of N95
Respirators.


Firm conclusions cannot be drawn for stockpiled N95 models beyond those tested in this study; however, the 3M 1860S is
a smaller version of the 3M 1860, constructed from the same materials, and is expected to perform in the same manner.
The 3M 8000 is no longer produced; however, it should still be e�ective at protecting workers if the straps are intact and
there are no visible signs of damage. While it performed favorably when evaluated against the NIOSH approval
requirements, it is no longer supported by the manufacturer (i.e., user instructions, donning instructions, etc. are no
longer available).


The Kimberly-Clark 46827 (size small) and Kimberly-Clark 46727 (size regular) may not provide the expected level of
protection to the wearer when past their manufacturer-designated shelf life of 5 years. In June 2018, Kimberly Clark
issued a letter to customers regarding these models, reminding them that they should be disposed of if beyond their
shelf life, regardless of whether a shelf life is designated on the product label/packaging. It is important to note that the
results of this study are for stockpiled N95s which have undergone long-term storage and have exceeded any
manufacturer-designated shelf life. These results are not an indication of this product’s performance when purchased
new for (1) just-in-time use or (2) routine use.


CDC/NIOSH Recommendations
In times of increased demand and decreased supply, consideration can be given to use the N95s listed above past their
manufacturer-designated shelf life when responding to COVID-19. Although this preliminary information from the NIOSH
study suggests certain N95 models beyond their manufacturer-designated shelf life[ii] will be protective, CDC
recommends that N95s that have exceeded their manufacturer-designated shelf life should be used only as outlined in
the Strategies for Optimizing the Supply of N95 Respirators.


The respirators exceeding their manufacturer-designated shelf life are only being released due to the potential urgent
demand caused by the COVID-19 public health emergency. In the face of this emergency, the U.S. Government believes
that the respirators beyond their manufacturer-designated shelf life should provide greater respiratory protection than
surgical masks (i.e., medical masks) alone, improvised mouth and nose covers (e.g., bandanas), or no protection at all.
Please note that surgical N95s are normally tested for �uid resistance and �ammability. These requirements were not
evaluated in this study. CDC does not recommend using N95s beyond the manufacturer-designated shelf life in surgical
settings.


Prior to using these expired respirators, consideration should be given to acquiring other NIOSH-approved respirators
including all types of �ltering facepiece respirators, elastomeric respirators, or powered air purifying respirators as
described in the Strategies for Optimizing the Supply of N95 Respirators. This recommendation is made because
healthcare services are essential and must continue in the face of the COVID-19 outbreak. Users of N95s that have
exceeded the manufacturer-designated shelf life should be noti�ed before their use and the importance of inspection
and user seal checks should be reemphasized.


Users should take the following precautionary measures prior to using the respirator in the workplace.


Visually inspect the N95 to determine if its integrity has been compromised.


Check that components such as the straps, nose bridge, and nose foam material did not degrade, which can a�ect
the quality of the �t, and seal and therefore the e�ectiveness of the respirator.


If the integrity of any part of the respirator is compromised, or if a successful user seal check cannot be performed,
discard the respirator and try another respirator.


Users should perform a user seal check immediately after they don each respirator and should not use a respirator
on which they cannot perform a successful user seal check.


Footnote
(i) Preliminary �ndings – NIOSH performance standards



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/respirator-supply-strategies.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/respirator-supply-strategies.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/respirator-supply-strategies.html

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pGXiUyAoEd8
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The majority of respirator models tested continued to meet performance standards regardless of the facility from
which they were sampled.


3M 1860 (8 facilities), 3M 1870 (3 facilities), 3M 8210 (3 facilities), 3M 9010 (3 facilities), 3M 8000 (4 facilities),
Gerson 1730 (3 facilities), Medline/Alpha Protech NON27501 (1 facility), Moldex 1512 (1 facility), and Moldex
2201 (1 facility).


Thirty-four Kimberly-Clark 46827 units (6.1%) failed �ltration performance out of 559 units tested. All failing units
came from the same stockpile facility, while no failures were observed for the 6 other facilities stockpiling this
product. For the stockpile with the failing units, three di�erent production lots were tested—two of these three
production lots had failing units. Twenty-�ve failing units came from one production lot while the remaining 9 came
from a second lot; both were manufactured in 2007. The facility with all of the failing units had temperature controls
but did not monitor the environment produced by these controls. The climate where this facility was located was
mild and generally within the range of temperature and humidity appropriate for this product. Five other N95
models were also tested from this facility. Out of a total of 391 units tested from these �ve other models, no failures
were observed.


Forty Kimberly-Clark 46727 units (10.3%) failed �ltration performance out of 387 units tested from 5 of the stockpile
facilities. All of these failing units came from a single facility and a single production lot, which was manufactured in
2007. A second production lot, manufactured in 2006, was tested from this facility with no failures observed. This
facility had no temperature or humidity controls or active monitoring in place. A total of 473 units were tested from
5 other models with no failures observed.


Two 3M 1860 units (0.16%) failed �ltration performance out of a total of 1,247 units tested from 8 of the stockpile
facilities. Both failing units came from a single facility where another 170 units of the same model had no failures.
The 2 units came from di�erent production lots, manufactured in 2006 and 2009. This facility had no temperature or
humidity controls or active monitoring in place for the majority of the units’ storage time. Eighty-six units for a
second respirator model also tested from this facility had no failures.


(ii) The Gerson 1730 and the Medline/Alpha Protech NON27501 models do not have a manufacturer-designated shelf life.
All other models included in the study exceeded their manufacturer-designated shelf life.


Page last reviewed: February 29, 2020







Aram
 
Aram L. Bronston EMT-P
EMS Coordinator/RDMHS Region II
Alameda County Health Care Services Agency
1000 San Leandro Blvd., Ste#200
San Leandro,  CA  94577
Aram.bronston@acgov.org
510/618-2033 office
510/421-9340 cell
8816-32623882 iridium (emergency only)
http://ems.acgov.org/RDMHS-R2 (Resource & Reference Site)
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From: Howard, Tim
To: Corrigan, Jeremy; Counts, Kim; Dykehouse, Erica; Frankovich, Teresa; Hanson, Katie; Kelly, Katherine; Largusa,

Ron; Messinger, Christine; Muller, Heather; Pereira, Sofia; Phillips, Hava; Stephens, Michele; Stoneman, Donna
Subject: ACTIVITY LOG (ICS 214)
Date: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 11:48:20 AM
Attachments: ics_forms_214.pdf

Hello DOC team!
I have been tasked to keep track of the ICS 214/Activity Logs during the COVID-19 response.  Please
start sending your Activity Logs to me daily.  I will be reaching out with daily reminders early in the
morning starting tomorrow.  We need to collect them starting from 02/21/20.  I am just learning this
process along with many of you, but if you have any questions, let me know.

mailto:THoward@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:jcorrigan@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:kcounts@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:edykehouse@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:KKelly@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:RLargusa@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:RLargusa@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:spereira2@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:DStoneman@co.humboldt.ca.us



 


 


ACTIVITY LOG (ICS 214) 
1. Incident Name:   2. Operational Period: Date From:           Date To:   


 Time From:           Time To:   


3. Name: 
 


4. ICS Position: 
 


5. Home Agency (and Unit): 
 


6. Resources Assigned: 
Name ICS Position Home Agency (and Unit) 


   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   


7. Activity Log: 
Date/Time Notable Activities 


  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  


8. Prepared by:  Name:    Position/Title:    Signature:    


ICS 214, Page 1 Date/Time:    







 


 


 


ACTIVITY LOG (ICS 214) 
1. Incident Name:   2. Operational Period: Date From:           Date To:   


 Time From:           Time To:   


7. Activity Log (continuation): 
Date/Time Notable Activities 


  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  


8. Prepared by:  Name:    Position/Title:    Signature:    


ICS 214, Page 2 Date/Time:    







 


 


ICS 214 
Activity Log 
 
Purpose.  The Activity Log (ICS 214) records details of notable activities at any ICS level, including single resources, 
equipment, Task Forces, etc.  These logs provide basic incident activity documentation, and a reference for any after-
action report.  
 
Preparation.  An ICS 214 can be initiated and maintained by personnel in various ICS positions as it is needed or 
appropriate.  Personnel should document how relevant incident activities are occurring and progressing, or any notable 
events or communications.  
 
Distribution.  Completed ICS 214s are submitted to supervisors, who forward them to the Documentation Unit.  All 
completed original forms must be given to the Documentation Unit, which maintains a file of all ICS 214s.  It is 
recommended that individuals retain a copy for their own records. 
 
Notes:  
• The ICS 214 can be printed as a two-sided form. 
• Use additional copies as continuation sheets as needed, and indicate pagination as used. 
 


Block 
Number Block Title Instructions 


1 Incident Name Enter the name assigned to the incident. 
2 Operational Period 


• Date and Time From  
• Date and Time To 


Enter the start date (month/day/year) and time (using the 24-hour clock) 
and end date and time for the operational period to which the form 
applies. 


3 Name Enter the title of the organizational unit or resource designator (e.g., 
Facilities Unit, Safety Officer, Strike Team). 


4 ICS Position Enter the name and ICS position of the individual in charge of the Unit.  
5 Home Agency (and Unit) Enter the home agency of the individual completing the ICS 214.  Enter 


a unit designator if utilized by the jurisdiction or discipline. 
Resources Assigned Enter the following information for resources assigned: 
• Name Use this section to enter the resource’s name.  For all individuals, use at 


least the first initial and last name.  Cell phone number for the individual 
can be added as an option. 


• ICS Position Use this section to enter the resource’s ICS position (e.g., Finance 
Section Chief). 


6 


• Home Agency (and Unit) Use this section to enter the resource’s home agency and/or unit (e.g., 
Des Moines Public Works Department, Water Management Unit). 


7 Activity Log 
• Date/Time 
• Notable Activities 


• Enter the time (24-hour clock) and briefly describe individual notable 
activities.  Note the date as well if the operational period covers 
more than one day. 


• Activities described may include notable occurrences or events such 
as task assignments, task completions, injuries, difficulties 
encountered, etc. 


• This block can also be used to track personal work habits by adding 
columns such as “Action Required,” “Delegated To,” “Status,” etc. 


8 Prepared by 
• Name 
• Position/Title 
• Signature 
• Date/Time 


Enter the name, ICS position/title, and signature of the person preparing 
the form.  Enter date (month/day/year) and time prepared (24-hour 
clock). 


 





		ICS 214 2: 

		 Operational Period Date From:: 

		 Operational Period Date To:: 

		 Operational Period Time To:: 

		 Operational Period TIme From:: 



		ICS 214 1: 

		 Incident Name: 



		ICS  214 3: 

		 Name: 



		ICS 214 4: 

		 ICS Position: 



		ICS 214 5: 

		 Home Agency: 



		ICS 214 6: 

		 Resources Assigned - Name 1: 

		 Resources Assigned - Name 2: 

		 Resources Assigned - Name 3: 

		 Resources Assigned - Name 4: 

		 Resources Assigned - Name 5: 

		 Resources Assigned - Name 6: 

		 Resources Assigned - Name 7: 

		 Resources Assigned - Name 8: 

		 Resources Assigned - ICS Position 1: 

		 Resources Assigned - ICS Position 2: 
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From: Luskin-Hawk, Roberta
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Cc: jrudd@madriverhospital.com
Subject: Article Needed - COVID-19 planning
Date: Saturday, February 29, 2020 11:28:59 AM
Attachments: image004.png

Teresa,
The article isn’t attached.
You can probably send this to Jed Rudd from Mad River.  I don’t have the CNO/COO email.
Roberta
 

Roberta Luskin-Hawk, M.D.
CHIEF EXECUTIVE

2700 Dolbeer St Eureka Ca 95501
T: (707) 269-4223   C: (707) 382-8714
www.stjosepheureka.org     www.redwoodmemorial.org    
………………………………………………………………………………..

   
          Redwood Memorial • St. Joseph Hospital
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Saturday, February 29, 2020 11:18 AM
To: Luskin-Hawk, Roberta <Roberta.Luskin-Hawk@stjoe.org>; mrees@shchd.org
Subject: [EXTERNAL]COVID-19 planning
 
Hello.  I am hoping to have the opportunity to meet you all soon but clearly these are extraordinary
times.  I wanted to forward an excellent article about hospital preparedness.  You may have seen it
but it was forwarded to me through the CCLHO.  Please reach out if there is anything you need from
public health right now.  We are working to keep your providers up to date on the ever changing
guidance for COVID and we are working on preparedness for eventual widespread community
transmission.  Thanks much, Terry
 
P.S.  I do not have an accurate email for the Mad River Hospital.  Can you please forward?
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 

mailto:Roberta.Luskin-Hawk@stjoe.org
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=9ae7051a59bd4645bc49c897a24ca2ae-Guest_c8bb9
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.stjosepheureka.org%2F&data=02%7C01%7Ctfrankovich%40co.humboldt.ca.us%7C53895470165846cdc06d08d7bd4d9e52%7Cc00ae2b64fe844f198637b1adf4b27cb%7C0%7C0%7C637186013387887255&sdata=GzlM6xFvgWbctp2QZs20nrG6NxMcXp%2Fg%2BkSt6t6AnX4%3D&reserved=0
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.redwoodmemorial.org%2F&data=02%7C01%7Ctfrankovich%40co.humboldt.ca.us%7C53895470165846cdc06d08d7bd4d9e52%7Cc00ae2b64fe844f198637b1adf4b27cb%7C0%7C0%7C637186013387897211&sdata=gcF5f4irsImxCUgjDhzGAiqLMq0K6xSFNzIWJAbz9iU%3D&reserved=0
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.stjoe.org%2F&data=02%7C01%7Ctfrankovich%40co.humboldt.ca.us%7C53895470165846cdc06d08d7bd4d9e52%7Cc00ae2b64fe844f198637b1adf4b27cb%7C0%7C0%7C637186013387897211&sdata=svFSyu2%2BLGQEu14XoBYAgeINzfATBkqJg%2FdiI48r8VI%3D&reserved=0



From: Largusa, Ron
To: Frankovich, Teresa; Phillips, Hava; Corrigan, Jeremy
Cc: Pereira, Sofia
Subject: Basic descriptive epidemiology of COVID-19
Date: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 2:35:52 PM
Attachments: image001.png

COVID-19 DESCR EPI 02262020.pdf

Attached.  Feel free to share; I just figured this recipient group would make
the most use out of this at this point.  These data (sources also noted in the
document) come from an open-source COVID-19 line list on google docs.  Here is a
link to the line list and the accompanying Lancet article:
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/laninf/article/PIIS1473-3099(20)30119-5/fulltext
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1itaohdPiAeniCXNlntNztZ_oRvjh0HsGuJXUJWET008/edit#gid=0
 
There are massive gaps in the line listing.  The vast majority of cases only
list where they are from, which is already available in a variety of formats. 
There were enough ages recorded to do some central tendency measures (Mean,
Median, SD) and calculate confidence intervals.  Also there was enough to say
that hospitalization rate for Chinese-Non-Hubei and rest of the world cases were
equivalent, but not much else besides that.  There is a clear and substantial
under-reporting of chronic conditions and case outcomes—I’m sure it’s hard to
collect information on 80K people in a rapid time frame.
 
I just looked at non-Hubei cases for descriptive data, as that represents best
what is going on outside that province.  Also, there are even more massive gaps
in the Hubei data than the non-Hubei data.  Despite the obvious and substantial
limitations, it is pretty cool that there are people around the world doing
their best to get as much basic epidemiological data out in the public space as
possible so we can better understand this disease and Virus.
 
Let me know if you have any questions.  Thanks,
 
Ron M. Largusa MSPH
Epidemiologist
Humboldt County Health and Human Services-Public Health
529 I Street
Eureka, CA  95501
Phone:  (707)268-2187
Fax:  (707)445-6097
Email:  rlargusa@co.humboldt.ca.us
Website #1:  http://humboldtgov.org/330/Public-Health
Website #2:  http://humboldtgov.org/2018/Humboldt-Health-Alert

 

mailto:RLargusa@co.humboldt.ca.us
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Descriptive Epidemiology, Non-Hubei Provence COVID-19 Cases, Through 2/20/2020
OVERALL N=860 95%CI LB 95%CI UB
Average Age 44.3 43.1 45.4
Median 43
Standard Deviation 16.7


Males N Avg. Age 95%CI LB 95%CI UB
Standard 
Deviation Median age


Males-China 355 43.5 41.8 45.2 16.4 43
Males-rest of world 115 42.2 39.3 45.0 15.5 41
Total 470 43.2 41.7 44.6 16.2 42


Females N Avg. Age 95%CI LB 95%CI UB
Standard 
Deviation Median age


Females-China 289 45.8 43.9 47.8 16.8 45
Females-rest of world 84 44.8 41.2 48.5 17.2 43.5
Total 373 45.6 43.9 47.3 16.9 45


COVID-19 Cases without demographic and clinical data data
China, Non-Hubei 9359
Rest of world 932


Sources
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/laninf/article/PIIS1473-3099(20)30119-5/fulltext 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1itaohdPiAeniCXNlntNztZ_oRvjh0HsGuJXUJWET008/edit#gid=0 


Prepared by:


Ron Largusa MSPH


Epidemiologist, County of Humboldt DHHS-PH


707-268-2187


rlargusa@co.humboldt.ca.us


Created February 26, 2020


Hospitalization:  In COVID-19 cases with demographic data, there is no difference in the hospitalization rate 
between Chinese-Non-Hubei cases and cases outside of China.  Note that these data represent only 7.4% of 
total Non-Hubei COVID-19 cases.  For reference:







From: California Health Alert Network - CDPH L&C
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: CAHAN All Facilities Notification – AFL 20-15: Infection Control Recommendations for Facilities with Suspect

Coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19) Patients
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 5:21:34 PM

This All Facilities Letter notifies healthcare facilities of the California Department of
Public Health’s infection control recommendations for outpatient healthcare facilities
with suspect COVID-19 patients.

The full guidance can be found at the link below: 
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CHCQ/LCP/CDPH%20Document%20Library/AFL-
20-15.pdf

mailto:cahaninfo@cdph.ca.gov
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us


From: California Health Alert Network
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: CAHAN Disease Notification – CDC HAN 428: Update and Interim Guidance on Outbreak of Coronavirus Disease

2019 (COVID-19)
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 5:27:46 PM
Attachments: CDCHAN428-UpdateInterimGuidanceonOutbreakofCOVID-1902-28-2020.pdf

This CDC Health Alert Network (HAN) Update provides updated guidance on
evaluating and testing persons under investigation (PUIs) for COVID-19. It
supersedes guidance provided in CDC’s HAN 427 distributed on February 1, 2020.

The entire CDC HAN is attached and available at the following link: 
https://emergency.cdc.gov/han/2020/HAN00428.asp

mailto:cahaninfo@cdph.ca.gov
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us



This is an official 


CDC HEALTH UPDATE 


 
Distributed via the CDC Health Alert Network  
February 28, 2020, 15:05 ET (3:05 PM ET)  
CDCHAN-0428 


 


Update and Interim Guidance on Outbreak of Coronavirus Disease 2019 


(COVID-19) 


Summary 
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) continues to closely monitor and respond to the COVID-
19 outbreak caused by the novel coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2.  
 
This CDC Health Alert Network (HAN) Update provides updated guidance on evaluating and testing persons 
under investigation (PUIs) for COVID-19. It supersedes guidance provided in CDC’s HAN 427 distributed on 
February 1, 2020. 
 
The outbreak that began in Wuhan, Hubei Province, has now spread throughout China and to 46 other countries 


and territories, including the United States. As of February 27, 2020, there were 78,497 reported cases in China 


and 3,797 cases in locations outside China. In addition to sustained transmission in China, there is evidence of 


community spread in several additional countries. CDC has updated travel guidance to reflect this information 


(https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers/index.html).  


To date, there has been limited spread of COVID-19 in the United States. As of February 26, 2020, there were a 
total of 61 cases within the United States, 46 of these were among repatriated persons from high-risk settings. 
The other 15 cases were diagnosed in the United States; 12 were persons with a history of recent travel in China 
and 2 were persons in close household contact with a COVID-19 patient (i.e. person-to-person spread). One 
patient with COVID-19 who had no travel history or links to other known cases was reported on February 26, 
2020, in California. The California Department of Public Health, local health departments, clinicians, and CDC are 
working together to investigate this case and are identifying contacts with whom this individual interacted. 
 
CDC, state and local health departments, other federal agencies, and other partners have been implementing 
measures to slow and contain transmission of COVID-19 in the United States. These measures include 
assessing, monitoring, and caring for travelers arriving from areas with substantial COVID-19 transmission and 
identifying cases and contacts of cases in the United States.  
 
Recognizing persons at risk for COVID-19 is a critical component of identifying cases and preventing further 
transmission. With expanding spread of COVID-19, additional areas of geographic risk are being identified and 
PUI criteria are being updated to reflect this spread. To prepare for possible additional person-to-person spread of 
COVID-19 in the United States, CDC continues to recommend that clinicians and state and local health 
departments consider COVID-19 in patients with severe respiratory illness even in the absence of travel history to 
affected areas or known exposure to another case.   
 
Criteria to Guide Evaluation and Testing of Patients Under Investigation (PUI) for COVID-19 
Local or state health departments, in consultation with clinicians, should determine whether a patient is a PUI for 
COVID-19. The CDC clinical criteria for COVID-19 PUIs have been developed based on available information 
about this novel virus, as well as what is known about Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) 
(https://www.cdc.gov/sars/clinical/guidance.html) and Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) 
(https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/mers/interim-guidance.html#evaluation). These criteria are subject to change as 
additional information becomes available. 
 


 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers/index.html

https://www.cdc.gov/sars/clinical/guidance.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/mers/interim-guidance.html#evaluation





Clinical Features  Epidemiologic Risk 


Fever1 or signs/symptoms 
of lower respiratory illness 
(e.g., cough or shortness of 
breath) 


AND 


Any person, including 
healthcare personnel2, who 
has had close contact3 with 
a laboratory-confirmed4 
COVID-19 patient within 14 
days of symptom onset 


Fever1 and signs/symptoms 
of a lower respiratory illness 
(e.g., cough or shortness of 
breath) requiring 
hospitalization 


AND 


A history of travel from 
affected geographic areas5, 


within 14 days of symptom 
onset 
 


Fever1 with severe acute 
lower respiratory illness 
(e.g., pneumonia, ARDS 
(acute respiratory distress 
syndrome) requiring 
hospitalization and without 
an alternative explanatory 
diagnosis (e.g., influenza).6  


 
AND 


No identified source of 
exposure  


These criteria are intended to serve as guidance for evaluation. In consultation with public health departments, 
patients should be evaluated on a case-by-case basis to determine the need for testing. Testing may be 
considered for deceased persons who would otherwise meet the PUI criteria.   


1Fever may be subjective or confirmed. 


2 For healthcare personnel, testing may be considered if there has been exposure to a person with suspected 
COVID-19 without laboratory confirmation. Because of their often extensive and close contact with vulnerable 
patients in healthcare settings, even mild signs and symptoms (e.g., sore throat) of COVID-19 should be 
evaluated among potentially exposed healthcare personnel. Additional information is available in CDC’s Interim 
U.S. Guidance for Risk Assessment and Public Health Management of Healthcare Personnel with Potential 
Exposure in a Healthcare Setting to Patients with Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) 
(https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-risk-assesment-hcp.html). 


3Close contact is defined as— 


a) being within approximately 6 feet (2 meters) of a COVID-19 case for a prolonged period; close contact 
can occur while caring for, living with, visiting, or sharing a healthcare waiting area or room with a COVID-
19 case 


– or – 


b) having direct contact with infectious secretions of a COVID-19 case (e.g., being coughed on) 


If such contact occurs while not wearing recommended personal protective equipment (PPE) (e.g., 
gowns, gloves, NIOSH-certified disposable N95 respirator, eye protection), criteria for PUI consideration 
are met. 


Additional information is available in CDC’s updated Interim Healthcare Infection Prevention and Control 
Recommendations for Patients with Confirmed COVID-19 or Persons Under Investigation for COVID-19 in 
Healthcare Settings (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/infection-control/control-recommendations.html).  


Data to inform the definition of close contact are limited. Considerations when assessing close contact include the 
duration of exposure (e.g., longer exposure time likely increases exposure risk) and the clinical symptoms of the 
person with COVID-19 (e.g., coughing likely increases exposure risk, as does exposure to a severely ill patient). 
Special consideration should be given to healthcare personnel exposed in healthcare settings, as described in 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-risk-assesment-hcp.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/infection-control/control-recommendations.html





CDC’s Interim U.S. Guidance for Risk Assessment and Public Health Management of Healthcare Personnel with 
Potential Exposure in a Healthcare Setting to Patients with COVID-19 (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/hcp/guidance-risk-assesment-hcp.html).  


4Documentation of laboratory-confirmation of COVID-19 may not be possible for travelers or persons caring for 
COVID-19 patients in other countries. 


5Affected areas are defined as geographic regions where sustained community transmission has been identified.  
Relevant affected areas will be defined as a country with at least a CDC Level 2 Travel Health Notice. Current 
information is available in CDC’s COVID-19 Travel Health Notices (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/travelers). 


 6Category includes single or clusters of patients with severe acute lower respiratory illness (e.g., pneumonia, 
ARDS (acute respiratory distress syndrome) of unknown etiology in which COVID-19 is being considered.   


Recommendations for Reporting, Testing, and Specimen Collection 
Clinicians should immediately implement recommended infection prevention and control practices 
(https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/infection-control/control-recommendations.html) if a patient is 
suspected of having COVID-19. They should also notify infection control personnel at their healthcare facility and 
their state or local health department if a patient is classified as a PUI for COVID-19. State health departments 
that have identified a PUI or a laboratory-confirmed case should complete a PUI and Case Report form through 
the processes identified on CDC’s Coronavirus Disease 2019 website (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/php/reporting-pui.html). State and local health departments can contact CDC’s Emergency Operations 
Center (EOC) at 770-488-7100 for assistance with obtaining, storing, and shipping appropriate specimens to CDC 
for testing, including after hours or on weekends or holidays. Currently, diagnostic testing for COVID-19 is being 
performed at state public health laboratories and CDC. Testing for other respiratory pathogens should not delay 
specimen testing for COVID-19.   
 
For initial diagnostic testing for SARS-CoV-2, CDC recommends collecting and testing upper respiratory tract 
specimens (nasopharyngeal AND oropharyngeal swabs). CDC also recommends testing lower respiratory tract 
specimens, if available. For patients who develop a productive cough, sputum should be collected and tested for 
SARS-CoV-2. The induction of sputum is not recommended. For patients for whom it is clinically indicated (e.g., 
those receiving invasive mechanical ventilation), a lower respiratory tract aspirate or bronchoalveolar lavage 
sample should be collected and tested as a lower respiratory tract specimen. Specimens should be collected as 
soon as possible once a PUI is identified, regardless of the time of symptom onset. See Interim Guidelines for 
Collecting, Handling, and Testing Clinical Specimens from Patients Under Investigation (PUIs) for COVID-19 
(https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/lab/guidelines-clinical-specimens.html) and Biosafety FAQs for 
handling and processing specimens from suspected cases and PUIs (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/lab/biosafety-faqs.html). 
 
For More Information 
More information is available at the COVID-19 website: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html. 
 


The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) protects people's health and safety by preventing and controlling 


diseases and injuries; enhances health decisions by providing credible information on critical health issues; and promotes 


healthy living through strong partnerships with local, national, and international organizations. 


____________________________________________________________________________________ 


Categories of Health Alert Network messages:  
Health Alert  Requires immediate action or attention; highest level of importance 
Health Advisory May not require immediate action; provides important information for a specific incident or situation 
Health Update   Unlikely to require immediate action; provides updated information regarding an incident or situation 
HAN Info Service Does not require immediate action; provides general public health information 


  


##This message was distributed to state and local health officers, state and local epidemiologists, state and local 


laboratory directors, public information officers, epidemiologists, HAN coordinators, and clinician organizations## 
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From: California Health Alert Network
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: CAHAN Disease Notification – CDPH News Release: Santa Clara County Announces Positive Test for COVID-19
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 7:30:20 PM
Attachments: PH20-008SantaClaraCountyAnnouncesPositiveTestforCOVID-19.pdf

Today, local health officials in Santa Clara County announced an individual tested
positive for COVID-19. The individual had no known exposure to the virus through
travel or close contact with a known infected individual, making it the second possible
instance of COVID-19 community transmission in California. 

Earlier today the California Department of Public Health announced that CDC test kits
used to detect COVID-19 had arrived in California.

The CDC committed to the state today to send more kits to California -- enough to
conduct more than 1,000 tests.

Please find the entire news release attached.

mailto:cahaninfo@cdph.ca.gov
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us



 


 


 


FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
February 28, 2020 
PH20-008 
CONTACT: Corey Egel | 916.440.7259 | CDPHpress@cdph.ca.gov 
 


Santa Clara County Announces Positive Test for COVID-19 
 


State and Local Public Health Officials are already on the ground  
tracing contacts and providing testing for this case 


Also today, additional COVID-19 testing kits arrived at state public health 
laboratories as the CDC committed to send even more to state 


Federal government announces Fairview Developmental Center no longer under 
immediate consideration as an isolation site 


SACRAMENTO – Today, local health officials in Santa Clara County announced an 
individual tested positive for COVID-19.  


The individual had no known exposure to the virus through travel or close contact with a 
known infected individual, making it the second possible instance of COVID-19 
community transmission in California. Earlier today the California Department of Public 
Health announced that CDC test kits used to detect COVID-19 had arrived in California. 
The CDC committed to the state today to send more kits to California -- enough to 
conduct more than1,000 tests.  


“This is a fluid situation but we have plans and protocols in place for public health 
events like this to protect the health and safety of Californians and the state’s visitors. 
We are actively working with the CDC, with local governments, health facilities, and 
health care providers across the state to respond as new cases are identified,” said Dr. 
Sonia Angell, Director of the California Department of Public Health and State Health 
Officer.  


As in any public health emergency, the California Department of Public Health's Medical 
and Health Coordination Center has been actively coordinating response efforts across 
the state and preparing for possible community transmission. California continues to 
prepare and respond in coordination with federal and local partners.  
 
This could be the second known instance of person-to-person transmission in the 
general public in the United States. Yesterday, the California Department of Public 
Health announced a possible first case of person-to-person transmission of COVID-19 
in California in the general public 


News Release 
CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH  
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Previously known instances of person-to-person transmission in the United States 
include one instance in Chicago, Illinois, and one in San Benito County, California. Both 
cases were after close, prolonged interaction with a family member who returned from 
Wuhan, China and had tested positive for COVID-19, the disease caused by novel 
coronavirus. As of today, including this case, California has had seven travel-related 
cases, one close contact case, and now two possible community transmissions.  
 
As with any virus, especially during the flu season, the Public Health Department 
reminds you there are a number of steps you can take to protect your health and those 
around you:  
 


• Washing hands with soap and water.  


• Avoiding touching eyes, nose or mouth with unwashed hands.  


• Avoiding close contact with people who are sick are all ways to reduce the risk of 
infection with a number of different viruses.  


• Staying away from work, school or other people if you become sick with 
respiratory symptoms like fever and cough.  


 
The California Department of Public Health will not be providing additional information 
about this patient due to patient confidentiality.  
 
Fairview Developmental Center  


Also, today, the federal government informed the state that it has determined it does not 
need to use the Fairview Development Center site for the isolation of passengers from 
the Diamond Princess Cruise ship given the imminent end of the isolation for those 
passengers and the small number of persons who ended up testing positive for COVID-
19.  


The initial estimates the CDC had provided were that as many as 50% of the 
passengers would test positive within the isolation period but the actual results have 
been substantially lower, changing current needs for isolation. The temporary 
restraining order prevented Fairview from being available at a time when it was critically 
needed. 


Having people who are not sick occupying available hospital beds placed a burden on 
the health care system and limits critical access for patients in a time of great need.  


www.cdph.ca.gov 
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From: California Health Alert Network
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: CAHAN Disease Notification – CDPH News Release: COVID-19 Testing Kits Arrive at State Public Health

Laboratories
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 5:25:03 PM
Attachments: PH20-007COVID-19TestKitArriveatStatePublicHealthLabs.pdf

The California Department of Public Health announced today that new CDC test kits
used to detect Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) now available in California can
be used to do diagnostic testing in the community. California will immediately receive
an additional shipment of kits to test up to 1,200 people.

Please find the entire news release attached.

mailto:cahaninfo@cdph.ca.gov
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us



 


 


 


FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
February 28, 2020 
PH20-007 
CONTACT: Corey Egel | 916.440.7259 | CDPHpress@cdph.ca.gov 
 


COVID-19 Testing Kits Arrive at State Public Health Laboratories 
Photos and Video of Public Health Department's Richmond Lab Available  


 
SACRAMENTO – The California Department of Public Health announced today that 
new CDC test kits used to detect Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) now available 
in California can be used to do diagnostic testing in the community. California will 
immediately receive an additional shipment of kits to test up to 1,200 people. 
 
“These new testing protocols and resources will help California medical experts identify 
and treat COVID-19 cases, trace potential exposures and better protect public health,” 
said Governor Newsom. “I am grateful to the CDC and federal government for quickly 
heeding our state’s requests and assisting California’s response to this evolving 
situation.” 
 
“The availability to test at California’s public health laboratories is a significant step 
forward in our ability to respond rapidly to this evolving situation,” said Dr. Sonia Angell, 
Director of the California Department of Public Health and State Health Officer. “As we 
face the likelihood of community transmission here in California, having this resource 
where we need it, is essential to better inform public health response and protect our 
communities.”  


The California Department of Public Health has been prepared and is continuing with 
the following actions as the situation surrounding COVID-19 evolves: 


• Activating the Emergency Operations Center to coordinate response efforts 
across the state. 


• Continuing to prepare and respond in coordination with federal and local 
partners, hospitals and physicians.  


• Deploying staff to assist with contact tracing in Solano and Sacramento counties 
for a patient whose source of infection is unknown. 


• Providing information, guidance documents, and technical support to local health 
departments, health care facilities, providers, schools, universities, colleges, and 
childcare facilities across California. 


• Coordinating with federal authorities and local health departments that have 
implemented screening, monitoring and, in some cases quarantine. 


News Release 
CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH  
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• Engaging with local health departments in managing suspect and confirmed 
cases of COVID-19 patients over the past several weeks.  
 


Beyond the work of health officials, each and every person can take steps to reduce the 
risk of becoming infected with this virus. 


• Washing hands with soap and water. 


• Avoiding touching eyes, nose or mouth with unwashed hands. 


• Avoiding close contact with people who are sick. 


• Staying away from work, school or other people if you become sick with 
respiratory symptoms like fever and cough.  


• Follow guidance from public health officials. 
 
If a person develops symptoms of COVID-19 including fever, cough or shortness of 
breath, and has reason to believe they may have been exposed, they should call their 
health care provider or local health department before seeking care. Contacting them in 
advance will make sure that people can get the care they need without putting others at 
risk.  


For more information about novel coronavirus including various resources, please visit 
the CDPH website. 


If you are interested in photos of the California Department of Public Health’s state 
laboratory in Richmond (from earlier this month), please send your request to 
CDPHPressOPA@cdph.ca.gov.  


 


 
www.cdph.ca.gov 
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From: California Health Alert Network
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: CAHAN Disease Notification – CDPH News Release: State Health & Emergency Officials Ramp up Response
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 7:22:33 PM

As the spread of COVID-19, the disease caused by novel coronavirus, continues
worldwide, the State of California today announced a broad series of new actions
designed to protect public health and safety.

Please find the entire news release at the link below:

https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/OPA/Pages/NR20-009.aspx
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From: California Health Alert Network
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: CAHAN HCP Conference Call Notes Notification – COVID-19 Update Conference Call, 2/25/20 Notes and Time

Change Announcement
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 8:50:55 PM
Attachments: WeeklyHCFCall_CoronavirusUpdate02-25-20.pdf

3-3-20WeeklyHealthcareFacilityCOVID-19.pdf

The California Department of Public Health, convened its weekly call to
update California healthcare facilities on the latest developments regarding COVID-19
on Tuesday, 2/25/2020. The notes to this call are attached.

As a reminder, this was part of a weekly series of conference calls on Tuesday
mornings. The start time for this series has changed from 7:45 AM to 8:00 AM
(PST). 

The next call in this series will be on Tuesday, 3/3/2020. The agenda is attached and
the participant access information for this week will be as follows:

Toll-Free: 844-721-7239
Access Code: 7993227

mailto:cahaninfo@cdph.ca.gov
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us



 
 


 


 
California Department of Public Health 
Weekly Facility COVID-19 Update Call 


February 25, 2020 
7:45 am – 8:45 am 


 


I. Welcome / Introduction:   Heidi Steinecker  
 
Regarding Program flex requests, please get them ready for anything that you may anticipate needing 
them for as the COVID-19 situation evolves; however, we cannot accept them to approve unless there 
is already a need for the flex.  We cannot grant flexes for a hypothetical situation; we can only grant 
them once there is an actual need. 
 


II. Overview:     Dr. Charity Dean 
 


There is an increased concern of a pandemic occurring. CDC made statements on their press call this 
morning discussing this likelihood, and encouraging the healthcare delivery system to continue active 
preparations. We are actively working with all of our local, state, and federal partners to prepare and 
plan for this. Though, the risk in the U.S. is still low at this time. This situation is evolving and we’ll 
provide new information as we know it. 


 
III. Disease Update:  Dr. Kathleen Harriman 


 
There have now been over 80,000 cases and over 2700 deaths due to COVID-19 worldwide. Most cases 
and deaths are still in China but since last week a number of other countries have reported outbreaks, 
with outbreaks in order of size in South Korea (almost 1000 people), Italy (over 300 people) as well as 
Japan, Iran, Singapore and Hong Kong. In addition, there have been almost 700 cases among Diamond 
Princess passengers.  
 
In California, there have been 7 cases among returned travelers, and an additional case who was the 
spouse of a traveler. There have also been 17 cases among repatriated people. Testing has been 
requested on 199 people to date; the results on 12 people are still pending. 
 
CDC stated this morning that it’s not a matter of when, not if, community transmission of COVID-19 
will occur in the United States, and that disruptions to daily life could be “severe”.  Additionally, CDC 
has added South Korea to China as a country with a Level-3 travel advisory, which means avoiding all 
non-essential travel. Level-2 travel advisories have been issued for Japan, Italy and Iran, which call for 
enhanced precautions and recommendations to postpone nonessential travel for older adults and 
those with chronic medical conditions. 







IV. Laboratory Update:   Dr. Deb Wadford 
 
At this time, diagnostic testing for the 2019 novel coronavirus is only available at the CDC. 
Unfortunately, local testing at Public Health labs has been delayed due to a manufacturing issue with 
test kits. 
 
Health care providers with persons under investigation (PUIs) of the 2019 novel coronavirus   must 
contact their Local Health Department for novel coronavirus testing approval and guidance on 
specimen submissions for testing at CDC. We strongly advise that specimens be transferred to your 
local public health laboratory (or the public health laboratory that serves your jurisdiction) for 
packaging and shipping to the CDC for the following reasons: 


• Each specimen must be accompanied by specific CDC submittal forms which will be completed 
by the local public health laboratory.  


• Utilizing the resources of the local public health laboratory ensures that CDPH will be able to 
track and report back test results from the CDC in a timely manner. 


• Specimens must be packaged and shipped according to US Department of Transportation and 
International Air Transport Association (IATA) regulations which your local Public Health 
laboratory will facilitate. 


 
Health care providers and laboratory staff should be familiar with CDC biosafety guidelines for handling 
and processing potential novel coronavirus specimens, specifically with regards to manipulation of 
open containers of potentially infected specimens. Aerosol generating procedures and other 
manipulations of these specimens should only be performed within a certified Class II biological safety 
cabinet by trained personnel.   
 
Safety guidelines for handling potentially infected specimens can be found here: 
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/lab/lab-biosafety-guidelines.html   
 
Specimens for Testing by the CDC  
 
At this time, the CDC requests that respiratory specimens, including both Nasopharyngeal (NP) swab 
(in Viral Transport Medium) and oropharyngeal (OP )swab (in Viral Transport Medium) specimens are 
submitted for testing, each in its own separate vial of Viral Transport Medium (i.e., not combined). A 
sputum specimen (in a sterile container) should also be sent if a productive cough is present.  
 
Serum specimens are not requested at this time. 
 
Please ensure that labeling of each sample vial is correct and that the patient’s information is clearly 
indicated on the specimen vial so that the CDC lab is able to reconcile the specimen submittal forms 
with samples. The CDC may have to delay testing or altogether reject specimens that are not properly 
labeled.  
 
 
 
 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/lab/lab-biosafety-guidelines.html





Please see this link for more details: 
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/lab/guidelines-clinical-specimens.html 
  
For questions about specimen collection, please see: 
 https://www.cdc.gov/laboratory/specimen-submission/help-faqs.html.  
 


V. Healthcare-associated Infections:     Dr. Erin Epson 


CDC posted a more comprehensive Hospital Preparedness Tool (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/hcp/hcp-hospital-checklist.html) that includes a checklist hospitals can use in their preparations as 
well as during management of patients with suspected or confirmed COVID-19 infections. The checklist 
is divided into 10 domains: 


• Infection control policies and job-specific training for healthcare personnel (HCP), including triage 
procedures, donning and doffing of personal protective equipment (PPE), sick leave policies and 
actions for unprotected exposures 


• Process for rapidly identifying and isolating patients with confirmed or suspected COVID-19 
• Patient placement, including verification of airborne infection isolation room (AIIR) function, 


protocols for aerosol generating procedures, process for documenting HCP entering and exiting the 
room   


• Transmission-based precautions, including Standard, Contact, Airborne Precautions plus eye 
protection for patients with confirmed or suspected COVID-19 infections, including assessment of 
PPE supplies in appropriate locations, respiratory protection program including fit-testing, and a 
process for auditing PPE adherence  


• Movement of patients with confirmed or suspected COVID-19 within the facility; of note there is a 
new CDC infection control FAQ (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/infection-prevention-
control-faq.html) about what PPE should be worn by individuals transporting patients who are 
confirmed with or under investigation for COVID-19 within a healthcare facility. Although there is 
usually no recommendation for PPE for HCP transporting patients with a respiratory infection 
wearing a facemask from the patient’s room to another destination, to align with the currently 
cautious approach for risk stratification and monitoring of healthcare personnel caring for patients 
with COVID-19, use of a facemask by the transporter is recommended for anything more than brief 
encounters with COVID-19 patients.  For convenience, if the transporter was involved in 
transferring the patient to the wheelchair or gurney as described above, the transporter could also 
continue to wear their respirator (after removing all other PPE) instead of replacing it with a 
facemask. 


• Hand Hygiene 
• Environmental cleaning; of note, this was addressed in a recent AFL 20-14 


(https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CHCQ/LCP/CDPH%20Document%20Library/AFL-20-14.pdf), 
which reviews CDC guidance for routine cleaning and disinfection procedures and Use of an 
appropriate EPA-registered hospital-grade disinfectant with either an EPA-approved emerging viral 
pathogens label claim, or if unavailable in the facility, an EPA-approved label claim against human 
coronaviruses.  


• Monitoring and managing HCP, including process to track exposures and conduct active- and/or 
self-monitoring of HCP as required by public health, and a process to conduct symptom and 
temperature checks prior to the start of any shift of asymptomatic exposed HCP that are not work 
restricted - this is true for HCP with low-risk exposures, which includes HCP that used all 
appropriate PPE without any breach.  



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/lab/guidelines-clinical-specimens.html
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• Visitor access and movement within the facility, including plans for restricting visitation to rooms of 
patients with confirmed or suspected COVID-19, and policies for PPE, limiting movement, and 
maintaining a record of any visitors that are allowed to enter the room 


• Facility regularly monitors the situation on CDC's coronavirus disease (COVID-19) web page 
 


CDC’s Guidance for EMS Systems (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-for-ems.html) 
addresses infection control recommendations for EMS transporters and their vehicles, including follow-up 
and/or Reporting Measures by EMS Clinicians after Caring for a PUI or Patient with Confirmed COVID-19 and 
EMS Employer responsibilities. Also, AFL 18-06 (https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CHCQ/LCP/Pages/AFL-18-
06.aspx) summarizes the requirements of hospitals to report possible exposures to infectious diseases of EMS to 
the EMS system. 


 
VI. Question and Answer 


Q: Recent CDC guidelines, as of this morning, include recommendations for treating patients who have 
traveled to South Korea or Japan and have a fever or acute respiratory symptoms. What messaging 
should we provide to Emergency Medical Services or urgent care regarding screening?  


A: Dr. Harriman: CDC is discussing whether these countries should be added to the PUI criteria. If local 
health departments are made aware of ill people who have returned from South Korea, Italy, Japan or 
Iran in the prior 14 days, particularly those ill enough to need hospitalization, they should call CDC to 
see if testing is indicated  
Dr. Dean spoke about the PUI definition possibly changing in the future. The added footnote on CDC’s 
PUI criteria allowed more flexibility and would encourage Health Officers to make that determination.  


 


Q: A person from Travis AFB tested positive and was transferred to a hospital in San Mateo County in 
the middle of the night, which put a strain on the hospital staff. Why did they need to be transferred 
during afterhours? Also, how often should testing occur for asymptomatic patient?  


A: Dr. Dean: this is a federal operation and we are supporting their operation. Though, we do 
empathize with you. We understand your facilities and staff need to be prepared. And we are trying 
our best to work with all of our partners as it is needed. Regarding continuous testing, there are 
reports that the shedding of the virus could be up to one month. CDC has been working with hospitals 
and healthcare facilities and recommend working with the local health department to determine how 
often testing should occur. These decisions should be specific to which specimens they are testing.  


 


Q: What does CDC recommend for PPE because the media is reporting airborne transmission? Is there 
any evidence of this?  


A: CDC still recommends a cautionary approach. We are still learning new things daily. We are not 
aware of any data regarding the Diamond Princess transmission, and still recommend following the 
CDC recommendations for PPE.  
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Q: Is there any update about the supply chain for surgical masks? We are a Federally Qualified Health 
Center (FQHC), and all masks are being directed to hospitals. Any timeframe for the availability of more 
supplies? 


A: Dr. Dean: We suggest working with your local health jurisdiction. Your request might be able to be 
fulfilled by the local health department, if not, regionally. If they do not have resources, your request 
should be sent up to the State, where we can reach out to our federal partners, if needed. William 
Johnson, Director, MHCC: the State has ordered 300,000 N95s, which are scheduled to be fulfilled 
sometime in April and another 300,000 the following month.  


 


Q: Is the 14-day incubation period still adequate? We are reading reports of patients becoming positive 
after 14 days.   


A: Dr. Harriman stated that Dr. Nancy Messonnier from CDC is still comfortable with the 14-day period 
at this time, which she stated on the CDC Media Tele-briefing call this morning.  


 


Q: Sharp Healthcare in San Diego stated they received a letter from their main vendor for PPE stating 
they have no idea when additional supplies will be available.  


A: Dr. Dean: we are developing strategies and options to expand the supply of PPE. We are working 
with our federal partners on this issue. As a reminder, pandemic planning needs to be addressed 
across all facilities, agencies, departments, etc. We are concerned as well and are actively working on 
this issue. 


 


Q: How should we evaluate patients over the phone or at our front desk in regard to the possible new 
PUI definition and travel health notices?   


A: The PUI definition has not been updated at this time, but because the travel advisories are being 
updated, travel history should always be discussed and evaluated. A recommendation could be to 
designate a separate area for possible PUIs in the healthcare facility.  


 


Q: Regarding the CDC travel notices, under each individual travel notice, there is clinician information 
toward the bottom of the page, however, the information does not align with the PUI definition. 
Regarding the healthcare checklist, after screening for persons with a respiratory illness, what is the 
next step? Should they have a mask or be sent home? What about Health Officer orders regarding 
vaccines or wearing a mask for healthcare personnel?   


A: Dr. Erin Epson, Healthcare-Associated Infections: screenings could prompt those facilities to not 
allow visitors to enter the hospital. The Health Officer orders vary by each county. Any modifications to 
those orders would come from the Health Officer.  


  







 


Q: What is the policy or procedures for smaller facilities, such as an ambulatory surgical center? 


A: With these visits and/or elective procedures, screenings should be conducted for those persons 
scheduling appointments. It is suggested to defer or reschedule appointments until after the exposure 
risk would be less or of no concern. If they are reporting symptoms or has a concerning travel history, 
place a mask on the patient, place them in a private room and call the local health department.  


 


Q: Is there an update on the numbers of U.S. confirmed cases provided on the CDPH website?  


A: 53 total cases: 


• Travel-related: 12 
• Person-to-person spread: 2 
• Persons Repatriated to the US from Wuhan: 3 
• Persons Repatriated to the US from the Diamond Princess: 36 


Q: What about fit testing for N95s?  


A: We are in constant communication with the Occupational Safety and Health Administration on 
supply chain issues right now.  


 


Q: Regarding the program flexes, what about standing up external triages, which would require 
program flex approval? 


A: Heidi Steinecker: Yes, we are entertaining those flexes for something that is in needed right now. 
Please submit them as you need them. I was referring to facilities wanting a program flex approval for 
treating COVID-19 patients even though they had not received them yet.  


 


Q: Is there any update on the Fairview facility?  


A: Dr. Dean: the Fairview facility is not being used at this time. There will be more information after 
next Monday.  


 


Q: We are also a FQHC, how would screening work? What about screening of our employees?  


A: CDC has provided several guidance documents on their website. It is suggested that outpatient 
clinics review those documents and determine how those guidelines will apply for pandemic planning 
purposes. There will be an outpatient clinic guidance document, which is in the approval process right 
now. Dr. Epson: the screening of employees was referring to healthcare personnel who had exposure 
to positive cases.  


  







 


Q: On the CDC Situation Summary page, the guidances for each country, including detailed clinician 
information is located there as well. However, there are discrepancies with this and the PUI 
information.   


A: Heidi Steinecker: Yes, the PUI has not changed, but on the travel information page, the information 
has been adjusted. Additional messaging needs to go out.  


 


Q: We have international students living in resident halls. If someone has possibly been exposed, and 
has a history of travelling to China, should they be isolated if they have roommates and have been 
around other people? Our custodians are having anxiety about cleaning rooms with possible 
exposures, what is the recommendation? Should they wear masks, additional PPE?  


A: All persons who have returned to the US from Hubei Province China since February 3 have been 
quarantined at an Air Force base for 14 days. Persons who have returned from other parts of China 
since February 3 have been recommended to quarantine themselves at home for two weeks after their 
return. If a person who has returned from China in the prior 14 days becomes ill with fever and/or 
respiratory symptoms, you should call your local health department. At this time, there is no 
recommendation for additional PPE for persons doing environmental cleaning outside of a setting of 
known or suspect COVID-19 cases.  








California Department of Public Health 


Weekly Healthcare Facility COVID-19 
Update March 3, 2020 


8:00 am – 9:00 am 


Toll-Free:  844-721-7239   Access Code: 7993227 


I. Welcome / Introduction: Heidi Steinecker 


II. Overview: Dr. Charity Dean 


III. Center for Infectious Disease Update: Dr. Kathy Harriman  


IV. Laboratory Update: Dr. Deb Wadford 


V. Healthcare-Associated Infections: Dr. Erin Epson 


VI. Q&A







From: California Health Alert Network
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: CAHAN HCP Conference Call Notification – COVID-19 Update Conference Call TODAY, 2/26/20 5:30 PM – 6:00

PM (PST)
Date: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 3:43:11 PM

The California Department of Public Health, has scheduled a COVID-19 update
conference call for California healthcare facilities today, Wednesday, February 26,
2020 at 5:30 PM (PST). Please see below conference call information below.

Participation Access Information:

Toll-Free: 844-767-5679
Access Code:  2447851
Conference Name: COVID-19 Update Health Care Facilities 
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From: California Health Alert Network
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: CAHAN HCP Conference Call Notification – COVID-19 Update Conference Call TODAY, 2/26/20 5:30 PM – 6:00

PM (PST)
Date: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 5:47:36 PM

Additional lines have been added to this call as of 5:45 pm. Please redial now to
join. 

The California Department of Public Health, has scheduled a COVID-19 update
conference call for California healthcare facilities today, Wednesday, February 26,
2020 at 5:30 PM (PST). Please see below conference call information below.

Participation Access Information:

Toll-Free: 844-767-5679
Access Code:  2447851
Conference Name: COVID-19 Update Health Care Facilities 

mailto:cahaninfo@cdph.ca.gov
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us


From: California Health Alert Network
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: CAHAN LHD Conference Call Notes – All LHD COVID-19 Conference Call Thursday, 2/27/20 from 1:00 PM – 2:00

PM (PST)
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 8:25:47 PM
Attachments: 2020-02-27CDPHHostedLHDCall_minutes.pdf

The California Department of Public Health convened their weekly call to update
Local Health Departments on the latest developments regarding the COVID-19 on
Thursday, 2/27/2020. The notes to this call are attached.

As a reminder, this is a weekly series of conference calls on Thursdays, from 1:00 PM
– 2:00 PM (PST). 

The next call in this series will be on Thursday, 3/5/2020. The participant access
information will be as follows:

Toll-Free: 844-721-7241
Access Code: 4994612
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mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us



 
 
 


 
California Department of Public Health 


All LHD COVID-19 Conference Call  
February 27, 2020 
1:00 pm – 2:00 pm 


 
I. Overview: 


Good afternoon and welcome back to the CDPH Coronavirus Response Science Branch update 
for local health departments. This conference call is for local health departments only, and 
therefore if any healthcare facility has joined us by mistake, please sign off now.   


I’m Duc Vugia, Chief of the CDPH Infectious Diseases Branch, and I will be the moderator for 
today’s call.  I first want to thank everyone who has been working on the coronavirus 
response, particularly all of you at the city and county public health departments. We are 
seeing the global epidemic growing daily, monitoring returned travelers and repatriates, 
following closely the COVID-19 patients until they clear, and now face the increasing threat of 
community transmission in California.   


Yesterday, a new COVID-19 patient in northern California without an international travel 
history was identified.  This patient is a resident of Solano County and is currently hospitalized 
in Sacramento County. CDPH is working with the CDC, Solano and Sacramento health 
departments, and the two affected hospitals on the investigation and quarantine of exposed 
contacts and healthcare workers. Since this investigation has just started and many questions 
are still unanswered, we would like to minimize discussion of details of this investigation until 
we have more information that we can share, perhaps on another conference call.  The health 
risk of COVID-19 to the general public remains LOW at this time. 


For today’s call, we will provide updates on the epidemiology and surveillance, returning 
traveler monitoring, new considerations for Persons Under Investigation, laboratory testing, 
and infection control.  We will have Questions and Answers time after the updates. 


 


 







II. Epidemiology and Surveillance Team Update 
1. Nationally, as of 4pm February 25, a total of 445 persons have been tested or approved for 


testing for novel coronavirus. Of these 14 have tested positive, of which 12 are travel-related 
and 2 are from person-to-person transmission. In addition, 45 infections have been confirmed 
among persons repatriated to the United States. This includes 3 confirmed cases among persons 
repatriated from Wuhan, China and 42 confirmed cases among persons repatriated from the 
Diamond Princess Cruise ship. 


2. As of yesterday at 4:00PM, a total of 218 persons in California have been tested or approved for 
testing for novel coronavirus. Of these, 33 have tested positive. Of these 33, 7 are travel 
associated, 1 is from person-to-person transmission, 1 is community-acquired, 2 are from 
repatriation flights from Wuhan, China, and 21 are among passengers evacuated to California 
from the Diamond Princess cruise ship. All of the patients who have tested positive for novel 
coronavirus have been adults, and four have been cleared and released from isolation. 


3. We ask that jurisdictions monitoring close-contacts of cases confirmed in California use the 
CalREDIE condition called Contact to Novel Coronavirus. The definition of close contact is 
provided in footnote two of the CDC person under investigation definition.  


4. If a contact to a confirmed case of novel coronavirus becomes symptomatic and is being tested 
for novel coronavirus, then please create a new record in CalREDIE for this person in the Novel 
Coronavirus disease condition and enter relevant information and laboratory testing to their PUI 
status into this new condition. 


5. All jurisdictions should enter any person that is being tested for novel coronavirus into CalREDIE 
using the “Novel Coronavirus 2019 (nCoV-2019)” condition as soon as possible, and no later 
than 3:00PM the next business day. Epidemiology Team staff may also enter and update records 
in CalREDIE as needed. Jurisdictions should check CalREDIE for any previous COVID-19 incidents 
created by CDPH Epi Team or other jurisdictions where the case was initially identified to avoid 
creating duplicate incidents.  


6. CDC has issued a revised PUI form that is a combined COVID-19 PUI and Case Report Form. The 
form is now two pages and has additional questions about symptoms, exposures, and additional 
categories to indicate how the PUI was identified. Changes to CalREDIE to accommodate 
information collected with the new form should go into production today. Please begin to use 
this form for any newly identified PUIs or confirmed cases. Completed forms should be emailed 
to novelvirus@cdph.ca.gov or uploaded to the EFC in CalREDIE.  


7. As we prepare for testing to begin at VRDL and local public health laboratories, we are also 
preparing to transition testing decisions and NCOV ID assignment from CDC to California.  


a. Please note that for the time being, the NCOV ID should still be obtained from CDC, 
regardless of whether or not testing is occurring at a public health laboratory in 
California or at CDC.  


i. If you have a PUI, please continue to call the CDC EOC and clearly state whether 
you need only a NCOV ID OR need both testing approval and a NCOV ID. The 
CDC EOC (770-488-7100) has been informed that both types of call might come 
from California while we transition. 


b. Once testing decisions and NCOV ID assignment fully transition to CDPH, CDC is 
requiring information on PUIs and confirmed cases be reported through a system called 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/clinical-criteria.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/pui-form.pdf
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DCIPHER. CDPH will be reporting PUI, case, and laboratory results data to CDC and the 
DCIPHER system for all California jurisdictions. 


c. As part of this reporting process, we will need to continue to generate a unique NCOV ID 
for each person being tested for novel coronavirus, even once testing fully transitions to 
public health laboratories in California.  


d. Because testing and testing decision making processes will eventually fully transition to 
the local level in California, CDPH is developing a website that will generate unique 
NCOV IDs that will be accessible to local health departments. 


i. Once put into production, local health departments will receive the URL, a 
shared username and password for this website, and step-by-step instructions 
on how to generate an NCOV ID. All persons who might need to request a NCOV 
ID for a local health jurisdiction should use the same username and password. 
This will help eliminate the need for individual user account generation and 
maintenance. 


ii. We are looking for 5 or so local health jurisdictions to test this site. If you are 
interested, please email IZBEpiReport@cdph.ca.gov. In addition, please note 
that this would be for website testing purposes only and all NCOV IDs should 
still be obtained from the CDC EOC at this time. Depending on the level of 
interest in testing, some jurisdictions that volunteer might not be selected for 
testing. 


a. More details will follow as we finalize our transition process. 


III. Returning Traveler Monitoring:   


Good afternoon. Firstly, the CDPH Returning Travelers Monitoring team would like to thank 
you for your collaboration, industry, and patience over the past few weeks. The travel 
monitoring information and guidance are constantly evolving and we appreciate your efforts 
to work with us as we together respond to new information and procedures. We also 
appreciate your understanding and flexibility as we have encounter and address 
communication and data issues that have arisen. 


As a quick recap, on February 3rd CDC initiated monitoring returning travelers from mainland 
China. High risk travelers are subject to federal quarantine. Medium risk travelers are 
assessed for symptoms at the airports and if asymptomatic are allowed to proceed to their 
final destination. State and local public health are notified of these travelers and asked to 
contact them, assess their risk, and ask them to self-monitor under public health supervision.  


As of today, February 27, California has received from CDC Division of Global Migration and 
Quarantine notices of 9380 returning travelers. The majority of these have been identified 
and reported to the respective 49 local health jurisdictions in which they reside. However, the 
quality and comprehensiveness of data from CDC DGMQ continue to present challenges. We 
currently have approximately 300 presumptive California travelers who remain unassigned to 
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their local health jurisdiction. We are pursuing options both with CDC and internally to gather 
additional information on these travelers so that they can be properly assigned to LHD.  


We have worked with our Information Technology program and believe that we have 
identified the reasons why some counties were unable to receive our auto-generated emails. 
We ask that local health jurisdictions who previously reported a problem but are now 
receiving both copies of the report please let us know so that we may discontinue the 
duplicative notification. 


As of Wednesday, February 26, CDC indicated that they have no current plans to designate 
additional countries for monitoring of returning travelers. They believe the current evidence 
indicates that community transmission of COVID-19 virus in other countries is several-fold 
lower than observed in China. However, CDC is working to update the persons under 
investigation (PUI) definition to include persons who have traveled in select countries other 
than China so that testing may be pursued if these individuals are hospitalized with fever and 
lower respiratory symptoms.  


We have received inquiries about returning travelers who plan to undertake additional travel 
during their 14-day monitoring period. CDC guidelines currently do not recommend travel 
restriction for monitored travelers who are asymptomatic and Medium risk. However, these 
persons are advised to postpone travel, if possible, as they may encounter restrictions if they 
become symptomatic prior to return. 


CDC has completed and cleared the COVID-19 Check and Record Everyday (CARE) booklets 
and will begin to distribute them at quarantine stations by Friday, February 28. The booklets 
are available in both English and Chinese, with a Spanish language version in preparation. The 
booklets will be provided to every traveler from mainland China at the completion of CBP 
screening. The booklets contain instructions on how to perform health monitoring, including 
taking one’s temperature, a 14-day log sheet for recording temperature and symptoms, and 
instructions to contact the local public health department if the returned traveler becomes 
sick. CDC will not be providing thermometers or cell phones as part of the CARE package. CDC 
will update the booklet as the COVID-19 situation and recommendations change. These 
booklets should help to standardize and clarify information provided to returning travelers. 


Thank you. 


IV. Considerations for Persons Under Investigation 


We want to update everyone on changes to CDC’s criteria which came out today to guide 
COVID-19 testing for Persons Under Investigation (or PUIs). 







These changes have been made in response to increased COVID-19 transmission in multiple 
countries and a recognized need to increase testing in the U.S. to detect if there is community 
transmission. 


As COVID-19 testing becomes available in public health labs, these criteria will continue to be 
important because the tests have been authorized under emergency use are only for people 
who meet these PUI definitions. CDC continues to be the final decider on whether to test 
cases not meeting these PUI criteria. 


These criteria are likely to continue to evolve as more is learned about the clinical 
presentation of COVID-19. 


The revisions criteria will still be a combination of clinical features and epidemiologic risk and 
there are three categories where COVID-19 testing is indicated.  


The first category is people who have had close contact with a patient with COVID-19 and 
develop either fever or symptoms of lower respiratory illness such as cough or shortness of 
breath. This category includes healthcare workers with an exposure, and for health care 
workers, COVID-19 testing can be considered if the exposure was to a patient who is being 
evaluated for COVID-19 but whose results are still pending.  This category did not change. 


The second category is people who have travelled to any COVID-19 affected area as defined 
by CDC.  As of today (2/27/20) that included China, South Korea, Iran, Italy, and Japan. The 
symptom criteria are fever and lower respiratory illness in a person who is hospitalized.  This 
category has expanded the affected geographic areas. 


The third category is new for PUI criteria, and it’s for people who have no identified exposure 
history but who have been hospitalized with fever and lower respiratory illness for example 
radiographic evidence of pneumonia or acute respiratory distress syndrome (or ARDS) 
without a known etiology.   


These new CDC PUI criteria, when implemented, allow for testing in more situations 
especially among people hospitalized with fever and a lower respiratory illness.  


COVID-19 testing will be expanding to more public health labs. For testing that occurs at VRDL 
we plan to continue to have clinical consultation with the CDPH clinical team, when needed, 
to ensure that the test is being used in a way that is consistent with the EUA agreement, 
which is to follow the latest CDC PUI criteria. 


 


 







V. Laboratory 


The California Department of Public Health (CDPH) Viral and Rickettsial Disease Laboratory 
(VRDL) will now provide real-time RT-PCR diagnostic testing for the 2019 novel coronavirus 
(COVID-19 virus) for newly identified persons under investigation (PUIs) for COVID-19 with a 
turnaround time of 48 hours. 
 
In addition to the VRDL, several local public health laboratories in CA will also provide this testing 
service, all using the FDA Emergency Use Authorized (EUA) assay from the CDC for detection of 
the COVID-19 virus.  When each of these local public health laboratory will start testing depends 
on each lab, so please check with your local laboratory before submitting specimens. Please note 
that at this time, a PUI number assigned by CDC is still required for each patient to be tested.  For 
counties without a PHL, specimen submission follows the protocol already established for PHL 
coverage for your jurisdiction.  
   
VRDL criteria for COVID-19 EUA testing 
Testing for the COVID-19 virus at the VRDL is available as follows: 


1. The patient has met the CDC criteria for a PUI (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
nCoV/hcp/clinical-criteria.html), AND 


2. A unique PUI# has been assigned by the CDC, AND 
3. Patients are new PUIs who have not previously tested positive for COVID-19 virus  


 
Patients who do not meet these criteria, e.g. confirmed cases, should be referred directly to CDC 
for further action. 
  
Specimens for testing: 
Respiratory specimens approved for EUA assay testing for COVID-19 virus include both upper 
and lower respiratory specimens including both a NasoPharyngeal swab (in liquid 
Viral Transport Medium [VTM]) and an OroPharyngeal swab (in liquid VTM). The NP and OP 
swabs should be placed in separate VTM vials. A sputum specimen (in sterile container) should 
also be sent only if a productive cough is present.  


Serum, urine, and stool specimens are not approved for testing by the EUA assay and will not be 
tested. 


Please ensure that the sample type is included on the specimen vial and that patient information 
is clearly indicated on the specimen tube. We may have to delay or reject specimens that are not 
properly labeled. 


When you have confirmed that specimens will be sent to the VRDL for testing, please notify the 
VRDL IN ADVANCE at 510-307-8585 or VRDL.Mail@cdph.ca.gov 
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Required Paperwork 
1. The VRDL General Purpose Specimen Submittal Form must be completed electronically 


for each specimen and include: 
• PUI# assigned by CDC 
• Send PUI form to CDPH at novelvirus@cdph.ca.gov or upload to 


the Electronic Filing Cabinet (EFC) in CalREDIE  
• Any relevant laboratory data such as respiratory test results, symptoms 
• Hospitalization status  
• Travel and exposure history, e.g., if contact to known case 


2. A completed CDC COVID-19 PUI and case report form 
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/pui-form.pdf  


A guide for completing VRDL Specimen Submittal Form for COVID-19 virus testing is available 
from the VRDL and will soon be available on our website. 


Please contact the VRDL Medical and Epidemiology Liaisons (MELs) at 510-307-8585 or email us 
at VRDL.Mail@cdph.ca.gov if you have questions pertaining to COVID-19 testing at the VRDL 
and to notify us of specimens that will be submitted for COVID-19 testing. 
 


VRDL will send out a guidance document for COVID-19 virus testing in the next few days 
that will include the aforementioned information and guidance for weekday and weekend 
deliveries to the VRDL.  Please consult with your jurisdiction’s public health laboratory for 
their specific guidance documents and policies.  


SPECIAL NOTE (added after call for clarity): 
 


1) For all LHJs with a local Public Health Lab (PHL) that has come online for coronavirus testing – 
LHJ makes call about whether or not to test, call CDC for PUI number (specify to CDC that you 
only want a PUI number and that you will test locally), testing occurs at your local PHL 
 


2) For all other LHJs – Call CDC for PUI number.  Until your local PHL comes online, if clearly 
within the box of PUI definition, send to VRDL (VRDL will forward non-PUIs to CDC for 
testing).  If outside of the box of PUI definition or if that is a possibility, call CDC for testing 
approval, CDC tests. 
 


3) For all serial clearance testing of positive cases – send all specimens to CDC 
 


VI. Infection Control:   


LHDs should maintain situational awareness for their own local healthcare facility 
preparations and capacity; HAI Program staff are available to LHDs and hospitals to discuss 
their preparations, answer questions, and provide support where needed. CDC recently 
posted a more comprehensive Hospital Preparedness Tool that includes a checklist hospitals 
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can use in their preparations as well as during management of patients with suspected or 
confirmed COVID-19 infections.  


There is a new CDC infection control FAQ that includes what PPE should be worn by 
individuals transporting patients who are confirmed with or under investigation for COVID-19 
within a healthcare facility.  


Environmental cleaning was addressed in a recent AFL 20-14, which reviews CDC guidance for 
routine cleaning and disinfection procedures and Use of an appropriate EPA-registered 
hospital-grade disinfectant with either an EPA-approved emerging viral pathogens label claim, 
or if unavailable in the facility, an EPA-approved label claim against human coronaviruses.  


CDC’s Guidance for EMS Systems addresses infection control recommendations for EMS 
transporters and their vehicles, including follow-up and/or Reporting Measures by EMS 
Clinicians after Caring for a PUI or Patient with Confirmed COVID-19 and EMS Employer 
responsibilities. Also, AFL 18-06 summarizes the requirements of hospitals to report possible 
exposures to infectious diseases of EMS to the EMS system. 


 Since CDC PUI case definitions has just been updated, it’s an opportunity for LHDs to remind 
acute healthcare facilities that a patient hospitalized as PUI for novel coronavirus should be 
isolated in an Airborne Infection Isolation Room if available and Standard, Contact, Airborne 
infection control with eye protection should be followed.  


If a healthcare provider is being tested as a PUI, in addition to reporting the date of symptom 
onset, local health departments should document whether the HCW worked while ill, if 
known. Healthcare facilities should make note of potentially exposed staff and patients. If the 
COVID-19 infection is confirmed in the PUI, all potentially exposed people will need to be 
assessed for risk of exposure and symptoms. 


VII. Question and Answer: 


Q: Will CDPH be releasing a CAHAN with the new CDC PUI criteria? 


A: We do not know if it will be a CAHAN, but we will notify everyone. 


Q: Is there any data on children in China? 


A: Children are underrepresented. There has only been one recorded death of a child 
between the ages of 10-18 years in China. 


Q: Should the public be wearing masks? 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/infection-prevention-control-faq.html
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A: Surgical masks are not recommended for the public or those who are not ill. Those who 
have respiratory illness should wear a surgical mask for source control if they must leave the 
house.  


Q: Is VRDL testing beyond Travis Air Force Base?  


A: Yes.  


Q: Why is February 3, 2020 a significant date for international travel monitoring reports?  


A: It is a reminder of when we started monitoring return travelers. If they’ve past the 14 day 
period symptom free, they’re cleared.  


Q: We have many staff returning from international travel. If they’re cleared, do we have to 
do anything else to ensure they are asymptomatic?  


A: The LHD needs to reach out to assess risk and follow CDC guidance for precautions. If 
they’re returning through an airport, Customs and Border Patrol will ask about symptoms. If 
they’re experiencing symptoms, they should be assessed further and may require isolation. 
But if they have no symptoms, they may travel on to their final destination and provide 
contact information to the LHD for assessment and follow-up.  


Q: Is there talk of guidance for homecare providers for possible PUIs? 


A: We are not aware of any. But in general for home isolation, don’t enter the home unless 
you have to. If it’s for food delivery, leave it at the door. If it’s for medical care, use full PPE. 
Minimize exposure to sick patients. If they need more assistance, maybe they should be in a 
different facility. We are working on guidance. 


Q: CDPH guidance for schools was very helpful. We are clamoring now for updates. What’s 
the timeline for this locally vs. state? 


A: There is no timeline because everything is fluid. We’ll bring this back up about updates. 


Q: There are concerns for elderly and comorbidities, what about pregnant women? 


A: There is little information published on pregnant women, only one small paper. There’s not 
a lot of data, but it can be assumed they might be at greater risk but we don’t know. We are 
waiting on more data to be available. 


Q: Can you please clarify the best way to contact the CDC for PUI numbers? 


A: Call the CDC EOC specific phone number to obtain a PUI number: 770-488-7100. Patients 
who met PUI criteria can be tested here at VRDL, but LHJs need to discuss cases that don’t 
met criteria with CDC in order to be tested. 







Q: Because of the change in criteria from the CDC, we are expecting a large volume of PUIs for 
testing. Our public health lab is not expected to be running until the middle of next week. Are 
you open to bridge testing or can we utilize you as a resource? 


A: VRDL will accept bridge testing but patients must meet the criteria. Please contact us 
offline with the PUI number. Finally, please notify us in advance so we can prepare. 


VIII. Closing remarks 


In closing, we want to thank all of you again for your dedicated and tireless public health 
efforts against the novel coronavirus, we will send out notes of the call, and we will talk to 
you again soon. 
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From: California Health Alert Network
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: CAHAN LHO Conference Call Notification – COVID-19 Update Conference Call on March 1, 2020 at 1 PM
Date: Sunday, March 1, 2020 11:49:55 AM

The California Department of Public Health (CDPH) will conduct a Local Health
Officer COVID-19 Update conference call TODAY, March 1, 2020 at 1:00 pm PST to
update Local Health Officers on the latest developments regarding COVID-19.

The call access information is as follows:

Dial In: 1-888-251-2909

Participant Password: 1185641
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From: Bronston, Aram, EMS
Subject: CDC/CDPH COVID19 Guidance links
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 6:43:17 PM
Attachments: CDCCDPHGuidanceTable 3.1.20-CalOES.docx

All,
 
Attached is a list of links to COVID19 response/preparation guidance documents, from the CDC &
CDPH.
 
They cover a myriad of topics, from community safety to school recommendations, to personal
health, and more.
 
Please feel free to share these with your appropriate partners.
 
Very respectfully,
 
Aram
 
Aram L. Bronston EMT-P
EMS Coordinator/RDMHS Region II
Alameda County Health Care Services Agency
1000 San Leandro Blvd., Ste#200
San Leandro,  CA  94577
Aram.bronston@acgov.org
510/618-2033 office
510/421-9340 cell
8816-32623882 iridium (emergency only)
http://ems.acgov.org/RDMHS-R2 (Resource & Reference Site)
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CDC GUIDANCE LIST

Travelers 

		TITLE

		LINK

		DATE



		Travelers from China Arriving in the United States

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers/from-china.html

		Last reviewed 2/7/20



		Travel Health Alert Notice (THAN)

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers/communication-resources.html

		Last reviewed 2/2/20



		

		

		







Preparing Individuals and Communities

		TITLE

		LINK

		DATE



		Community Mitigation Guidance for COVID-19 Response in the United States: Nonpharmaceutical Interventions for Community Preparedness and Outbreak Response

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/preparing-individuals-communities.html

		Last reviewed 2/27/20







Pregnant Women and Children

		TITLE

		LINK

		DATE



		Information on COVID-19 and Pregnant Women and Children

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/pregnant-women.html

		Last reviewed 2/24/20



		Frequently Asked Questions and Answers: Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) and Pregnancy

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/pregnancy-faq.html

		Last reviewed 2/21/20



		Interim Guidance on Breastfeeding for a Mother Confirmed or Under Investigation For COVID-19

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/pregnancy-guidance-breastfeeding.html

		Last reviewed 2/19/20



		Frequently Asked Questions and Answers: Coronavirus Disease-2019 (COVID-19) and Children

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/children-faq.html

		Last reviewed 2/22/20







Businesses

		TITLE

		LINK

		DATE



		Interim Guidance for Businesses and Employers to Plan and Respond to Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19), February 2020

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/guidance-business-response.html

		Last reviewed 2/26/20







Schools

		TITLE

		LINK

		DATE



		Interim Guidance for Administrators of US Childcare Programs and K-12 Schools to Plan, Prepare, and Respond to Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/guidance-for-schools.html

		Last reviewed 2/16/20







Healthcare Professionals

		TITLE

		LINK

		DATE



		Evaluating and Reporting Persons Under Investigation (PUI)

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/clinical-criteria.html

		Updated 2/28/20



		CDC Flowchart to Identify and Assess 2019 Novel Coronavirus

		https://cdph.sharepoint.com/:b:/s/epo/EPO%20Share/mhcc/novelcoronavirus/ERFGLb7_2zVKoxVkPEfw6soBuFyOeboA2pBHpmWyRkSoRA?e=edAmaf 

		2/9/20



		Interim Guidance for Collection and Submission of Postmortem Specimens from Deceased Persons Under Investigation (PUI) for COVID-19, February 2020

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-postmortem-specimens.html

		Last reviewed 2/19/20



		Interim Guidance for Emergency Medical Services (EMS) Systems and 911 Public Safety Answering Points (PSAPs) for COVID-19 in the United States

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-for-ems.html 

		Last reviewed 2/15/20



		Infection Control

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/infection-control/index.html

		Last reviewed 2/24/20



		Interim Infection Prevention and Control Recommendations for Patients with Confirmed Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) or Persons Under Investigation for COVID-19 in Healthcare Settings

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/infection-control.html

		Last reviewed 2/21/20



		Healthcare Infection Prevention and Control FAQs for COVID-19

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/infection-control/infection-prevention-control-faq.html

		Last reviewed 2/25/20



		Interim Clinical Guidance for Management of Patients with Confirmed Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/clinical-guidance-management-patients.html

		Last reviewed 2/25/20



		Interim Guidance for Discontinuation of Transmission-Based Precautions and Disposition of Hospitalized Patients with COVID-19

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/disposition-hospitalized-patients.html

		Last reviewed 2/16/20



		Interim Considerations for Infection Prevention and Control of Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) in Inpatient Obstetric Healthcare Settings

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/inpatient-obstetric-healthcare-guidance.html 

		Last reviewed 2/18/20



		What Healthcare Personnel Should Know about Caring for Patients with Confirmed or Possible COVID-19 Infection

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/caring-for-patients.html

		Last reviewed 2/29/20



		Release of Stockpiled N95 Filtering Facepiece Respirators Beyond the Manufacturer-Designated Shelf Life: Considerations for the COVID-19 Response

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/release-stockpiled-N95.html

		Last reviewed 2/29/20



		Strategies for Optimizing the Supply of N95 Respirators

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/respirator-supply-strategies.html 

		Last reviewed 2/29/20



		Strategies for Optimizing the Supply of N95 Respirators: Conventional Capacity Strategies

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/respirators-strategy/conventional-capacity-strategies.html 

		Last reviewed 2/29/20



		Strategies for Optimizing the Supply of N95 Respirators: Contingency Capacity Strategies

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/respirators-strategy/contingency-capacity-strategies.html

		Last reviewed 2/29/20



		Strategies for Optimizing the Supply of N95 Respirators: Crisis/Alternate Strategies

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/respirators-strategy/crisis-alternate-strategies.html

		Last reviewed 2/29/20



		Interim U.S. Guidance for Risk Assessment and Public Health Management of Healthcare Personnel with Potential Exposure in a Healthcare Setting to Patients with Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-risk-assesment-hcp.html

		Last reviewed 2/25/20



		Healthcare Professional Preparedness Checklist For Transport and Arrival of Patients With Confirmed or Possible COVID-19

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/hcp-personnel-checklist.html

		Last reviewed 2/21/20



		Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) Hospital Preparedness Assessment Tool

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/hcp-hospital-checklist.html

		Last reviewed 2/14/20



		Interim Guidance for Implementing Home Care of People Not Requiring Hospitalization for 2019 Novel Coronavirus (2019-nCoV)

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-home-care.html

		Updated 2/12/20



		Interim Guidance for Preventing the Spread of Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) in Homes and Residential Communities

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-prevent-spread.html

		Last reviewed 2/18/20



		Interim Guidance for Discontinuation of In-Home Isolation for Patients with COVID-19

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/disposition-in-home-patients.html

		Last reviewed 2/16/20



		Healthcare Supply of Personal Protective Equipment

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/healthcare-supply-ppe.html 

		Last reviewed 2/29/20 



		Frequently Asked Questions about Personal Protective Equipment

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/respirator-use-faq.html

		Last reviewed 2/29/20



		Healthcare Professionals: Frequently Asked Questions and Answers

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/faq.html

		Last reviewed 2/21/20







Healthcare Facilities

		TITLE

		LINK

		DATE



		Steps Healthcare Facilities Can Take Now to Prepare for Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/healthcare-facilities/steps-to-prepare.html

		Last Reviewed 2/29/20



		Interim Guidance for Healthcare Facilities: Preparing for Community Transmission of COVID-19 in the United States

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/healthcare-facilities/guidance-hcf.html

		Last Reviewed 2/29/20



		Strategies to Prevent the Spread of COVID-19 in Long-Term Care Facilities (LTCF)

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/healthcare-facilities/prevent-spread-in-long-term-care-facilities.html

		Last Reviewed 3/1/20







Public Health Departments

		TITLE

		LINK

		DATE



		Interim Guidance for Public Health Personnel Evaluating Persons Under Investigation (PUIs) and Asymptomatic Close Contacts of Confirmed Cases at Their Home or Non-Home Residential Settings

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/guidance-evaluating-pui.html

		Last Reviewed 2/24/20



		Information for Health Departments on Reporting a Person Under Investigation (PUI) or Laboratory-Confirmed Case for COVID-19

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/reporting-pui.html

		Last Reviewed 2/24/20



		Interim US Guidance for Risk Assessment and Public Health Management of Persons with Potential Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) Exposure in Travel-associated or Community Settings

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/risk-assessment.html

		Last Reviewed 2/11/20







Laboratories

		TITLE

		LINK

		DATE



		CDC Tests for COVID-19

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/about/testing.html

		Last reviewed 2/25/20



		Interim Guidelines for Collecting, Handling, and Testing Clinical Specimens from Persons Under Investigation (PUIs) for Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/lab/guidelines-clinical-specimens.html

		Last reviewed 2/14/20



		Interim Laboratory Biosafety Guidelines for Handling and Processing Specimens Associated with Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/lab/lab-biosafety-guidelines.html



		Last reviewed 2/16/20



		FAQ for Diagnostic Tools and Virus

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/lab/tool-virus-requests.html

		Last reviewed Feb 2/27/20



		Research Use Only Real-Time RT-PCR Protocol for Identification of 2019-nCoV

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/lab/rt-pcr-detection-instructions.html

		Last reviewed 2/27/20



		Research Use Only 2019-Novel Coronavirus (2019-nCoV) Real-time RT-PCR Primer and Probe Information

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/lab/rt-pcr-panel-primer-probes.html

		Last reviewed 1/25/20







HHS Guidance List

		TITLE

		LINK

		DATE



		Information for Healthcare Facilities Concerning 2019 Novel Coronavirus Illness(2019-nCoV)

		https://cdph.sharepoint.com/:b:/s/epo/EPO%20Share/mhcc/novelcoronavirus/ERAdVkBAIOZAq-5ORxI4okIBGuVczNZVKxXmrW8RzEidog?e=RIftcH 

		2/6/20







CDPH Guidance List

		TITLE

		LINK

		DATE

		SUMMARY



		AFL 20-09



Health Update and Interim Guidance 2019-nCoV

		https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CHCQ/LCP/CDPH%20Document%20Library/AFL-20-09.pdf



		1/23/20

		This AFL contains the latest Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) information on 2019-nCoV including infection control guidance, criteria for evaluation of Patients Under Investigation (PUIs), and recommendations for reporting, specimen collection, and testing. It is likely that CDC will update its guidance in the coming weeks, so please check for updates on CDC’s 2019-nCoV webpage. At this time there are no confirmed 2019-nCoV cases in California.



		AFL 20-10



 Healthcare Facility Resources for the 2019-nCoV

		https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CHCQ/LCP/CDPH%20Document%20Library/AFL-20-10.pdf



		1/27/20

		This AFL requests health facilities to voluntarily complete a state-wide infection control resource assessment for coordinated emergency response planning and includes materials for facilities to prepare for the 2019 Novel Coronavirus (2019-nCoV).



		AFL 20-11



Updated 2019-nCoV Information Including PUI Guidance from CDC



		https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CHCQ/LCP/CDPH%20Document%20Library/AFL-20-11.pdf



		1/31/20

		This AFL provides updated information on 2019-nCoV including updated CDC guidance for PUI.



		AFL 20-13



2019-nCoV Interim Guidance for Risk Assessment and

Health Management of Healthcare Personnel with Potential Exposure

		https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CHCQ/LCP/CDPH%20Document%20Library/AFL-20-13.pdf 

		2/10/20

		This AFL notifies health facilities that the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has released interim guidance on risk assessment and management of potential exposure of healthcare personnel (HCP) to the 2019-nCoV.



		AFL 20-14



Environmental Infection Control for the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)

		https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CHCQ/LCP/CDPH%20Document%20Library/AFL-20-14.pdf

		2/19/20

		This AFL notifies healthcare facilities of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) guidance regarding environmental infection control for Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19), formerly referred to as Novel Coronavirus (2019-nCoV).



		AFL 20-15



Infection Control Recommendations for Facilities with Suspect Coronavirus (COVID-19) Patients

		https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CHCQ/LCP/CDPH%20Document%20Library/AFL-20-15.pdf

		2/28/20

		This AFL notifies healthcare facilities of the California Department of Public Health’s

(CDPH’s) infection control recommendations for outpatient healthcare facilities with

suspect COVID-19 patients.



		Novel Coronavirus Alert Posters (English, Spanish, Mandarin)

		https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/CDPH%20Document%20Library/Coronavirus_Alert_English.pdf, https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/CDPH%20Document%20Library/Spanish_Coronavirus_poster.pdf, https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/CDPH%20Document%20Library/Chinese_coronavirus_poster.pdf

		1/20/20

		



		2019 Novel Coronavirus Guidance for Schools and School Districts

		https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/CDPH%20Document%20Library/Immunization/Coronavirus%20K-12%20Schools%20Guidance%202_7_20%20FINAL.pdf

		2/7/20

		CDPH 2019 Novel Coronavirus Guidance for K-12 Schools and School Districts



		2019 Novel Coronavirus Guidance for

Colleges and Universities

		https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/CDPH%20Document%20Library/Coronavirus+Colleges+Guidance+2_11_20.pdf

		2/11/20

		CDPH  Novel Coronavirus Guidance for

Colleges and Universities



		2019 Novel Coronavirus Guidance for Child Care and Preschool Settings

		https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/CDPH%20Document%20Library/Coronavirus%20daycare%202_7_20%20Final.pdf

		2/11/20

		CDPH Novel Coronavirus Guidance for Child Care and Preschool Settings



		Guidance for Monitoring of Travelers Returning from China for Possible Coronavirus Disease 2019(COVID-19)

		https://cdph.sharepoint.com/:b:/s/epo/EPO%20Share/mhcc/novelcoronavirus/EcG9sh7qNjBEkYlHCe4h1TEBetFo8rj8AgS5ti4KyaQ5Sg?e=iEGyDx 

		2/25/20

		CDPH Guidance for Monitoring of Travelers Returning from China for Possible Coronavirus Disease 2019(COVID-19)















































From: Bronston, Aram, EMS
Subject: CDC Updates and Guidance
Date: Saturday, February 29, 2020 3:37:42 PM

Good afternoon!  (and Happy Weekend!)
 
This email is to encourage you to check the https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html
site.
The CDC spoke today about several updated and new guidance documents that will be posted on
this site within the next 24 hours.
If you scroll down to the What’s New section, it will list the newest guidance documents.
You can also subscribe and you will receive an email notification when new guidance is posted.  
One of the new ones coming out in the next 24 hours is specifically for Law Enforcement.
Please also consider forwarding this email to your law enforcement partners, as you see fit.
 
Best,
 
Aram
 
 
Aram L. Bronston EMT-P
EMS Coordinator/RDMHS Region II
Alameda County Health Care Services Agency
1000 San Leandro Blvd., Ste#200
San Leandro,  CA  94577
Aram.bronston@acgov.org
510/618-2033 office
510/421-9340 cell
8816-32623882 iridium (emergency only)
http://ems.acgov.org/RDMHS-R2 (Resource & Reference Site)
 

 
 

mailto:Aram.Bronston@acgov.org
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https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fems.acgov.org%2FRDMHS-R2&data=02%7C01%7Ctfrankovich%40co.humboldt.ca.us%7C5f5bff0048674592ccdd08d7bd705d3c%7Cc00ae2b64fe844f198637b1adf4b27cb%7C0%7C1%7C637186162616283657&sdata=zclIQveE9Wnrogk8VOda%2FGtXyuk8ExWW7Hu%2FnL6fjbU%3D&reserved=0


From: Phillips, Hava
To: Allen, Rachel; Dykehouse, Erica; Fullbright, Anita; Hanson, Katie; Kelly, Katherine; Prejean, Randy
Cc: Pereira, Sofia; Frankovich, Teresa; Stoneman, Donna
Subject: CD Task Division 2-26
Date: Thursday, February 27, 2020 7:42:00 AM
Attachments: CDC Talking Points 2-26-2020.pdf

COVID-19 - STATS - updated 02-26-2020.docx
image003.png

Good Morning.
 
Last night, the CDC confirmed a case of COVID-19 in a Solano County resident with no
travel and no contact with individuals diagnosed with COVID-19. This looks like the first
known instance of community transmission in the US. As a result, I expect we will get quite
a few calls today. Don Austria will be coming over from the adult health program to take on
the role of answering clinical questions. It will take time to train him, so you will likely all
see a few more calls than yesterday. Nevertheless, please continue to leave 2182 calls for
Randy and to forward anything on your personal line that does not need to be answered
specifically by you to 2182.
 
Talking points from CDC and stats current as of yesterday are attached.
 
Task Assigned to Details
Checking 2182 Randy Every 30 minutes, check the

voicemail for 268-2182.
Respond to general, non-
medical, questions. Forward
medical Questions to
Rachel. Forward calls
directly related to our local
case to Kathie. Forward
calls of a political nature to
Hava.

Respond to medical calls Don Austria – backup is
Hava. Text me if you can’t
find me.

Every 30 minutes, check
your voicemail for new
messages. Respond to calls
of a medical nature
regarding coronavirus. If
the call is related to one of
our cases, forward to
Kathie.

Respond to calls regarding
local case

Kathie All calls related to our
existing local coronavirus
case will be forwarded to
you. If you receive any calls
not related to our existing
case, please forward them
to Randy or Rachel as
appropriate.

Forward general calls that
come to your direct lines

CD Surveillance staff Any call that comes directly
to you, but is not related to
the task you are assigned to
should be forwarded to the
person responsible for that
task. You do not need to
check 2182 (unless you are
Randy).

mailto:HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=cdadf017efec430f95dce7e2749af428-Allen, Rach
mailto:edykehouse@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:AFullbright@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:KKelly@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:RPrejean@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:spereira2@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:DStoneman@co.humboldt.ca.us
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/OPA/Pages/NR20-006.aspx



CDC Daily Key Points 


Coronavirus Disease 2019 (“COVID-19”) Outbreak 


February 26, 2020 


All content updated since February 25 is shown in colored text.  


MAIN KEY POINTS  


• There is an expanding global outbreak of respiratory illness caused by a novel (new) coronavirus.  


• This virus has been named “SARS-CoV-2;” the disease it causes has been named COVID-19. 


• Due to potential for confusion with SARS-CoV, where possible, public communications 


will use “the virus that causes COVID-19.”  


• While most COVID-19 cases outside of China have been associated with travel to or from China, 


community spread is being detected in a growing number of countries. 


• Destinations with widespread or sustained community spread of COVID-19 include China, Iran, 


Italy, Japan, and South Korea. 


• Other destinations with instances of apparent community spread include Hong Kong, Singapore, 


Taiwan, Thailand, and Vietnam. 


• The fact that COVID-19 has caused illness, including illness resulting in death, and sustained 


person-to-person spread is concerning. These factors meet two of the criteria of a pandemic.  


• As community spread is detected in more and more countries, the world moves closer toward 


meeting the third criteria, worldwide spread of the new virus. 


• The potential public health threat posed by COVID-19 is high, both globally and to the United 


States. 


• But individual risk is dependent on exposure. 


• For the general American public, who are unlikely to be exposed to this virus at this time, the 


immediate health risk from COVID-19 is low. 


• Under current circumstances, certain people will have an increased risk of infection.  


• For example, healthcare workers caring for patients with COVID-19 and other close 


contacts of persons with COVID-19. 


• CDC has developed guidance to help in the risk assessment and management of people with 


potential exposures to COVID-19. 


• CDC expects that more cases will be reported in the United States, including person-to-person 


spread.  


• Global efforts at this time are focused concurrently on containing spread of and mitigating the 


impact of this virus. 


• The federal government is working closely with state, local, tribal, and territorial partners, as 


well as public health partners, to respond to this public health threat. 


• The public health response is aggressive and multi-layered, with the goal of detecting 


introductions of this virus in the United States and reducing the spread and the impact of this 


virus. 


• CDC is operationalizing all of its pandemic preparedness and response plans, working on 


multiple fronts to meet these goals, including specific measures to prepare communities to 


respond local transmission of the virus that causes COVID-19. 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/preparing-communities.html





• Pandemic guidance developed in anticipation of an influenza pandemic is being repurposed and 


adapted for a COVID-19 pandemic. 


• Public health partners are encouraged to review their pandemic preparedness plans at this time. 


• At this time, there is no vaccine to protect against COVID-19 and no medications approved to 


treat it. 


• Nonpharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) would be the most important response strategy. NPIs 


simultaneously help contain the spread of disease and reduce the impact of disease.  


SITUATION UPDATE 


• To date, 42 international locations (including the U.S.) have reported confirmed cases of COVID-


19, most recently Algeria, Austria, Brazil, Croatia, Switzerland. 


• CDC is reviewing and updating their travel guidance daily. 


• To date, CDC has issued: 


• Level 3 Travel Health Notices (Avoid Nonessential Travel) for China and South Korea. 


• Level 2 Travel Health Notices (Practice Enhanced Precautions) for Iran, Italy, and Japan. 


• Level 1 Travel Health Notices (Practice Usual Precautions) for Hong Kong. 


• CDC also recommends that all travelers reconsider cruise ship voyages into or within Asia at this 


time. 


• This is consistent with guidance by the U.S. State Department. 


• This is a rapidly evolving situation. CDC is constantly reviewing and updating its guidance as 


needed. 


• CDC is reporting confirmed cases of COVID-19 in the United States in two categories: 


1. Cases detected through our domestic public health systems, and 


2. Cases among people who were repatriated via U.S. State Department flights from 


Wuhan, China and from the Diamond Princess cruise ship (Japan). 


• 15 cases of COVID-19 have been detected through U.S. public health surveillance. 


• Two of these cases occurred through person-to-person spread. 


• On February 26, CDC confirmed an infection with the virus that causes COVID-19 in a 


person who reportedly did not have relevant travel history or exposure to another 


COVID-19 patient. 


• It’s possible this could be an instance of community spread of COVID-19, which would 


be the first time that has happened in the United States. 


• Community spread means spread of an illness for which the source of infection is 


unknown. 


• It’s also possible, however, that the patient may have been exposed to a returned 


traveler who was infected. 


• All the remaining cases detected through the U.S. public health system were in persons 


who had travel to China. 


• 45 cases of COVID-19 have been detected among the 1,100+ people repatriated from Hubei 


Province, China and the Diamond Princess. 


• 3 people were repatriated from Wuhan. 


• 42 people were repatriated from the Diamond Princess, an increase of 2 since 


yesterday. 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/pandemic-preparedness-resources.html

https://www.cdc.gov/nonpharmaceutical-interventions/index.html

https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/traveladvisories/ea/novel-coronavirus-hubei-province--china.html





• Almost all of the people from the Wuhan flights who were quarantined have finished their 14-


day quarantine period. 


• Because the passengers on the Diamond Princess were in a close setting where there was 


significant spread of COVID-19, they are considered at high-risk for infection. CDC expects to see 


additional confirmed cases of among those passengers. 


WHAT YOU CAN DO  


• While the immediate risk of this new virus to the American public is believed to be low at this 


time, everyone can do their part to help us respond to this emerging public health threat:  


• It’s currently flu and respiratory disease season and CDC recommends getting a flu 


vaccine, taking everyday preventive actions to help stop the spread of germs, and taking 


flu antivirals if prescribed.  


• If you are a healthcare provider, be on the look-out for people with who recently 


traveled from China and fever and respiratory symptoms. 


• If you are a healthcare provider caring for a COVID-19 patient or a public health 


responder, please take care of yourself and follow recommended infection control 


procedures. 


• If you have been in China or have been exposed to someone sick with COVID-19 in the 


last 14 days, you will face some limitations on your movement and activity. Please 


follow instructions during this time. Your cooperation is integral to the ongoing public 


health response to try to slow spread of this virus. If you develop COVID-19 symptoms, 


contact your healthcare provider, and tell them about your symptoms and your travel or 


exposure to a COVID-19 patient. 


• For people who have had close contact with someone with COVID-19 who develop 


symptoms, contact your healthcare provider, and tell them about your symptoms and 


your exposure to a COVID-19 patient. 


• For people who are ill with COVID-19, please follow CDC guidance on how to reduce the 


risk of spreading your illness to others. This guidance in on the CDC website. 


TESTING  


• CDC and FDA have developed a protocol that uses two of the three components of the original 


CDC test kit to detect the virus that causes COVID-19. 


• By the end of this week, at least 40 public health laboratories should be able to begin testing 


using existing kits in their laboratories. 


• Further, FDA and CDC have identified additional kits that will be evaluated and could be shipped 
to public health laboratories. 


• In addition, CDC has two laboratories conducting testing for the virus that causes COVID-19. CDC 


can test approximately 400 specimens per day. 


• Commercial labs are working to develop their own tests and hopefully will be available soon. 


This will allow a greater number of tests to happen close to where potential cases are. 


CDC ACTIONS 


• CDC is aggressively responding to the global outbreak of COVID-19 and preparing for the 


potential of community spread in the United States. 







• Preparing first responders, healthcare providers, and health systems: 


• Establishing visibility across healthcare systems to understand healthcare use, 


particularly surges in demand for medical care and associated resources. 


• Conducting extensive outreach to clinical and hospital professional organizations to 


ensure health system preparedness. 


• Producing more than 23 guidance documents on infection control, hospital 


preparedness assessments, personal protective equipment (PPE) supply planning, and 


clinical evaluation and management (as of February 22, 2020). 


• Working closely with healthcare facilities and providers to reinforce infection 


control principles that recognize PPE is one component of a larger set of 


practices that help to limit the spread of disease. 


• Developing a range of respirator conservation strategies, including strategies 


to make supplies last longer (such as using alternative products like reusable 


respirators) and extending the use of disposable respirators.  


• Leveraging existing telehealth tools to direct people to the right level of healthcare for 
their medical needs. 


• Working with supply chain partners to understand supply usage, what products are 
available, and when more aggressive measures may need to be taken to ensure that 
healthcare workers at highest risk have access to PPE.  


• Sharing information with stakeholders to help them recognize when to shift the 
strategies they are using. 


• Reinforcing state, territorial, and local public health readiness: 


• Assessing state and local readiness to implement community mitigation measures like 


home containment, including housing and transportation needs. 


• Coordinating with states to identify and mitigate gaps in readiness that will help reduce 


the spread of disease in the community while protecting workers, infrastructure, and 


institutions. 


• Linking public health agencies and healthcare systems to identify and mitigate stressors 


to the health system 


• Tracking stockpiles of PPE across jurisdictions. 


• Working with state and local public health to use existing Public Health Emergency 


Preparedness (PHEP) funding to support COVID-19 preparedness and response 


activities. 


• Leveraging funding mechanisms to help states accelerate preparedness activities. 


• Providing technical assistance and guidance to states to improve their ability to respond 


to the outbreak.  


• Supporting communities, businesses, and schools: 


• Creating business guidance to help the public and private sectors ensure they are able 


to operate with adaptations like telework and flexible sick leave policies, as well as how 


to respond if an employee gets sick. 


• Developing guidance for childcare programs, K-12 schools, and colleges/universities to 


help them plan and prepare for COVID-19 and respond if there is a local outbreak in 


their community. 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/healthcare-supply-ppe.html#respirator-supply-strategies

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/index.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/infection-control.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/infection-control.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/respirator-supply-strategies.html

https://www.cdc.gov/cpr/readiness/phep.htm

https://www.cdc.gov/cpr/readiness/phep.htm

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/guidance-business-response.html





• Providing planning guides for COVID-19 that households, community- and faith-


based organizations, event planners of mass gatherings, and public health 


communicators can use. 


• Educating communities about nonpharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) that 


help slow the spread of illness, like COVID-19. 


NONPHARMACEUTICAL INTERVENTIONS 


• Nonpharmaceutical Interventions (NPIs) are actions, apart from getting vaccinated and taking 


medicine, that people and communities can take to help slow the spread of illnesses like 


pandemic flu or COVID-19. 


• NPIs are also known as community mitigation strategies. 


• When a new virus spreads among people, causing illness worldwide, it is called a pandemic. 


• Because the virus is new, the human population has little or no immunity against it. This allows 


the virus to spread quickly from person to person worldwide. 


• NPIs are among the best ways of controlling a pandemic caused by a respiratory virus when 


vaccines are not yet available. 


• NPIs are grouped in three categories: 


1. personal NPIs (personal protective measures for everyday use and personal protective 


measures reserved for influenza pandemics); 


2. community NPIs (social distancing measures and school closures and dismissals); and 


3. environmental NPIs (surface cleaning measures) 


• View information about NPIs and factors to consider before implementing nonpharmaceutical 


interventions. 


 


For more information please visit the Coronavirus Disease 2019 Outbreak Page at: 


www.cdc.gov/COVID19. 



http://www.cdc.gov/nonpharmaceutical-interventions/index.html

http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/66/rr/rr6601a1.htm?s_cid=rr6601a1_w#T2_down

http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/66/rr/rr6601a1.htm?s_cid=rr6601a1_w#T2_down

http://www.cdc.gov/COVID19
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		Country/Region

		# of Cases

 Confirmed 

		# of Deaths

		Case Count by State



		Mainland China 

including Wuhan 

		78,064c

		2,715

		



		South Korea

		1,261

		12

		



		Others “Diamond Princess”

		705

		4

		



		Italy

		374

		12

		



		Japan

		178

		2

		



		Iran

		139

		19

		



		Singapore

		91

		

		



		Hong Kong

		89

		2

		



		United States

Cases by State 

		57

		State totals are not current

		(WA-1) (CA-8) (IL-2) (AZ-1) (MA-1) (WI-1)  (DP-43)

 



		Thailand

		40

		

		



		Taiwan

		32

		1

		



		Bahrain

		23

		

		



		Australia

		22

		

		



		Malaysia

		22

		

		



		Germany

		18

		

		



		Vietnam

		16

		

		



		France

		14

		2

		



		United Arab Emirates

		13

		

		



		UK

		13

		

		



		Canada

		11

		

		



		Kuwait

		11

		

		



		Macau

		10

		

		



		Spain

		9

		

		



		Iraq

		5

		

		



		Oman

		4

		

		



		Philippines

		3

		1

		



		India

		3

		

		



		Israel

		2

		

		



		Russia

		2

		

		



		Austria

		2

		

		



		Afghanistan

		1

		

		



		Nepal

		1

		

		



		Cambodia

		1

		

		



		Algeria

		1

		

		



		Belgium

		1

		

		



		Lebanon

		1

		

		



		Finland

		1

		

		



		Sweden

		1

		

		



		Croatia

		1

		

		



		Switzerland

		1

		

		



		Egypt

		1

		

		



		Greece

		1

		

		



		Sri Lanka

		1

		

		





		Total Confirmed Cases of 2019-nCoV

		81,245



		Total Deaths

		2,770
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Respond to emails sent to
CDnurse

Hava Check the CD nurse account
daily and respond to all
emails within 24 hours.
Politically charged emails
should be reviewed with
DHHS Media prior to
sending

CalREDIE Data Entry Randy At the request of other CD
staff, enter information into
CalREDIE. Feel free to
delegate more basic data
entry to an MOA with
Donna’s go-ahead.

Maintain baseline
surveillance functions

Katie Check CalREDIE staging
regularly, assess newly
reported cases, and bring in
help when needed. For
clinical guidance, ask Rachel
if she is available, followed
by Hava (text Hava if
needed).

 
 

 

Hava Phillips, PHN
supervising public health nurse

Public Health clinic and communicable disease programs
Humboldt County Public Health Branch, 529 I St. Eureka, CA 95501

( 707-268-2127 |6 707-445-7346
8 Humboldt's Communicable Disease Prevention Webpage

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://humboldtgov.org/560/Communicable-Disease-Prevention


From: Stephens, Michele
To: Frankovich, Teresa; Phillips, Hava; Dykehouse, Erica; Weiss, Lara; Blanchard, Megan; Hanson, Katie; Kelly,

Katherine; Corrigan, Jeremy; Pereira, Sofia
Subject: Communication to schools
Date: Thursday, February 27, 2020 8:17:11 AM

I’m hearing that Eka City schools sent letters to parents about coronavirus. I have no idea what this letter
says.Hopefully it just says keep your kids home if they’re sick. I’m going to reach out to Chris Hartley, the
superintendent for Humboldt County schools and then the rest of the superintendents just to be a good partner. Is
there anything from the CDC for schools that I should refer them to?I’ll look for it when I get to work but just in
case someone knows of it already…

Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director
Humboldt County Dept of Health and Human Services
707.268.2121

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:edykehouse@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:MBlanchard@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:KKelly@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:KKelly@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:jcorrigan@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:spereira2@co.humboldt.ca.us


From: Pereira, Sofia
To: Frankovich, Teresa; Stephens, Michele; Phillips, Hava; Largusa, Ron
Subject: COVID-19 Healthcare Planning Checklist
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 3:16:04 PM
Attachments: COVID-19 Healthcare Planning Checklist.pdf

Just got this document from the Assistant Secretary of Preparedness and Response. This is based off
previous planning documents. They released this for a last minute conference call I’m on right now.
 I will mention in my update at today’s DOC meeting but wanted to make sure you had access to the
document.
 
Sofia Pereira
Program Coordinator
Public Health Emergency Preparedness
Humboldt County Dept. of Health and Human Services
529 I St. Eureka, CA 95501
O: 707-268-2133 | C: 707-273-2601
 

mailto:spereira2@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:RLargusa@co.humboldt.ca.us
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COVID-19 Healthcare Planning Checklist
Hover over form fields for instructions.


Planning for a potential emerging infectious disease pandemic, like COVID-19, is critical to protecting the health and welfare of our 
nation. To assist state, local, tribal, and territorial partners in their planning efforts, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) Office of the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response has developed the following checklist. It identifies specific 
activities your jurisdiction can do now to prepare for, respond to, and be resilient in the face of COVID-19. Many of the activities in this 
checklist are specific for COVID-19, however many, pertain to any public health emergency.  
  
This checklist is adapted from a variety of HHS Pandemic Influenza Pandemic Planning resources. It is not intended to set forth 
mandatory requirements by the Federal government. Each jurisdiction should determine for itself whether it is adequately prepared for 
disease outbreaks in accordance with its own laws and authorities. We strongly encourage continued review of HHS’ Centers for Disease 
Control (CDC) COVID-19 guidance which is available on their website for the most current information.


 1. Safety / Infection Control Activities 


ActivitiesCompleted In Progress Not Started


1.1  Develop a pandemic safety plan and appoint a safety officer to modify as required. 


1.2  Develop an agency/facility pandemic safety plan and appoint a safety officer to modify as 
required.


1.3  Provide staff education about COVID-19 infection control and update polices as required. 


1.4  Support N95 respirator fit-testing for all agency/facility employees and just-in-time education 
on recommended infection control precautions including fit checking, applying simple mask to 
patients with cough, and hand hygiene.


1.5  Monitor availability of N95 respirators/powered air purifying respirators (PAPRs) and other 
supplies including alcohol-based hand disinfectants, gloves, etc., and watch and alert coalition 
members to supply shortages.  Make recommendations on possible alternatives.


1.6  Prepare guidelines for conservative and re-use of N95 respirators/PAPRs if severe shortages 
are imminent (ideally regionally and in conjunction with local public health, occupational  safety, 
and infection prevention providers and agencies - for example, consider use by only the highest-
risk staff, re-use in selected situations, continued use while working on cohorted units, etc.).


1.7  Plan contingencies if appropriate levels of respiratory protection are unavailable. 


1.8  Develop guidance for staff monitoring for signs of illness (including self-reporting, self-
quarantine, and start/end of shift evaluation) and create a mechanism for reporting both illness 
and absenteeism.


1.9  Develop a return to work post illness policy for health care workers. This should be as 
consistent as possible across the coalition. 


1.10   Encourage HCFs to plan for staff access to medical care for themselves and their families; 
determine whether illness will be handled as workers' compensation or personal insurance 
depending on situation/criteria and share best practices.  


1.11   Determine contingency plan for at-risk staff (e.g., pregnant, other defined risk groups) 
including job expectations and potential alternate roles and locations. 


1.12      Evaluate the need for family support to enable staff to work (e.g., childcare, pet care). 
Provide information for family care plans. 
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 2. EMS Activities 


ActivitiesCompleted In Progress Not Started


2.1   Determine coordination mechanisms, scope, and likely authorities between coalition EMS 
agencies including information sharing, resource monitoring/assistance, and policy coordination. 
Work with local intelligence fusion centers to assist with information sharing and coordination.


2.2   Determine actions that the state EMS agency is likely to take including: 
 • Suspension or modification of operational requirements for EMS agencies 
 • Specific emergency orders or actions that may limit liability and/or expand scope of 


operations 


2.3  Determine local ordinances or laws that may affect EMS disaster operations and the 
authorities or ability to suspend or modify if needed to support non-traditional operations.


2.4  Evaluate available indicators that may be needed for planning or by other partners and how to 
track them, e.g., EEI such as number of transports, number of potential COVID-19 cases, staff 
illness/absenteeism.


2.5  Evaluate indicators that have effects on EMS and coordinate access through the health care 
coalition (e.g., status of emergency departments, alternate care sites, epidemiologic information/
forecasting, weather (e.g., snowstorms), availability of staff, availability of supplies).


2.6  Determine vulnerable supplies and coordinate with vendors and the health care coalition to 
develop contingency plans/allocation plans.


2.7  Develop public messages that emphasize using 911 only for life-threatening emergencies and 
coordinate with the joint information system.


2.8  Develop information sharing process both for internal staff and between EMS agencies.


2.9  Develop just-in-time education for EMS personnel relative to infection prevention and 
control, self-care, transmission and family protection, and normal stress responses.


2.10  Pre-identify strategies and resources to ensure behavioral health support for staff to mitigate 
adverse stress and grief and loss reactions. 


2.11  Determine virtual coordination mechanisms that will enable remote engagement of senior 
staff to prevent exposures and maximize ability to engage in both daily and incident operations.


2.12  Determine how agency/regional EMS incident action plans will be managed.


2.13  Prepare to initiate auto-answer/recorded answering of 911 calls including diversion of 
information or non-emergency calls to another call center (e.g., public health hotline). Consider 
activating a community hotline if such a call center does not exist. 


2.14  Evaluate protocols for conducting call screening to recognize COVID-19 -like symptoms 
(e.g., cough and fever) and advise the responding EMS personnel of a potentially infectious 
patient.
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 2. EMS Activities (cont'd) 


Dispatch ActivitiesCompleted In Progress Not Started


2.15   Adjust response configurations to allow flexibility including: 
 • Prioritization of calls for service (for services that do not currently use priority dispatch 


systems) including basic algorithms for non-medically trained dispatchers or referring 
calls to recorded information, nurse triage hotlines, public health information lines, or 
other technology-based systems 


 • Recommending self-transport or referral to primary care if appropriate (may need to 
triage calls to medical provider to evaluate if this capability is available) 


 • Assignment of less than usual resources (e.g., assign law enforcement only on injury 
accidents unless and until clear information that non-ambulatory/critical injuries a 
represent) 


 • Assignment of non-traditional resources (e.g., using `jump' cars, community 
paramedicine, and other responses) 


 • Diversion to an alternate care site 


 • Increasing interpretive service assistance 


Response ActivitiesCompleted In Progress Not Started


2.16  Develop triggers for implementing closest hospital transport  - ideally done regionally.


2.17  Develop triggers for implementing `batch' transports (e.g., answering another call 
immediately if your current patient is stable)  - ideally regionally.


2.18  Determine indicators and triggers for changing staff shifts and crew configuration  - ideally 
this should be implemented consistently in the region.


2.19  Provide criteria for patient assessment and emphasis on cough/respiratory and hand hygiene 
as well as strict adherence to appropriate infection control precautions per Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC) guidance.


2.20  Develop criteria for on-scene denial of transport by EMS personnel for COVID-19 -like 
illness and other patients  - with or without on-line medical control  - ideally regional rather than 
agency-based criteria and process.


2.21  Develop/provide patient information sheets on homecare for COVID-19 -like illness 
including usual clinical symptoms and course, infection prevention, treatment, and when to seek 
additional medical care.


2.22  Develop/provide patient information sheets for other conditions that may be left without 
transport if the service volume suggests a relevant need (e.g., minor injuries).


2.23  Determine alternate transport resources and triggers to utilize them, e.g., private ambulance, 
wheelchair, contract/courier, for hire vehicles, military assets, buses.


2.24  Evaluate available staff vs. available transport units to determine ability to meet other non-
transport missions (e.g., community paramedicine, EMS personnel staffing alternate care 
locations or providing hospital support).


2.25  Determine necessary changes to record-keeping including use of templates.
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 3. Hospitals and Health Care Activities 


Coordination Regulatory ActivitiesCompleted In Progress Not Started


3.1   Determine coordination mechanisms, scope, and likely authorities between coalition 
hospitals and health care systems including information sharing, resource monitoring/assistance, 
and policy coordination. This should include the role of the coalition to engage with vendors of 
PPE, pharmaceuticals, and other medical supplies that may be in shortage. Conduct a 
coordination conference call with healthcare facilities to ensure awareness and consistency.


3.2   Determine mechanism to engage outpatient settings (homecare, ambulatory care) in 
information sharing and policy/response coordination.


3.3   Determine mechanisms to engage skilled nursing facilities in information sharing and policy/
response coordination.


3.4   Determine actions that the state of emergency management or public health agency is likely 
to take that affect health care including: 
 • Suspension or modification of requirements for hospitals or clinics 
 • Specific emergency orders or actions that may limit liability or expand scope of 


operations (for facilities and providers, including volunteers) 
 • Requests for 1135 waivers from the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) 
 • Crisis standards of care activation 
 • Issuance of clinical guidelines for care and resource allocation 
 • 'Taking powers' of the state relative to medical materials and staff (i.e., does the state 


have ability to commandeer resources under their emergency powers and does this 
include medical materials?) 


 • Promulgation or enforcement of legal obligations of medical staff to provide care 


3.5   Evaluate available indicators that may be needed for planning or by other partners and how 
to track them, e.g., number ED visits available beds, available ventilators, number of potential 
COVID-19 cases, staff illness/absenteeism.


3.6   Evaluate indicators that have effects on hospitals and coordinate access through the health 
care coalitions (e.g., status of EMS agencies, alternate care sites, epidemiologic information/
forecasting, availability of supplies).


3.7   Determine a process for expedited credentialing of supplemental staff and for the orientation/
mentoring of supplemental or shared staff.


3.8   Determine threshold for use and priority list for supplemental staff (e.g., first shared health 
care system staff, then similarity credentialed and licensed staff, then Medical Reserve Corps, etc.)


3.9   Determine indicators and potential triggers for implementation of alternate care systems in 
conjunction with public health.


3.10  Develop public messages that emphasize using emergency departments only for life-
threatening emergencies and coordinate with the joint information system.  Be prepared to 
manage the expectations of the public relative to scarce resources (what is the shortage, what is 
being done, who are the priority groups, etc.).


3.11  Determine common visitor policies for coalition hospitals.


3.12  Develop just-in-time education for health care personnel relative to COVID-19 transmission, 
clinical course, at-risk populations, complications, treatment prevention and control, self-care, 
transmission and family protection, and normal stress responses.
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Coordination Regulatory ActivitiesCompleted In Progress Not Started


3.13   Pre-identify strategies and resources to ensure behavioral health support for staff to mitigate 
adverse stress and grief and loss reactions.


3.14   Determine how facility/regional hospital incident action plans will be managed.


3.15   Determine how awareness of retail pharmacy stocks will be maintained and shared with 
ambulatory/emergency care workers.


3.16   Determine behavioral health support plan that includes use of individual HCF staff as well as 
local, regional, state and federal assistance for meeting patients and staff needs (including those in 
a leadership role.)


3.17   Determine direction for tracking response cost and lost revenue implications associated with 
response.


Health Care Facility ActivitiesCompleted In Progress Not Started


3.18   Determine incident management activation/configuration based on impact (phased 
approach) as well as incident action plan cycle and development process.


3.19   Identify SMEs to inform operational decisions and potential resource allocation decisions.


3.20   Determine methods for patient/family information provision including alternate languages/
interpretive services.


3.21   Determine staff communication mechanisms and redundant information management 
process.


3.22   Determine indicators and potential triggers for changing services provided (e.g., limit 
elective services).


3.23   Determine strategies to maintain services for at-risk patients during outbreak period (e.g., 
pregnant, dialysis) but unrelated to COVID-19.


3.24   Determine likely resource shortages and identify relevant vendor, cache, and coalition 
options for managing shortages.


3.25   Develop service restriction plans in case of staff shortages or increased demand (e.g., 
respiratory care, nutritional support, pharmacy, laboratory, radiology, elective surgeries/
procedures).


3.26   Develop/update crisis standard of care language in emergency operations plan including the 
potential for triage decision-making (who, process, communication, considerations) and staff 
management (how will staff expertise be maximally utilized vs. add additional training for some 
staff.


3.27  Evaluate the plan for providing just-in-time staff education via electronic and other non-
classroom means including information about the COVID-19, transmission, infection prevention 
measures, usual clinical symptoms and course, risk factors, and complications.


3.28  Establish connection with homecare and long-term care partners to facilitate rapid discharge 
process from the hospital. 
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Completed In Progress Not Started


3.29  Develop indicators and possible triggers for implementing alternate systems of care 
(including phone and web-based assessments as well as in-person care) including establishing 
health care system-based alternate care sites (e.g., on-site or managed completely by health care 
entity at owned and re-purposed site). 


3.30   Develop indicators and possible triggers for establishing community alternate care sites in 
conjunction with public health and emergency management including what support may be 
required from the health care system. 


3.31   Develop demand staffing plans for all categories of staff. Modify staff responsibilities and 
shifts as required (supervisory staff work clinically, suspend most education and other 
administrative burdens, determine where less-trained staff can safely provide support and the 
extent of family member support).


3.32   Engage union/labor leaders in relevant discussions of staff responsibilities and hours during 
pandemics.


3.33   Anticipate supply shortages and coordinate with vendors, the health care coalition, and 
emergency management to coordinate resource supply, distribution, and scarce resource 
strategies.


3.34   Develop a plan for implementing a supplemental facility security/controlled access plan 
(which may be phased) particularly during the peak pandemic weeks to assure controlled campus 
ingress and egress and monitoring.


3.35   Provide patients and staff with information about stress responses, resilience, and available 
professional mental health resources. Develop staff monitoring for those exposed to high levels of 
cumulative stress or specific severe stressors (death of co-worker, etc.).


3.36   Consider ways to maintain staff resilience and morale when congregate gatherings and close 
physical contact are discouraged. This may need to include memorial services for staff members.


3.37   Determine if the fatality management plan is sufficient for an increased volume of decedents 
at the facility.


3.38   Develop procedure for notifying the state agency for healthcare administration if licensed 
bed availability/capacity changes as a result of COVID-19.


Emergency Department ActivitiesCompleted In Progress Not Started


3.39   Determine screening process and location (e.g., curb side screening prior to entry, 
supplemental screening at intake, etc.).


3.40   Determine how suspect cases will be isolated from other waiting patients and during ED care.


3.41   Emphasize hand and respiratory hygiene and other infection prevention techniques through 
education, policies, signage, and easy availability of supplies.


3.42   Develop referral plans for patients that do not need emergency care.
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Completed In Progress Not Started


3.59  Develop care plans that reduce the number of staff caring for suspect/confirmed cases and 
protocolize care.


3.60  Adjust daily nursing expectations/duties as required to meet demand.


3.61   Develop environmental services room decontamination and waste stream plans. 


3.62   Assure the specific needs of pediatric and at-risk populations are addressed in surge capacity 
planning. 


3.63   Provide patients and families with information about stress responses, resilience, and 
available professional mental health/behavioral health resources. 


3.64   Develop palliative care plans for implementation when needed. 


Outpatient Services/Community Health Centers/Free Standing Health Facilities ActivitiesCompleted In Progress Not Started


3.65   Develop staffing plan to allow for expanded service hours when needed. Determine if 
outpatient locations and services should remain open if the threat is too great to staff and patients. 


3.66   Determine screening process and location (e.g., curbside screening prior to entry, 
supplemental screening at intake, separate well/ill clinics, etc.).


3.67   Develop telemedicine service plan for use for patients with special needs or general 
population.


3.68   Develop a plan to expedite medication refills, obstetrician visits, and other office visits prior 
to the arrival of COVID-19 cases in the community. The practice should have days to weeks to 
pre-emptively manage its workload in anticipation of limited elective services during the outbreak 
period.


3.69   Develop a process for screening and triage of phone and email requests for care to limit 
office visits to those that require an in-person provider evaluation.


3.70   Develop a process to limit/cancel non-essential visits which can `flex' with the demands of the 
COVID-19 outbreak.


3.71   Emphasize hand and respiratory hygiene and other infection prevention techniques through 
education, policies, signage, and easy availability of supplies. Develop patient movement and 
transportation route plans.


3.72   Evaluate maximal use of space. Convert specialty clinics to acute care, extend hours, etc.


3.73   Consider which clinics may be converted into in-patient units (e.g., surgicenters).


3.74   Develop referral/deferral plans for patients that do not need acute care (e.g., perform virtual/
telephone medication management, automate prescription refills).


3.75   Assure administrative engagement in decision-making/use of incident management to assure 
continuity and consistency between providers and agencies/facilities.
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Completed In Progress Not Started


3.76  Develop infection prevention plan for the clinic specific to COVID-19 and conduct 
education and develop signage and other necessary materials.


3.77  Create templated charts for COVID-19 patients including discharge instructions and 
prescriptions.


3.78  Create `fast-track' or other methods for rapid evaluation and prescribing for minor illness.


3.79   Determine how suspect cases will be isolated from other patients in the clinic space. 


3.80   Consider specific clinics designated for suspect cases, or specific hours for acute illness 
clinics.


3.81   Develop care plans that reduce the number of staff caring for suspect/confirmed cases and 
protocolize care.


3.82   Determine at-risk and functional needs populations that may be impacted and assure access 
to care.


3.83   Plan to provide just-in-time staff education via electronic and other non-classroom means 
including information about COVID-19 transmission, infection prevention measures, usual 
clinical symptoms and course, treatment, risk factors, and complications. 


3.84   Determine potential indicators/triggers for alternate care systems (including telephone 
prescribing/encounters and early evaluation and treatment locations as needed). 


3.85   Provide or develop patient resources on COVID-19 including transmission, prevention, 
usual clinical course, risks for more severe disease, and when to seek medical care. These materials 
should also encourage patients to have at least a 30 day supply of usual medications on hand.


3.86   Provide patients and families with information about stress responses, resilience, and 
available professional mental health/behavioral health resources.


3.87   Assure the specific needs of pediatric and at-risk populations are addressed in surge capacity 
planning.


Homecare ActivitiesCompleted In Progress Not Started


3.88  Determine incident management process and authorities; assure administrative engagement 
and support.


3.89   Establish prioritization process for homecare intake or ongoing services including denial 
and referral to other services. Adjust home visit schedules and responsibilities as required. 


3.90   Establish liaison process with hospitals to share information on current and projected 
capacity and needs.


3.91   Establish liaison process with health care coalition to provide updates on capacity and assist 
with resource and staffing issues including the process for requesting additional resources from 
coalition partners or emergency management.
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Completed In Progress Not Started


3.92  Determine contingency staffing plan.


3.93  Address staff transportation-related issues that may be anticipated such as reduced access to 
fuel.


3.94  Develop/provide education to homecare professionals about COVID-19 transmission, and 
complications (in addition to infection control/staff safety information as outlined above).


3.95   Emphasize hand and respiratory hygiene and other infection prevention techniques through 
education, policies, signage, and easy availability of supplies.


3.96   Develop/provide just-in-time training to staff taking on non-traditional roles as required to 
maintain critical services. Coordinate with health care coalition to determine potential options.


3.97   Obtain or develop printed materials (including at appropriate reading level and in relevant 
languages) for clients including information about COVID-19 (including infection prevention 
measures and clinical disease), service modifications due to COVID-19, and resources. These 
materials should encourage patients to have at least a 30 day supply of usual medications on hand.


3.98   Determine how volunteer/other staff could contribute to homecare activities.


3.99   Establish telephone/virtual support for clients to provide information and `check in' status.


3.100   Monitor clients for mental health related issues and provide information on normal stress 
responses.


3.101   Provide just-in-time staff education via electronic and other non-classroom means 
including information about COVID-19, transmission, infection prevention measures, usual 
clinical symptoms and course, treatment, risk factors, and complications. 


3.102   Assure that at-risk individuals serviced (e.g., on home oxygen, dialysis patients, etc.) have 
ongoing access to appropriate services and are listed in an agency database for easy reference. 


3.103   Provide patients and families with information about stress responses, resilience, and 
available professional mental health/behavioral health resources.


Long-term Care/Skilled Nursing ActivitiesCompleted In Progress Not Started


3.104  Determine incident management process and authorities; assure administrative 
engagement and support. 


3.105   Liaison with the health care coalition/hospitals to assure maximal available residential beds.


3.106   Determine potential supply shortages and work with vendors and the health care coalition 
if resource availability is limited.


3.107   Develop a process to address shortages of supplies at the facility level including 
administration, nursing, medical direction, and subject matter expert input  - ideally this can be a 
regional construct rather than at each facility.
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Completed In Progress Not Started


3.108  Develop a plan for more advanced care at the facility if hospital capacity is unavailable. This 
should involve nursing, medical direction, administrative representatives, and include 
consideration of telemedicine.


3.109  Determine any potential regulatory relief (CMS 1135 or other waivers, state regulations 
relief, staffing requirements, etc.) that may be needed to effectively respond to COVID-19 as well 
as issues regarding staff licensure/certification.


3.110   Determine with medical director and nursing director changes in thresholds for emergency 
department referral. These may vary across the period according to demand.


3.111   Evaluate potential staffing and responsibility changes and how less-trained staff and 
families could contribute to operations.


3.112   Evaluate potential staffing and responsibility changes and how less-trained staff and 
families could contribute to operations.


3.113   Develop a process for rapid credentialing and training of non-facility supplemental health 
care staff.


3.114   Develop infection detection process at the facility to promptly detect and isolate residents 
and staff with suspected COVID-19 and monitor their close contacts.


3.115   Emphasize hand and respiratory hygiene and other infection prevention techniques 
through education, policies, signage, and easy availability of supplies.


3.116   Develop visitor policies designed to minimize potential exposures (ideally consistent across 
the coalition) and communicate via physical (signs at entrances and on units) and electronic 
means. Determine if visitation should be restricted or stopped if threat is too high for patients and 
staff. 


3.117  Communicate any change in services or policies to staff, residents, families, and the health 
care coalition.


3.118  Designate a point of contact for the health care coalition. 


3.119  Designate a point of contact for family/resident information or questions. 


3.120  Develop infection control/isolation plan for ill suspect or confirmed cases. 


3.121  Provide patients and families with information about stress responses, resilience, and 
available professional mental health/behavioral health resources.


3.122  Assure fatality management plans are appropriate to address potentially increased numbers 
of deaths during a COVID-19 outbreak.


3.123  Plan for providing just-in-time staff education via electronic and other non-classroom 
means including information about COVID-19 , transmission, infection prevention measures, 
usual clinical symptoms and course, treatment, risk factors, and complications.
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Alternate Care Site/System ActivitiesCompleted In Progress Not Started


3.124  Assure integration with public health and other health systems regarding consistent scripts 
for web and telephone based nurse triage lines/9-1-1 public safety answering points/ poison 
control centers/locally generated "apps" and integration with additional telephone/virtual 
prescribing - particularly for at-risk populations.


3.125  Determine support needed from the health care system for `flu clinics' for early screening 
and treatment as planned by public health.


3.126  Understand/assist with plan for alternate care site(s) for hospital overflow  - roles, 
responsibilities, authorities, staffing, material resources, criteria, level of clinical care 
(understanding that this may not be feasible if staff absenteeism is high at the hospitals). 
 
3.127  Assure the specific needs of pediatric and at-risk populations are addressed in surge 
capacity planning. 
 
3.128  Assure enough staff, supplies, prophylaxis, and logistical support are on hand before 
opening the site.  
 
3.129  Provide patients and families with information about stress responses, resilience, and 
available professional mental health/behavioral health resources. 
 


Comments:
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COVID-19 Healthcare Planning Checklist

Hover over form fields for instructions.

Planning for a potential emerging infectious disease pandemic, like COVID-19, is critical to protecting the health and welfare of our nation. To assist state, local, tribal, and territorial partners in their planning efforts, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) Office of the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response has developed the following checklist. It identifies specific activities your jurisdiction can do now to prepare for, respond to, and be resilient in the face of COVID-19. Many of the activities in this checklist are specific for COVID-19, however many, pertain to any public health emergency.    This checklist is adapted from a variety of HHS Pandemic Influenza Pandemic Planning resources. It is not intended to set forth mandatory requirements by the Federal government. Each jurisdiction should determine for itself whether it is adequately prepared for disease outbreaks in accordance with its own laws and authorities. We strongly encourage continued review of HHS’ Centers for Disease Control (CDC) COVID-19 guidance which is available on their website for the most current information.

Safety / Infection Control Activities

Activities

Completed

In Progress	

Not Started

1.1  Develop a pandemic safety plan and appoint a safety officer to modify as required. 

Completed 1.1 

1.2  Develop an agency/facility pandemic safety plan and appoint a safety officer to modify as required.

1.3  Provide staff education about COVID-19 infection control and update polices as required. 

1.4  Support N95 respirator fit-testing for all agency/facility employees and just-in-time education on recommended infection control precautions including fit checking, applying simple mask to patients with cough, and hand hygiene.

1.5  Monitor availability of N95 respirators/powered air purifying respirators (PAPRs) and other supplies including alcohol-based hand disinfectants, gloves, etc., and watch and alert coalition members to supply shortages.  Make recommendations on possible alternatives.

1.6  Prepare guidelines for conservative and re-use of N95 respirators/PAPRs if severe shortages are imminent (ideally regionally and in conjunction with local public health, occupational  safety, and infection prevention providers and agencies - for example, consider use by only the highest-risk staff, re-use in selected situations, continued use while working on cohorted units, etc.).

1.7  Plan contingencies if appropriate levels of respiratory protection are unavailable. 

1.8  Develop guidance for staff monitoring for signs of illness (including self-reporting, self-quarantine, and start/end of shift evaluation) and create a mechanism for reporting both illness and absenteeism.

1.9  Develop a return to work post illness policy for health care workers. This should be as consistent as possible across the coalition. 

1.10   Encourage HCFs to plan for staff access to medical care for themselves and their families; determine whether illness will be handled as workers' compensation or personal insurance depending on situation/criteria and share best practices.  

1.11   Determine contingency plan for at-risk staff (e.g., pregnant, other defined risk groups) including job expectations and potential alternate roles and locations. 

1.12      Evaluate the need for family support to enable staff to work (e.g., childcare, pet care). Provide information for family care plans. 

EMS Activities

Activities

Completed

In Progress	

Not Started

2.1   Determine coordination mechanisms, scope, and likely authorities between coalition EMS agencies including information sharing, resource monitoring/assistance, and policy coordination. Work with local intelligence fusion centers to assist with information sharing and coordination.

2.2   Determine actions that the state EMS agency is likely to take including:

Suspension or modification of operational requirements for EMS agenciesSpecific emergency orders or actions that may limit liability and/or expand scope of operations

2.3  Determine local ordinances or laws that may affect EMS disaster operations and the authorities or ability to suspend or modify if needed to support non-traditional operations.

2.4  Evaluate available indicators that may be needed for planning or by other partners and how to track them, e.g., EEI such as number of transports, number of potential COVID-19 cases, staff illness/absenteeism.

2.5  Evaluate indicators that have effects on EMS and coordinate access through the health care coalition (e.g., status of emergency departments, alternate care sites, epidemiologic information/forecasting, weather (e.g., snowstorms), availability of staff, availability of supplies).

2.6  Determine vulnerable supplies and coordinate with vendors and the health care coalition to develop contingency plans/allocation plans.

2.7  Develop public messages that emphasize using 911 only for life-threatening emergencies and coordinate with the joint information system.

2.8  Develop information sharing process both for internal staff and between EMS agencies.

2.9  Develop just-in-time education for EMS personnel relative to infection prevention and control, self-care, transmission and family protection, and normal stress responses.

2.10  Pre-identify strategies and resources to ensure behavioral health support for staff to mitigate adverse stress and grief and loss reactions. 

2.11  Determine virtual coordination mechanisms that will enable remote engagement of senior staff to prevent exposures and maximize ability to engage in both daily and incident operations.

2.12  Determine how agency/regional EMS incident action plans will be managed.

2.13  Prepare to initiate auto-answer/recorded answering of 911 calls including diversion of information or non-emergency calls to another call center (e.g., public health hotline). Consider activating a community hotline if such a call center does not exist. 

2.14  Evaluate protocols for conducting call screening to recognize COVID-19 -like symptoms (e.g., cough and fever) and advise the responding EMS personnel of a potentially infectious patient.

EMS Activities (cont'd)

Dispatch Activities

Completed

In Progress	

Not Started

2.15   Adjust response configurations to allow flexibility including:

Prioritization of calls for service (for services that do not currently use priority dispatch systems) including basic algorithms for non-medically trained dispatchers or referring calls to recorded information, nurse triage hotlines, public health information lines, or other technology-based systemsRecommending self-transport or referral to primary care if appropriate (may need to triage calls to medical provider to evaluate if this capability is available)Assignment of less than usual resources (e.g., assign law enforcement only on injury accidents unless and until clear information that non-ambulatory/critical injuries a represent)Assignment of non-traditional resources (e.g., using `jump' cars, community paramedicine, and other responses)Diversion to an alternate care siteIncreasing interpretive service assistance

Response Activities

Completed

In Progress	

Not Started

2.16  Develop triggers for implementing closest hospital transport  - ideally done regionally.

2.17  Develop triggers for implementing `batch' transports (e.g., answering another call immediately if your current patient is stable)  - ideally regionally.

2.18  Determine indicators and triggers for changing staff shifts and crew configuration  - ideally this should be implemented consistently in the region.

2.19  Provide criteria for patient assessment and emphasis on cough/respiratory and hand hygiene as well as strict adherence to appropriate infection control precautions per Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) guidance.

2.20  Develop criteria for on-scene denial of transport by EMS personnel for COVID-19 -like illness and other patients  - with or without on-line medical control  - ideally regional rather than agency-based criteria and process.

2.21  Develop/provide patient information sheets on homecare for COVID-19 -like illness including usual clinical symptoms and course, infection prevention, treatment, and when to seek additional medical care.

2.22  Develop/provide patient information sheets for other conditions that may be left without transport if the service volume suggests a relevant need (e.g., minor injuries).

2.23  Determine alternate transport resources and triggers to utilize them, e.g., private ambulance, wheelchair, contract/courier, for hire vehicles, military assets, buses.

2.24  Evaluate available staff vs. available transport units to determine ability to meet other non-transport missions (e.g., community paramedicine, EMS personnel staffing alternate care locations or providing hospital support).

2.25  Determine necessary changes to record-keeping including use of templates.

Hospitals and Health Care Activities

Coordination Regulatory Activities

Completed

In Progress	

Not Started

3.1   Determine coordination mechanisms, scope, and likely authorities between coalition hospitals and health care systems including information sharing, resource monitoring/assistance, and policy coordination. This should include the role of the coalition to engage with vendors of PPE, pharmaceuticals, and other medical supplies that may be in shortage. Conduct a coordination conference call with healthcare facilities to ensure awareness and consistency.

3.2   Determine mechanism to engage outpatient settings (homecare, ambulatory care) in information sharing and policy/response coordination.

3.3   Determine mechanisms to engage skilled nursing facilities in information sharing and policy/response coordination.

3.4   Determine actions that the state of emergency management or public health agency is likely to take that affect health care including:

 Suspension or modification of requirements for hospitals or clinicsSpecific emergency orders or actions that may limit liability or expand scope of operations (for facilities and providers, including volunteers)Requests for 1135 waivers from the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS)Crisis standards of care activationIssuance of clinical guidelines for care and resource allocation'Taking powers' of the state relative to medical materials and staff (i.e., does the state have ability to commandeer resources under their emergency powers and does this include medical materials?)Promulgation or enforcement of legal obligations of medical staff to provide care

3.5   Evaluate available indicators that may be needed for planning or by other partners and how to track them, e.g., number ED visits available beds, available ventilators, number of potential COVID-19 cases, staff illness/absenteeism.

3.6   Evaluate indicators that have effects on hospitals and coordinate access through the health care coalitions (e.g., status of EMS agencies, alternate care sites, epidemiologic information/forecasting, availability of supplies).

3.7   Determine a process for expedited credentialing of supplemental staff and for the orientation/mentoring of supplemental or shared staff.

3.8   Determine threshold for use and priority list for supplemental staff (e.g., first shared health care system staff, then similarity credentialed and licensed staff, then Medical Reserve Corps, etc.)

3.9   Determine indicators and potential triggers for implementation of alternate care systems in conjunction with public health.

3.10  Develop public messages that emphasize using emergency departments only for life-threatening emergencies and coordinate with the joint information system.  Be prepared to manage the expectations of the public relative to scarce resources (what is the shortage, what is being done, who are the priority groups, etc.).

3.11  Determine common visitor policies for coalition hospitals.

3.12  Develop just-in-time education for health care personnel relative to COVID-19 transmission, clinical course, at-risk populations, complications, treatment prevention and control, self-care, transmission and family protection, and normal stress responses.

Coordination Regulatory Activities

Completed

In Progress	

Not Started

3.13   Pre-identify strategies and resources to ensure behavioral health support for staff to mitigate adverse stress and grief and loss reactions.

3.14   Determine how facility/regional hospital incident action plans will be managed.

3.15   Determine how awareness of retail pharmacy stocks will be maintained and shared with ambulatory/emergency care workers.

3.16   Determine behavioral health support plan that includes use of individual HCF staff as well as local, regional, state and federal assistance for meeting patients and staff needs (including those in a leadership role.)

3.17   Determine direction for tracking response cost and lost revenue implications associated with response.

Health Care Facility Activities

Completed

In Progress	

Not Started

3.18   Determine incident management activation/configuration based on impact (phased approach) as well as incident action plan cycle and development process.

3.19   Identify SMEs to inform operational decisions and potential resource allocation decisions.

3.20   Determine methods for patient/family information provision including alternate languages/interpretive services.

3.21   Determine staff communication mechanisms and redundant information management process.

3.22   Determine indicators and potential triggers for changing services provided (e.g., limit elective services).

3.23   Determine strategies to maintain services for at-risk patients during outbreak period (e.g., pregnant, dialysis) but unrelated to COVID-19.

3.24   Determine likely resource shortages and identify relevant vendor, cache, and coalition options for managing shortages.

3.25   Develop service restriction plans in case of staff shortages or increased demand (e.g., respiratory care, nutritional support, pharmacy, laboratory, radiology, elective surgeries/procedures).

3.26   Develop/update crisis standard of care language in emergency operations plan including the potential for triage decision-making (who, process, communication, considerations) and staff management (how will staff expertise be maximally utilized vs. add additional training for some staff.

3.27  Evaluate the plan for providing just-in-time staff education via electronic and other non-classroom means including information about the COVID-19, transmission, infection prevention measures, usual clinical symptoms and course, risk factors, and complications.

3.28  Establish connection with homecare and long-term care partners to facilitate rapid discharge process from the hospital. 

Completed

In Progress	

Not Started

3.29  Develop indicators and possible triggers for implementing alternate systems of care (including phone and web-based assessments as well as in-person care) including establishing health care system-based alternate care sites (e.g., on-site or managed completely by health care entity at owned and re-purposed site). 

3.30   Develop indicators and possible triggers for establishing community alternate care sites in conjunction with public health and emergency management including what support may be required from the health care system. 

3.31   Develop demand staffing plans for all categories of staff. Modify staff responsibilities and shifts as required (supervisory staff work clinically, suspend most education and other administrative burdens, determine where less-trained staff can safely provide support and the extent of family member support).

3.32   Engage union/labor leaders in relevant discussions of staff responsibilities and hours during pandemics.

3.33   Anticipate supply shortages and coordinate with vendors, the health care coalition, and emergency management to coordinate resource supply, distribution, and scarce resource strategies.

3.34   Develop a plan for implementing a supplemental facility security/controlled access plan (which may be phased) particularly during the peak pandemic weeks to assure controlled campus ingress and egress and monitoring.

3.35   Provide patients and staff with information about stress responses, resilience, and available professional mental health resources. Develop staff monitoring for those exposed to high levels of cumulative stress or specific severe stressors (death of co-worker, etc.).

3.36   Consider ways to maintain staff resilience and morale when congregate gatherings and close physical contact are discouraged. This may need to include memorial services for staff members.

3.37   Determine if the fatality management plan is sufficient for an increased volume of decedents at the facility.

3.38   Develop procedure for notifying the state agency for healthcare administration if licensed bed availability/capacity changes as a result of COVID-19.

Emergency Department Activities

Completed

In Progress	

Not Started

3.39   Determine screening process and location (e.g., curb side screening prior to entry, supplemental screening at intake, etc.).

3.40   Determine how suspect cases will be isolated from other waiting patients and during ED care.

3.41   Emphasize hand and respiratory hygiene and other infection prevention techniques through education, policies, signage, and easy availability of supplies.

3.42   Develop referral plans for patients that do not need emergency care.

Completed

In Progress	

Not Started

3.59  Develop care plans that reduce the number of staff caring for suspect/confirmed cases and protocolize care.

3.60  Adjust daily nursing expectations/duties as required to meet demand.

3.61   Develop environmental services room decontamination and waste stream plans. 

3.62   Assure the specific needs of pediatric and at-risk populations are addressed in surge capacity planning. 

3.63   Provide patients and families with information about stress responses, resilience, and available professional mental health/behavioral health resources. 

3.64   Develop palliative care plans for implementation when needed. 

Outpatient Services/Community Health Centers/Free Standing Health Facilities Activities

Completed

In Progress	

Not Started

3.65   Develop staffing plan to allow for expanded service hours when needed. Determine if outpatient locations and services should remain open if the threat is too great to staff and patients. 

3.66   Determine screening process and location (e.g., curbside screening prior to entry, supplemental screening at intake, separate well/ill clinics, etc.).

3.67   Develop telemedicine service plan for use for patients with special needs or general population.

3.68   Develop a plan to expedite medication refills, obstetrician visits, and other office visits prior to the arrival of COVID-19 cases in the community. The practice should have days to weeks to pre-emptively manage its workload in anticipation of limited elective services during the outbreak period.

3.69   Develop a process for screening and triage of phone and email requests for care to limit office visits to those that require an in-person provider evaluation.

3.70   Develop a process to limit/cancel non-essential visits which can `flex' with the demands of the COVID-19 outbreak.

3.71   Emphasize hand and respiratory hygiene and other infection prevention techniques through education, policies, signage, and easy availability of supplies. Develop patient movement and transportation route plans.

3.72   Evaluate maximal use of space. Convert specialty clinics to acute care, extend hours, etc.

3.73   Consider which clinics may be converted into in-patient units (e.g., surgicenters).

3.74   Develop referral/deferral plans for patients that do not need acute care (e.g., perform virtual/telephone medication management, automate prescription refills).

3.75   Assure administrative engagement in decision-making/use of incident management to assure continuity and consistency between providers and agencies/facilities.

Completed

In Progress	

Not Started

3.76  Develop infection prevention plan for the clinic specific to COVID-19 and conduct education and develop signage and other necessary materials.

3.77  Create templated charts for COVID-19 patients including discharge instructions and prescriptions.

3.78  Create `fast-track' or other methods for rapid evaluation and prescribing for minor illness.

3.79   Determine how suspect cases will be isolated from other patients in the clinic space. 

3.80   Consider specific clinics designated for suspect cases, or specific hours for acute illness clinics.

3.81   Develop care plans that reduce the number of staff caring for suspect/confirmed cases and protocolize care.

3.82   Determine at-risk and functional needs populations that may be impacted and assure access to care.

3.83   Plan to provide just-in-time staff education via electronic and other non-classroom means including information about COVID-19 transmission, infection prevention measures, usual clinical symptoms and course, treatment, risk factors, and complications. 

3.84   Determine potential indicators/triggers for alternate care systems (including telephone prescribing/encounters and early evaluation and treatment locations as needed). 

3.85   Provide or develop patient resources on COVID-19 including transmission, prevention, usual clinical course, risks for more severe disease, and when to seek medical care. These materials should also encourage patients to have at least a 30 day supply of usual medications on hand.

3.86   Provide patients and families with information about stress responses, resilience, and available professional mental health/behavioral health resources.

3.87   Assure the specific needs of pediatric and at-risk populations are addressed in surge capacity planning.

Homecare Activities

Completed

In Progress	

Not Started

3.88  Determine incident management process and authorities; assure administrative engagement and support.

3.89   Establish prioritization process for homecare intake or ongoing services including denial and referral to other services. Adjust home visit schedules and responsibilities as required. 

3.90   Establish liaison process with hospitals to share information on current and projected capacity and needs.

3.91   Establish liaison process with health care coalition to provide updates on capacity and assist with resource and staffing issues including the process for requesting additional resources from coalition partners or emergency management.

Completed

In Progress	

Not Started

3.92  Determine contingency staffing plan.

3.93  Address staff transportation-related issues that may be anticipated such as reduced access to fuel.

3.94  Develop/provide education to homecare professionals about COVID-19 transmission, and complications (in addition to infection control/staff safety information as outlined above).

3.95   Emphasize hand and respiratory hygiene and other infection prevention techniques through education, policies, signage, and easy availability of supplies.

3.96   Develop/provide just-in-time training to staff taking on non-traditional roles as required to maintain critical services. Coordinate with health care coalition to determine potential options.

3.97   Obtain or develop printed materials (including at appropriate reading level and in relevant languages) for clients including information about COVID-19 (including infection prevention measures and clinical disease), service modifications due to COVID-19, and resources. These materials should encourage patients to have at least a 30 day supply of usual medications on hand.

3.98   Determine how volunteer/other staff could contribute to homecare activities.

3.99   Establish telephone/virtual support for clients to provide information and `check in' status.

3.100   Monitor clients for mental health related issues and provide information on normal stress responses.

3.101   Provide just-in-time staff education via electronic and other non-classroom means including information about COVID-19, transmission, infection prevention measures, usual clinical symptoms and course, treatment, risk factors, and complications. 

3.102   Assure that at-risk individuals serviced (e.g., on home oxygen, dialysis patients, etc.) have ongoing access to appropriate services and are listed in an agency database for easy reference. 

3.103   Provide patients and families with information about stress responses, resilience, and available professional mental health/behavioral health resources.

Long-term Care/Skilled Nursing Activities

Completed

In Progress	

Not Started

3.104  Determine incident management process and authorities; assure administrative engagement and support. 

3.105   Liaison with the health care coalition/hospitals to assure maximal available residential beds.

3.106   Determine potential supply shortages and work with vendors and the health care coalition if resource availability is limited.

3.107   Develop a process to address shortages of supplies at the facility level including administration, nursing, medical direction, and subject matter expert input  - ideally this can be a regional construct rather than at each facility.

Completed

In Progress	

Not Started

3.108  Develop a plan for more advanced care at the facility if hospital capacity is unavailable. This should involve nursing, medical direction, administrative representatives, and include consideration of telemedicine.

3.109  Determine any potential regulatory relief (CMS 1135 or other waivers, state regulations relief, staffing requirements, etc.) that may be needed to effectively respond to COVID-19 as well as issues regarding staff licensure/certification.

3.110   Determine with medical director and nursing director changes in thresholds for emergency department referral. These may vary across the period according to demand.

3.111   Evaluate potential staffing and responsibility changes and how less-trained staff and families could contribute to operations.

3.112   Evaluate potential staffing and responsibility changes and how less-trained staff and families could contribute to operations.

3.113   Develop a process for rapid credentialing and training of non-facility supplemental health care staff.

3.114   Develop infection detection process at the facility to promptly detect and isolate residents and staff with suspected COVID-19 and monitor their close contacts.

3.115   Emphasize hand and respiratory hygiene and other infection prevention techniques through education, policies, signage, and easy availability of supplies.

3.116   Develop visitor policies designed to minimize potential exposures (ideally consistent across the coalition) and communicate via physical (signs at entrances and on units) and electronic means. Determine if visitation should be restricted or stopped if threat is too high for patients and staff. 

3.117  Communicate any change in services or policies to staff, residents, families, and the health care coalition.

3.118  Designate a point of contact for the health care coalition. 

3.119  Designate a point of contact for family/resident information or questions. 

3.120  Develop infection control/isolation plan for ill suspect or confirmed cases. 

3.121  Provide patients and families with information about stress responses, resilience, and available professional mental health/behavioral health resources.

3.122  Assure fatality management plans are appropriate to address potentially increased numbers of deaths during a COVID-19 outbreak.

3.123  Plan for providing just-in-time staff education via electronic and other non-classroom means including information about COVID-19 , transmission, infection prevention measures, usual clinical symptoms and course, treatment, risk factors, and complications.

Alternate Care Site/System Activities

Completed

In Progress	

Not Started

3.124  Assure integration with public health and other health systems regarding consistent scripts for web and telephone based nurse triage lines/9-1-1 public safety answering points/ poison control centers/locally generated "apps" and integration with additional telephone/virtual prescribing - particularly for at-risk populations.

3.125  Determine support needed from the health care system for `flu clinics' for early screening and treatment as planned by public health.

3.126  Understand/assist with plan for alternate care site(s) for hospital overflow  - roles, responsibilities, authorities, staffing, material resources, criteria, level of clinical care (understanding that this may not be feasible if staff absenteeism is high at the hospitals).

 

3.127  Assure the specific needs of pediatric and at-risk populations are addressed in surge capacity planning.

 

3.128  Assure enough staff, supplies, prophylaxis, and logistical support are on hand before opening the site. 

 

3.129  Provide patients and families with information about stress responses, resilience, and available professional mental health/behavioral health resources.
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From: Messinger, Christine
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Cc: Stephens, Michele; Muller, Heather
Subject: COVID-19 media inquiry
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 1:02:36 PM

Good afternoon, Dr. Frankovich. The below inquiry is from the Southern Humboldt-based blog/news
site the Redheaded Blackbelt. Do you have availability this afternoon to do this interview?  Let me
know what works, and I will get it scheduled and come over to call her with you. Thank you.
 
Christine Messinger
707-441-5547
 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 12:08 PM
To: dhhsmedia <DHHSMEDIA@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: Covid-19
 
Greetings. Readers have questions about this illness...

Is it accurate that the fatality rate is 2.3%? 

The reproduction rate of the virus is around 2.28...what dies that mean in terms of how many people
are expected to fall ill?

What is the county doing to contain the spread of the virus? Are there directions beyond hand
washing? People do not feel like that is adequate.

Is the health department discouraging group gatherings? Ordering masks to give out? Giving
restaraunts amd other public places information or instructions? 

Any other info along these lines will help people know what is happening.
 
And a second line of inquiry...
People are hearing that the person in Humboldt dx with covid-19 at some point recovered and then
fell ill with it a second time. Is that accurate? Is getting up too early a risk people run? Or what is
happening if that is accurate?

Im printing this story tomorrow, so 5pm today is my deadline from your perspective.

Thank you
Kelley

mailto:CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us


From: Stephens, Michele
To: Murguia, Dana
Cc: Weiss, Lara; Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: COVID-19 written communications
Date: Thursday, February 27, 2020 12:11:23 PM

Dana, as part of our planning for COVID-19 response we’re looking at the written communication that needs to go
out to certain groups if/when we start seeing more community transmission and we’re no longer isolating people
(think it’s like the flu)-businesses, schools, children, pregnant women, convalescent homes etc. We will need Health
Educators (HES’) to do this with direction from Dr Frankovich. She’s going to review the CDC recommendations
on flu over the weekend and next week we will likely be assigning your identified staff the task of editing to make it
specific to here. Can you identify maybe 5-8 staff to be assigned one communication each in preparation for when
we’re ready to work on this? Let me know names next week. Good writers, people who can take an assignment with
direction and produce good written material for the public. Let me know if you have questions. Thanks!

Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director
Humboldt County Dept of Health and Human Services
707.268.2121

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:DMurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us
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From: Muller, Heather
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Cc: Messinger, Christine
Subject: FW: Breaking News: Federal health workers may have been exposed to the coronavirus without proper

precautions and were able to travel freely, a whistle-blower said.
Date: Thursday, February 27, 2020 1:44:53 PM

Dr., if you don’t have a subscription to NYT please advise and I’ll get you our password and login.
 

From: The New York Times <nytdirect@nytimes.com> 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 1:34 PM
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BREAKING NEWS

Federal health workers may have been
exposed to the coronavirus without proper
precautions and were able to travel freely, a
whistle-blower said.
Thursday, February 27, 2020 4:33 PM EST

The whistle-blower, described as a senior leader at the health agency, filed a
complaint saying that the team was “improperly deployed” to two military bases in
California to assist the processing of Americans who had been evacuated from
coronavirus hot zones in China and elsewhere.

Read the latest
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From: Murguia, Dana
To: Stephens, Michele
Cc: Frankovich, Teresa; Weiss, Lara
Subject: FW: COVID-19 HES Deployment
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 2:26:50 PM
Attachments: Hub and Spoke.jpg

image002.png

FYI
 
In Partnership,
 
Dana
 
Dana Murguía, MBA
Sr. Program Manager
Public Health, Healthy Communities & Women, Infants & Children (WIC)
Phone: (707) 441-5086
Work Cell Phone:  (707) 296-8295
dmurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us
CLICK Here ► Healthy Communities Programs & Services
CLICK Here ► Women, Infants & Children
 Humboldt County Suicide Prevention Webpage
 
If you need immediate help, please call:

Mental Health Crisis Line: 707-445-7715 or 1-888-849-5728
Suicide Prevention Lifeline: 1-800-273-8255 or
www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org

 
From: Murguia, Dana 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 2:26 PM
To: Koo, Evonne <EKoo@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Montgomery, Megan
<MMontgomery@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Smith, Kristen <KSmith2@co.humboldt.ca.us>; 'Alyse
Dorman' <dorman.alyse@gmail.com>; Strong, Marian <MStrong@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Chappelle,
Nicole <nchappelle@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Weiss, Michael <MWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Hogan, Elaine (EHogan@co.humboldt.ca.us)
<EHogan@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Nelson, Sarah <SNelson@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Mallick, Mellody
<MMallick@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: COVID-19 HES Deployment
Importance: High
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Hello, All:
 
The senior team met with Michele this morning to discuss deployment of the health education
specialists who will serve as liaisons for specific sectors in the community (see attached).
Public Health will serve as the hub of information; general public as well as specific sectors
such as Health Care, Law Enforcement, Homeless, etc.
 
If you were selected as a health education specialist communication liaison for matters
pertaining to COVID – 19 the expectations from the Health Officer and Director are that you
will:
 

1.      Serve as a subject matter expert and liaison of communication to the Health Officer,
PH Director and community sectors you have agreed to interact with (more on that in a
bit)

 
2.      Monitor changes and materials that appear daily from the CDC around COVID – 19

(and any other reputable sources as they become available e.g. CDPH)
 

3.      Find and develop materials and customize communications for your community sector
and Humboldt & perform outreach to ensure they receive the information
 

Liaisons, talk to each other about this so that your individual, unique talents (research,
writing, project management) can be best leveraged. Working in concert we are a much
stronger team.
 
The materials you create will be available for public health staff who need them, to include Dr.
Frankovich or the PH Director, and at times you may be asked to distribute materials to your
specific community sector. We will develop appropriate distribution lists or utilize those
which already exist.
Steps:
 

1)      Please take a look at the attached picture, discuss them with your colleagues (Evonne,
Megan, Kristen, Alyse, Marion, Nicole) and let me know who will be working on
which community sector(s). You have the best insight on which people communicate
the most often with each sector and who is most comfortable working with that
population. I will need to know the sector assignments by COB March 4th. Please
save it to the folder below and let me know when complete.

 
2)      Evonne please take the lead on developing a basic template of information for the

general public which should be saved here: \\all.co.humboldt.ca.us\dhhs-
files\HHSShare\HLTHED\COVID - 19 Communication Deployment by COB March
4th.
 
The basic template, for the general public, can mimic this publication
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/2019-ncov-factsheet.pdf and
should list the DHHS PH Branch Humboldt contact information as call to action. If
you have ideas for improving the format, those are welcome.
 

3)      Develop customized materials for specific sectors. Please have one custom example
th

file:////all.co.humboldt.ca.us/dhhs-files/HHSShare/HLTHED/COVID%20-%2019%20Communication%20Deployment
file:////all.co.humboldt.ca.us/dhhs-files/HHSShare/HLTHED/COVID%20-%2019%20Communication%20Deployment
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/2019-ncov-factsheet.pdf


ready by COB March 4 . Sometimes the information just is not available from the
CDC (the agency releasing most current information right now). Here is an example of
a customized message for the specific business sector: Read more about COVID-19
CDC guidance for businesses (PDF) found here
https://humboldtgov.org/2018/Humboldt-Health-Alert   You may want to use that
document as a template for the custom messaging for community sectors.  Michele
also mentioned making it pretty, the CDC Corona virus factsheet publication is a good
example of that.
 
Most likely the CDC is going to be the most current with tailoring information to
specific groups. For example, I asked Megan Blanchard about information for pregnant
women today and thus far the state has not released anything specific.
 

4)      Please be thinking of any email distribution lists that you have access to, or
connections that you have with your community sector which can be used to relay
information about the virus if necessary. Think about the best venue where information
can be distributed and which groups should we be working with to relate to convey
information. Let me know by which date a complete outreach plan (email distro lists,
physical locations, singular points of contact) can be compiled for review by COB
March 4th.

 
Additional notes from our call with Michele (please review):
 
In short we will plagiarize what the CDC does and make it relevant to Humboldt.
 
We are trying to model information based on what is out there for influenza in order to get
ahead of the curve for COVID - 19.
 
Whoever is assigned to healthcare should absolutely consult with Hava Phillips in
communicable disease who can share with you how they relay information to clinics,
including perinatal and obstetric facilities. Megan Blanchard agreed that it is more appropriate
for the information to come from communicable disease than from maternal child and
adolescent health. Dana can make the Hava introduction.
 
We do need to submit all of the FAQ sheets (general and customized) through Mr. T to ensure
that they’re ADA accessible and if any major reformatting occurs the same would be true.
However, our thought is that you can create a template to be used over and over again and all
that needs to be updated is the content. Those minor content changes don't need Mr. T
approval. That way we’re just getting the approval the first go around. Michele will discuss
this with Heather. Also, the Sr. Team is meeting again Thursday to review the first
publications and one goal is to expedite the MRT etc. approval process by meeting together.
 
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.
 
In Partnership,
 
Dana
 
Dana Murguía, MBA

https://humboldtgov.org/2018/Humboldt-Health-Alert


Sr. Program Manager
Public Health, Healthy Communities & Women, Infants & Children (WIC)
Phone: (707) 441-5086
Work Cell Phone:  (707) 296-8295
dmurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us
CLICK Here ► Healthy Communities Programs & Services
CLICK Here ► Women, Infants & Children
 Humboldt County Suicide Prevention Webpage
 
If you need immediate help, please call:

Mental Health Crisis Line: 707-445-7715 or 1-888-849-5728
Suicide Prevention Lifeline: 1-800-273-8255 or
www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org
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From: Murguia, Dana
To: Stephens, Michele
Cc: Weiss, Lara; Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: FW: COVID-19 written communications
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 1:55:37 PM

Hello, Michele:

Here are the staff identified to assist with COVID – 19 written communications.  The SSVP
team (Strong, Smith, Montgomery) will figure out between themselves if one needs to be
pulled for SFR work.  That could happen just FYI.

•       Alyse Dorman

•       Evonne Koo

•       Megan Montgomery

•       Marian Strong

•       Kristen Smith

•       Nicole Chapelle

Does this look like it will work for you?

Another point of contact where we can do outreach if necessary would be homeless shelters,
etc.

Have a great weekend.

In Partnership,

Dana
Dana Murguía, MBA

Sr. Program Manager

Public Health, Healthy Communities & Women, Infants & Children (WIC)

Phone: (707) 441-5086

Work Cell Phone:  (707) 296-8295

dmurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us

CLICK Here ► Healthy Communities Programs & Services

CLICK Here ► Women, Infants & Children
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 Humboldt County Suicide Prevention Webpage

 

If you need immediate help, please call:

·       Mental Health Crisis Line: 707-445-7715 or 1-888-849-5728

·       Suicide Prevention Lifeline: 1-800-273-8255 or
www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org

 

_____________________________________________
From: Hogan, Elaine <EHogan@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 4:16 PM
To: Murguia, Dana <DMurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Weiss, Michael
<MWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Nelson, Sarah <SNelson@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Mallick, Mellody
<MMallick@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: COVID-19 written communications

Hi,

I have no further recommendations.  I think Evonne’s workload prohibits her from
doing much to assist.  Alyse is more available, but I’m not sure about her written
communications and materials production capability.  Nicole may be another option. 
I also thought about Megan Montgomery, but I’m not sure about her workload, etc. 
Sarah and Mellody can provide any further thoughts.  Otherwise, feel free to assign it
to whichever HES you think would be best.

Elaine Hogan
Program Services Coordinator

Healthy Communities Division

Public Health Branch

Humboldt County, DHHS

Healthy Communities website

Phone: (707) 441-5574

 

_____________________________________________
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From: Murguia, Dana <DMurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 1:24 PM
To: Hogan, Elaine <EHogan@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Weiss, Michael
<MWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Nelson, Sarah <SNelson@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Mallick, Mellody
<MMallick@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: FW: COVID-19 written communications
Importance: High

Hi,

Here are the people I will recommend regarding the email below:

·       Alyse Dorman

·       Evonne Koo

·       Marian Strong

·       Kristen Smith

·       Who else or do you have different recommendations? I am not familiar with skill
level in writing when it comes to other HES.

I told Michele et al that I would let her know the names by tomorrow.

In Partnership,

Dana

Dana Murguía, MBA

Sr. Program Manager

Public Health, Healthy Communities & Women, Infants & Children (WIC)

Phone: (707) 441-5086

Work Cell Phone:  (707) 296-8295

dmurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us

CLICK Here ► Healthy Communities Programs & Services

CLICK Here ► Women, Infants & Children

 Humboldt County Suicide Prevention Webpage
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If you need immediate help, please call:

• Mental Health Crisis Line: 707-445-7715 or 1-888-849-5728

• Suicide Prevention Lifeline: 1-800-273-8255 or www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org

-----Original Message-----
From: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 12:11 PM
To: Murguia, Dana <DMurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Weiss, Lara <LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Frankovich, Teresa
<tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: COVID-19 written communications

Dana, as part of our planning for COVID-19 response we’re looking at the written
communication that needs to go out to certain groups if/when we start seeing more community
transmission and we’re no longer isolating people (think it’s like the flu)-businesses, schools,
children, pregnant women, convalescent homes etc. We will need Health Educators (HES’) to
do this with direction from Dr Frankovich. She’s going to review the CDC recommendations
on flu over the weekend and next week we will likely be assigning your identified staff the
task of editing to make it specific to here. Can you identify maybe 5-8 staff to be assigned one
communication each in preparation for when we’re ready to work on this? Let me know
names next week. Good writers, people who can take an assignment with direction and
produce good written material for the public. Let me know if you have questions. Thanks!

Michele Stephens, LCSW

Public Health Director

Humboldt County Dept of Health and Human Services

707.268.2121

Sent from my iPhone

http://www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org/
mailto:mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us
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From: Stephens, Michele
To: Frankovich, Teresa; Weiss, Lara; Phillips, Hava; Corrigan, Jeremy; Largusa, Ron; Blanchard, Megan; Pereira,

Sofia; Muller, Heather; Messinger, Christine
Subject: Fwd: Alameda County Public Health Department and Solano County Public Health Confirm Two Cases of COVID-

19
Date: Sunday, March 1, 2020 3:56:45 PM
Attachments: Alameda+and+Solano+Counties+Press+Release+-+3.1.20+New+COVID-19+Cases.pdf

ATT00001.htm

FYI

Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director 
Humboldt County Dept of Health and Human Services
707.268.2121

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Alameda County Public Health Department <noreply@everbridge.net>
Date: March 1, 2020 at 2:51:05 PM PST
To: "Stephens, Michele" <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: Alameda County Public Health Department and Solano County
Public Health Confirm Two Cases of COVID-19
Reply-To: Alameda County Public Health Department <conf-
5e5c3c5114e4da6f7edea544-5e5c3c4f7ef9692f57eedbfe@smtpic-
ne.prd1.everbridge.net>



This is a message from the Alameda County Public Health Department

Alameda County Public Health Department and Solano Public Health are
reporting that two health care workers are presumptive positive for the
Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19); these cases are pending confirmatory
testing from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).

Please read the attached Press Release for more information.

Alameda County Public Health Department

Neetu Balram, Public Information Manager
510-267-8001
Email: Neetu.Balram2@acgov.org

Solano Public Health
Jayleen Richards, Public Health Administrator
707-975-3027 (cell)
Email: JMRichards@solanocounty.com
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For Immediate Release:  
March 1, 2020 
  
For more information contact:  
Alameda County Public Health Department 
Neetu Balram, Public Information Manager 
510-267-8001 
Email: Neetu.Balram2@acgov.org 
  
Solano Public Health 
Jayleen Richards, Public Health Administrator 
707-975-3027 (cell) 
Email: JMRichards@solanocounty.com 
 
MEDIA AVAILABILITY: Alameda County and Solano Public Health Officials are available for phone 
interviews to answer questions. Contact respective PIOs from each county’s health department.  
 
WHEN: Sunday, March 1, 2020; 2:30 PM - 4:30 PM 
 
Highlights  


● This is the first presumptive-positive case of COVID-19 in Alameda County.  
● Two new health care worker cases had exposure to a confirmed case. 
● Aggressive measures are being taken to swiftly identify and isolate all individuals potentially 


exposed to these new cases. 
● More COVID-19 cases are expected in the Bay Area and nationwide; now is the time to prepare 


for increased community spread (cases not connected to travel or other confirmed cases). 
 
Alameda County Public Health Department and Solano County Public Health Confirm Two 
Presumptive Positive Cases of COVID-19 
 
ALAMEDA AND SOLANO COUNTIES – Alameda County Public Health Department and Solano Public 
Health are reporting that two health care workers are presumptive positive for the Coronavirus Disease 
2019 (COVID-19); these cases are pending confirmatory testing from the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC).  
  
Both cases are NorthBay VacaValley Hospital health care workers and are currently in isolation at home; 
one is a Solano County resident, the other is an Alameda County resident. Both had exposure to the 
community-acquired case currently hospitalized at UC Davis Medical Center in Sacramento. The initial 
case is slowly recovering, and the individual’s family members had negative test results for COVID-19 so 
far and remain in quarantine.  
 
“Due to the aggressive measures that public health and hospital staff undertook, all potential exposures 
to the case were promptly identified and isolated so that patients are not placed at higher risk. Health 







 


care officials have immediately updated protocols and procedures to ensure patient safety is prioritized” 
said Dr. Bela Matyas, Solano County Health Officer. “This underscores the challenging environment that 
health care workers everywhere face to stem the spread of communicable diseases, including COVID-19. 
Health care and Public Health officials throughout the state are committed to protecting patients.” 
 
Public health and hospital staff rapidly identified all health care workers in contact with the case during 
the case’s hospitalization. All of those health care workers remain in isolation or in quarantine and will 
not return to patient care until they are cleared. Additional COVID-19 cases among them may occur. It is 
important to remember that the patient did not meet the CDC’s criteria for COVID-19 testing nor the 
high-risk threshold for use of COVID-19 specific protective personal equipment by people providing care.  
 
“As always, our top priority is the health and safety of our patients, our staff, physicians and the 
community,” said Aimee Brewer, president of NorthBay HealthCare Group. “Our two health care 
workers who tested positive have been in isolation at home since the day we learned they had contact 
with the patient who had contracted the virus. We took immediate and comprehensive measures 
intended to stop any further spread of the virus, including working with public health officials to trace the 
contacts the two workers may have had. We remain in close contact with national, state and local public 
health authorities to ensure we are following the most up-to-date protocols and procedures for dealing 
with this evolving situation.” 
 
A full contact investigation is underway for the two new health care worker cases, and individuals 
potentially exposed are in the process of being identified and evaluated. Teams of epidemiologists from 
the CDC and California Department of Public Health (CDPH) are assisting the health departments in 
tracing those who may be at risk for exposure because of the new cases. Alameda County and Solano 
County Public Health Departments are monitoring these new cases’ conditions as well as their contacts 
for symptoms.  
 
Patients with confirmed COVID-19 infection have experienced mild to severe respiratory illness with 
symptoms such as fever, cough, and shortness of breath. Similar to influenza, it appears to cause less 
severe illness in younger people; those with more severe impacts tend to be older, medically fragile 
individuals with underlying medical conditions. Health care organizations, government entities, schools 
and employers should plan now for how best to decrease the spread of illness and lower the impact of 
COVID-19. 
 
“We understand that the evolving news about COVID-19 is concerning, and we are taking the situation 
very seriously,” said Dr. Erica Pan, Health Officer, Alameda County Public Health Department. “This news 
is not unexpected in the Bay Area, and we are ready for cases here. This is not the time to panic; now is 
the time for all of us to work together.” Dr. Pan said.  
 
Alameda County is declaring a local public health emergency as part of its ongoing response and 
preparation for community spread in Alameda County. This allows Alameda County to be better poised 
to respond with additional resources as needed.  
 
  







 


Alameda and Solano County residents should take these precautions to stop the spread of germs and 
prevent respiratory illnesses: 


● Wash hands with liquid soap and water and rub for at least 20 seconds; 
● Cover your mouth and nose with a tissue or your sleeve (not your hands) when coughing or 


sneezing; 
● Refrain from touching your eyes, nose and mouth; 
● Stay home when you are sick; and 
● Get a flu shot to protect yourself and others from the flu, which has similar symptoms to COVID-


19. 
 
People who are well and healthy do not need to use a facemask to protect themselves from respiratory 
illnesses. A facemask can be worn for those who are coughing or sneezing to protect others from getting 
sick.  
  
Healthy people should not be excluded from any activities based on their race or country of origin. 
There is no racial, ethnic, or cultural basis for the disease. 


“We remain actively involved with federal, state, and regional colleagues to ensure alignment with 
evolving guidance on protecting the health of our community and our health care workforce,” said 
Colleen Chawla, Director, Alameda County Health Care Services Agency. “This is a community effort and 
we will need broad partnership. Our public health team will work with health care providers, schools, 
workplaces, community organizations, and others to mitigate the health and human impacts of this 
virus.” 


For more information, visit the following: 
● CDC website: www.cdc.gov/COVID19 
● Alameda County Public Health Department website: http://acphd.org/2019-ncov.aspx; for 


general inquiries, please email ncov@acgov.org or call (510) 268-2101 
● Solano County Public Health website: www.solanocounty.com/publichealth 
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Thank you for your attention,
Alameda County Public Health Department
1000 Broadway Suite 500
Oakland, CA 94607



**[EXTERNAL MESSAGE]** FROM: noreply@everbridge.net
Only open links and attachments from known senders. Do not provide your username or

password. To report suspicious emails, click “Report Phish” button.

From: Hanson, Jake@CDPH
To: CDPH CCLHO DL; CDPH CHEAC DL
Subject: Fwd: CAHAN All Facilities Notification – AFL 20-15: Infection Control Recommendations for Facilities with Suspect

Coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19) Patients
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 6:37:20 PM

From: California Health Alert Network - CDPH L&C <noreply@everbridge.net>
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 5:21:41 PM
To: Hanson, Jake@CDPH <Jake.Hanson@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: CAHAN All Facilities Notification – AFL 20-15: Infection Control Recommendations for
Facilities with Suspect Coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19) Patients
 

This All Facilities Letter notifies healthcare facilities of the California Department of
Public Health’s infection control recommendations for outpatient healthcare facilities
with suspect COVID-19 patients.

The full guidance can be found at the link below: 
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CHCQ/LCP/CDPH%20Document%20Library/AFL-
20-15.pdf

mailto:Jake.Hanson@cdph.ca.gov
mailto:CCLHODL@cdph.ca.gov
mailto:cheacdl@cdph.ca.gov


**[EXTERNAL MESSAGE]** FROM: noreply@everbridge.net
Only open links and attachments from known senders. Do not provide your username or

password. To report suspicious emails, click “Report Phish” button.

From: Hanson, Jake@CDPH
To: CDPH CCLHO DL; CDPH CHEAC DL
Subject: Fwd: CAHAN Disease Notification – CDPH News Release: COVID-19 Testing Kits Arrive at State Public Health

Laboratories
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 6:37:50 PM
Attachments: PH20-007COVID-19TestKitArriveatStatePublicHealthLabs.pdf

From: California Health Alert Network <noreply@everbridge.net>
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 5:23:50 PM
To: Hanson, Jake@CDPH <Jake.Hanson@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: CAHAN Disease Notification – CDPH News Release: COVID-19 Testing Kits Arrive at State
Public Health Laboratories
 

The California Department of Public Health announced today that new CDC test kits
used to detect Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) now available in California can
be used to do diagnostic testing in the community. California will immediately receive
an additional shipment of kits to test up to 1,200 people.

Please find the entire news release attached.

mailto:Jake.Hanson@cdph.ca.gov
mailto:CCLHODL@cdph.ca.gov
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
February 28, 2020 
PH20-007 
CONTACT: Corey Egel | 916.440.7259 | CDPHpress@cdph.ca.gov 
 


COVID-19 Testing Kits Arrive at State Public Health Laboratories 
Photos and Video of Public Health Department's Richmond Lab Available  


 
SACRAMENTO – The California Department of Public Health announced today that 
new CDC test kits used to detect Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) now available 
in California can be used to do diagnostic testing in the community. California will 
immediately receive an additional shipment of kits to test up to 1,200 people. 
 
“These new testing protocols and resources will help California medical experts identify 
and treat COVID-19 cases, trace potential exposures and better protect public health,” 
said Governor Newsom. “I am grateful to the CDC and federal government for quickly 
heeding our state’s requests and assisting California’s response to this evolving 
situation.” 
 
“The availability to test at California’s public health laboratories is a significant step 
forward in our ability to respond rapidly to this evolving situation,” said Dr. Sonia Angell, 
Director of the California Department of Public Health and State Health Officer. “As we 
face the likelihood of community transmission here in California, having this resource 
where we need it, is essential to better inform public health response and protect our 
communities.”  


The California Department of Public Health has been prepared and is continuing with 
the following actions as the situation surrounding COVID-19 evolves: 


• Activating the Emergency Operations Center to coordinate response efforts 
across the state. 


• Continuing to prepare and respond in coordination with federal and local 
partners, hospitals and physicians.  


• Deploying staff to assist with contact tracing in Solano and Sacramento counties 
for a patient whose source of infection is unknown. 


• Providing information, guidance documents, and technical support to local health 
departments, health care facilities, providers, schools, universities, colleges, and 
childcare facilities across California. 


• Coordinating with federal authorities and local health departments that have 
implemented screening, monitoring and, in some cases quarantine. 


News Release 
CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH  
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• Engaging with local health departments in managing suspect and confirmed 
cases of COVID-19 patients over the past several weeks.  
 


Beyond the work of health officials, each and every person can take steps to reduce the 
risk of becoming infected with this virus. 


• Washing hands with soap and water. 


• Avoiding touching eyes, nose or mouth with unwashed hands. 


• Avoiding close contact with people who are sick. 


• Staying away from work, school or other people if you become sick with 
respiratory symptoms like fever and cough.  


• Follow guidance from public health officials. 
 
If a person develops symptoms of COVID-19 including fever, cough or shortness of 
breath, and has reason to believe they may have been exposed, they should call their 
health care provider or local health department before seeking care. Contacting them in 
advance will make sure that people can get the care they need without putting others at 
risk.  


For more information about novel coronavirus including various resources, please visit 
the CDPH website. 


If you are interested in photos of the California Department of Public Health’s state 
laboratory in Richmond (from earlier this month), please send your request to 
CDPHPressOPA@cdph.ca.gov.  


 


 
www.cdph.ca.gov 
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**[EXTERNAL MESSAGE]** FROM: noreply@everbridge.net
Only open links and attachments from known senders. Do not provide your username or

password. To report suspicious emails, click “Report Phish” button.

From: Hanson, Jake@CDPH
To: CDPH CCLHO DL; CDPH CHEAC DL
Subject: Fwd: CAHAN HCP Conference Call Notification – COVID-19 Update Conference Call TODAY, 2/26/20 5:30 PM –

6:00 PM (PST)
Date: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 5:09:24 PM

FYI

From: California Health Alert Network <noreply@everbridge.net>
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 3:43 PM
To: Hanson, Jake@CDPH
Subject: CAHAN HCP Conference Call Notification – COVID-19 Update Conference Call TODAY,
2/26/20 5:30 PM – 6:00 PM (PST)
 

The California Department of Public Health, has scheduled a COVID-19 update conference
call for California healthcare facilities today, Wednesday, February 26, 2020 at 5:30 PM
(PST). Please see below conference call information below.

Participation Access Information:

Toll-Free: 844-767-5679
Access Code:  2447851
Conference Name: COVID-19 Update Health Care Facilities 

mailto:Jake.Hanson@cdph.ca.gov
mailto:CCLHODL@cdph.ca.gov
mailto:cheacdl@cdph.ca.gov


From: Derby, Ryan
Subject: Fwd: CDC/CDPH List of Guidance Documents Coming out
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 8:45:39 PM
Attachments: CDCCDPHGuidanceTable 3.1.20-CalOES.docx

Good evening, 

Please see the attached COVID-19 guidance document from CDC and CDPH.

Respectfully,
-Derby
Get Outlook for iOS

From: Polk, Shauna@CalOES <Shauna.Polk@CalOES.ca.gov>
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 3:45:07 PM
To: CalOES Coastal Region Team <Dist.CoastalRegion@CalOES.ca.gov>
Subject: CDC/CDPH List of Guidance Documents Coming out
 
Good Afternoon OA Partners-
Please see the attached list of guidance from CDPH.  This is an External copy
that can be shared with whom you deem appropriate.
 
 

Follow us on Social Media: Twitter, Facebook, Instagram
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This communication with its contents may contain confidential and/or
legally privileged information. It is solely for the use of the intended recipient(s). Unauthorized
interception, review, use or disclosure is prohibited and may violate applicable laws including the
Electronic Communications Privacy Act. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the
sender and destroy all copies of the communication.
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https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.instagram.com%2Fcal_oes&data=02%7C01%7Crderby%40co.humboldt.ca.us%7Ca944a170f7c7408abb0008d7bf03bf7b%7Cc00ae2b64fe844f198637b1adf4b27cb%7C0%7C1%7C637187895391136820&sdata=gJistlgvALP%2Fe2xKR%2BfCn3%2B9nBPHklfWxlfdRCVrDgA%3D&reserved=0

CDC GUIDANCE LIST

Travelers 

		TITLE

		LINK

		DATE



		Travelers from China Arriving in the United States

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers/from-china.html

		Last reviewed 2/7/20



		Travel Health Alert Notice (THAN)

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers/communication-resources.html

		Last reviewed 2/2/20



		

		

		







Preparing Individuals and Communities

		TITLE

		LINK

		DATE



		Community Mitigation Guidance for COVID-19 Response in the United States: Nonpharmaceutical Interventions for Community Preparedness and Outbreak Response

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/preparing-individuals-communities.html

		Last reviewed 2/27/20







Pregnant Women and Children

		TITLE

		LINK

		DATE



		Information on COVID-19 and Pregnant Women and Children

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/pregnant-women.html

		Last reviewed 2/24/20



		Frequently Asked Questions and Answers: Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) and Pregnancy

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/pregnancy-faq.html

		Last reviewed 2/21/20



		Interim Guidance on Breastfeeding for a Mother Confirmed or Under Investigation For COVID-19

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/pregnancy-guidance-breastfeeding.html

		Last reviewed 2/19/20



		Frequently Asked Questions and Answers: Coronavirus Disease-2019 (COVID-19) and Children

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/children-faq.html

		Last reviewed 2/22/20







Businesses

		TITLE

		LINK

		DATE



		Interim Guidance for Businesses and Employers to Plan and Respond to Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19), February 2020

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/guidance-business-response.html

		Last reviewed 2/26/20







Schools

		TITLE

		LINK

		DATE



		Interim Guidance for Administrators of US Childcare Programs and K-12 Schools to Plan, Prepare, and Respond to Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/guidance-for-schools.html

		Last reviewed 2/16/20







Healthcare Professionals

		TITLE

		LINK

		DATE



		Evaluating and Reporting Persons Under Investigation (PUI)

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/clinical-criteria.html

		Updated 2/28/20



		CDC Flowchart to Identify and Assess 2019 Novel Coronavirus

		https://cdph.sharepoint.com/:b:/s/epo/EPO%20Share/mhcc/novelcoronavirus/ERFGLb7_2zVKoxVkPEfw6soBuFyOeboA2pBHpmWyRkSoRA?e=edAmaf 

		2/9/20



		Interim Guidance for Collection and Submission of Postmortem Specimens from Deceased Persons Under Investigation (PUI) for COVID-19, February 2020

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-postmortem-specimens.html

		Last reviewed 2/19/20



		Interim Guidance for Emergency Medical Services (EMS) Systems and 911 Public Safety Answering Points (PSAPs) for COVID-19 in the United States

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-for-ems.html 

		Last reviewed 2/15/20



		Infection Control

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/infection-control/index.html

		Last reviewed 2/24/20



		Interim Infection Prevention and Control Recommendations for Patients with Confirmed Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) or Persons Under Investigation for COVID-19 in Healthcare Settings

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/infection-control.html

		Last reviewed 2/21/20



		Healthcare Infection Prevention and Control FAQs for COVID-19

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/infection-control/infection-prevention-control-faq.html

		Last reviewed 2/25/20



		Interim Clinical Guidance for Management of Patients with Confirmed Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/clinical-guidance-management-patients.html

		Last reviewed 2/25/20



		Interim Guidance for Discontinuation of Transmission-Based Precautions and Disposition of Hospitalized Patients with COVID-19

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/disposition-hospitalized-patients.html

		Last reviewed 2/16/20



		Interim Considerations for Infection Prevention and Control of Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) in Inpatient Obstetric Healthcare Settings

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/inpatient-obstetric-healthcare-guidance.html 

		Last reviewed 2/18/20



		What Healthcare Personnel Should Know about Caring for Patients with Confirmed or Possible COVID-19 Infection

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/caring-for-patients.html

		Last reviewed 2/29/20



		Release of Stockpiled N95 Filtering Facepiece Respirators Beyond the Manufacturer-Designated Shelf Life: Considerations for the COVID-19 Response

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/release-stockpiled-N95.html

		Last reviewed 2/29/20



		Strategies for Optimizing the Supply of N95 Respirators

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/respirator-supply-strategies.html 

		Last reviewed 2/29/20



		Strategies for Optimizing the Supply of N95 Respirators: Conventional Capacity Strategies

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/respirators-strategy/conventional-capacity-strategies.html 

		Last reviewed 2/29/20



		Strategies for Optimizing the Supply of N95 Respirators: Contingency Capacity Strategies

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/respirators-strategy/contingency-capacity-strategies.html

		Last reviewed 2/29/20



		Strategies for Optimizing the Supply of N95 Respirators: Crisis/Alternate Strategies

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/respirators-strategy/crisis-alternate-strategies.html

		Last reviewed 2/29/20



		Interim U.S. Guidance for Risk Assessment and Public Health Management of Healthcare Personnel with Potential Exposure in a Healthcare Setting to Patients with Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-risk-assesment-hcp.html

		Last reviewed 2/25/20



		Healthcare Professional Preparedness Checklist For Transport and Arrival of Patients With Confirmed or Possible COVID-19

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/hcp-personnel-checklist.html

		Last reviewed 2/21/20



		Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) Hospital Preparedness Assessment Tool

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/hcp-hospital-checklist.html

		Last reviewed 2/14/20



		Interim Guidance for Implementing Home Care of People Not Requiring Hospitalization for 2019 Novel Coronavirus (2019-nCoV)

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-home-care.html

		Updated 2/12/20



		Interim Guidance for Preventing the Spread of Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) in Homes and Residential Communities

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-prevent-spread.html

		Last reviewed 2/18/20



		Interim Guidance for Discontinuation of In-Home Isolation for Patients with COVID-19

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/disposition-in-home-patients.html

		Last reviewed 2/16/20



		Healthcare Supply of Personal Protective Equipment

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/healthcare-supply-ppe.html 

		Last reviewed 2/29/20 



		Frequently Asked Questions about Personal Protective Equipment

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/respirator-use-faq.html

		Last reviewed 2/29/20



		Healthcare Professionals: Frequently Asked Questions and Answers

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/faq.html

		Last reviewed 2/21/20







Healthcare Facilities

		TITLE

		LINK

		DATE



		Steps Healthcare Facilities Can Take Now to Prepare for Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/healthcare-facilities/steps-to-prepare.html

		Last Reviewed 2/29/20



		Interim Guidance for Healthcare Facilities: Preparing for Community Transmission of COVID-19 in the United States

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/healthcare-facilities/guidance-hcf.html

		Last Reviewed 2/29/20



		Strategies to Prevent the Spread of COVID-19 in Long-Term Care Facilities (LTCF)

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/healthcare-facilities/prevent-spread-in-long-term-care-facilities.html

		Last Reviewed 3/1/20







Public Health Departments

		TITLE

		LINK

		DATE



		Interim Guidance for Public Health Personnel Evaluating Persons Under Investigation (PUIs) and Asymptomatic Close Contacts of Confirmed Cases at Their Home or Non-Home Residential Settings

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/guidance-evaluating-pui.html

		Last Reviewed 2/24/20



		Information for Health Departments on Reporting a Person Under Investigation (PUI) or Laboratory-Confirmed Case for COVID-19

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/reporting-pui.html

		Last Reviewed 2/24/20



		Interim US Guidance for Risk Assessment and Public Health Management of Persons with Potential Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) Exposure in Travel-associated or Community Settings

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/risk-assessment.html

		Last Reviewed 2/11/20







Laboratories

		TITLE

		LINK

		DATE



		CDC Tests for COVID-19

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/about/testing.html

		Last reviewed 2/25/20



		Interim Guidelines for Collecting, Handling, and Testing Clinical Specimens from Persons Under Investigation (PUIs) for Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/lab/guidelines-clinical-specimens.html

		Last reviewed 2/14/20



		Interim Laboratory Biosafety Guidelines for Handling and Processing Specimens Associated with Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/lab/lab-biosafety-guidelines.html



		Last reviewed 2/16/20



		FAQ for Diagnostic Tools and Virus

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/lab/tool-virus-requests.html

		Last reviewed Feb 2/27/20



		Research Use Only Real-Time RT-PCR Protocol for Identification of 2019-nCoV

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/lab/rt-pcr-detection-instructions.html

		Last reviewed 2/27/20



		Research Use Only 2019-Novel Coronavirus (2019-nCoV) Real-time RT-PCR Primer and Probe Information

		https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/lab/rt-pcr-panel-primer-probes.html

		Last reviewed 1/25/20







HHS Guidance List

		TITLE

		LINK

		DATE



		Information for Healthcare Facilities Concerning 2019 Novel Coronavirus Illness(2019-nCoV)

		https://cdph.sharepoint.com/:b:/s/epo/EPO%20Share/mhcc/novelcoronavirus/ERAdVkBAIOZAq-5ORxI4okIBGuVczNZVKxXmrW8RzEidog?e=RIftcH 

		2/6/20







CDPH Guidance List

		TITLE

		LINK

		DATE

		SUMMARY



		AFL 20-09



Health Update and Interim Guidance 2019-nCoV

		https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CHCQ/LCP/CDPH%20Document%20Library/AFL-20-09.pdf



		1/23/20

		This AFL contains the latest Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) information on 2019-nCoV including infection control guidance, criteria for evaluation of Patients Under Investigation (PUIs), and recommendations for reporting, specimen collection, and testing. It is likely that CDC will update its guidance in the coming weeks, so please check for updates on CDC’s 2019-nCoV webpage. At this time there are no confirmed 2019-nCoV cases in California.



		AFL 20-10



 Healthcare Facility Resources for the 2019-nCoV

		https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CHCQ/LCP/CDPH%20Document%20Library/AFL-20-10.pdf



		1/27/20

		This AFL requests health facilities to voluntarily complete a state-wide infection control resource assessment for coordinated emergency response planning and includes materials for facilities to prepare for the 2019 Novel Coronavirus (2019-nCoV).



		AFL 20-11



Updated 2019-nCoV Information Including PUI Guidance from CDC



		https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CHCQ/LCP/CDPH%20Document%20Library/AFL-20-11.pdf



		1/31/20

		This AFL provides updated information on 2019-nCoV including updated CDC guidance for PUI.



		AFL 20-13



2019-nCoV Interim Guidance for Risk Assessment and

Health Management of Healthcare Personnel with Potential Exposure

		https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CHCQ/LCP/CDPH%20Document%20Library/AFL-20-13.pdf 

		2/10/20

		This AFL notifies health facilities that the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has released interim guidance on risk assessment and management of potential exposure of healthcare personnel (HCP) to the 2019-nCoV.



		AFL 20-14



Environmental Infection Control for the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)

		https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CHCQ/LCP/CDPH%20Document%20Library/AFL-20-14.pdf

		2/19/20

		This AFL notifies healthcare facilities of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) guidance regarding environmental infection control for Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19), formerly referred to as Novel Coronavirus (2019-nCoV).



		AFL 20-15



Infection Control Recommendations for Facilities with Suspect Coronavirus (COVID-19) Patients

		https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CHCQ/LCP/CDPH%20Document%20Library/AFL-20-15.pdf

		2/28/20

		This AFL notifies healthcare facilities of the California Department of Public Health’s

(CDPH’s) infection control recommendations for outpatient healthcare facilities with

suspect COVID-19 patients.



		Novel Coronavirus Alert Posters (English, Spanish, Mandarin)

		https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/CDPH%20Document%20Library/Coronavirus_Alert_English.pdf, https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/CDPH%20Document%20Library/Spanish_Coronavirus_poster.pdf, https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/CDPH%20Document%20Library/Chinese_coronavirus_poster.pdf

		1/20/20

		



		2019 Novel Coronavirus Guidance for Schools and School Districts

		https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/CDPH%20Document%20Library/Immunization/Coronavirus%20K-12%20Schools%20Guidance%202_7_20%20FINAL.pdf

		2/7/20

		CDPH 2019 Novel Coronavirus Guidance for K-12 Schools and School Districts



		2019 Novel Coronavirus Guidance for

Colleges and Universities

		https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/CDPH%20Document%20Library/Coronavirus+Colleges+Guidance+2_11_20.pdf

		2/11/20

		CDPH  Novel Coronavirus Guidance for

Colleges and Universities



		2019 Novel Coronavirus Guidance for Child Care and Preschool Settings

		https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/CDPH%20Document%20Library/Coronavirus%20daycare%202_7_20%20Final.pdf

		2/11/20

		CDPH Novel Coronavirus Guidance for Child Care and Preschool Settings



		Guidance for Monitoring of Travelers Returning from China for Possible Coronavirus Disease 2019(COVID-19)

		https://cdph.sharepoint.com/:b:/s/epo/EPO%20Share/mhcc/novelcoronavirus/EcG9sh7qNjBEkYlHCe4h1TEBetFo8rj8AgS5ti4KyaQ5Sg?e=iEGyDx 

		2/25/20

		CDPH Guidance for Monitoring of Travelers Returning from China for Possible Coronavirus Disease 2019(COVID-19)















































From: Corrigan, Jeremy
To: Frankovich, Teresa; Phillips, Hava; Largusa, Ron
Subject: Fwd: CDC Text Illness Monitoring (T.I.M) System Update
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 4:28:01 PM
Attachments: T.I.M. FAQ_forPH_02.27.2020.pdf

ATT00001.htm

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: "State and Local Readiness (CDC)" <preparedness@cdc.gov>
Date: February 28, 2020 at 11:53:01 AM PST
To: "State and Local Readiness (CDC)" <preparedness@cdc.gov>
Subject: CDC Text Illness Monitoring (T.I.M) System Update

Dear Colleagues,

The Text Illness Monitoring (T.I.M.) system has recently been modified to allow
county-level campaigns to be added under state campaigns. This allows for local
use of T.I.M. for COVID-19 symptom monitoring. 

If a state would like to add county-level users in T.I.M., they should provide the
names of the counties that should be activated. Once the T.I.M. support team
activates these counties, states may then add county-level users as appropriate. 

Local jurisdictions will be assigned at the county level and will have access to the
data for that county only, and states will have access to all data within the state.  
 
Local jurisdictions should coordinate with their state for access. States may send
the list of counties they wish to activate in T.I.M. to eocevent340@cdc.gov.

Thank you,

State Coordination Task Force

Sent by BCC to PHEP Directors, SHOS, State Epis, Non-governmental Partners,
STLTs, and BCHC

mailto:jcorrigan@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:RLargusa@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:preparedness@cdc.gov
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mailto:eocevent340@cdc.gov
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Text Illness Monitoring (T.I.M.) 
Frequently Asked Questions 


About T.I.M. 


What is T.I.M.? 
Text Illness Monitoring (T.I.M.) is a mobile texting tool that facilitates symptom monitoring during an infectious disease 


outbreak. Monitoring conducted by public health officials has traditionally been conducted via telephone calls, which can 


be a time-consuming process requiring staff resources. CDC has developed T.I.M., a nationally-centralized option 


utilizing two-way Short Message Service (SMS)/text messaging to aid in the process. Text messaging is an efficient 


method to elicit, manage, and act on any coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) symptoms among those who are exposed 


or potentially exposed to the virus. The T.I.M. system was utilized to monitor for influenza symptoms in Michigan1 with 


success.  


How is T.I.M. being used for the coronavirus disease 2019 response? 
Use of T.I.M. is voluntary for health departments. Consenting persons in participating jurisdictions will receive 2-5 text 


messages a day for up to14 days asking if they have symptoms consistent with COVID-19. Health departments will 


immediately be alerted to any person in their jurisdiction that responds that they are experiencing symptoms and to any 


persons who fail to respond to two consecutive messages. Health departments would then follow up with individuals 


who are reporting symptoms or those that have been unresponsive.     


Health Department Access 


How do I get access to T.I.M.? 
State and local public health departments may request access by sending an email to eocevent340@cdc.gov. Please 


provide a primary and secondary point of contact to act as an administrator in T.I.M.  Instructions for adding users and 


assigning them to a campaign to receive notifications can be found in the “T.I.M. Adding a User and Alert Setup” guide 


available in the Resources section of T.I.M. 


After registration, the public health administrators will receive an email with information on how to log in and access 


the system.   


Can local public health jurisdictions use T.I.M.? 
Yes, T.I.M. has recently been modified to allow county-level campaigns to be added under state campaigns. This allows 


for local use of T.I.M. for COVID-19 symptom monitoring. If a state would like to add county-level users in T.I.M., they 


should provide the names of the counties that should be activated. Once the T.I.M. support team activates these counties, 


states may then add county-level users as appropriate.  Local jurisdictions will be assigned at the county level and will 


have access to the data for that county only.  Local jurisdictions should coordinate with their state for access. 


Who will be able to access the information in T.I.M.? 
There are three levels of access to T.I.M.: CDC, state, and county. Public health administrators at the state level will have 


access to all data within their jurisdiction, including county level data. Local jurisdictions assigned at the county level 


 
1 Stewart RJ, Rossow J, Eckel S, et al. Text-Based Illness Monitoring for Detection of Novel Influenza A Virus Infections During an Influenza A 


(H3N2)v Virus Outbreak in Michigan, 2016: Surveillance and Survey. JMIR Public Health Surveill. 2019;5(2):e10842. Published 2019 Apr 26. 


doi:10.2196/10842  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6658270/ 


 



mailto:eocevent340@cdc.gov

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6658270/
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will only have access to the data for the county to which they are assigned.  CDC will have access to the deidentified 


aggregate data for monitoring campaigns.  


Can I add other people in my jurisdiction as users? 
State users with the administrator role may add both state and county-level users for their state. County level users can 


add users to their assigned county only.  


Dashboard and Notifications 


Is there a dashboard and what information can be seen? 
The T.I.M. system includes a dashboard with summary information on number of persons being monitored, and 


information related to the alerts/notifications that public health needs to take action on (i.e., those that reply YES to a 


text indicating symptoms, those that have not responded to two consecutive texts).  Jurisdictions can view the mobile 


phone number of participating individuals being monitored through the T.I.M. system and the messages they sent.   


How will I know if someone responds that they have symptoms? 
If someone in your jurisdiction replies YES to a text message indicating symptoms you will receive an email notification. 


An email notification will also be sent if a person does not respond to two consecutive texts sent. You can also view a list 


of all users that responded they have symptoms on the dashboard and in reports.  


What data is stored in T.I.M. for individuals being monitored? 
Data stored in T.I.M. includes mobile phone number, any text message response provided by that mobile phone, and the 


date and time it was sent.   


Are there any reports available in T.I.M.? 
Yes. There are two reports in T.I.M. One report lists all of the text responses received from the previous day, with each 


response tied to a phone number. The other report lists all of the text responses received for the entire campaign, also 


tied to phone numbers. Both reports can be exported as a .csv or Excel file or can be reviewed and filtered using HTML. 


How are families or head of household tracked in the system? 
Each mobile phone enrolled in T.I.M. represents one household or family unit.  A text reply of ‘YES’ or ‘SYM’ indicates 


that at least one person in the household/family has developed symptoms.  A text reply of ‘NO’ indicates that no one in 


the household/family has developed symptoms. 


Enrollment and Messaging 


What messages will individuals enrolled in T.I.M. receive? 
A diagram of the 14-day text message workflow is below. Individuals will immediately receive a welcome message 


notifying them they have been enrolled in the text symptom monitoring program after the jurisdiction adds their mobile 


phone number to T.I.M. Individuals will receive a daily message to reply ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ to symptoms of COVID-19. At the 


end of the 14-day monitoring period, individuals will receive a final message informing them that they have completed 


monitoring and will be unenrolled from T.I.M.  
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Figure 1. T.I.M. message flow 


What information is needed to enroll individuals in T.I.M. for monitoring? 
The only information needed to enroll an individual in T.I.M. is a U.S. mobile phone number. This mobile phone number 


is the only identifiable piece of information entered into T.I.M. Other personal information linked to the patient phone 


number should be maintained by the jurisdiction to cross-reference with the phone numbers in T.I.M. for any required 


follow up.  


Infrastructure 


Is there a cost to jurisdictions to implement T.I.M.? 
T.I.M. is a web-based system that does not require additional hardware or software. The system is available at no cost to 


jurisdictions.  


How is the data in T.I.M. secured? 
T.I.M. is a secure, scalable, applications in alignment with HIPAA and HITECH compliance requirements. Please see 


Compliant Campaign's infrastructure security and compliance document for additional details:  


What are the terms and conditions for using T.I.M.? 
Terms and conditions are available here: https://www.tim-health.com/terms/.   



https://www.tim-health.com/files/b345b5bc56afce21c32fbc0b3345aa4e.pdf

https://www.tim-health.com/terms/
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Other 


Is there flexibility to change the duration of monitoring? 
Monitoring for COVID-19 is for 14 days. If an individual does not want or need to be monitored for the full 14 days, they 


can text ‘STOP’ and they will no longer receive text messages from the system.  


Can we remove or edit phone numbers entered into T.I.M.? 
If a number is enrolled in T.I.M. and needs to be edited or an incorrect number needs to be removed, please contact 


timsupport@compliantcampaign.com.    



mailto:timsupport@compliantcampaign.com









From: Peters, Philip@CDPH
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Cc: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH; Coronavirus Clinical; ReturningTravelerMonitoring
Subject: Fwd: Clarification
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 11:39:41 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Hi Terry,
See responses below from return traveler team
Thanks everyone,
Phil

_____________________
Philip Peters, MD
Office of AIDS Medical Officer
California Department of Public Health
Phone: (916) 440-7683
Email: Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov
Pronouns: he/him/his

From: ReturningTravelerMonitoring <ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 11:35 AM
To: Peters, Philip@CDPH
Subject: FW: Clarification
 
 
Hi Phil,
Please see RTM responses below.
 
Charsey
 
 
From: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 9:44 AM
To: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>; Frankovich, Teresa
<tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Fritz, Curtis@CDPH <Curtis.Fritz@cdph.ca.gov>; ReturningTravelerMonitoring
<ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>; Jacobson, Kathleen@CDPH
<Kathleen.Jacobson@cdph.ca.gov>; Coronavirus Clinical <CoronavirusClinical@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: RE: Clarification
 
Hey Terry,
I’m also cc’ing our Return Traveler team.
Curtis and others – do you want to take a shot at Terry’s questions regarding monitoring
travelers, which countries, and HCW who are travelers?
Thanks,
Phil
 
 

mailto:Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
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mailto:CoronavirusClinical@cdph.ca.gov
mailto:ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov
mailto:Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov
mailto:Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:Curtis.Fritz@cdph.ca.gov
mailto:ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov
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mailto:CoronavirusClinical@cdph.ca.gov



**[EXTERNAL MESSAGE]** FROM: tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
Only open links and attachments from known senders. Do not provide your username or

password. To report suspicious emails, click “Report Phish” button.

From: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 8:20 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Peters, Philip@CDPH
<Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: Re: Clarification
 
Sorry Terry - there is a lot going on here (watch news later today) and I’ll be on calls until at
least 11:00. I’ll try to call when I get a chance.
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 8:07:46 AM
To: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov>; Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH
<Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: Clarification
 

 

Morning.  Sorry to persist but hoping I can get some clarification on recommended procedure this
morning before I get some information out to our healthcare partners and the public.  If this
guidance is available on-line somewhere, please let me know. A few questions:
 

1)       Are we still being notified about and expected to monitor travelers returning from China? 
Other high risk countries?  Yes, at this time CDC is still notifying CDPH of returning travelers
from China via Epi-X and we are still pushing these list to LHDs for contact.  At this time, CDC
is not requiring we monitor travelers from other high risk countries and are not notifying us
of these passengers.

2)      If not, should we instruct them through public communication to self- monitor for
symptoms while continuing to work/attend school etc unless symptoms develop?  At this
time the CDC is not requiring monitoring or evaluation of travelers from high risk countries
outside of China. However, we think it is reasonable to recommend these travelers self-
monitor for 14 days and practice social distancing. 

3)      If they have mild symptoms (congestion/sore throat) within 14 days that do not require
medical attention (or meet testing requirements), should they simply stay home rather than
seek medical care/dx?  If a traveler returning from a country with significant community
spread (at this time- Iran, China, Italy, Japan, and South Korea) develops symptoms within 14
days of return they should contact their LHD and seek medical evaluation.

4)      Can HCW who are returning travelers follow the same guidance?  If they have mild
symptoms and do not seek medical care, can they return to work as soon as symptoms
abate or should they wait some period of time post resolution?  I realize the healthcare
system itself may exceed whatever guidance we provide. At present, asymptomatic HCWs
who are returning travelers from China are subject to the same 14-day quarantine and/or

mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov
mailto:Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov


monitoring. However, HCWs who have fever or respiratory symptoms and close contact with
a confirmed COVID-19 patient would be considered a PUI and subject to possible testing.

 
I would like to be consistent with CDPH on messaging if possible.  Thank so much.  I appreciate how
busy you all are.  If I had been in this job more than a few weeks, I would likely have a few other
contacts and would not have to pick on you!  Terry
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 



**[EXTERNAL MESSAGE]** FROM: tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
Only open links and attachments from known senders. Do not provide your username or

password. To report suspicious emails, click “Report Phish” button.

From: Peters, Philip@CDPH
To: ReturningTravelerMonitoring
Cc: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH; Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: Fwd: Clarification
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 1:18:43 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Returning traveler team,
Could you help Terry with this follow-up question - children returning from level 2 and 3
countries, should they stay out of school for 14 days?
Thanks again,
Phil
_____________________
Philip Peters, MD
Office of AIDS Medical Officer
California Department of Public Health
Phone: (916) 440-7683
Email: Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov
Pronouns: he/him/his

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 1:12 PM
To: Peters, Philip@CDPH
Subject: RE: Clarification
 

Thanks Phil.  Just to be sure here (because I am sending a letter out to parents today about other
aspects and would include this guidance…CDPH is recommending kids returning from these areas do
not attend school and their parents should not be going to work for 14 days?
 
Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 
From: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 12:45 PM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>; Coronavirus Clinical
<CoronavirusClinical@cdph.ca.gov>; ReturningTravelerMonitoring

mailto:Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov
mailto:ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov
mailto:Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us



<ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: RE: Clarification
 
Yes, what is feasible from a resource standpoint could change very quickly if there is
increased transmission – definitely hard to message. I agree with you on the very mild
symptoms that are not clearly lower respiratory -  definitely room for clinical judgment – did
nasal congestion resolve with Benadryl? Are symptoms worsening?  Was their child just
diagnosed with flu?  etc. 
Challenging to message all of this given the day-to-day changes.
 
From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 12:35 PM
To: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov>
Cc: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>; Coronavirus Clinical
<CoronavirusClinical@cdph.ca.gov>; ReturningTravelerMonitoring
<ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: RE: Clarification
 
Thanks Phil  I appreciate the clarification.  LPH has been obtaining specimens from our single
confirmed and indeterminate cases in order to clear them as well as a couple of other instances with
exposures who did not require medical eval.  This requires us going out to the home, finding a way
to discretely access the patient’s home while wearing full PPE which has required a fair bit of
creativity and middle of the night specimen collection.
 
This was all do-able when we were dealing with China specifically but with a fair number of people
returning here from countries with sustained circulation, this is going to become impractical quickly-
- particularly if we are testing for mild symptoms post travel such as nasal congestion or sore throat
without cough or fever ie symptoms that would not normally prompt someone to make a medical
apt.  I understand it will help with surveillance however.
 
That all being said, if that is the direction we are given, that is what I will put out in my release
today.  Thanks so much for your time on a busy day.  Terry
 
Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 
From: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 12:22 PM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>; Coronavirus Clinical
<CoronavirusClinical@cdph.ca.gov>; ReturningTravelerMonitoring
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<ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: RE: Clarification
 
Thanks Teresa,
Charsey do you want to take a crack at those questions?
Clinical team what are your thoughts on home care (telemedicine / home HD testing) vs.
evaluation in ED for mild symptoms?
 
I’ll give you my thoughts but others feel free to jump in.
 
First, regarding social distancing here is what CDC is saying: Social distancing means
remaining out of congregate settings, avoiding local public transportation (e.g., bus, subway,
taxi, ride share), and maintaining distance (approximately 6 feet or 2 meters) from others. If
social distancing is recommended, presence in congregate settings or use of local public
transportation should only occur with approval of local or state health authorities.
 
Second, regarding testing there is some flexibility in who gets tested and the PUI criteria has
changed over time.  I think we still definitely want to diagnose people even if mild at this early
phase – probably less so if there was a lot of community transmission.  As you know, some
counties have been using telemedicine and health department visits to people’s houses which
makes a lot of sense but you do need those resources.  I think it makes a lot of sense for the
traveler to call the HD and then the health department can help advise if testing could be
provided at home or if they really need to be evaluated at an ED – maybe they need
oseltamivir because it is flu?  Maybe they are more ill than they are letting on?
 
Third, the PUI criteria are more permissive for HCWs given the importance in making those
diagnoses. “For healthcare personnel, testing may be considered if there has been exposure to
a person with suspected COVID-19 without laboratory confirmation. Because of their often
extensive and close contact with vulnerable patients in healthcare settings, even mild signs and
symptoms (e.g., sore throat) of COVID-19 should be evaluated among potentially exposed
healthcare personnel”. Here are the new PUI recs: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/hcp/clinical-criteria.html
 
Thanks,
Phil
 
From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 11:54 AM
To: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov>
Cc: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>; Coronavirus Clinical
<CoronavirusClinical@cdph.ca.gov>; ReturningTravelerMonitoring
<ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: RE: Clarification
Importance: High
 

Thanks for responding, I know you are all crazy busy.  My responses in red below.
 
2)      If not, should we instruct them through public communication to self- monitor for
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symptoms while continuing to work/attend school etc unless symptoms develop?  At this
time the CDC is not requiring monitoring or evaluation of travelers from high risk countries
outside of China. However, we think it is reasonable to recommend these travelers self-
monitor for 14 days and practice social distancing. 

        Can you tell me which elements of social distancing you are advising?
3)      If they have mild symptoms (congestion/sore throat) within 14 days that do not require

medical attention (or meet testing requirements), should they simply stay home rather than
seek medical care/dx?  If a traveler returning from a country with significant community
spread (at this time- Iran, China, Italy, Japan, and South Korea) develops symptoms within 14
days of return they should contact their LHD and seek medical evaluation.

        Since they will not be tested for COVID if they do not meet criteria for testing, shouldn’t we
just advise them to stay home rather than bringing them into the healthcare setting
(assuming they would not otherwise seek out medical care for their level of symptoms?)

4)      Can HCW who are returning travelers follow the same guidance?  If they have mild
symptoms and do not seek medical care, can they return to work as soon as symptoms
abate or should they wait some period of time post resolution?  I realize the healthcare
system itself may exceed whatever guidance we provide. At present, asymptomatic HCWs
who are returning travelers from China are subject to the same 14-day quarantine and/or
monitoring. However, HCWs who have fever or respiratory symptoms and close contact with
a confirmed COVID-19 patient would be considered a PUI and subject to possible testing. 

 
What about travelers returning from the other countries? Again, it would seem that home
care for mild symptoms with some return to work time frame post resolution of symptoms,
would keep us from bringing them into the healthcare setting when they will not qualify for
testing. 

 
In general, it seems counterintuitive at this point to bring travelers with mild symptoms that will not
qualify for testing, into the healthcare setting.  Our largest hospital has one ED negative air flow
room and I am not sure the other three hospitals can offer even that.  The outpatient clinics in
general are not going to be able to don full PPE to see returning travelers without significant
disruption and will undoubtedly send these folks to the ED’s.   Thoughts?
 
Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 
From: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 11:40 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>; Coronavirus Clinical
<CoronavirusClinical@cdph.ca.gov>; ReturningTravelerMonitoring

mailto:Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
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<ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Clarification
 
Hi Terry,
See responses below from return traveler team
Thanks everyone,
Phil
 
_____________________
Philip Peters, MD
Office of AIDS Medical Officer
California Department of Public Health
Phone: (916) 440-7683
Email: Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov
Pronouns: he/him/his

From: ReturningTravelerMonitoring <ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 11:35 AM
To: Peters, Philip@CDPH
Subject: FW: Clarification
 
 
Hi Phil,
Please see RTM responses below.
 
Charsey
 
 
From: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 9:44 AM
To: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>; Frankovich, Teresa
<tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Fritz, Curtis@CDPH <Curtis.Fritz@cdph.ca.gov>; ReturningTravelerMonitoring
<ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>; Jacobson, Kathleen@CDPH
<Kathleen.Jacobson@cdph.ca.gov>; Coronavirus Clinical <CoronavirusClinical@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: RE: Clarification
 
Hey Terry,
I’m also cc’ing our Return Traveler team.
Curtis and others – do you want to take a shot at Terry’s questions regarding monitoring
travelers, which countries, and HCW who are travelers?
Thanks,
Phil
 
 
From: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 8:20 AM
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**[EXTERNAL MESSAGE]** FROM: tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
Only open links and attachments from known senders. Do not provide your username or

password. To report suspicious emails, click “Report Phish” button.

To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Peters, Philip@CDPH
<Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: Re: Clarification
 
Sorry Terry - there is a lot going on here (watch news later today) and I’ll be on calls until at
least 11:00. I’ll try to call when I get a chance.
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 8:07:46 AM
To: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov>; Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH
<Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: Clarification
 

 

Morning.  Sorry to persist but hoping I can get some clarification on recommended procedure this
morning before I get some information out to our healthcare partners and the public.  If this
guidance is available on-line somewhere, please let me know. A few questions:
 

1)       Are we still being notified about and expected to monitor travelers returning from China? 
Other high risk countries?  Yes, at this time CDC is still notifying CDPH of returning travelers
from China via Epi-X and we are still pushing these list to LHDs for contact.  At this time, CDC
is not requiring we monitor travelers from other high risk countries and are not notifying us
of these passengers.

2)      If not, should we instruct them through public communication to self- monitor for
symptoms while continuing to work/attend school etc unless symptoms develop?  At this
time the CDC is not requiring monitoring or evaluation of travelers from high risk countries
outside of China. However, we think it is reasonable to recommend these travelers self-
monitor for 14 days and practice social distancing. 

3)      If they have mild symptoms (congestion/sore throat) within 14 days that do not require
medical attention (or meet testing requirements), should they simply stay home rather than
seek medical care/dx?  If a traveler returning from a country with significant community
spread (at this time- Iran, China, Italy, Japan, and South Korea) develops symptoms within 14
days of return they should contact their LHD and seek medical evaluation.

4)      Can HCW who are returning travelers follow the same guidance?  If they have mild
symptoms and do not seek medical care, can they return to work as soon as symptoms
abate or should they wait some period of time post resolution?  I realize the healthcare
system itself may exceed whatever guidance we provide. At present, asymptomatic HCWs
who are returning travelers from China are subject to the same 14-day quarantine and/or
monitoring. However, HCWs who have fever or respiratory symptoms and close contact with
a confirmed COVID-19 patient would be considered a PUI and subject to possible testing.
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I would like to be consistent with CDPH on messaging if possible.  Thank so much.  I appreciate how
busy you all are.  If I had been in this job more than a few weeks, I would likely have a few other
contacts and would not have to pick on you!  Terry
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 



From: Pereira, Sofia
To: Frankovich, Teresa; Blanchard, Megan
Subject: Fwd: COVID-19 call logs
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 4:41:08 PM
Attachments: ATT00001.htm

COV2019 Call Log.xlsx
ATT00002.htm

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Howard, Tim" <THoward@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Date: March 2, 2020 at 4:00:39 PM PST
To: "Pereira, Sofia" <spereira2@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: COVID-19 call logs

 
 
Timothy Howard
Sr. Medical Office Assistant
DHHS-Public Health
Emergency Preparedness
(707) 268-2163
(707) 476-4953 (fax)
http://www.humboldtgov.org/562/Emergency-Preparedness-Response
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02-21--02-28-20

		COVID-19 Call Log   02/21--02/28/20





		Total COVID-19 calls:

		2/21/20								47

		2/24/20		 (counts CD call on 02/22)						18

		2/25/20								18

		2/26/20								15

		2/27/20								14

		2/28/20		 (as of 3:00)						10



				Total						122



		Most frequent questions/highlights:

		General questions from the public--Reception does not always go into detail.  Questions have included: 

		       Location(s) where the virus is located in the County

		       Are under a quarantine?

		       Incubation period

		       How to use masks to protect from COVID-19

		       How did the virus arive in the County?

		       Inquiry if our media releases are in Spanish

		       Sometimes callers do not have specific questions; they just want some comfort/reassurance.

		Dr. offices calling with questions about COVID-19

		      Two medical providers believe they may have had a patient with COVID-19 in their office 

		Several different entities calling with questions (schools, hospitals, private businesses, skilled nursing facilities)

		       Businesses were concerned for their employees, one stated he read the guidance for businesses but still had concerns

		Media outlets both locally and out of the area calling for information--North Coast News, JPR, KRON-San Francisco, 

		Redding Spotlight, Capital Public Radio (Sacramento), HSU Lumberjack

		Travelers or potential travelers concerned about potential exposure

		       One traveler stated he recently returned from China.

		       One stated their famaily recently returned from Italy.

		       A Mental Health employee concerned about one of her staff who is returning from South Korea next week.

		       Traveler going to the Sacramento airport soon (most likely has heard of the new case in Sacramento).

		Medical providers stating they were not receiving our broadcast faxes

		There have been some angry callers, their issues include:

		      They believe our news releases and guidance do not have enough information.

		      They believe Public Health's response to COVID-19 is not adequate.

		      Demanding to know who the infected people are, where they traveled to, where are they quarantined, etc.

		      Why the infected person(s) were not identified before they returned to Humboldt County

		      Complaints about our local testing criteria, are why we are not testing.

		Callers concered about possibly being exposed to COVID-19, including:

		      Physical contact (hugging) with a person who is a friend of the infected individual

		      A caller's husband supposedly has a co-worker who was exposed to the infected individual.

		      Being exposed to family members of the infected individual.

		      At least two calls questioning whether they could catch the virus from a package made/shipped from China

		      Municipal water company about exposure(they called back twice looking for someone to talk to)

		      A caller's husband was in the San Francisco Airport and is now symptomatic

		      A caller claiming she is symptomatic.





















































03-02--03-06-20

		COVID-19 Call Log   03/02--03/06/20

		Total COVID-19 calls:

		3/2/20								19

		Most frequent questions/highlights:

		Travelers or potential travelers concerned about potential exposure

		       Businesses stating employees recently returned from Italy.

		       Two travelers stated they recently returned from Washington state, one had symptoms.



		Several different entities calling with questions (College of the Redwoods, Eureka Women's Club, North Coast Schools)

		       CR wants to form a task force on COVID-19 and wants to include someone from Public Health



		Dr. offices calling with questions about COVID-19

		      One medical provides believes they may have had a patient with COVID-19 in their office 



		Callers concered about possibly being exposed to COVID-19, including:

		       Mother who wonders if her child may have COVID--child only has a runny nose.



		General questions from the public, including:

		       Testing abilities for Humboldt County

		       Travel guidance

		       Businesses wanting to make sure they are following protocols



















From: Stephens, Michele
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Cc: Weiss, Lara; Beck, Connie
Subject: Fwd: CSAC-CHEAC COVID-19 Letter
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 6:41:34 PM
Attachments: County Coronavirus Letter 2-28-20 FINAL.pdf

ATT00001.htm

FYI 

Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director 
Humboldt County Dept of Health and Human Services
707.268.2121

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Jack Anderson <janderson@cheac.org>
Date: February 28, 2020 at 4:46:20 PM PST
To: Jack Anderson <janderson@cheac.org>
Subject: CSAC-CHEAC COVID-19 Letter


CHEAC Members,
 
FYI – Please see attached for a joint CSAC-CHEAC letter to Governor Gavin Newsom
regarding the COVID-19 collaboration and response activities.
 
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to let us know. Thank you.
 
Jack Anderson
Policy Analyst
County Health Executives Association of California (CHEAC)
1127 11th Street, Suite 806, Sacramento, CA 95814
Office: (916) 327-7540
www.cheac.org
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February 28, 2020 


 


The Honorable Gavin Newsom 


Governor, State of California    
State Capitol Building 


Sacramento, CA 95814 


RE: COVID-19 Collaboration and Response 


Dear Governor Newsom, 


As you know, California is facing the emergence of a novel coronavirus (COVID-19). While the risks to the 


general public remain low according to California Department of Public Health (CDPH) and the Centers 


for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), our counties and local health departments are actively 


engaged in efforts to protect the health of our communities. The California State Association of Counties 


(CSAC) and the County Health Executives Association of California (CHEAC) would like to underscore the 


critical role of our local health departments in responding to COVID-19 and urge the Administration to 


consider the increasing cost pressures of these activities on our jurisdictions.  


As of February 27, there were 33 cases of COVID-19 confirmed in California, 9 of which are not 


associated with repatriation of American citizens. With each of the 9 confirmed cases, our local health 


department personnel conduct contact investigations, trace the individual’s whereabouts, notify any 


individuals that may have been in close contact, and conduct the necessary testing and/or follow-up. In 


these instances, our local health departments must also coordinate with health facilities and often work 


extensively with the state and federal government.   


An added responsibility to our local health department response was the repatriation of individuals to 


California. While the quarantine of these individuals was handled in coordination with the federal and 


state government, local health departments provided significant support and dedicated resources to 


those efforts, which included arranging for handwashing stations, WIFI and cellular communications, 


and providing medical and behavioral health care on site.  


In addition, the CDC instituted local monitoring for travelers returning from mainland China. To date, 


over 8,000 travelers returned to California and local health departments are currently tasked with 


outreach to these individuals and appropriate follow-up.  


Across most of our jurisdictions, our public health personnel are implementing evidence-based 


practices, which may include lab testing, patient monitoring, contact tracing, medical containment and 


care, transport, and crisis communications. Counties are now beginning to divert public health and other 


county staff from daily activities to help keep the public safe and informed. Should the need progress, 







counties anticipate diverting additional staff and resources, hiring limited-term staff, and mobilizing our 


full public health, medical health, and emergency services infrastructure to meet the challenge.  


Our county supervisors and local public health officials continue our commitment to protecting the 


health of all Californians. As key partners in these efforts, we look forward to continue working together 


to ensure our local systems are well positioned and resourced to respond.  


Respectfully, 


 


 


Graham Knaus 


CSAC Executive Director  


916-327-7500 


Michelle Gibbons 


CHEAC Executive Director  


 916-327-7540 


 


cc Dr. Mark Ghaly, Secretary, California Health and Human Services Agency   


Dr. Sonia Angell, Director, California Department of Public Health 


Mark Ghilarducci, Director, California Office of Emergency Services 


Senator Toni Atkins, Senate President pro Tempore 


Assembly Member Anthony Rendon, Assembly Speaker 


Senator Richard Pan, Chair, Senate Health Committee 


Assembly Member Jim Wood, Chair, Assembly Health Committee 


Michelle Baass, Deputy Secretary, California Health and Human Services Agency Marjorie 


Swartz, Policy Consultant, Office of Pro Tem Atkins 


Agnes Lee, Policy Consultant, Office of Speaker Rendon 


Scott Ogus, Consultant, Senate Committee on Budget and Fiscal Review 


Andrea Margolis, Consultant, Assembly Budget Committee 


   











**[EXTERNAL MESSAGE]** FROM: agf1@cdc.gov
Only open links and attachments from known senders. Do not provide your username or

password. To report suspicious emails, click “Report Phish” button.

From: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: Fwd: Homelessness and COVID-19
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 11:40:57 AM

Great minds!  

From: Fry, Alicia (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/ID) <agf1@cdc.gov>
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 11:15:18 AM
To: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>; Mosites, Emily (CDC/DDID/OD)
<lwx7@cdc.gov>; Duchin, Jeff (CDC kingcounty.gov) <jeff.duchin@kingcounty.gov>
Cc: Stoltey, Juliet@San Francisco County <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Weiss, Don (CDC
health.nyc.gov) <dweiss@health.nyc.gov>; Balter, Sharon@Los Angeles County
<SBalter@ph.lacounty.gov>; Pan, Erica (Alameda) <Erica.Pan@acgov.org>; Zahn, Matt@Orange
County <mzahn@ochca.com>; McDonald, Eric (San Diego County)
<eric.mcdonald@sdcounty.ca.gov>
Subject: RE: Homelessness and COVID-19
 

Hi, I am adding Emily Mosites who is working on this for CDC.
Alicia
 

From: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 1:56 PM
To: Duchin, Jeff (CDC kingcounty.gov) <jeff.duchin@kingcounty.gov>
Cc: Stoltey, Juliet@San Francisco County <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Weiss, Don (CDC
health.nyc.gov) <dweiss@health.nyc.gov>; Balter, Sharon (CDC ph.lacounty.gov)
<sbalter@ph.lacounty.gov>; Pan, Erica (Alameda) <Erica.Pan@acgov.org>; Zahn, Matt@Orange
County <mzahn@ochca.com>; McDonald, Eric (CDC sdcounty.ca.gov)
<Eric.Mcdonald@sdcounty.ca.gov>; Fry, Alicia (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/ID) <agf1@cdc.gov>
Subject: Homelessness and COVID-19
 
Hi all, 
I’m putting those from some of the cities with significant homeless populations on the same email as
I suspect you are all working on plans for cases of COVID-19 such populations and it might be helpful
to share ideas. I don’t know if CDC is working in this issue but am copying Alicia Fry of CDC who may
know. Perhaps a CSTE working group would be also be helpful. Thanks, Kathy

mailto:Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov
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From: Fanelli, Susan@CDPH
To: CDPH CHEAC DL; CDPH CCLHO DL
Subject: Fwd: News Release: CDC Confirms Possible First Instance of COVID-19 Community Transmission in California
Date: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 5:28:25 PM
Attachments: image002.png

PH20-006 CDC Confirms Possible First Instance of COVID-19 Community Transmission in California.pdf

From: Egel, Corey@CDPH <Corey.Egel@cdph.ca.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 5:26 PM
To: Fanelli, Susan@CDPH
Subject: News Release: CDC Confirms Possible First Instance of COVID-19 Community Transmission in
California
 

 

 

 

 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
February 26, 2020
PH20-006
CONTACT: Corey Egel | 916.440.7259 | CDPHpress@cdph.ca.gov
 

CDC Confirms Possible First Instance of 
COVID-19 Community Transmission in California

SACRAMENTO – The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention today confirmed a
possible first case of person-to-person transmission of COVID-19 in California in the general
public. The individual is a resident of Solano County and is receiving medical care in Sacramento
County. The individual had no known exposure to the virus through travel or close contact with a
known infected individual.

California has a strong health care system and public health infrastructure. California has
prepared for the potential spread of diseases, such as H1N1, in the past and is prepared and
actively responding to the potential community spread of COVID-19. Contact tracing in this case
has already begun.

The health risk from novel coronavirus to the general public remains low at this time. While
COVID-19 has a high transmission rate, it has a low mortality rate. From the international data
we have, of those who have tested positive for COVID-19, approximately 80 percent do not
exhibit symptoms that would require hospitalization. There have been no confirmed deaths
related to COVID-19 in the United States to date. California is carefully assessing the situation
as it evolves.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
February 26, 2020 
PH20-006 
CONTACT: Corey Egel | 916.440.7259 | CDPHpress@cdph.ca.gov 
 


CDC Confirms Possible First Instance of  


COVID-19 Community Transmission in California 


SACRAMENTO – The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention today 
confirmed a possible first case of person-to-person transmission of COVID-19 in 
California in the general public. The individual is a resident of Solano County and is 
receiving medical care in Sacramento County. The individual had no known exposure to 
the virus through travel or close contact with a known infected individual. 


California has a strong health care system and public health infrastructure. California 
has prepared for the potential spread of diseases, such as H1N1, in the past and is 
prepared and actively responding to the potential community spread of COVID-19. 
Contact tracing in this case has already begun. 


The health risk from novel coronavirus to the general public remains low at this time. 
While COVID-19 has a high transmission rate, it has a low mortality rate. From the 
international data we have, of those who have tested positive for COVID-19, 
approximately 80 percent do not exhibit symptoms that would require hospitalization. 
There have been no confirmed deaths related to COVID-19 in the United States to date. 
California is carefully assessing the situation as it evolves. 


“Keeping Californians safe and healthy is our number one priority,” said Dr. Sonia 
Angell, Director of the California Department of Public Health and State Public Health 
Officer. “This has been an evolving situation, which California has been monitoring and 
responding to since COVID-19 cases first emerged in China last year. This is a new 
virus, and while we are still learning about it, there is a lot we already know. We have 
been anticipating the potential for such a case in the U.S., and given our close familial, 
social and business relationships with China, it is not unexpected that the first case in 
the U.S. would be in California. That’s why California has been working closely with 
federal and local partners, including health care providers and hospitals, since the 
outbreak was first reported in China -- and we are already responding.” 


As in any public health emergency, the Department of Public Health's Emergency 
Operations Center has been actively coordinating response efforts across the state and 
preparing for possible community transmission. California continues to prepare and 
respond in coordination with federal and local partners. 
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This would be the first known instance of person-to-person transmission in the general 
public in the United States. Previously known instances of person-to-person 
transmission in the United States include one instance in Chicago, Illinois, and one in 
San Benito County, California. Both cases were after close, prolonged interaction with a 
family member who returned from Wuhan, China and had tested positive for COVID-19, 
the disease caused by novel coronavirus. As of today, including this case, California 
has had 7 travel-related cases, one close contact case, and now one community 
transmission.  


As with any virus, especially during the flu season, the Health Department reminds you 
there are a number of steps you can take to protect your health and those around you: 


• Washing hands with soap and water. 


• Avoiding touching eyes, nose or mouth with unwashed hands. 


• Avoiding close contact with people who are sick are all ways to reduce the risk of 
infection with a number of different viruses. 


• Staying away from work, school or other people if you become sick with 
respiratory symptoms like fever and cough. 


The California Department of Public Health will not be providing additional information 
about this patient due to patient confidentiality. For more information about novel 
coronavirus, please visit the CDPH website. 
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“Keeping Californians safe and healthy is our number one priority,” said Dr. Sonia Angell,
Director of the California Department of Public Health and State Public Health Officer. “This has
been an evolving situation, which California has been monitoring and responding to since
COVID-19 cases first emerged in China last year. This is a new virus, and while we are still
learning about it, there is a lot we already know. We have been anticipating the potential for such
a case in the U.S., and given our close familial, social and business relationships with China, it is
not unexpected that the first case in the U.S. would be in California. That’s why California has
been working closely with federal and local partners, including health care providers and
hospitals, since the outbreak was first reported in China -- and we are already responding.”

As in any public health emergency, the Department of Public Health's Emergency Operations
Center has been actively coordinating response efforts across the state and preparing for
possible community transmission. California continues to prepare and respond in coordination
with federal and local partners.

This would be the first known instance of person-to-person transmission in the general public in
the United States. Previously known instances of person-to-person transmission in the United
States include one instance in Chicago, Illinois, and one in San Benito County, California. Both
cases were after close, prolonged interaction with a family member who returned from Wuhan,
China and had tested positive for COVID-19, the disease caused by novel coronavirus. As of
today, including this case, California has had 7 travel-related cases, one close contact case, and
now one community transmission.

As with any virus, especially during the flu season, the Health Department reminds you there are
a number of steps you can take to protect your health and those around you:

Washing hands with soap and water.

Avoiding touching eyes, nose or mouth with unwashed hands.

Avoiding close contact with people who are sick are all ways to reduce the risk of infection
with a number of different viruses.

Staying away from work, school or other people if you become sick with respiratory
symptoms like fever and cough.

The California Department of Public Health will not be providing additional information about this
patient due to patient confidentiality. For more information about novel coronavirus, please visit
the CDPH website.

www.cdph.ca.gov
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Santa Clara County Announces Positive Test for COVID-19

State and Local Public Health Officials are already on the ground 
tracing contacts and providing testing for this case

Also today, additional COVID-19 testing kits arrived at state public health laboratories as the CDC
committed to send even more to state

Federal government announces Fairview Developmental Center no longer under immediate consideration
as an isolation site

SACRAMENTO – Today, local health officials in Santa Clara County announced an individual tested positive for
COVID-19. 

The individual had no known exposure to the virus through travel or close contact with a known infected individual,
making it the second possible instance of COVID-19 community transmission in California. Earlier today the
California Department of Public Health announced that CDC test kits used to detect COVID-19 had arrived in
California.
The CDC committed to the state today to send more kits to California -- enough to conduct more than 1,000 tests.

“This is a fluid situation but we have plans and protocols in place for public health events like this to protect the
health and safety of Californians and the state’s visitors. We are actively working with the CDC, with local
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February 28, 2020 
PH20-008 
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Santa Clara County Announces Positive Test for COVID-19 
 


State and Local Public Health Officials are already on the ground  
tracing contacts and providing testing for this case 


Also today, additional COVID-19 testing kits arrived at state public health 
laboratories as the CDC committed to send even more to state 


Federal government announces Fairview Developmental Center no longer under 
immediate consideration as an isolation site 


SACRAMENTO – Today, local health officials in Santa Clara County announced an 
individual tested positive for COVID-19.  


The individual had no known exposure to the virus through travel or close contact with a 
known infected individual, making it the second possible instance of COVID-19 
community transmission in California. Earlier today the California Department of Public 
Health announced that CDC test kits used to detect COVID-19 had arrived in California. 
The CDC committed to the state today to send more kits to California -- enough to 
conduct more than1,000 tests.  


“This is a fluid situation but we have plans and protocols in place for public health 
events like this to protect the health and safety of Californians and the state’s visitors. 
We are actively working with the CDC, with local governments, health facilities, and 
health care providers across the state to respond as new cases are identified,” said Dr. 
Sonia Angell, Director of the California Department of Public Health and State Health 
Officer.  


As in any public health emergency, the California Department of Public Health's Medical 
and Health Coordination Center has been actively coordinating response efforts across 
the state and preparing for possible community transmission. California continues to 
prepare and respond in coordination with federal and local partners.  
 
This could be the second known instance of person-to-person transmission in the 
general public in the United States. Yesterday, the California Department of Public 
Health announced a possible first case of person-to-person transmission of COVID-19 
in California in the general public 


News Release 
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Previously known instances of person-to-person transmission in the United States 
include one instance in Chicago, Illinois, and one in San Benito County, California. Both 
cases were after close, prolonged interaction with a family member who returned from 
Wuhan, China and had tested positive for COVID-19, the disease caused by novel 
coronavirus. As of today, including this case, California has had seven travel-related 
cases, one close contact case, and now two possible community transmissions.  
 
As with any virus, especially during the flu season, the Public Health Department 
reminds you there are a number of steps you can take to protect your health and those 
around you:  
 


• Washing hands with soap and water.  


• Avoiding touching eyes, nose or mouth with unwashed hands.  


• Avoiding close contact with people who are sick are all ways to reduce the risk of 
infection with a number of different viruses.  


• Staying away from work, school or other people if you become sick with 
respiratory symptoms like fever and cough.  


 
The California Department of Public Health will not be providing additional information 
about this patient due to patient confidentiality.  
 
Fairview Developmental Center  


Also, today, the federal government informed the state that it has determined it does not 
need to use the Fairview Development Center site for the isolation of passengers from 
the Diamond Princess Cruise ship given the imminent end of the isolation for those 
passengers and the small number of persons who ended up testing positive for COVID-
19.  


The initial estimates the CDC had provided were that as many as 50% of the 
passengers would test positive within the isolation period but the actual results have 
been substantially lower, changing current needs for isolation. The temporary 
restraining order prevented Fairview from being available at a time when it was critically 
needed. 


Having people who are not sick occupying available hospital beds placed a burden on 
the health care system and limits critical access for patients in a time of great need.  


www.cdph.ca.gov 
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governments, health facilities, and health care providers across the state to respond as new cases are identified,”
said Dr. Sonia Angell, Director of the California Department of Public Health and State Health Officer.

As in any public health emergency, the California Department of Public Health's Medical and Health Coordination
Center has been actively coordinating response efforts across the state and preparing for possible community
transmission. California continues to prepare and respond in coordination with federal and local partners. 

This could be the second known instance of person-to-person transmission in the general public in the United
States. Yesterday, the California Department of Public Health announced a possible first case of person-to-person
transmission of COVID-19 in California in the general public

Previously known instances of person-to-person transmission in the United States include one instance in
Chicago, Illinois, and one in San Benito County, California. Both cases were after close, prolonged interaction with
a family member who returned from Wuhan, China and had tested positive for COVID-19, the disease caused by
novel coronavirus. As of today, including this case, California has had seven travel-related cases, one close
contact case, and now two possible community transmissions. 

As with any virus, especially during the flu season, the Public Health Department reminds you there are a number
of steps you can take to protect your health and those around you:

 

Washing hands with soap and water.
Avoiding touching eyes, nose or mouth with unwashed hands.
Avoiding close contact with people who are sick are all ways to reduce the risk of infection with a number of
different viruses.
Staying away from work, school or other people if you become sick with respiratory symptoms like fever and
cough.

 

The California Department of Public Health will not be providing additional information about this patient due to
patient confidentiality.

 

Fairview Developmental Center

Also, today, the federal government informed the state that it has determined it does not need to use the Fairview
Development Center site for the isolation of passengers from the Diamond Princess Cruise ship given the
imminent end of the isolation for those passengers and the small number of persons who ended up testing
positive for COVID-19.

The initial estimates the CDC had provided were that as many as 50% of the passengers would test positive
within the isolation period but the actual results have been substantially lower, changing current needs for
isolation. The temporary restraining order prevented Fairview from being available at a time when it was critically
needed.

Having people who are not sick occupying available hospital beds placed a burden on the health care system and
limits critical access for patients in a time of great need. 
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From: Stephens, Michele
To: Frankovich, Teresa; Beck, Connie; Weiss, Lara; Corrigan, Jeremy
Subject: Fwd: URGENT REQUEST - Opportunity from CDC Foundation for Funding for Public Health Response to COVID-

19
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 7:14:25 PM

FYI- sounds like there’s an investor interested in funding PH response to COVID-19, right
now focused on Bay Area counties, but could be statewide. See below. If you have any other
ideas let me know, there may be a call I’ll be on tomorrow. 

Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director 
Humboldt County Dept of Health and Human Services
707.268.2121

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Stephens, Michele" <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Date: February 28, 2020 at 7:11:58 PM PST
To: "Raymundo, Trudy" <Trudy.Raymundo@dph.sbcounty.gov>
Cc: "Souleles, David" <DSouleles@ochca.com>, Michelle Gibbons
<mgibbons@cheac.org>, CHEACExecutiveCommittee
<CHEACExecutiveCommittee@cheac.org>
Subject: Re:  URGENT REQUEST - Opportunity from CDC Foundation for
Funding for Public Health Response to COVID-19


I can be available for a call any time before 4pm tomorrow. Expanding testing
capabilities for labs is a need as well as ensuring they can get PPE ordered and
delivered quickly. We’re all hearing there’s a shortage and vendors are limiting
orders, our lab can order currently, but that isn’t expected to be the case as this
progresses. There’s also resource requests from hospitals and other counties for
PPE circulating. Also, resources of laboratorians may be needed at some point.
Ours are working around the clock and taking on call shifts. My lab manager
hasn’t had a day off in 3 weeks. We’re one of 14 Reference labs in CA in the
CDC’s Laboratory Response Network, awaiting COVID-19 testing capabilities.
These labs could arguably need the extra support to sustain an ongoing response
to COVID-19. 

I would also add that the healthcare system, especially rural areas with few
hospitals will be significantly burdened and will face sustainability issues. They
will need staffing resources if their staff are in quarantine or ill themselves. We
have three hospitals and only one with one negative air flow room. Their ED beds
are currently filled with people staying 24 hours, flu related. If/when testing
increases, there won’t be anywhere for people to get tested except for Public
Health or their PCP which will be a burden in itself. So preparing the health care
system is an area with needed support as well. 
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For communication, it takes quite a bit of time to gather the info from the CDC
that is evolving and produce news releases on a frequent basis, almost daily.
We’re starting a weekly call with city government, chiefs of police, tribal leaders
and hospital CEOs to brief them and answer questions. I imagine this must be
experienced by LHDs statewide as Trudy described. 

Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director 
Humboldt County Dept of Health and Human Services
707.268.2121

Sent from my iPhone

On Feb 28, 2020, at 6:39 PM, Raymundo, Trudy
<Trudy.Raymundo@dph.sbcounty.gov> wrote:

 I agree with David. Given the current environment as well as the
community transmission cases, we need to figure out how to expand
capabilities of our labs for testing etc. and we are getting pulled in
fifty different directions for communication from not just the general
public, but other stakeholders including law enforcement, schools and
hospitals. I can do a call but it have to be before 9:00 am. 

Trudy Raymundo

On Feb 28, 2020, at 6:31 PM, Souleles, David
<DSouleles@ochca.com> wrote:

 I think lab capacity and communication and messaging
are key areas for statewide need. Interested in the call
and available if it is after 11

David 

Sent from my iPhone

On Feb 28, 2020, at 6:06 PM, Michelle Gibbons
<mgibbons@cheac.org> wrote:

Please see Susan's note below and share
your thoughts as soon as possible. If you are
interested in joining a brief  tomorrow
please share your availability as well.  

Thank you,

mailto:mgibbons@cheac.org


Michelle 

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy
smartphone
Get Outlook for Android

From: Fanelli, Susan@CDPH
<susan.fanelli@cdph.ca.gov>
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020, 6:01 PM
To: Relucio, Karen; Hall, Mimi@SantaCruz
Cc: Gibbons,  Michelle@cheac.org;
Hanson, Jake@CDPH
Subject: URGENT REQUEST -
Opportunity from CDC Foundation for
Funding for Public Health Response to
COVID-19 

Good evening,
 
We have a rare opportunity with the CDC
Foundation who has an investor that would like
to contribute to public health response to
coronavirus.  According to CDC Foundation, the
investor is first interested in the bay area
response but likely also interested in statewide
response efforts, particularly laboratory
testing.  The attached document includes
several areas that the CDC Foundation has
identified in which we may have gaps:
 

Increasing lab capacity both lab supplies
and laboratorians
Preparing the healthcare system
Enhancing communications and public
messaging
Modernizing data capabilities
Strengthening the workforce

 
We have a short window of opportunity to pull
together an ask of the investors who will be
meeting on Monday.   Any chance you could
reach out to your executive teams to see what
they would prioritize for filling gaps in
response.   I would need something back by 3
pm tomorrow in order to pull it together and
get it to CDC Foundation to circulate.  I am also
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asking my team to think through what we need
at the state level.
 
I am happy to host a call tomorrow if that
would be helpful.  Please let me know if you are
interested and a couple of times that would
work, as I will need to juggle with other calls
tomorrow.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan
 
Susan Fanelli
Chief Deputy Director of Policy and Programs
California Department of Public Health
(916) 558-1736
(916) 607-1007 (cell)
 
 
 
 
 

From: Monroe, Judy
<jmonroe@CDCFoundation.org>
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 4:13 PM
To: Angell, Sonia Y@CDPH
Subject: follow-up
 
Sonia,
 
Thanks for your time today. I know you are
extremely busy right now and we hope we can
be helpful. Attached is a document we put
together to discuss needs in the Bay Area and
California with a donor interested in helping.
The donor will be making a decision on Monday
and has asked for the amount of philanthropic
funds needed for the Bay Area. They may have
interest in doing more across California but for
now they are focused on just the Bay Area. If
you and your team have time to send any
thoughts you have and costs that would be
great. They seem to be particularly interested

mailto:jmonroe@CDCFoundation.org


in laboratory/testing needs.
 
We have been working with our Bay Area board
members and that led to a wonderful
relationship with the Silicon Valley Community
Foundation. Here is the link to their
coronavirus response fund and you will see that
the funds will come to the CDC Foundation or
to Give2Asia.    
 
Thanks for all you are doing!
 
Judy
 
Judith A. Monroe, MD
President and CEO
404.523.3580
JMonroe@cdcfoundation.org
www.cdcfoundation.org
twitter . linkedin . facebook . instagram
<image001.png>
 

<CDC Foundation COVID-19.pdf>
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From: Hanson, Jake@CDPH
To: CDPH CCLHO DL
Subject: Fwd: What US Hospitals Should Do Now to Prepare for a COVID-19 Pandemic
Date: Thursday, February 27, 2020 3:40:20 PM

From: Rick Johnson <drrickjohn@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 9:59 AM
To: Hanson, Jake@CDPH
Subject: Fwd: What US Hospitals Should Do Now to Prepare for a COVID-19 Pandemic
 

This is an excellent resource that Health Officers could share with hospitals.
Can you send out to all the HOs?
Thanks
Rick
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What US Hospitals Should Do Now to Prepare for a COVID-19 Pandemic

Eric Toner, MD, and Richard Waldhorn, MD February 27, 2020

The World Health Organization (WHO) and the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) have called on health systems around the world to prepare for a possible COVID-19
pandemic. The purpose of this article is to offer to American hospital administrators and clinicians
specific judgment on what hospitals should do to prepare for a COVID-19 pandemic. This is an
update of a similar perspective related to pandemic influenza, published in 2006.1 These
recommendations derive from the authors’ analysis of the consequences of a flu pandemic, review
of many existing hospital plans, analysis of the federal government’s recommendations, and
meetings with a number of leaders in health care, public health, and emergency management.
Recognizing that any such recommendations must be based on numerous untestable assumptions,
any of which can be reasonably challenged, we propose specific actions and priorities for the
purpose of making the discussion of hospital pandemic preparedness issues more operationally
useful. This commentary pertains to hospitals, but long-term care facilities, outpatient clinics,
medical offices, and other healthcare facilities must also urgently prepare.

The Argument for Urgent Preparedness
The current COVID-19 epidemic looks very much like an early influenza pandemic in many
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important respects. It is spreading from person to person efficiently, much like influenza, including
some degree of pre-symptomatic spread. Although the true case fatality rate is as yet uncertain, all
evidence suggests that it is as severe as, if not more severe than, influenza pandemics of the last
century. The case fatality rate (CFR) of confirmed COVID-19 patients in China is estimated to be 1-
3%, although this may not account for all mildly symptomatic or asymptomatic infections. In some
regions of China outside Hubei, the CFR has been less than 1%. For comparison, the CFR of the
2009 influenza pandemic was around 0.1%, the 1968 and 1957 pandemics in the United States
were about 0.5%, and the CFR of the 1918 pandemic was estimated to be 2.5 % in the United
States.

Because it will take considerable time to fully understand the epidemiology of COVID-19, it is
reasonable to begin preparations using a model we have studied extensively for decades and that
seems similar to COVID-19—pandemic influenza. The threat of a novel influenza pandemic has
stimulated international, national, and local planning and preparedness efforts for years. In the
event of a 1918-scale flu pandemic, hospitals would be flooded with sick patients seeking care.

The impact of a COVID-19 pandemic on hospitals is expected to be severe in the best of
circumstances. Currently, US hospitals routinely operate at or near full capacity and have limited
ability to rapidly increase services. There are currently shortages of healthcare workers of all kinds.
Emergency departments are overcrowded and often have to divert patients to other hospitals.

In recent years, there has been a reduction in the overall number of hospitals, hospital beds, and
emergency rooms. During an epidemic, the healthcare workforce would be greatly reduced.
Healthcare workers would face a high risk of infection because of contact with infected patients;
many would need to stay home to care for sick relatives, and, in the absence of vaccine, others
might fear coming to work lest they bring a lethal infection home to their families. The provision of
medical services to both COVID-19 and non–COVID-19 patients may be adversely affected in most
communities.

Detailed modeling projections for COVID-19 have not yet been released by the US government or
WHO; however, the US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) released official
planning assumptions for pandemic influenza, ranging from a moderate pandemic like 1968 or
1957, to one based on a very severe pandemic like 1918.2 These may be the best tools we have at
the moment. They differ by more than 10-fold in the number expected to need hospitalization,
intensive care, and mechanical ventilation (see Table 1).

Table 1
HHS pandemic planning assumptions

Moderate Scenario (1968-like)

38 M needing medical care

1 M hospitalizations

200,000 needing ICU

Very Severe Scenario (1918-like)

38 M needing medical care

9.6 M hospitalizations

2.9 M needing ICU

As a comparison, there are about 46,500 medical ICU beds in the United States and perhaps an
equal number of other ICU beds that could be used in a crisis. Even spread out over several
months, the mismatch between demand and resources is clear.

Some patients in China have been treated with extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO),
and some US medical centers with this technology are preparing to use it as well. For US hospitals
with this capability, it would be prudent to think through how this scarce resource would be
allocated if demand exceeds resources.

Preparedness Defined
Based on such calculations, it would seem that preparing for a pandemic of even moderate severity
is a difficult challenge. For the purpose of this analysis, we use the following definition of
preparedness:

Every hospital, in collaboration with other hospitals and public health agencies, will be able to
provide appropriate care to COVID-19 patients requiring hospitalization while maintaining other
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essential medical services in the community, both during and after a pandemic.

This definition recognizes that what constitutes “appropriate care” and the criteria for hospital
admission may well change during a pandemic.

The Top Priorities
Individual hospitals and groups of hospitals involved in regional coordination of pandemic
preparedness should focus their initial preparedness efforts in the following priority areas:

1. Comprehensive and realistic planning based on actual CDC FluSurge projections in each
hospital, and collaborative planning among all hospitals in a region (eg, healthcare
coalitions).

2. Limiting the nosocomial spread of the virus to (1) protect the healthcare workers and, thus,
maintain a hospital workforce; (2) prevent the hospital from being a disease amplifier; and (3)
protect the non–COVID-19 patients from infection, so as to maintain the ability to provide
essential non–COVID-19 health care.

3. Maintaining, augmenting, and stretching the hospital workforce.
4. Allocating limited healthcare resources in a rational, ethical, and organized way so as to do

the greatest good for the greatest number.

Specific Priority Actions to Be Taken
To implement the priority goals above, hospitals should undertake the following specific actions:

1. Employing a comprehensive and realistic planning process:

Employ at least 1 full-time hospital emergency manager in each hospital.
Dedicate a full-time infection prevention practitioner to work on infection prevention aspects
of the preparations, including education, training, and exercises.
Designate a medical director to work closely with the emergency manager and infection
prevention practitioner.
Create a pandemic preparedness committee (or use an existing emergency management
committee) that includes representatives of all clinical and support departments as well as
senior administrators.
Participate in a local healthcare coalition, which includes neighboring hospitals, local public
health agencies, and emergency management. Members of multi-hospital health systems
should integrate system-wide planning with local planning with other local hospitals.
We do not yet have modeling tools or planning assumptions for COVID-19. CDC has
developed FluSurge 2.0, which can be used in conjunction with HHS planning assumptions
to guide planning for both a moderate and severe pandemic.3 Note that the default
assumptions in FluSurge are based on a 1968-like pandemic. To model a severe pandemic,
FluSurge allows the assumed number of hospitalizations to be modified to correspond to the
HHS planning assumptions for a severe pandemic.
Be able to make 30% of licensed bed capacity available for COVID-19 patients on 1 week’s
notice. About 10-20% of a hospital’s bed capacity can be mobilized within a few hours by
expediting discharges, using discharge holding areas, converting single rooms to double
rooms, and opening closed areas, if staffing is available. Another 10% can be obtained within
a few days by converting flat spaces, such as lobbies, waiting areas, and classrooms.4
Collaborate in regional plans to be able to make at least 200% of licensed bed capacity in
the region available for COVID-19 patients on 2 weeks’ notice.
Use telephone and internet-based advice lines to reduce unnecessary visits to the hospital
emergency department.

2. Limiting the nosocomial spread of the virus:

The CDC has provided good technical guidance on infection control for COVID-19 in
healthcare facilities.5
Limit the accidental contamination of the hospital environment by implementing respiratory
etiquette and by using simple surgical masks for everyone entering the facility (staff, patients,
and visitors) during a pandemic. Assuming re-supply may be difficult during a pandemic,
stockpile enough masks for 3 weeks.
Prevent staff from getting infected by training healthcare workers on the use of personal
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protective equipment (PPE) and infection control procedures and by stockpiling a supply of
PPE. PPE availability is currently limited, but hospitals should purchase what they can,
recognizing that a local outbreak could last at least several weeks to several months. Given
the preeminent need to protect healthcare workers, we feel the highest level of protection
available should be used. We call for the use of N95 respirators for healthcare workers with
direct contact with COVID-19 patients. This is in concert with the CDC’s COVID-19
guidelines. Powered air-purifying respirators (PAPRs) should be available for use in high-risk
aerosol-generating procedures.
Limit the number of staff who are exposed to COVID-19 patients by cohorting (dedicated
staff in dedicated units) (see Figure 1). Utilize overtime and long shifts for staff in the COVID-
19 units to limit the number of staff needed. When possible, use staff who are immune
(recovered) in the COVID-19 units.
Prevent infected staff from working (except with COVID-19 patients) by tracking staff who are
sick and testing for COVID-19, if possible, and keeping a log of staff who have had confirmed
COVID-19.

Figure 1
Cohorting

3. Maintaining, augmenting, and stretching the hospital workforce:

Vaccinate all staff for influenza to reduce the burden of that disease.
Organize in-home childcare for well children of healthcare workers if schools are closed,
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using screened volunteers.
Provide medical daycare for sick family members.
Allay fear through open, honest, and transparent planning and careful training.
Shift clinical staff to highest-need areas from areas that may be closed or quiet; employ “just
in time” education and “buddy teaming.”
Augment clinical staff with nontraditional personnel, employing “just in time” education and
“buddy teaming.” Use (1) medical professionals with prior clinical experience (eg,
administrators, researchers, retirees, etc); (2) related health professionals (eg, dentists,
veterinarians, emergency medical technicians, etc); (3) nonclinical hospital personnel; and
(4) nonclinical outside personnel. Specific training and operating procedures for each group
must be created in advance.
Coordinate plans with other hospitals in the region to recruit and use volunteers.

4. Allocating limited healthcare resources in a rational, ethical, and organized way so as to do the
greatest good for the greatest number through deferral of nonemergency care and, if necessary,
institution of alternative patient care routines.

Prioritize which services and types of procedures can be deferred, for how long, and with
what consequences and create an alternative plan for patients who will be deferred. Create a
process for refining and updating this plan as circumstances change. Create a process to
track deferred patients.
Plan for the graceful transition to contingency and crisis standards of care. In a severe
pandemic, not all patients in need of intensive care will be able to be accommodated in the
ICU. Normal staffing ratios and standard operating procedures will not be able to be
maintained.
Plan for alternative sites to provide ICU-like care within the hospital (eg, catheterization lab,
catheterization recovery, OR, PACU, endoscopy units, etc).
Implement contingency and crisis standards, which will be justified when conventional
standards cannot be maintained despite the use of all available resources, including mutual
aid arrangements. The legal and ethical framework for these decisions should be considered
well in advance of a crisis. Alterations in hospital policy and procedures should be
implemented by an active decision of the hospital leadership in consultation with the medical
staff and civil authorities.
Create criteria/clinical guidelines for use (or denial) of resource-intensive services (eg,
admission, mechanical ventilation, invasive monitoring) based on national guidelines, such
as the Crisis Standards of Care report6 in regional collaboration with other hospitals.
Establish a process for triage of patients competing for limited resources, including
admission, early discharge, and life support. These decisions should not be made solely by 1
person. The criteria used to make these decisions should be created in advance and formally
sanctioned by the medical staff and hospital administration.

How to Proceed
Although a COVID-19 pandemic seems all but inevitable, there is still uncertainty about its severity
in the United States. Time will tell, but, in the meantime, hospitals should not delay. In the event of
a pandemic, the predictable costs of not preparing, in human, societal, and political terms, would be
huge. Decision makers at all levels—including hospital CEOs and their boards and state and
federal officials—should consider these issues and how to proceed. Several of the first priority
items (comprehensive and collaborative planning, discussing allocation of scarce resources, and
planning education and training) take substantial time. Hospitals should begin these actions now.
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Public Health Director
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
707-268-2121
 
Click here for more information about Public Health!

   
 

From: Starck, Nancy <NStarck@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 1:12 PM
To: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Messinger, Christine
<CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: Gov press conference SacBee coverage
 
 
 

Gov. Newsom details 33 California coronavirus
cases; state calls latest a ‘turning point’
BY SOPHIA BOLLAG
FEBRUARY 27, 2020 11:58 AM 

        The latest California coronavirus patient receiving treatment in Sacramento who caught

the virus from an unknown person represents a “turning point,” but risk to the public
remains low, the director of California’s Public Health Department said Thursday.

Officials have traced the other 32 cases identified in California to international travel or
contact with an infected spouse, California Department of Public Health Director Sonia
Angell said during a news conference in Sacramento. Five of the infected people have
since left the state, leaving 28 still in California.

The state only has about 200 kits to test for coronavirus, which Gov. Gavin Newsom said
is “simply inadequate.”
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Federal health officials at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention say more kits
are on the way and should arrive in a matter of days, Health and Human Services
Secretary Mark Ghaly said.

Newsom said the new kits would “exponentially” increase the state’s ability to monitor
and treat the virus.

“It’s natural to feel concerned about the novel coronavirus, but I want Californians to
know that we have rigorously planned for this public health event,” Ghaly said.

Newsom and other state officials spoke at the state’s Department of Public Health, just
down the road from UC Davis Medical Center, where the first American coronavirus
patient who caught the virus from an unknown source in the community is being treated.
Previously, public health officials had traced all the U.S. cases to recent trips abroad or
other known patients.

Newsom and other officials refused to answer specific questions about which other
people may have come in contact with the infected woman, a Solano County resident
who was transferred to UC Davis Medical Center a week ago, according to an internal
memo obtained by The Sacramento Bee.

DELAYED TEST AT UC DAVIS

The state is contacting and interviewing people the patient may have infected, Newsom
said. He declined to give further details because he said he doesn’t want to add to public
anxiety about the case.

UC Davis doctors requested that public health officials test the woman for coronavirus
when she was admitted Wednesday, but the woman “did not fit the existing CDC
criteria.” Federal officials did not order a test for her until Sunday, according to the
memo, which was first reported by the Davis Enterprise newspaper. Positive test results
came back Wednesday.

“The case from yesterday is obviously giving the CDC a lot to consider in terms of
revising those protocols so that more individuals will be tested with symptoms that might
be identified as common pneumonia without a clear source,” Ghaly said. “We are in
conversations with the CDC about ensuring... physicians or clinicians who ask for the
test will more easily be able to (access) it.”

New testing guidelines “can’t happen soon enough,” Newsom said.

https://www.sacbee.com/news/local/article240682311.html
https://www.davisenterprise.com/local-news/newly-diagnosed-coronavirus-patient-being-treated-at-uc-davis-medical-center/


“Testing protocols have been a point of frustration for many of us,” he said.

WHERE WERE PATIENTS INFECTED?

Some people who were exposed to coronavirus are quarantined at Travis Air Force Base
and nearby hospitals in Solano County after they were evacuated from a Japanese cruise
ship. But Angell said there is “no evidence” that the woman from Solano County caught
the virus from one of those people.

Of the coronavirus cases confirmed in California, 24 are people who were evacuated on
repatriation flights, Angell said. Seven others are also travel related. One person caught
the virus from their spouse.

At this point, Newsom said he does not plan to declare a state of emergency over the
coronavirus.

 
 
Nancy Starck
Legislative & Policy Manager
Humboldt County Department of Health & Human Services
707-441-5411
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From: Pereira, Sofia
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: FW: Humboldt OA Meeting - Thursday 05MAR2020
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 3:28:02 PM
Attachments: image003.png
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Would you be available to attend? It would be a good opportunity to introduce you to the various
representatives of local agencies active in the OA meetings.
 

From: Derby, Ryan <rderby@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 12:10 PM
Subject: RE: Humboldt OA Meeting - Thursday 05MAR2020
 
My apologies, I failed to include the time and location in the previous email. – Information
below:

The meeting is scheduled 1:30PM – 3PM at the Wharfinger Building in Eureka (1
Marina Way, Eureka, CA 95501).
 
Thank you,

 
 
Ryan Derby
Emergency Services Manager
Humboldt County Sheriff’s Office of Emergency Services
Office: 707-268-2505
Cell: 707-273-3500
rderby@co.humboldt.ca.us
 

 
 
From: Derby, Ryan 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 12:05 PM
Subject: Humboldt OA Meeting - Thursday 05MAR2020
 
Good morning,

This Thursday (3/5/2020) is the first Operational Area (OA) Meeting of 2020. In a break from
past years, these meetings have been changed to quarterly rather than every other month.
 
During Thursday’s meeting we will allow time for introductions and a brief share out from
attending partners, and will have brief presentations/discussions on the following:

Communication Assets Survey and Mapping Tool (CASM) – Greg Waters
Emergency Operations Center (EOC) changes – Ryan Derby
Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) Update – Humboldt County Public Health
Tsunami Warning Communications Test – National Weather Service

 
I intend to get the finalized agenda sent out prior to the meeting – please let me know if there

mailto:spereira2@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
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are any topics of particular interest that are not highlighted above.
See you Thursday,

 
 
Ryan Derby
Emergency Services Manager
Humboldt County Sheriff’s Office of Emergency Services
Office: 707-268-2505
Cell: 707-273-3500
rderby@co.humboldt.ca.us
 

 
 

mailto:rderby@co.humboldt.ca.us


From: Muller, Heather
To: Frankovich, Teresa; Messinger, Christine
Subject: FW: Important message about Coronavirus
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 10:09:20 AM
Attachments: mime-attachment.png

Denver Public Schools’ letter to parents, below.

From: Denver Public Schools <messenger@dpsk12.org>
Date: February 27, 2020 at 3:31:06 PM MST
To: vickiwegman@gmail.com
Subject: Important message about Coronavirus
Reply-To: Denver Public Schools <messenger@dpsk12.org>



Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)
Important Notice to Parents

Denver Public Schools (DPS) is actively communicating with the Denver
Department of Public Health and Environment (DDPHE) and with the
Colorado Department of Public Health & Environment (CDPHE) about the
Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19). Right now, this virus is not
spreading in the United States, Colorado has no cases of the disease,
and the vast majority of Americans have a low risk of exposure.

We are still taking this health threat very seriously, continuing to monitor
schools for outbreaks, and regularly disinfecting schools during and after
school hours. When there are respiratory or gastrointestinal outbreaks,
DPS school nurses and school leaders will use the existing illness
outbreak processes to track illnesses, notify health department officials,
disinfect schools, and notify staff and parents. We are also advising
parents do not send your child to school if they may be sick. Keeping
your sick child home will be a great benefit for the health and wellness of
all students and staff.

What You Need to Know

Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) is a type of virus that causes
diseases of varying severities, ranging from the common cold to more
serious respiratory disease.

How is it spread?
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Through coughing and sneezing
Close personal contact, such as touching or shaking hands
Touching an object or surface with the virus on it, then touching your
mouth, nose, or eyes before washing your hands
Because Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) is new, we are learning
more each day about the transmission patterns and incubation periods.

What are the symptoms?

Fever
Cough
Difficulty Breathing
Severe Illness

What can I do?

Wash your hands frequently with soap and water or alcohol-based hand
rub
Help your young students to wash their hands well
Do not drop off your sick child at school
Stay home when you’re sick
Cover your nose and mouth when coughing and sneezing
Avoid close contact with anyone with cold or flu-like symptoms

The outbreak of Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) is changing
rapidly. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and
CDPHE are providing updated information:

CDC: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html 

CDPHE: https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/cdphe/2019-novel-coronavirus 

If you have general questions about 2019-nCoV please call CO-Help at
303-389-1687 or 1-877-462-2911 or email COHELP@RMPDC.org.
Answers are available in English, Spanish, Mandarin, and more.

 

Denver Public Schools would like to continue connecting with you via email. If you prefer to be
removed from our list, please contact Denver Public Schools directly. To stop receiving all
email messages distributed through our SchoolMessenger service, follow this link and confirm:
Unsubscribe

SchoolMessenger is a notification service used by the nation's leading school systems to
connect with parents, students and staff through voice, SMS text, email, and social media.
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From: Dykehouse, Erica
To: Frankovich, Teresa; Hanson, Katie; Kelly, Katherine; Phillips, Hava; Prejean, Randy
Subject: FW: Interesting article on Medscape
Date: Saturday, February 29, 2020 10:13:58 AM

 
I thought you would be interested in the following article:

COVID-19 Preparedness: Clinicians Can Lead the Way

Clinicians can help lead the way in COVID-19 preparedness by fighting pandemic denial in
themselves and being frank with their patients, an expert in risk communication said.

Interested in downloading Medscape's free app for iPhone®, Android™, iPad®, or Kindle Fire®? Learn
more >

Sent using the Medscape app
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From: Muller, Heather
To: Frankovich, Teresa; Stephens, Michele
Cc: Miracle, Meriah; Messinger, Christine
Subject: FW: Media request: COVID-19 self-isolation and treatment protocol
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 1:09:05 PM

Please advise how you’d like to handle.
 
From: Shomik Mukherjee <shomik@times-standard.com> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 1:06 PM
To: dhhsmedia <DHHSMEDIA@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: Media request: COVID-19 self-isolation and treatment protocol
 
Hi, 
 
I'm writing from the Times-Standard requesting an interview with DHHS personnel about the
county's current protocol for future potential COVID-19 cases. 
 
Please let me know if an interview today is possible. My number is 707-441-0504 and I'm working
toward a 4 p.m. deadline. 
 
Thanks! 
 
Shomik
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From: Stephens, Michele
To: Frankovich, Teresa; Muller, Heather
Cc: Weiss, Lara; Blanchard, Megan; Murguia, Dana
Subject: FW: Novel Coronavirus Guidance for Child Care and Preschool Settings - Public Health Department - For Providers - County of Santa Clara
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 3:18:36 PM

I'm getting more and more questions like this so putting together some material for different groups/sectors will be much appreciated, I'm sure. Terry, in the interim, do you have any thoughts about Mary Ann (First 5) putting this out to child care and preschools or shall we ask her to wait until we can get something out? She'd be happy to wait if we ask
her to.

Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
707-268-2121

Click here for more information about Public Health!
  

-----Original Message-----
From: Hansen, Mary Ann <mhansen@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 2:52 PM
To: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Blanchard, Megan <MBlanchard@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: FW: Novel Coronavirus Guidance for Child Care and Preschool Settings - Public Health Department - For Providers - County of Santa Clara

Hi, there. Santa Clara shared the guidance linked below for preschools and child care centers. I was considering posting for our playgroups and child care partners. I'm sure playgroup parents are thinking about Covid-19. Does Humboldt have similar advice, or do you have thoughts about me sharing this?

Personally, I'd rather skip the info about people traveling from China and begin with the statement about the level of Humboldt risk.

Thank you in advance for thinking about it.

Mary Ann Hansen, M.A.
Executive Director
First 5 Humboldt
325 Second Street, Ste. 201
Eureka, CA 95501
(707) 445-7389
Pronouns: She/her/hers

first5humboldt.org

-----Original Message-----
From: Mary Ann Hansen <mary.ann.hansen@icloud.com>
Sent: Monday, March 02, 2020 1:49 PM
To: Hansen, Mary Ann <mhansen@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: Novel Coronavirus Guidance for Child Care and Preschool Settings - Public Health Department - For Providers - County of Santa Clara

https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sccgov.org%2Fsites%2Fphd-p%2FDiseases%2Fnovel-coronavirus%2FPages%2Fncov-childcare-2-12-20.aspx%3Fgoal%3D0_9cd5d24b43-081688d528-
129003081%26mc_cid%3D081688d528%26mc_eid%3Dc9a1a38029&amp;data=02%7C01%7Cmhansen%40co.humboldt.ca.us%7Ce8f4bff7b0844703b74608d7bef37826%7Cc00ae2b64fe844f198637b1adf4b27cb%7C0%7C1%7C637187825221148101&amp;sdata=cUrbKUrD8dJmyyLwDiSChfEINcM9m7bDkHlSKhEq8%2FI%3D&amp;reserved=0

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Kelly, Katherine
To: Frankovich, Teresa; Dykehouse, Erica; Hanson, Katie; Allen, Rachel; Prejean, Randy; Largusa, Ron
Subject: FW: To send out to CACDC list
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 8:47:53 AM
Attachments: COVID_2-28-2020.pptx

CDCHAN-0428-Update and Interim Guidance on Outbreak of COVID-19_Feb 28 2020.pdf

I thought I would forward this email to you all. Has an interesting powerpoint about COVID19 with
comparing data from SARS, also a CDC update on COVID19.
 
Kathie
 

From: Feaster, Matthew [mailto:mfeaster@cityofpasadena.net] 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 7:32 AM
Cc: Sandra.Huang@acgov.org; Munira.Shemsu@acgov.org; Erica.Pan@acgov.org;
AcuteCD@acgov.org; Dustin.Heaton@acgov.org; Brendan.Kober@acgov.org; Rita.Shiau@acgov.org;
Robert.Brown2@acgov.org; rjohnson@alpinecountyca.gov; tstreeper@alpinecountyca.gov;
tdupuis@alpinecountyca.gov; hofficer@amadorgov.org; ldesvoignes@amadorgov.org;
dlittlefield@amadorgov.org; LiHernandez@cityofberkeley.info; llewis@buttecounty.net;
mthao@buttecounty.net; AMiller@buttecounty.net; dkelaita@co.calaveras.ca.us;
crodriguez@co.calaveras.ca.us; ccho@colusadhhs.org; bonnie.davies@countyofcolusa.com;
Constance.Rios@colusadhhs.org; Louise.McNitt@cchealth.org; Susan.Farley@cchealth.org;
Paul.Leung@cchealth.org; Sara.Sowko@cchealth.org; wrehwaldt@co.del-norte.ca.us;
cmachado@co.del-norte.ca.us; sbodenstab@co.del-norte.ca.us; michael.ungeheuer@edcgov.us;
heather.orchard@edcgov.us; teresa.mackey@edcgov.us; christine.cifelli@edcgov.us;
alicia.donhardt@edcgov.us; nancy.williams@edcgov.us; nathan.robinson@edcgov.us;
salsaghbini@fresnocountyca.gov; mmorrisson@fresnocountyca.gov;
skochkumar@fresnocountyca.gov; dluchini@fresnocountyca.gov; jprado@fresnocountyca.gov;
gnorton@countyofglenn.net; mnelson@countyofglenn.net; mreese@countyofglenn.net;
dbaird@co.humboldt.ca.us; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Prejean, Randy
<RPrejean@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Hanson, Katie <klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Dykehouse, Erica
<edykehouse@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Kelly, Katherine <KKelly@co.humboldt.ca.us>;
paulakriner@co.imperial.ca.us; karlalopez@co.imperial.ca.us; twhitney@inyocounty.us;
ascott@inyocounty.us; hernankim@kerncounty.com; walkerann@kerncounty.com;
kaurna@kerncounty.com; milton.teske@co.kings.ca.us; sharon.soong@co.kings.ca.us;
edward.hill@co.kings.ca.us; Nichole.Fisher@co.kings.ca.us; Christine.King@co.kings.ca.us;
courtney.derenia@lakecountyca.gov; hmay@co.lassen.ca.us; Anissa.Davis@longbeach.gov;
emily.holman@longbeach.gov; nora.barin@longbeach.gov; cindy.torres@longbeach.gov;
belinda.prado@longbeach.gov; sbalter@ph.lacounty.gov; dterashita@ph.lacounty.gov;
mokim@ph.lacounty.gov; FPratt@ph.lacounty.gov; pgounder@ph.lacounty.gov;
rciven@ph.lacounty.gov; rreporter@ph.lacounty.gov; UHalai@ph.lacounty.gov;
BHwang@ph.lacounty.gov; tcole@madera-county.com; jennifer.maddox@maderacounty.com;
jpeterson@co.madera.ca.gov; mkellar@maderacounty.com; sara.bosse@maderacounty.com;
cemerson@marincounty.org; ljohnson@marincounty.org; lsantora@marincounty.org;
esergienko@mariposacounty.org; margaritaking@mariposacounty.org;
mfazio@mariposacounty.org; Converys@mendocinocounty.org; paceg@mendocinocounty.org;
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COVID-19 



(the virus formerly known as 2019-nCoV)
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Coronaviruses

RNA virus that mutates easily

Largest genome of RNA viruses

Infect wide range of hosts including mammals & birds

7 have known to infect humans

4 of these circulate regularly and cause common cold









Coronaviruses of importance

MERS CoV in 2012 (and ongoing)

Arabian Peninsula

WHO: 2,499 lab-confirmed cases in 27 countries w/ 861 deaths 

Case-fatality rate ~34%

In Saudi Arabia alone: 1831 cases and 787 deaths

SARS CoV in 2002-2003

Infected >8,000 people w/ 774 deaths in 32 countries in 2002-2003

Case fatality rate ~9-10%

HCWs accounted for 20% of all cases

Many “Super Spreading” events

Outbreak ended through use of containment and mitigation strategies





Zoonotic Disease



Source: Timothy Sheahan, University of North Carolina

Can jump between animals and humans

Animal reservoir for COVID-19 is unknown

https://www.wsj.com/articles/what-we-know-about-the-wuhan-virus-11579716128







Novel viruses are of particular concern because of the lack of herd immunity













https://gisanddata.maps.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6

(as of 2/28/2020)





Current data on COVID-19: Infectiousness

Probably about as infectious as SARS

R0 estimates: 2.2-4.2

Lipsitch et al. Science. 2003; Riely et al. Science 2003; Wallinga & Teunis. AJE. 2004

More infectious than influenza

R0 estimates pandemic flu: 1.46-1.8 

R0 estimate for seasonal flu: 1.28

Biggerstaff et al. BMC ID. 2014

R0 estimates for COVID-19: 

2.2 (95% CI: 1.4-3.9)

Early disease reporting data (Li et al. NEJM. 2020)

2.24 (95% CI: 1.96-2.55) 

When assuming 8-fold increase in reporting rate

3.58 (95% CI: 2.89-4.39)

When assuming 2-fold increase in reporting rate

Modeling paper using data from Jan 10-24th in China (Zhao et al. International Journal of Infectious Diseases, 2020)

2.8-3.9

Modeling paper using data before 1/26 in China (Zhou et al. Journal of Evidenced Based Medicine. 2020)







Current data on COVID-19: Incubation Period

Most likely 2-14 days (CDC)

5.1 days

Chan et al. Lancet. 2020

5.2 days (95% CI: 4.1-7.0)

Li et al. NEJM. 2020

Similar to SARS, which was 6.4 days (5.2-7.7 days)

Donnelly et al. Lancet. 2003

Serial interval (onset-to-onset): 7.5 days (95% CI: 5.3-19 days)

Li et al. NEJM. 2020



Li et al. Early Transmission Dynamics in Wuhan, China of Novel Coronavirus–Infected Pneumonia. NEJM. 2020











Li et al. Early Transmission Dynamics in Wuhan, China of Novel Coronavirus–Infected Pneumonia. NEJM. 2020





Current data on COVID-19: Severity

Case Fatality Rate: between 2-4% in Hubei province

Lower than SARS (9-10%) or MERS (~34%)

Higher than seasonal influenza (0.1%-0.2% among symptomatic cases) 

https://www.cdc.gov/flu/about/burden/past-seasons.html

Possibly similar to 1918 pandemic influenza (2-3%) 

Taubenberger et al. EID. 2006

Study of 72,000 COVID-19 cases in China; of ~45K (62%) lab-confirmed:

2.3% fatal (Severity: 81% mild disease; 14% severe disease; 5% critically ill)

Fatality higher among those with preexisting conditions: 10.5% CVD; 7.3% DM; 6.3% chronic respiratory disease; 6% HTN; 5.6% cancer

Fatality higher among elderly: 14.8% among >80y; 8% among 70-79y

Wu et al. JAMA 2020 

Age: Only 2% of cases were <20 years of age

HCW: 3.8% of confirmed cases, including 5 deaths











Current data on COVID-19: Severity

Study of 138 hospitalized patients in Wuhan in January (Wang et al. JAMA. 2020)

At the time of the study:

4.3% had died

34% were discharged, median hospital stay was 10 days

62% were still inpatient

Median age 56y (IQR, 42-68)

Median time from onset => hospital admission was 7 days

41% were presumed to be HAIs

46% had comorbidities

29% were HCWs

26% admitted to ICU

72% had comorbidities

Median age 66y (IQR, 57-78) 

47% required invasive mechanical ventilation; 11% received ECMO







Current data on COVID-19: Severity

Study of 1,099 hospitalized patients from 552 hospitals in China in Jan (Guan & Ni. not published)

Median age 47y 

<1% were 0-14 years of age

2.1% HCWs

23% had comorbidity

79% had pneumonia; median time from onset => PNA was 4 days

6% mechanical ventilation

5% admitted to ICU

1.4% had died at the time of the study; 94% still inpatient











https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/world/asia/china-coronavirus-contain.html







Current data on COVID-19: Symptoms

Fever, cough, shortness of breath (ILI)

GI symptoms occasionally reported

Some confirmed cases have not had any symptoms

10 yo child from early family cluster (Chan et al. Lancet. 2020)

Infant from Wuhan

Many news reports

https://www.gpbnews.org/post/atlanta-couple-tests-positive-coronavirus-aboard-cruise-ship

Asymptomatic transmission is possible

Germany cluster w/ 3 documented asymptomatic transmission events (Rothe et al. NEJM. 2020)

Family cluster in China (Bai et al. JAMA. 2020)





Asymptomatic Transmission:
Rothe et al. Transmission of 2019-nCoV Infection from an Asymptomatic Contact in Germany. NEJM. 2020.





Index Patient: Shanghai resident, businesswoman visited Germany between 1/19 and 1/22. No s/s of disease in Germany; became ill on flight back to China on 1/22; PCR+ 1/26

Patient 1: 33 healthy German businessman; became ill with a sore throat, chills, and myalgias on 1/24. The following day, developed a fever of 102.4°F and productive cough. By the evening of the next day, he started feeling better and went back to work on 1/27.

Patients 3 & 4 only had contact with Patient 1 prior to him developing symptoms 



contact tracing started 1/27







Current data on COVID-19: Viremia

Specimens for diagnosis include NP, OP, BAL, aspirate, 

NP PCR may remain positive for at least 12 days (Holshu et al. NEJM. 2020)

Virus can be shed in feces; may be more prevalent later in course of illness (Zhang et al. EMI. 2020)









Who is getting tested for COVID-19 in the U.S.?





https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/clinical-criteria.html





In the U.S. – as of 2/26/2020

15 confirmed COVID-19 cases in the U.S.; 14 have direct epidemiologic links to Wuhan

12 travel-related; 3 person-to-person

451 PUIs have been tested

An additional 46 cases have occurred among persons repatriated to the U.S.

3 from Wuhan; 43 from Diamond Princess cruise ship

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-in-us.html





How do you stop an outbreak?



Good disease surveillance

Good case identification

Good contact tracing

“Classic public health  measures”

-Dr. Fauci, director of NIAID





Containment & Mitigation Strategies

Isolate the sick

Quarantine the exposed

Reduce social mixing





Containment & Mitigation

Hospital triage & COVID-19 treatment facilities

Restrict transit

Trains, busses, ferries

Some airlines have suspended flights to affected areas

Border crossings closed 

Visas and entrance restricted

Closure of:

Public transit

Schools (China, Japan, Iran)

Major store chains 

Major companies (Google, Apple, Airbnb, Amazon, FB, MS…)

Canceling of public events

Lunar New Year and other festivals

Isolate the sick

Quarantine the exposed

Reduce social mixing





Control Measures in the U.S.

Travel notices: 

Level 3: China and South Korea

Level 2: Hong Kong, Japan, Iran, Italy

Airports: 

Passenger screening at 11 airports  (where all flights from China being directed)

Among travelers from China, entry limited to U.S. citizens and permanent residents; screened for fever, cough, SOB at arrival

Isolation & quarantine

Contact tracing

















As of 2/26/2020





Contact tracing





Onset

Flight

ER visit

Where did you go?

Work/school

Store/restaurant

Medical visits

How did you travel there?

Public transit

Taxi/ride share

Personal vehicle

Who were you with?

Household/close contacts

Social/transient contacts

HCW contacts







Assessing Exposure Risk

High Risk: 

Travel from Hubei Province, China

Same household or intimate partner of, or providing care in a non-healthcare setting (such as a home) without using recommended precautions for home care and home isolation for a person with

Symptomatic laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 infection or

A person diagnosed clinically with COVD-19 infection outside of the U.S. who did not have laboratory testing.





Assessing Exposure Risk

Medium Risk: 

Travel from mainland China outside Hubei Province AND not having any exposures that meet a high-risk definition

Close contact, but no high-risk exposures, to a person with:

Symptomatic laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 infection

Clinical diagnosis of COVID-19 infection outside of the United States who did not have laboratory testing.

Close contact and with high-risk exposures to a person with symptomatic laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 infection while consistently using recommended precautions for home care and home isolation

On an aircraft, being seated within 6 feet (two meters) of a traveler with symptomatic laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 infection; this distance correlates approximately with 2 seats in each direction 





Assessing Exposure Risk - Airplane









Assessing Exposure Risk

Low Risk: 

Being in the same indoor environment (e.g., a classroom, a hospital waiting room) as a person with symptomatic laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 infection for a prolonged period of time but not meeting the definition of close contact

On an aircraft, being seated within two rows of a traveler with symptomatic laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 infection but not within 6 feet (2 meters) AND not having any exposures that meet a medium- or a high-risk definition 













Death

Severe disease

Non-severe symptomatic disease

Asymptomatic infection



Assessing Severity





Assessing Infectiousness

Reproduction number (R0)





https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2014/10/02/352983774/no-seriously-how-contagious-is-ebola







Infectiousness

Determined by:

Environmental factors

Agent factors

Host factors



Air temp/humidity

Sanitation

Population

Herd Immunity
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Infectiousness

Determined by:

Environmental factors

Agent factors

Host factors



Where in body

Durability outside body

Infective dose





Infectiousness

Determined by:

Host factors

Agent factors

Environmental factors



Symptoms

Behaviors

Host immunity/health

Super Spreaders





20/80 rule (Pareto Principle)

 Roughly 80% of the effects come from 20% of the causes





Super Spreaders





Super Spreading and SARS

SARS outbreak “began” Nov. 16, 2002 when first SARS patient was treated at a hospital in Guangdong, China for “atypical pneumonia”

11 people were infected, including 9 HCWs

Feb. 2-4, 2003 - a man was hospitalized in Guangzhou, China for “atypical pneumonia”

He was not initially isolated and HCWs were not wearing personal protective equipment

30 doctors and nurses were infected, including Dr. Liu Jianlun, a 64-year-old lung specialist





Super Spreading at Hotel Metropole

Dr. Liu Jianlun stayed at Hotel Metropole on 2/21 while in Hong Kong to attend his nephew's wedding

Stayed in room 911; febrile

Did not attend wedding and instead went to a hospital in Hong Kong and insisted that he be put on isolation and that HCWs wear PPE. "Lock me up. Don't touch me. I have contracted a very virulent disease.“

He died several days later but no one at the hospital was infected
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The hotel guests:

Canada: A woman returned to Toronto and died on March 5, but not before infecting her son and at least 5 HCWs. At least 140 SARS cases, 15 fatal linked to this chain of transmission.

Vietnam: An American businessman traveled to Hanoi and was hospitalized in late February, where he ultimately infected 20 HCWs, including Dr. Carlo Urbani, an Italian medical researcher who alerted the WHO about a new type of pneumonia and who also eventually died of the disease. 







The hotel guests:

Hong Kong: A man was admitted to a general ward at the Prince of Wales Hospital, setting off a huge outbreak of >100 people

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3322929/

Singapore: 3 Singapore women returned home and were admitted to three hospitals from March 1 to March 3 

2 of the women infected no one else

The 3rd, another super spreader, set off a chain of infection based at the Tan Tock Seng Hospital, and infected at least 90 people, accounting for more than half Singapore's cases. 







Wuhan, China

11M people

Major transportation hub

Earliest hospitalized case had onset December 1, 2019

Wet market likely source

Case series of first 41 hospitalized: 13 had no contact to market*







*Huang et al. Clinical features of patients with 2019 novel coronavirus in Wuhan, China. Lancet. 2020.













https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/world/asia/china-coronavirus-contain.html













The biggest public health experiment

LOCKDOWN

>60M in quarantine





The Year of the Rat

The largest annual human migration on Earth

In 2019; nearly 7 million Chinese tourists traveled abroad for Lunar New Year

Lunar New Year was 1/25; celebrations last 15 days

Wuhan restrictions started 1/23; ~5M people left before this

Events canceled all over the world















Nov. 16, 2002 “first” case at hospital in Guangdong, China

SARS Epidemic Progression

SARS virus identified

WHO notified (2/14)









?



Gralinski & Menachery. Return of the Coronavirus: 2019-nCoV. Viruses. 2020.

COVID-19 Epidemic progression













https://www.who.int/docs/default-source/coronaviruse/situation-reports/20200222-sitrep-33-covid-19.pdf?sfvrsn=c9585c8f_2





WHO

1/30/2020: WHO declared  the outbreak a “public health emergency of international concern” (PHEIC)

PHEIC is an “extraordinary event” that “constitutes a public health risk to other States” and “potentially requires a coordinated international response”

Provides formal recommendations to China and all countries re: outbreak control and mitigation

WHO’s Contingency Fund for Emergencies => optional







CDC/HHS

1/31/2020 HHS declared a Public Health Emergency (PHE) for the US

“An emergency need for health care services to respond to a disaster, significant outbreak of an infectious disease, bioterrorist attack or other significant or catastrophic event.”

Releases resources ($, stockpile), waivers for CMS requirements

2/26/2020 VP Pence to lead administration response

At most State and Local levels, Public Health Activations already in place

Level 3 (lowest) to Level 1 (highest)

Emergency Operation Centers

Incident Management Systems (Incident Command System)



















Public Health Service Act

Enacted 1944; signed by FDR

Gives US PHS broad powers to prevent introduction, transmission, and spread of communicable diseases

Just-in-time appointment of scientists, clinicians, and public health professionals

Travel restrictions

Isolation and quarantine

Mandatory medical screening

Cancelling of school and public events







Quarantine

Reality is that quarantine is used frequently for infectious diseases

Often voluntary, though official orders are sometimes issued at local level



























PANDEMIC







































Diamond Princess quarantined in Yokohama; 3,700 passengers; >700 tested + for COVID-19, including 6 deaths

M.S. Westerdam: 1,500 passengers and 800 crew; refused port by several countries until Cambodia; left Hong Kong 2/1/2020







Vaccine development

NIH working closely with researchers to fast-track development

Candidate immunogen: receptor-binding domain of the “spike protein”

Animal studies to assess safety ongoing

First Phase I trial scheduled to be begin in a few weeks







In Conclusion



This pandemic is unprecedented in modern history

No one knows what future spread will be

No one knows how severe it will be
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This is an official 


CDC HEALTH UPDATE 


 
Distributed via the CDC Health Alert Network  
February 28, 2020, 15:05 ET (3:05 PM ET)  
CDCHAN-0428 


 


Update and Interim Guidance on Outbreak of Coronavirus Disease 2019 


(COVID-19) 


Summary 
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) continues to closely monitor and respond to the COVID-
19 outbreak caused by the novel coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2.  
 
This CDC Health Alert Network (HAN) Update provides updated guidance on evaluating and testing persons 
under investigation (PUIs) for COVID-19. It supersedes guidance provided in CDC’s HAN 427 distributed on 
February 1, 2020. 
 
The outbreak that began in Wuhan, Hubei Province, has now spread throughout China and to 46 other countries 


and territories, including the United States. As of February 27, 2020, there were 78,497 reported cases in China 


and 3,797 cases in locations outside China. In addition to sustained transmission in China, there is evidence of 


community spread in several additional countries. CDC has updated travel guidance to reflect this information 


(https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers/index.html).  


To date, there has been limited spread of COVID-19 in the United States. As of February 26, 2020, there were a 
total of 61 cases within the United States, 46 of these were among repatriated persons from high-risk settings. 
The other 15 cases were diagnosed in the United States; 12 were persons with a history of recent travel in China 
and 2 were persons in close household contact with a COVID-19 patient (i.e. person-to-person spread). One 
patient with COVID-19 who had no travel history or links to other known cases was reported on February 26, 
2020, in California. The California Department of Public Health, local health departments, clinicians, and CDC are 
working together to investigate this case and are identifying contacts with whom this individual interacted. 
 
CDC, state and local health departments, other federal agencies, and other partners have been implementing 
measures to slow and contain transmission of COVID-19 in the United States. These measures include 
assessing, monitoring, and caring for travelers arriving from areas with substantial COVID-19 transmission and 
identifying cases and contacts of cases in the United States.  
 
Recognizing persons at risk for COVID-19 is a critical component of identifying cases and preventing further 
transmission. With expanding spread of COVID-19, additional areas of geographic risk are being identified and 
PUI criteria are being updated to reflect this spread. To prepare for possible additional person-to-person spread of 
COVID-19 in the United States, CDC continues to recommend that clinicians and state and local health 
departments consider COVID-19 in patients with severe respiratory illness even in the absence of travel history to 
affected areas or known exposure to another case.   
 
Criteria to Guide Evaluation and Testing of Patients Under Investigation (PUI) for COVID-19 
Local or state health departments, in consultation with clinicians, should determine whether a patient is a PUI for 
COVID-19. The CDC clinical criteria for COVID-19 PUIs have been developed based on available information 
about this novel virus, as well as what is known about Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) 
(https://www.cdc.gov/sars/clinical/guidance.html) and Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) 
(https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/mers/interim-guidance.html#evaluation). These criteria are subject to change as 
additional information becomes available. 
 


 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers/index.html

https://www.cdc.gov/sars/clinical/guidance.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/mers/interim-guidance.html#evaluation





Clinical Features  Epidemiologic Risk 


Fever1 or signs/symptoms 
of lower respiratory illness 
(e.g., cough or shortness of 
breath) 


AND 


Any person, including 
healthcare personnel2, who 
has had close contact3 with 
a laboratory-confirmed4 
COVID-19 patient within 14 
days of symptom onset 


Fever1 and signs/symptoms 
of a lower respiratory illness 
(e.g., cough or shortness of 
breath) requiring 
hospitalization 


AND 


A history of travel from 
affected geographic areas5, 


within 14 days of symptom 
onset 
 


Fever1 with severe acute 
lower respiratory illness 
(e.g., pneumonia, ARDS 
(acute respiratory distress 
syndrome) requiring 
hospitalization and without 
an alternative explanatory 
diagnosis (e.g., influenza).6  


 
AND 


No identified source of 
exposure  


These criteria are intended to serve as guidance for evaluation. In consultation with public health departments, 
patients should be evaluated on a case-by-case basis to determine the need for testing. Testing may be 
considered for deceased persons who would otherwise meet the PUI criteria.   


1Fever may be subjective or confirmed. 


2 For healthcare personnel, testing may be considered if there has been exposure to a person with suspected 
COVID-19 without laboratory confirmation. Because of their often extensive and close contact with vulnerable 
patients in healthcare settings, even mild signs and symptoms (e.g., sore throat) of COVID-19 should be 
evaluated among potentially exposed healthcare personnel. Additional information is available in CDC’s Interim 
U.S. Guidance for Risk Assessment and Public Health Management of Healthcare Personnel with Potential 
Exposure in a Healthcare Setting to Patients with Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) 
(https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-risk-assesment-hcp.html). 


3Close contact is defined as— 


a) being within approximately 6 feet (2 meters) of a COVID-19 case for a prolonged period; close contact 
can occur while caring for, living with, visiting, or sharing a healthcare waiting area or room with a COVID-
19 case 


– or – 


b) having direct contact with infectious secretions of a COVID-19 case (e.g., being coughed on) 


If such contact occurs while not wearing recommended personal protective equipment (PPE) (e.g., 
gowns, gloves, NIOSH-certified disposable N95 respirator, eye protection), criteria for PUI consideration 
are met. 


Additional information is available in CDC’s updated Interim Healthcare Infection Prevention and Control 
Recommendations for Patients with Confirmed COVID-19 or Persons Under Investigation for COVID-19 in 
Healthcare Settings (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/infection-control/control-recommendations.html).  


Data to inform the definition of close contact are limited. Considerations when assessing close contact include the 
duration of exposure (e.g., longer exposure time likely increases exposure risk) and the clinical symptoms of the 
person with COVID-19 (e.g., coughing likely increases exposure risk, as does exposure to a severely ill patient). 
Special consideration should be given to healthcare personnel exposed in healthcare settings, as described in 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-risk-assesment-hcp.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/infection-control/control-recommendations.html





CDC’s Interim U.S. Guidance for Risk Assessment and Public Health Management of Healthcare Personnel with 
Potential Exposure in a Healthcare Setting to Patients with COVID-19 (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/hcp/guidance-risk-assesment-hcp.html).  


4Documentation of laboratory-confirmation of COVID-19 may not be possible for travelers or persons caring for 
COVID-19 patients in other countries. 


5Affected areas are defined as geographic regions where sustained community transmission has been identified.  
Relevant affected areas will be defined as a country with at least a CDC Level 2 Travel Health Notice. Current 
information is available in CDC’s COVID-19 Travel Health Notices (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/travelers). 


 6Category includes single or clusters of patients with severe acute lower respiratory illness (e.g., pneumonia, 
ARDS (acute respiratory distress syndrome) of unknown etiology in which COVID-19 is being considered.   


Recommendations for Reporting, Testing, and Specimen Collection 
Clinicians should immediately implement recommended infection prevention and control practices 
(https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/infection-control/control-recommendations.html) if a patient is 
suspected of having COVID-19. They should also notify infection control personnel at their healthcare facility and 
their state or local health department if a patient is classified as a PUI for COVID-19. State health departments 
that have identified a PUI or a laboratory-confirmed case should complete a PUI and Case Report form through 
the processes identified on CDC’s Coronavirus Disease 2019 website (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/php/reporting-pui.html). State and local health departments can contact CDC’s Emergency Operations 
Center (EOC) at 770-488-7100 for assistance with obtaining, storing, and shipping appropriate specimens to CDC 
for testing, including after hours or on weekends or holidays. Currently, diagnostic testing for COVID-19 is being 
performed at state public health laboratories and CDC. Testing for other respiratory pathogens should not delay 
specimen testing for COVID-19.   
 
For initial diagnostic testing for SARS-CoV-2, CDC recommends collecting and testing upper respiratory tract 
specimens (nasopharyngeal AND oropharyngeal swabs). CDC also recommends testing lower respiratory tract 
specimens, if available. For patients who develop a productive cough, sputum should be collected and tested for 
SARS-CoV-2. The induction of sputum is not recommended. For patients for whom it is clinically indicated (e.g., 
those receiving invasive mechanical ventilation), a lower respiratory tract aspirate or bronchoalveolar lavage 
sample should be collected and tested as a lower respiratory tract specimen. Specimens should be collected as 
soon as possible once a PUI is identified, regardless of the time of symptom onset. See Interim Guidelines for 
Collecting, Handling, and Testing Clinical Specimens from Patients Under Investigation (PUIs) for COVID-19 
(https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/lab/guidelines-clinical-specimens.html) and Biosafety FAQs for 
handling and processing specimens from suspected cases and PUIs (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/lab/biosafety-faqs.html). 
 
For More Information 
More information is available at the COVID-19 website: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html. 
 


The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) protects people's health and safety by preventing and controlling 


diseases and injuries; enhances health decisions by providing credible information on critical health issues; and promotes 


healthy living through strong partnerships with local, national, and international organizations. 


____________________________________________________________________________________ 


Categories of Health Alert Network messages:  
Health Alert  Requires immediate action or attention; highest level of importance 
Health Advisory May not require immediate action; provides important information for a specific incident or situation 
Health Update   Unlikely to require immediate action; provides updated information regarding an incident or situation 
HAN Info Service Does not require immediate action; provides general public health information 


  


##This message was distributed to state and local health officers, state and local epidemiologists, state and local 


laboratory directors, public information officers, epidemiologists, HAN coordinators, and clinician organizations## 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-risk-assesment-hcp.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-risk-assesment-hcp.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/infection-control/control-recommendations.html?CDC_AA_refVal=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fcoronavirus%2F2019-ncov%2Fhcp%2Finfection-control.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/reporting-pui.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/reporting-pui.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/lab/guidelines-clinical-specimens.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/lab/biosafety-faqs.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/lab/biosafety-faqs.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html
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MichieKJ@co.monterey.ca.us; Lindsey.Termini@countyofnapa.org;
Jenny.Vargas@countyofnapa.org; Beth.Grant@countyofnapa.org; ken.cutler@co.nevada.ca.us;
cindy.key@co.nevada.ca.us; cynthia.wilson@co.nevada.ca.us; mzahn@ochca.com;
mcheung@ochca.com; jjacobs@ochca.com; mmeulman@ochca.com; Goh, Ying-Ying
<ygoh@cityofpasadena.net>; Feaster, Matthew <mfeaster@cityofpasadena.net>; Diggs, Christine
<CDiggs@cityofpasadena.net>; Evangelista, Sharon <SEvangelista@cityofpasadena.net>; Hashimoto-
Raju, Lani <lhashimoto-raj@cityofpasadena.net>; aholland@placer.ca.gov; lvanzand@placer.ca.gov;
tinavenable@countyofplumas.com; bcole@rivcocha.org; kasiryeo@saccounty.net;
lawm@saccounty.net; lmello@cosb.us; diana.ibrahim@dph.sbcounty.gov;
sstrong@dph.sbcounty.gov; ruchi.pancholy@dph.sbcounty.gov; eric.mcdonald@sdcounty.ca.gov;
wilma.wooten@sdcounty.ca.gov; annie.kao@sdcounty.ca.gov; jeffrey.johnson@sdcounty.ca.gov;
Juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org; tomas.aragon@sfdph.org; diane.portnoy@sfdph.org;
brian.d.kim@sfdph.org; amie.dubois@sfdph.org; susan.philip@sfdph.org;
wayne.enanoria@sfdph.org; jmaghirang@sjcphs.org; vpehl@sjcphs.org; pborenstein@co.slo.ca.us;
cgaiger@co.slo.ca.us; FRosen@co.slo.ca.us; csallenave@smcgov.org; cbock@smcgov.org;
mgeltmaker@smcgov.org; jlinquist@smcgov.org; Paige.Batson@sbcphd.org;
Kelly.Debaene@santacruzcounty.us; amy.meza@santacruzcounty.us;
jessica.oltmanns@santacruzcounty.us; kramstrom@co.shasta.ca.us; cwood@co.shasta.ca.us;
mgroshong@co.shasta.ca.us; csutton-pado@sierracounty.ca.gov; sanseth@sierracounty.ca.gov;
emorgan@sierracounty.ca.gov; skolpacoff@co.siskiyou.ca.us; bharris@co.siskiyou.ca.us;
sdavis@co.siskiyou.ca.us; kvarga@co.siskiyou.ca.us; aosalvatierra@solanocounty.com;
MDAcosta@solanocounty.com; SENaramore@SolanoCounty.com; SJFuller@SolanoCounty.com;
Emely.Hernandez@sonoma-county.org; PHNurse@sonoma-county.org; Jvaishampayan@schsa.org;
BVassell@schsa.org; TFryer@schsa.org; dsanford@schsa.org; mheredia@co.sutter.ca.us;
adumaran@co.sutter.ca.us; dnagra@co.sutter.ca.us; mrodriguez@co.sutter.ca.us;
richard.wickenheiser@tchsa.net; michelle.schmidt@tchsa.net; katherina.martin@tchsa.net;
dolly.hopper@tchsa.net; minnie.sagar@tchsa.net; sloomis@co.shasta.ca.us;
cbrown@trinitycounty.org; khaught@tularehhsa.org; jrkempf@tularehhsa.org;
rbernstein@co.tuolumne.ca.us; pdenney@co.tuolumne.ca.us; robert.levin@ventura.org;
Hannah.edmondson@ventura.org; eva.reeder@ventura.org; Sandra.gipson@ventura.org;
megan.steffy@ventura.org; christopher.ornelas@ventura.org; FAgyin@ci.vernon.ca.us;
VPetrosyan@ci.vernon.ca.us; ron.chapman@yolocounty.org; anna.sutton@yolocounty.org;
Ada.barros@yolocounty.org; kristin.weivoda@yolocounty.org; Katie.Kelsch@yolocounty.org;
Haydee.Dabritz@yolocounty.org; Xee.Moua@yolocounty.org; hrice@co.yuba.ca.us;
dyork@co.yuba.ca.us; Duc.Vugia@cdph.ca.gov; Seema.Jain@cdph.ca.gov;
Akiko.Kimura@cdph.ca.gov; Amanda.Kamali@cdph.ca.gov; Robert.Snyder@cdph.ca.gov;
Alexander.Yu@cdph.ca.gov; Kentaro.Abe@cdph.ca.gov; Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov;
Sarah.New@cdph.ca.gov; Cora.Hoover@cdph.ca.gov; Sarah.Royce@cdph.ca.gov;
Cynthia.Yen@cdph.ca.gov; Rosie.Glenn-Finer@cdph.ca.gov; Erin.Murray@cdph.ca.gov;
Brooke.Bregman@cdph.ca.gov; Jill.Hacker@cdph.ca.gov; Juan.Ruiz@cdph.ca.gov;



Janice.Kim@cdph.ca.gov; Jane.Siegel@cdph.ca.gov; Erin.Epson@cdph.ca.gov; krose@sjcphs.org;
Rachel.McLean@cdph.ca.gov; Lauren.Stockman@cdph.ca.gov; aileen.arellano@phd.sccgov.org;
CAWu@SolanoCounty.com; jgarrison@countyofglenn.net; Eva.Weinstein@countyofnapa.org;
Erin.Gustafson@dph.sbcounty.gov; Samantha.Johnston@cdph.ca.gov; mromero@placer.ca.gov;
ksinel@placer.ca.gov; Robert.Schechter@cdph.ca.gov; Hannah.Volkman@cdph.ca.gov; Largusa, Ron
<RLargusa@co.humboldt.ca.us>; smtaylor@co.shasta.ca.us; sdmoore@co.shasta.ca.us;
rherrick@co.sutter.ca.us; kbaldwin@sjcphs.org; Maria.Morales@ventura.org;
Cecilia.LaRosa@ventura.org; Holly.Whittaker@co.nevada.ca.us; duwilson@ph.lacounty.gov;
George.Han@phd.sccgov.org; Brittany.Martin@cdph.ca.gov; Gib.Morrow@sonoma-county.org;
Shua.Chai@cdph.ca.gov; gbrodie@co.calaveras.ca.us; rverma@fresnocountyca.gov;
rvohra@fresnocountyca.gov; Tisha.Mitsunaga@cdph.ca.gov; DNagra@co.sutter.ca.us;
Sandy.Henley@santacruzcounty.us; Gail.Newel@santacruzcounty.us;
Jennifer.Herrera@santacruzcounty.us; Lynn.Brookes@lakecountyca.gov;
Simon.Paul@maderacounty.com; asisson@placer.ca.gov; Donna.Chin@countyofmerced.com;
John.Holguin@dph.sbcounty.gov; HarrisE@co.monterey.ca.us; Gonzales, Vivian
<vivgonzales@cityofpasadena.net>; rcurtis@smcgov.org; Kenneth.Bird@countyofmerced.com
Subject: FW: To send out to CACDC list
 
**CACDC: Please find COVID-19 materials attached. – Matt**
 
 
 
 

From: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 2:09 PM
To: Feaster, Matthew <mfeaster@cityofpasadena.net>
Subject: To send out to CACDC list
 

CAUTION: This email was delivered from the Internet. Do not click links or open attachments unless you know the
content is safe.

------------------------

New CDC HAN and slide set that can be freely used.  Thanks, Kathy
 

mailto:Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov
mailto:mfeaster@cityofpasadena.net


From: Weiss, Lara
To: Corrigan, Jeremy; Stephens, Michele; Frankovich, Teresa; Phillips, Hava; Dykehouse, Erica; Blanchard, Megan;

Hanson, Katie; Kelly, Katherine; Pereira, Sofia
Subject: FW: Update on COVID-19 Monitoring and Preparation (message from HSU)
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 11:43:51 AM

Here’s another one.

Maybe you already know about this…

 

Lara


 
---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Humboldt State University <no-reply@humboldt.edu>
Date: Thu, Feb 27, 2020, 12:14 PM
Subject: Update on COVID-19 Monitoring and Preparation
 

A Message from Humboldt State University

February 27, 2020

Update on COVID-19 Monitoring and Preparation

We understand members of the campus community have questions and
concerns about COVID-19. Because the situation is rapidly evolving and
there are still many unknowns, we have activated the Humboldt State
University Emergency Operations Center (EOC).

The EOC is a group of designated and trained staff who plan, prepare, and
respond to unexpected events that may affect daily operations of the campus.
Activating the EOC provides the University a centralized command structure
and, as close partners with state and local agencies, ensures information is
current and accurate.

Another group called the Pandemic Planning Committee (made up of campus
stakeholders) is in the process of discussing policy and business continuity
decisions in the event of a pandemic, as well.

mailto:LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:jcorrigan@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:edykehouse@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:MBlanchard@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:KKelly@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:spereira2@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:no-reply@humboldt.edu
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.humboldt.edu%2F&data=02%7C01%7Clweiss%40co.humboldt.ca.us%7C11a4ee4f20b54c4b278308d7bc860b9d%7Cc00ae2b64fe844f198637b1adf4b27cb%7C0%7C1%7C637185156224298110&sdata=ZY4A8lRdcRuZtSjIcsW6BnHQunJth9daNk7VNOkFxIw%3D&reserved=0


The University continues to monitor the situation, closely working with and
following stringent guidelines from the CDC, State of California, and
Humboldt County health agencies.

We ask the campus community to avoid making assumptions based on
someone’s identity, health condition, or rumors, and to stay informed.

Official information about COVID-19 relating to HSU will be available on the
University’s COVID-19 website. Check the CDC’s website and other credible
sites for health guidelines, travel advisories, and the latest information on the
virus.

Thank you for your patience during this evolving situation. We will continue to
share the latest information with the campus community as it becomes
available.

If you are ill and have traveled out of the country in the last two weeks
or if you have had close contact with a person known to be infected by
COVID-19:

·         Notify your local health care provider as soon as possible.
·         Stay home and do not come to campus for classes or for work.
·         Students with fevers, cough, or severe illness should call the Student

Health & Wellbeing Services team before visiting the Student Health
Center at 707-826-3146.

·         Staff and faculty should contact their healthcare providers or the
emergency room to seek medical attention as soon as possible.

Health Recommendations

·         Stay home if you are sick or have a fever. You should remain at home
until your fever is gone (without the use of fever-reducing medications)
for at least 24 hours.

·         Wash your hands frequently and avoid touching your face and eyes,
nose, mouth.

·         Routinely clean your home particularly for high touch surfaces like
doorknobs.

·         Consider limiting attendance at optional large gatherings because this
is where colds, flu, and other respiratory viral infections are spread.

Travel Guidelines and Advisory

·         Please be aware that travel to the entire country of China is not
authorized. Read the State Department bulletin for details on travel
restrictions.

·         Minimize unnecessary traveling. Consult the CDC or State Department

https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcovid19.humboldt.edu%2F&data=02%7C01%7Clweiss%40co.humboldt.ca.us%7C11a4ee4f20b54c4b278308d7bc860b9d%7Cc00ae2b64fe844f198637b1adf4b27cb%7C0%7C1%7C637185156224308100&sdata=nD3W%2FOkWZp1oKF4Rt7H0NDgtFwoeyXMvoKnJI%2FgtdRU%3D&reserved=0
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcovid19.humboldt.edu%2F&data=02%7C01%7Clweiss%40co.humboldt.ca.us%7C11a4ee4f20b54c4b278308d7bc860b9d%7Cc00ae2b64fe844f198637b1adf4b27cb%7C0%7C1%7C637185156224308100&sdata=nD3W%2FOkWZp1oKF4Rt7H0NDgtFwoeyXMvoKnJI%2FgtdRU%3D&reserved=0
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fcoronavirus%2F2019-ncov%2Findex.html&data=02%7C01%7Clweiss%40co.humboldt.ca.us%7C11a4ee4f20b54c4b278308d7bc860b9d%7Cc00ae2b64fe844f198637b1adf4b27cb%7C0%7C1%7C637185156224308100&sdata=YBi8mJAK81SRUNmInNUwpu7jAb2fDEziZn19fETJ97M%3D&reserved=0
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftravel.state.gov%2Fcontent%2Ftravel%2Fen%2Finternational-travel%2FInternational-Travel-Country-Information-Pages%2FChina.html&data=02%7C01%7Clweiss%40co.humboldt.ca.us%7C11a4ee4f20b54c4b278308d7bc860b9d%7Cc00ae2b64fe844f198637b1adf4b27cb%7C0%7C1%7C637185156224318093&sdata=SJ43YM5VtluSj5u25Y%2FMxmBb4Yp%2BRJ1oEkfQrzDP2j8%3D&reserved=0
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Ftravel.state.gov%2Fcontent%2Ftravel%2Fen%2Finternational-travel%2FInternational-Travel-Country-Information-Pages%2FChina.html&data=02%7C01%7Clweiss%40co.humboldt.ca.us%7C11a4ee4f20b54c4b278308d7bc860b9d%7Cc00ae2b64fe844f198637b1adf4b27cb%7C0%7C1%7C637185156224318093&sdata=SJ43YM5VtluSj5u25Y%2FMxmBb4Yp%2BRJ1oEkfQrzDP2j8%3D&reserved=0
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwwwnc.cdc.gov%2Ftravel%2Fnotices&data=02%7C01%7Clweiss%40co.humboldt.ca.us%7C11a4ee4f20b54c4b278308d7bc860b9d%7Cc00ae2b64fe844f198637b1adf4b27cb%7C0%7C1%7C637185156224338089&sdata=u%2B6RzafbBXM8XQwDr5eayOH9weY5FqVGSoKf85Ox2pw%3D&reserved=0


website for more information on travel recommendations.
·         Because the situation is fluid, any students, staff, and faculty who plan

to travel out of the country during spring break (March 16-20) are
urged to be aware of any travel restrictions.

 



From: Bronston, Aram, EMS
Subject: FW: White House news conference on Coronavirus- NEW TIME CHANGE AND LINK PROVIDED
Date: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 2:23:45 PM

FYSA….
 
Aram L. Bronston EMT-P
EMS Coordinator/RDMHS Region II
Alameda County Health Care Services Agency
1000 San Leandro Blvd., Ste#200
San Leandro,  CA  94577
Aram.bronston@acgov.org
510/618-2033 office
510/421-9340 cell
8816-32623882 iridium (emergency only)
http://ems.acgov.org/RDMHS-R2 (Resource & Reference Site)
 

 
 

From: JEOCUser54 [mailto:JEOCUser54@cdph.ca.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 14:22
Subject: White House news conference on Coronavirus- NEW TIME CHANGE AND LINK PROVIDED
 
Hello All,
 
The White House news conference has been moved to 3:30 PM PST. The calendar invite had
been updated with the new time and news link.
 
Thank You,

Alex Orozco
Logistics Section Coordinator
California Department of Public Health
Medical Health Coordination Center
Jeocuser54@cdph.ca.gov
916-210-1509

mailto:Aram.Bronston@acgov.org
mailto:Aram.bronston@acgov.org
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fems.acgov.org%2FRDMHS-R2&data=02%7C01%7Ctfrankovich%40co.humboldt.ca.us%7Ca98dff7d04f14a0793e308d7bb0a8939%7Cc00ae2b64fe844f198637b1adf4b27cb%7C0%7C1%7C637183526248205536&sdata=siqZ9MhEHM0HfNudTepolGQEtpwLNpoWNu8FIWXlHA0%3D&reserved=0
mailto:Jeocuser54@cdph.ca.gov


 

** This email was sent from an external source. If you do not know the sender, do not click on
links or attachments. **

 



From: Hanson, Katie
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: Health Alert to send out today
Date: Thursday, February 27, 2020 2:34:51 PM
Attachments: 2020 Health Alert - High Importance - COVID-19 - PUI Update - 02-27-2020.pdf

I’m working on the edits for the specimen collection – so it will look a tiny bit different after you read
this J
 
Katie Hanson, CDI
Communicable Disease Surveillance
Humboldt County Public Health
Desk: (707) 268-2153  Main Phone: (707)268-2182   
mailto:klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us
 

mailto:klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us



For any questions, call the Humboldt County 
Public Health Communicable Disease Program  
at (707) 268-2182 


 


 


      


 
   


 


 


 
 


Public Health Alert 
 


 Important  High Importance   Urgent  Emergency 
 


 
 
 


Facsimile Cover Page 


From:   Dr. Teresa Frankovich, Health Officer Phone #:    (707) 445-6201 


Subject: COVID-19 PUI Criteria UPDATE & 


Provider Guide 


Fax:    (707) 445-7346 


Page 1 of 6 Sent:  2/27/2020 
 


 


Attention: Office Manager 


Upon receipt of this fax: 
 


 Distribute copies to all your practitioners, medical support staff, and 
laboratory staff. 


 
Important Notice:  This communication, including any attachment, contains information that 
may be confidential or privileged, and is intended solely for the entity or individual to whom it 
is addressed.  If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender at the number 
above to report the error, and then destroy this information.  You are hereby notified that 
any disclosure, copying or distribution of this information is strictly prohibited and may result 
in criminal or civil charges.  Thank you. 


 







For any questions, call the Humboldt County 
Public Health Communicable Disease Program  
at (707) 268-2182 


 


 


 
HEALTH ADVISORY 


February 27th, 2020 
 


Currently, the US has 60 confirmed cases of COVID-19. Community level transmission is not occurring 


in the US at this time. As emphasized by the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the risk 


of exposure for US residents is currently low. To date, there has been one confirmed case of novel 


coronavirus in Humboldt County.  
 


 


As this global situation rapidly evolves, CDC continues to disseminate updated information and 


guidance for healthcare clinicians and Public Health professionals. In a previous update from CDC, 


Patients Under Investigation (PUI) criteria expanded to include patients with travel to mainland China 


– not strictly Hubei Province, China. In a further update to the PUI criteria, CDC deemed that severely 


ill patients could be considered for COVID-19 evaluation, even if a known source of exposure had not 


been identified. 
 


As of today, the CDC has expanded PUI criteria to include geographic areas with widespread or 


sustained community transmission. These areas include: China, Iran, Italy, Japan, and South Korea. 
 


 


Criteria to Guide Evaluation of PUI for COVID-19 
 Local health departments, in consultation with clinicians, should determine whether a patient is a PUI 


for COVID-2019. The CDC clinical criteria for COVID-19 PUIs have been developed based on available 


information about this novel virus, as well as what is known about Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) 


and Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS). These criteria are subject to change as additional information 


becomes available.     


Clinical Features AND Epidemiologic Risk 


Fever1 or signs/symptoms of lower 


respiratory illness (e.g. cough or 


shortness of breath) 
AND 


Any person, including health care 


workers2, who has had close contact3 


with a laboratory-confirmed4 COVID-


19 patient within 14 days of symptom 


onset 


Fever1 and signs/symptoms of a lower 


respiratory illness (e.g., cough or 


shortness of breath)  requiring 


hospitalization 


AND 


A history of travel from affected 


geographic areas5 (see below) within 


14 days of symptom onset 


Fever1 with severe acute lower 


respiratory illness (e.g., pneumonia, 


ARDS) requiring hospitalization4 and 


without alternative explanatory diagnosis 


(e.g., influenza)6 


AND 
No source of exposure has been 


identified 


The criteria are intended to serve as guidance for evaluation. In consultation with public health departments, 


patients should be evaluated on a case-by-case basis to determine the need for testing. Testing may be considered 


for deceased persons who would otherwise meet the PUI criteria. 


Continued on next page… 



https://www.cdc.gov/sars/

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/mers/

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/clinical-criteria.html#foot2

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/clinical-criteria.html#foot3

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/clinical-criteria.html#foot4

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/clinical-criteria.html#foot5

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/clinical-criteria.html#foot1

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/clinical-criteria.html#foot4

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/clinical-criteria.html#foot6





For any questions, call the Humboldt County 
Public Health Communicable Disease Program  
at (707) 268-2182 


 


 


 


Footnotes 


1Fever may be subjective or confirmed 


2For healthcare personnel, testing may be considered if there has been exposure to a person with 


suspected COVID-19 without laboratory confirmation 


3Close contact is defined as— 


a) being within approximately 6 feet (2 meters) of a COVID-19 case for a prolonged period of time; 


close contact can occur while caring for, living with, visiting, or sharing a healthcare waiting area or 


room with a COVID-19 case 


– or – 


b) having direct contact with infectious secretions of a COVID-19 case (e.g., being coughed on) 


If such contact occurs while not wearing recommended personal protective equipment or PPE (e.g., 


gowns, gloves, NIOSH-certified disposable N95 respirator, eye protection), criteria for PUI 


consideration are met. 


See CDC’s updated Interim Infection Prevention and Control Recommendations for Patients with 


Confirmed COVID-19 or Persons Under Investigation for COVID-19 in Healthcare Settings. 


Data to inform the definition of close contact are limited. Considerations when assessing close contact 


include the duration of exposure (e.g., longer exposure time likely increases exposure risk) and the 


clinical symptoms of the person with COVID-19 (e.g., coughing likely increases exposure risk as does 


exposure to a severely ill patient). Special consideration should be given to healthcare personnel 


exposed in healthcare settings as described in CDC’s Interim U.S. Guidance for Risk Assessment and 


Public Health Management of Healthcare Personnel with Potential Exposure in a Healthcare Setting to 


Patients with COVID-19. 


4Documentation of laboratory-confirmation of COVID-19 may not be possible for travelers or persons 


caring for COVID-19 patients in other countries. 


5Affected areas are defined as geographic regions where sustained community transmission has been 


identified. Relevant affected areas will be defined as a country with at least a CDC Level 2 Travel 


Health Notice. See all COVID-19 Travel Health Notices. 


6 Category includes single or clusters of patients with severe acute lower respiratory illness (e.g., 


pneumonia, ARDS) of unknown etiology in which COVID-19 is being considered. 


Continued on next page… 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/infection-control.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/infection-control.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-risk-assesment-hcp.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-risk-assesment-hcp.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-risk-assesment-hcp.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers/





For any questions, call the Humboldt County 
Public Health Communicable Disease Program  
at (707) 268-2182 


 


 


 
 
Helpful Links:  
 


CDC Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) Frequently Asked Questions and Answers 


Link: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/faq.html 


 


CDC Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) Cases In The US – Updated Feb. 26th   


Link: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-in-us.html 
 
 
California Department of Public Health (CDPH) 2019 Novel Coronavirus (2019-nCoV) 


webpage 


Link: 
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/Pages/Immunization/nCOV2019.aspx 
 
 
Coronavirus COVID-19 Global Cases by Johns Hopkins CSSE  


Link: 


https://gisanddata.maps.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd402


99423467b48e9ecf6 


 


Previous Public Health Broadcast Faxes including information on lab sample collection can 


be found at: 


Link: https://humboldtgov.org/2237/Provider-Communication-from-Public-Healt 
 
 


Communicable Disease Surveillance continues to be at the ready for any 
inquiries or concerns regarding COVID-19. Please call the main line at (707) 


268-2182 to report any suspected case of novel coronavirus. 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/faq.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-in-us.html

https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/Pages/Immunization/nCOV2019.aspx

https://gisanddata.maps.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6

https://gisanddata.maps.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6

https://humboldtgov.org/2237/Provider-Communication-from-Public-Healt





Flowchart to Identify and Assess 2019 Novel Coronavirus 
For the evaluation of patients who may be ill with or who may have been exposed to 
2019 Novel Coronavirus (2019-nCoV) 


 


 


A. 


Identify 
if in the past 14 days since first onset of symptoms a history of either 


Travel to a country with 
widespread or sustained 
community transmission: 


 


 OR





Close contact with 
a person known to have 
2019-nCoV illness* 


 * Documentation of laboratory-confirmation of 2019-nCoV may not be possible 
for travelers or persons caring for patients in other countries. For more clarification 
on the definition for close contact see CDC’s Interim Guidance for Healthcare 
Professionals: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/clinical-
criteria.html  


* 
Additional Considerations: 


On a case-by-case basis… 


Severely Ill 


 


Severely ill, hospitalized 
patients may be 


considered, even without 
clear exposure history 


B. 
AND the person has 


Fever or symptoms of lower respiratory illness 
(e.g., cough or shortness of breath) 


 







































 


If discharged to home 


 


 


1. 
Isolate 


 Place facemask on patient 
 Isolate the patient in a private room or a separate area (negative airflow room, if available) 
 Wear appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE) 


2. 


Assess clinical status 
 


EXAM 


Is fever present? 


 Subjective? 


 Measured?  °C/F 


Is respiratory illness present? 


 Cough? 


 Shortness of breath? 


3. 
Inform 


 Contact Public Health, during business hours, at (707) 268-2182 to report at-risk patients and 
their clinical status. After hours, contact the Health Officer through Sheriff’s Dispatch at   
(707) 445-7251 


 Consult with Public Health about need to collect specimens to test for 2019-nCoV (specimen 
collection guidance on reverse side of page) 


 Decide disposition 
 


Instruct patient 
 Home care guidance 
 Home isolation guidance 


Advise patient 
If the patient develops new or worsening fever or respiratory illness: 


 Call clinic to determine if reevaluation is needed 
 If reevaluation is needed call ahead and wear facemask 


 
* Documentation of laboratory-confirmation of 2019-nCoV may not be possible for travelers or persons caring for patients in other countries. For more 


 China 


 Iran 


 Italy 


 Japan 


 South 


Korea 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/clinical-criteria.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/clinical-criteria.html





Interim Guidelines for Collecting, Handling, and Testing Clinical Specimens from Persons 


Under Investigation (PUIs) for Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) 
 


Some Important Considerations 


Health care providers should contact their local health department immediately at (707) 268-2182, during 


normal business hours, to notify them of patients with fever and lower respiratory illness who traveled to 


mainland China within 14 days of symptom onset. Local and state public health staff will determine if the 


patient meets the criteria for a person under investigation (PUI) for COVID-19. After hours, contact the Health 


Officer through Sheriff’s Dispatch at (707) 445-7251. 


Clinical specimens should be collected from PUIs for routine testing of respiratory pathogens at 


either clinical or public health labs. Note: clinical laboratories should NOT attempt viral isolation from 


specimens collected from COVID-19 PUIs. 


Specimen Type and Priority 
For initial diagnostic testing for COVID-19, CDC recommends collecting and testing upper respiratory 


(nasopharyngeal AND oropharyngeal swabs), and lower respiratory (sputum, if possible) for those 


patients with productive coughs. Induction of sputum is not recommended. Specimens should be collected 


as soon as possible once a PUI is identified, regardless of the time of symptom onset. Maintain proper 


infection control when collecting specimens. 


 


General Guidelines 
Upper respiratory tract:  


Nasopharyngeal swab AND oropharyngeal swab (NP/OP swab) 
Use only synthetic fiber swabs with plastic shafts. Do not use calcium alginate swabs or swabs with wooden 


shafts, as they may contain substances that inactivate some viruses and inhibit PCR testing. Place swabs 


immediately into sterile tubes containing 2-3 ml of viral transport media. NP and OP specimens should be 


kept in separate vials. Refrigerate specimen at 2-8°C and contact Public Health, during business hours, at 


(707) 268-2182. 


Nasopharyngeal swab: Insert a swab into the nostril parallel to the palate. Leave the swab in place for a few 


seconds to absorb secretions. 


Oropharyngeal swab (e.g., throat swab): Swab the posterior pharynx, avoiding the tongue. 


Nasopharyngeal wash/aspirate or nasal aspirate 
Collect 2-3 mL into a sterile, leak-proof, screw-cap sputum collection cup or sterile dry container. Refrigerate 


specimen at 2-8°C and contact Public Health, during business hours, at (707) 268-2182. 
 


Lower respiratory tract: 


Bronchoalveolar lavage, tracheal aspirate 
Collect 2-3 mL into a sterile, leak-proof, screw-cap sputum collection cup or sterile dry container. Refrigerate 


specimen at 2-8°C and contact Public Health, during business hours, at (707) 268-2182. 


Sputum 
Have the patient rinse the mouth with water and then expectorate deep cough sputum directly into a sterile, 


leak-proof, screw-cap sputum collection cup or sterile dry container. Refrigerate specimen at 2-8°C and 


contact Public Health, during business hours, at (707) 268-2182. 
*Outside of business hours, contact the Health Officer through Sheriff’s Dispatch at (707) 445-7251* 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/clinical-criteria.html

https://www.cdc.gov/infectioncontrol/guidelines/isolation/index.html#a4

https://www.cdc.gov/infectioncontrol/guidelines/isolation/index.html#a4
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From: Miracle, Meriah
To: Stephens, Michele; Frankovich, Teresa; Muller, Heather; Messinger, Christine
Subject: Link to new CDC guidance for schools, childcare, etc.
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 1:40:23 PM

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/guidance-for-schools.html
 
Meriah Miracle
Public Education Officer
Humboldt County Department of Health & Human Services
707-441-5417
 

mailto:mmiracle@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/guidance-for-schools.html


From: Shruti Dhapodkar
To: Noemi Doohan; chris.farnitano@cchealth.org; LiHernandez@cityofberkeley.info; Travis Kusman;

erica.pan@acgov.org; david.goldstein@cchealth.org; mwillis@marincounty.org; LSantora@marincounty.org;
MorenoEL@co.monterey.ca.us; Karen.relucio@countyofnapa.org; tomas.aragon@sfdph.org;
susan.philip@sfdph.org; juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org; Scott Morrow; Harrison Steins;
Gail.Newel@santacruzcounty.us; bmatyas@solanocounty.com; celeste.philip@sonoma-county.org;
faye.deguzman@sfdph.org; sara.cody@phd.sccgov.org; doctormarty1@gmail.com; hotdoc1@aol.com; Bronston,
Aram, EMS; BTMatyas@solanocounty.com; Nicholas.Moss@acgov.org; kl.smith.md@gmail.com; Han, George;
Wu, Christine A.; Gary.Pace@lakecountyca.gov; Frankovich, Teresa; naveena.bobba@sfdph.org; Louise McNitt

Subject: MAC Notes 03-02-2020
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 6:21:50 PM
Attachments: Abaho MAC Notes 03-02-2020.docx

 
Hi All,
 
Please see attached the notes from the meeting today.
 
Thank you,
 

Shruti Dhapodkar, M.D.
Health Emergency Preparedness Manager
San Mateo County Emergency Medical Services
p: 650-573-3798 m: 309-361-5993
a: 801 Gateway Blvd, Second Floor, South San Francisco, CA 94080

http://www.smchealth.org/emergency-preparedness

 
 
 

mailto:sdhapodkar@smcgov.org
mailto:doohann@mendocinocounty.org
mailto:chris.farnitano@cchealth.org
mailto:LiHernandez@cityofberkeley.info
mailto:tkusman@smcgov.org
mailto:erica.pan@acgov.org
mailto:david.goldstein@cchealth.org
mailto:mwillis@marincounty.org
mailto:LSantora@marincounty.org
mailto:MorenoEL@co.monterey.ca.us
mailto:Karen.relucio@countyofnapa.org
mailto:tomas.aragon@sfdph.org
mailto:susan.philip@sfdph.org
mailto:juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org
mailto:SMorrow@smcgov.org
mailto:hsteins@smcgov.org
mailto:Gail.Newel@santacruzcounty.us
mailto:bmatyas@solanocounty.com
mailto:celeste.philip@sonoma-county.org
mailto:faye.deguzman@sfdph.org
mailto:sara.cody@phd.sccgov.org
mailto:doctormarty1@gmail.com
mailto:hotdoc1@aol.com
mailto:Aram.Bronston@acgov.org
mailto:Aram.Bronston@acgov.org
mailto:BTMatyas@solanocounty.com
mailto:Nicholas.Moss@acgov.org
mailto:kl.smith.md@gmail.com
mailto:George.Han@phd.sccgov.org
mailto:CAWu@SolanoCounty.com
mailto:Gary.Pace@lakecountyca.gov
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:naveena.bobba@sfdph.org
mailto:Louise.McNitt@cchealth.org
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.smchealth.org%2Femergency-preparedness&data=02%7C01%7Ctfrankovich%40co.humboldt.ca.us%7C93ffc0f70e29482fffd308d7bf19971e%7Cc00ae2b64fe844f198637b1adf4b27cb%7C0%7C1%7C637187989100107667&sdata=uX4x6nN7p2HpOoQzRdxxTiRkU7icOatHJ7GJ0dyX3CE%3D&reserved=0
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MAC Notes

March 2nd, 2020 

COVID-19

		County Name:

		Yes/No Attendance:

		PUI

		Confirmed Cases

		Low Risk/ Medium Risk/Travelers



		Alameda County

		Y

		9 (including 1 death)

		1

		>600



		City of Berkeley

		Y

		

		

		



		Contra Costa County

		Y

		

		0

		100



		Humboldt County

		N

		

		

		



		Lake County

		Y

		0

		0

		2



		Marin County

		Y

		0

		1 (from TAFB)

		0



		Mendocino County

		Y

		0

		0

		1



		Monterey County

		Y

		8

		0

		15



		Napa County

		Y

		0

		0

		A couple



		San Benito County

		Y

		0

		2

		0



		City and County of San Francisco

		Y

		>10

		0

		800



		San Mateo County

		Y

		5 (2 have died)

		2 (1 repatriated passenger, 1 had close contact with the healthcare system- community spread)

		300 (100 of which have been cleared)



		Santa Clara County 

		N

		

		

		



		Santa Cruz County

		Y

		0

		0

		10



		Solano County

		N

		

		

		



		Sonoma County

		N

		

		

		



		RDMHS

		N

		

		

		



		RDMHC

		Y

		

		

		





________________________________________________________________________

QUORUM PRESENT: YES/ NO

· Situational Update 

· Confirmed Cases

· 90,284 laboratory-confirmed cases internationally

· 62 cases- USA

· 3,085 Deaths

· 45,5814 Recovered

· Prioritization of Agenda

· School closures

· For next call

· What are ABAHOs resource needs, now and over the next few months

· If we are given funds how would we spend them



· Regional Public Health Messaging (Rohan)

· Not Discussed



· Emergency Declaration

· Marin to declare tomorrow to the board

· Santa Cruz declaring tomorrow to the board

· Berkeley declaring Wednesday, and to the council next week

· Contra Costa declaring to the board next Tuesday

· San Benito is not declaring

· Monterey not declaring but presenting to the board tomorrow

· Napa is not declaring yet 

· Lake is not declaring yet

· Mendocino is not declaring yet

· San Mateo is declaring both a local emergency and a local health emergency at the same time tomorrow

· San Francisco has declared local emergency

· Alameda has declared a health emergency and will need to renew it

· Santa Clara has declared a local health emergency

· Local Emergency vs Local Health Emergency

· Local health emergency is immediate and then can be ratified by the board

· Mostly around Health Officer powers to enforce

· Local Emergency is broad and requires Board approval

· Is supported by all aspects of government power, not just the Health Officer

· Case Contacts in Homeless (Gail Newel)

· How to quarantine

· Not Discussed



· EMS Dispatch Screening (Travis Kusman, Scott Morrow)

· Previously agreed to use screening questionnaires from international academy of emergency dispatch

· Regional Consensus

· Update EMS Dispatch to include countries in CDC travel notice in dispatch screening

· South Korea, China, Iran, Hong Kong, Italy, Japan



· Regional Testing Capacity (Gail Newel)

· Conversation around increasing the capacity/decreasing the requirements for testing

· Alameda County (criteria posted on slack)

· Fever

· Abnormal lung examination or x-ray

· Travel to affected areas

· San Mateo

· All of those who they are testing are seriously ill/ hospitalized already

· All tests performed need a CDC PUI number

· San Francisco

· Posting testing requirements to slack



· AFL by CDPH (Gail Newel)

· Not Discussed



· Clinical Expectation (Erica Pan)

· With the broadening of the definition for testing many calls came through with people requesting testing (for generally sick people) (calling in the middle of the night)

· San Mateo put a nurse in between dispatch and the Health Officer to field calls during the night

· Washington State released guidelines not to call between 5pm and 8am



· School Closure (Erica Pan)

· If a case is identified in a school would people recommend the closure of that school

· Marin would because the case would have been diagnosed after an interval of infectivity

· San Francisco would close the school and investigate more carefully to find how many people were symptomatic

· In the future when more testing is available this could change

· Reactive school closure- closing a school when a case is identified

· Monterey County would not close the singular school if a case was identified

· San Benito during H1N1 closed schools and found that the kids were still socializing with each other

· CDC still recommends that symptom onset date is date of infectivity- push to strict stay at home guidelines for kids with any illness?

· Currently no cohort of children that have been followed so do not currently have the body of evidence that children do not get as sick, or get more sick than other populations

· Santa Clara would close schools with one case

· Group belief that schools will close regardless of ABAHOs decision if they get a case

· Group Consensus

· ABAHO Counties agree to officially close a school if a case is confirmed in that school during the initial period of outbreak 

· Closure of the school would limit/decrease the school outbreak

· Need triggers for re-opening the schools

· School closure 14 days

· Admit students who have no symptoms/are healthy only back to school



· Mass Transit (Erica Pan)

· Process for communicating recommendations to mass transit authorities

· SF has a BART representative that sits in their EOC

· Tomas will find out what the best way to communicate with BART across the region is



· Non-Pharmacological Intervention



· Isolation and Quarantine

·  Not Discussed

· Inhibitions of Movement of People

· Not Discussed

· Event Closure

· Not Discussed

· Schools and University Guidance

· Not Discussed

· Social Distancing

· Not Discussed

· PPE Guidelines for Home Isolation

· Not Discussed



· Round Table



From: Teresa Frankovich
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Date: Thursday, February 27, 2020 6:46:49 AM
Attachments: jama_wu_2020_vp_200028.pdf

https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbc3-production-us-east-2.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com%2Fxr8zc7lhsece8qmrggh35m7e2z7p%3Fresponse-content-disposition%3Dinline%253B%2520filename%253D%2522jama_wu_2020_vp_200028.pdf%2522%253B%2520filename%252A%253DUTF-
8%2527%2527jama_wu_2020_vp_200028.pdf%26response-content-type%3Dapplication%252Fpdf%26X-Amz-Algorithm%3DAWS4-HMAC-SHA256%26X-Amz-Credential%3DAKIAJA4YU4LL6QTTS55A%252F20200227%252Fus-east-2%252Fs3%252Faws4_request%26X-Amz-Date%3D20200227T144449Z%26X-Amz-Expires%3D86400%26X-Amz-
SignedHeaders%3Dhost%26X-Amz-
Signature%3Df3fd287770ff23590a5d95637cd4e9c0916fd1e580d30e1f260381f38ca38f1b&amp;data=02%7C01%7Ctfrankovich%40co.humboldt.ca.us%7C260b7a58146e4e25c36708d7bb93cbbc%7Cc00ae2b64fe844f198637b1adf4b27cb%7C0%7C1%7C637184116089090698&amp;sdata=StZ3CnRQ44lEytlIaxPm7Iis8FNiH9zCb2CIRDx3CIk%3D&amp;reserved=0

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:tfrankovich@hline.org
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbc3-production-us-east-2.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com%2Fxr8zc7lhsece8qmrggh35m7e2z7p%3Fresponse-content-disposition%3Dinline%253B%2520filename%253D%2522jama_wu_2020_vp_200028.pdf%2522%253B%2520filename%252A%253DUTF-8%2527%2527jama_wu_2020_vp_200028.pdf%26response-content-type%3Dapplication%252Fpdf%26X-Amz-Algorithm%3DAWS4-HMAC-SHA256%26X-Amz-Credential%3DAKIAJA4YU4LL6QTTS55A%252F20200227%252Fus-east-2%252Fs3%252Faws4_request%26X-Amz-Date%3D20200227T144449Z%26X-Amz-Expires%3D86400%26X-Amz-SignedHeaders%3Dhost%26X-Amz-Signature%3Df3fd287770ff23590a5d95637cd4e9c0916fd1e580d30e1f260381f38ca38f1b&amp;data=02%7C01%7Ctfrankovich%40co.humboldt.ca.us%7C260b7a58146e4e25c36708d7bb93cbbc%7Cc00ae2b64fe844f198637b1adf4b27cb%7C0%7C1%7C637184116089090698&amp;sdata=StZ3CnRQ44lEytlIaxPm7Iis8FNiH9zCb2CIRDx3CIk%3D&amp;reserved=0
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbc3-production-us-east-2.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com%2Fxr8zc7lhsece8qmrggh35m7e2z7p%3Fresponse-content-disposition%3Dinline%253B%2520filename%253D%2522jama_wu_2020_vp_200028.pdf%2522%253B%2520filename%252A%253DUTF-8%2527%2527jama_wu_2020_vp_200028.pdf%26response-content-type%3Dapplication%252Fpdf%26X-Amz-Algorithm%3DAWS4-HMAC-SHA256%26X-Amz-Credential%3DAKIAJA4YU4LL6QTTS55A%252F20200227%252Fus-east-2%252Fs3%252Faws4_request%26X-Amz-Date%3D20200227T144449Z%26X-Amz-Expires%3D86400%26X-Amz-SignedHeaders%3Dhost%26X-Amz-Signature%3Df3fd287770ff23590a5d95637cd4e9c0916fd1e580d30e1f260381f38ca38f1b&amp;data=02%7C01%7Ctfrankovich%40co.humboldt.ca.us%7C260b7a58146e4e25c36708d7bb93cbbc%7Cc00ae2b64fe844f198637b1adf4b27cb%7C0%7C1%7C637184116089090698&amp;sdata=StZ3CnRQ44lEytlIaxPm7Iis8FNiH9zCb2CIRDx3CIk%3D&amp;reserved=0



Characteristics of and Important Lessons From
the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) Outbreak in China
Summary of a Report of 72 314 Cases From
the Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention


The Chinese Center for Disease Control and Preven-
tion recently published the largest case series to date of
coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) in mainland China
(72 314 cases, updated through February 11, 2020).1 This
Viewpoint summarizes key findings from this report and
discusses emerging understanding of and lessons from
the COVID-19 epidemic.


Epidemiologic Characteristics
of the COVID-19 Outbreak
Among a total of 72 314 case records (Box), 44 672
were classified as confirmed cases of COVID-19 (62%;
diagnosis based on positive viral nucleic acid test result
on throat swab samples), 16 186 as suspected cases
(22%; diagnosis based on symptoms and exposures
only, no test was performed because testing capacity is
insufficient to meet current needs), 10 567 as clinically
diagnosed cases (15%; this designation is being used in
Hubei Province only; in these cases, no test was per-
formed but diagnosis was made based on symptoms,
exposures, and presence of lung imaging features con-
sistent with coronavirus pneumonia), and 889 as
asymptomatic cases (1%; diagnosis by positive viral
nucleic acid test result but lacking typical symptoms
including fever, dry cough, and fatigue).1


Most case patients were 30 to 79 years of age
(87%), 1% were aged 9 years or younger, 1% were aged
10 to 19 years, and 3% were age 80 years or older.
Most cases were diagnosed in Hubei Province (75%)
and most reported Wuhan-related exposures (86%;
ie, Wuhan resident or visitor or close contact with
Wuhan resident or visitor). Most cases were classified
as mild (81%; ie, nonpneumonia and mild pneumonia).
However, 14% were severe (ie, dyspnea, respiratory
frequency �30/min, blood oxygen saturation �93%,
partial pressure of arterial oxygen to fraction of inspired
oxygen ratio <300, and/or lung infiltrates >50% within
24 to 48 hours), and 5% were critical (ie, respiratory
failure, septic shock, and/or multiple organ dysfunction
or failure) (Box).1


The overall case-fatality rate (CFR) was 2.3% (1023
deaths among 44 672 confirmed cases). No deaths oc-
curred in the group aged 9 years and younger, but cases
in those aged 70 to 79 years had an 8.0% CFR and
cases in those aged 80 years and older had a 14.8% CFR.
No deaths were reported among mild and severe cases.
The CFR was 49.0% among critical cases. CFR was el-
evated among those with preexisting comorbid condi-
tions—10.5% for cardiovascular disease, 7.3% for diabe-
tes, 6.3% for chronic respiratory disease, 6.0% for


hypertension, and 5.6% for cancer. Among the 44 672
cases, a total of 1716 were health workers (3.8%), 1080
of whom were in Wuhan (63%). Overall, 14.8% of con-
firmed cases among health workers were classified as
severe or critical and 5 deaths were observed.1


COVID-19 rapidly spread from a single city to
the entire country in just 30 days. The sheer speed of
both the geographical expansion and the sudden in-
crease in numbers of cases surprised and quickly over-
whelmed health and public health services in China, par-
ticularly in Wuhan City and Hubei Province. Epidemic
curves reflect what may be a mixed outbreak pattern,
with early cases suggestive of a continuous common
source, potentially zoonotic spillover at Huanan Sea-
food Wholesale Market, and later cases suggestive of a
propagated source as the virus began to be transmit-
ted from person to person (Figure 1).1


Comparison of COVID-19 With SARS and MERS
The current COVID-19 outbreak is both similar and dif-
ferent to the prior severe acute respiratory syndrome


Box. Key Findings From the Chinese Center
for Disease Control and Prevention Report


72 314 Cases (as of February 11, 2020)
• Confirmed cases: 44 672 (62%)
• Suspected cases: 16 186 (22%)
• Diagnosed cases: 10 567 (15%)
• Asymptomatic cases: 889 (1%)


Age distribution (N = 44 672)
• �80 years: 3% (1408 cases)
• 30-79 years: 87% (38 680 cases)
• 20-29 years: 8% (3619 cases)
• 10-19 years: 1% (549 cases)
• <10 years: 1% (416 cases)


Spectrum of disease (N = 44 415)
• Mild: 81% (36 160 cases)
• Severe: 14% (6168 cases)
• Critical: 5% (2087 cases)


Case-fatality rate
• 2.3% (1023 of 44 672 confirmed cases)
• 14.8% in patients aged �80 years (208 of 1408)
• 8.0% in patients aged 70-79 years (312 of 3918)
• 49.0% in critical cases (1023 of 2087)


Health care personnel infected
• 3.8% (1716 of 44 672)
• 63% in Wuhan (1080 of 1716)
• 14.8% cases classified as severe or critical


(247 of 1668)
• 5 deaths
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(SARS; 2002-2003) and Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS;
2012-ongoing) outbreaks. SARS was initiated by zoonotic transmis-
sion of a novel coronavirus (likely from bats via palm civets) in
markets in Guangdong Province, China. MERS was also traced
to zoonotic transmission of a novel coronavirus (likely from bats via
dromedary camels) in Saudi Arabia. All 3 viral infections commonly
present with fever and cough, which frequently lead to lower respi-
ratory tract disease with poor clinical outcomes associated with
older age and underlying health conditions. Confirmation of infec-
tion requires nucleic acid testing of respiratory tract samples
(eg, throat swabs), but clinical diagnosis may be made based on
symptoms, exposures, and chest imaging. Supportive care for
patients is typically the standard protocol because no specific
effective antiviral therapies have been identified.


The World Health Organization (WHO) declared the SARS out-
break contained on July 5, 2003. A total of 8096 SARS cases and
774 deaths across 29 countries were reported for an overall CFR of
9.6%. MERS is still not contained and is thus far responsible for
2494 confirmed cases and 858 deaths across 27 countries for a
CFR of 34.4%. Despite much higher CFRs for SARS and MERS,
COVID-19 has led to more total deaths due to the large number of
cases. As of the end of February 18, 2020, China has reported
72 528 confirmed cases (98.9% of the global total) and 1870
deaths (99.8% of the global total). This translates to a current
crude CFR of 2.6%. However, the total number of COVID-19 cases is
likely higher due to inherent difficulties in identifying and counting
mild and asymptomatic cases. Furthermore, the still-insufficient
testing capacity for COVID-19 in China means that many suspected
and clinically diagnosed cases are not yet counted in the
denominator.2 This uncertainty in the CFR may be reflected by the
important difference between the CFR in Hubei (2.9%) compared
with outside Hubei (0.4%).1,2 Nevertheless, all CFRs still need to be
interpreted with caution and more research is required.


Most secondary transmission of SARS and MERS occurred in
the hospital setting. Transmission of COVID-19 is occurring in this
context as well—3019 cases have been observed among health
workers as of February 11, 2020 (of whom there have been 1716
confirmed cases and 5 deaths).1 However, this is not a major means
of COVID-19 spread. Rather, it appears that considerable transmis-
sion is occurring among close contacts. To date, 20 provinces
outside of Hubei have reported 1183 case clusters, 88% of which
contained 2 to 4 confirmed cases. Of note, 64% of clusters docu-
mented thus far have been within familial households (Chinese
Center for Disease Control and Prevention presentation made to
the WHO Assessment Team on February 16, 2020). Thus, although
COVID-19 seems to be more transmissible than SARS and MERS, and
many estimates of the COVID-19 reproductive number (R0) have al-
ready been published, it is still too soon to develop an accurate R0


estimate or to assess the dynamics of transmission. More research
is needed in this area as well.


Response to the COVID-19 Epidemic
Since 2003, the Chinese government has improved its epidemic
response capacity. Some of these efforts are evident in the
response to COVID-19 (Figure 2). For example, in the 2002-2003
SARS outbreak, 300 cases and 5 deaths already had occurred by
the time China reported the outbreak to the WHO, whereas in the
COVID-19 outbreak, only 27 cases and zero deaths had occurred


when the WHO was notified (January 3, 2020) (Figure 2). From the
time of WHO notification, 2 months elapsed before SARS-CoV was
identified compared with only 1 week from the time of WHO notifi-
cation until 2019-nCoV was identified.


The timing of the COVID-19 outbreak, prior to China’s annual
Lunar New Year holiday, was an important factor as China consid-
ered how to respond to the outbreak. Culturally, this is the largest and
most important holiday of the year. It is the expectation that people
return to their family homes, which is the cause for the several bil-
lion person-trips made by residents and visitors during this time,
mostly on crowded planes, trains, and buses. Knowing this meant
each infected person could have numerous close contacts over a pro-
tracted time and across long distances, the government needed to
quickly act. However, it was not only the speed of the government’s
response, but also the magnitude of that response that were influ-
enced by the impending holiday travel time. Knowing that specific
treatment and prevention options, such as targeted antiviral drugs
and vaccines, were not yet available for COVID-19, China focused on
traditional public health outbreak response tactics—isolation, quar-
antine, social distancing, and community containment.3-5


Identified case patients with COVID-19 were immediately iso-
lated in designated wards in existing hospitals, and 2 new hospitals
were rapidly built to isolate and care for the increasing numbers of
cases in Wuhan and Hubei. People who had been in contact with
COVID-19 cases were asked to quarantine themselves at home or
were taken to special quarantine facilities, where they could be
monitored for onset of symptoms. Enormous numbers of large
gatherings were canceled, including all Lunar New Year celebra-
tions, and traffic in Wuhan and in cities across Hubei was restricted
and closely monitored. Virtually all transportation was subse-
quently restricted at a national level. All of these measures were
instituted to achieve social distancing. In addition, an estimated
40 million to 60 million residents of Wuhan and 15 other surround-
ing cities within Hubei Province were subjected to community con-
tainment measures. Although these types of traditional outbreak
response actions have been successfully used in the past, they
have never been executed on such a large scale.


There have been some questions about whether these actions
are reasonable and proportional responses to the outbreak. Some
have argued that a number of these approaches may infringe on the
civil liberties of citizens, and some of these measures have been re-
ferred to as “draconian.” However, it is not only individual rights that
must be considered. The rights of those who are not infected, but
at risk of infection, must be considered as well. Whether these ap-
proaches have been effective (eg, in terms of reduced infections and
deaths averted), and whether these potential benefits have out-
weighed the costs (eg, economic losses), will be debated for years.4,5


Next Steps
Importantly, another major goal of China’s current outbreak
response activities is to help “buy time” for science to catch up
before COVID-19 becomes too widespread. China must now focus
on adjusting tactics and strategies as new evidence becomes
available.3,6 Much remains to be done and many questions
remain unanswered. China is very grateful for the help it is receiv-
ing from the international scientific, health, and public health
communities. The global society is more interconnected than ever,
and emerging pathogens do not respect geopolitical boundaries.
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Proactive investment in public health infrastructure and capacity
is crucial to effectively respond to epidemics like COVID-19, and
it is critical to continue to improve international surveillance, coop-


eration, coordination, and communication about this major out-
break and to be even better prepared to respond to future new
public health threats.
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Figure 2. Timeline Comparing the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) and Coronavirus Disease 2019
(COVID-19) Outbreaks
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Dec 8: First case 
Onset of symptoms in first known casea of pneumonia with 
unknown etiology in Wuhan City, Hubei Province, China


Jan 7: New virus identified
Chinese scientists identify the pathogen 
as a novel coronavirus


Jan 30: WHO global alert
WHO declares a “public health 
emergency of international concern”
China


7736 confirmed cases 
170 deaths


Feb 20: Current status
China


74 675 confirmed cases 
2121 deaths


Dec 31: Reported to WHO
China reports a cluster of cases of pneumonia 
with unknown etiology in Wuhan to WHO
China


27 cases
0 deaths


Outside China
82 confirmed cases
0 deaths


Outside China
1073 confirmed cases
8 deaths


Nov 16: First case 
First known casea of atypical pneumonia 
in Foshan City, Guangdong Province, China


Mar 12: WHO global alert
WHO issues a global alert on 
“cases of severe respiratory illness 
[that] may spread to hospital staff”


Jul 5: Final status
WHO declares worldwide containment
China


5327 cases 
349 deaths


Feb 11: Reported to WHO
China reports an outbreak 
of acute respiratory symptoms 
in Guangdong to WHO
China


300 cases
5 deaths


Outside China
2769 cases
425 deaths


Apr 16: New virus identified
WHO scientists identify the pathogen 
as a novel coronavirus


May 28: >8000 cumulative cases worldwide


Apr 28: >5000 cumulative cases worldwide


Apr 2: >2000 cumulative cases worldwide


SARS outbreak 2002-2003 COVID-19 outbreak 2019-2020


The timeline of events for the SARS
outbreak (left) from first case to final
worldwide containment. The timeline
of events for the COVID-19 outbreak
(right) from the onset of symptoms
for the first case on December 8,
2019, to status on February 20,
2020. Over the course of the first
2 months, more than 70 000 cases
have been confirmed and many more
are suspected. WHO indicates World
Health Organization.
a Identified later retrospectively.
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California Department of Public Health 
Outpatient Healthcare Facility Infection Control Recommendations 


for Suspect COVID-19 Patients, February 28, 2020 


Suspect COVID-19 infection in patients with: fever or signs/symptoms of respiratory 
illness AND a history in the prior 14 days of contact with a laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 
case or travel to an affected country or area as per the latest CDC recommendations. 


If COVID-19 infection is suspected, please use the infection control measures below. 


Planning ahead: If an outpatient facility can reasonably expect to evaluate suspect 
COVID-19 patients, the facility should be prepared to do so. Preparedness activities 
include: 


• Ensuring that sufficient patient care staff have been fit-tested for the N95 respirator that 
will be used. 


• Ensuring that N95 respirators, gowns, gloves, and eye protection (face shield or 
goggles) are available. 


• Ensuring that synthetic fiber swabs with plastic shafts and sterile tubes containing 2-3 
ml of viral transport media are available for specimen collection. 


• Knowing how to contact your local health department if you suspect COVID-19 in a 
patient. 


Facilities without an airborne infection isolation room (AIIR) 


1. If patient calls facility BEFORE arrival AND COVID-19 infection is suspected 
a. Refer patient to facility with an AIIR, if possible (know where such facilities are in 


your area). Before referring patient to another facility, contact facility to ensure that 
they can safely evaluate patient. 


b. If referral elsewhere is not possible and medical evaluation is necessary, but not 
urgent, try to: 
i. Schedule the patient at the end of the day when few staff and no other patients 


are present; or 
ii. Evaluate patient and collect specimens (if necessary) in patient’s car, or 


otherwise outside of facility. See below for personal protective equipment (PPE) 
needed. 


c. Ask patient to call after arrival at facility but before entering the facility. 
i. If patient can’t be roomed immediately, ask patient to wait outside facility, call 


patient when room is available, and meet patient prior to facility entry to provide 
patient a surgical mask to put on before entry. 


ii. If patient cannot wear a surgical mask, other practical means of source 
containment should be implemented (e.g., place a blanket loosely over the 
heads of infants and young children suspected to have COVID-19 as they transit 
through common areas). 


d. Prior to interacting with patient inside or outside the facility, staff should don PPE for 
Standard, Contact, and Airborne Precautions, plus eye protection, i.e., N95 
respirator or powered air purifying respirator (PAPR), face shield or goggles, gown 
and gloves. 


e. Bypass the waiting area if possible, and do not allow patient to remain in the waiting 
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area or other common areas. 
f. Immediately place patient in a private room and keep the door closed. 
g. Only essential staff should be in the room. 
h. Patient should be immediately evaluated for clinical signs and symptoms of COVID-


19. If the patient fits the current COVID-19 Person Under Investigation (PUI) criteria, 
or if the patient’s PUI status is unclear, consult the Local Health Department to 
determine if testing for COVID-19 is indicated and for support in submitting 
specimens if testing will be performed. 


i. Limit transport and movement of the masked patient outside of the room to 
medically-essential purposes or discharge. 


2. If patient does NOT call before entering facility AND COVID-19 infection is 
suspected 
a. Mask patient immediately when COVID-19 is suspected. 
b. If patient cannot wear a mask, other practical means of source containment should 


be implemented, e.g., place a blanket loosely over the heads of infants and young 
children suspected to have COVID-19 while they are transiting through common 
areas. 


c. Do not allow patient to remain in the waiting area or other common areas; if patient 
cannot be transferred to a facility with an AIIR or roomed immediately have patient 
wait in car or otherwise outside of facility, call patient when room is available, and 
meet patient at facility entry. 


d. Follow steps 1. d - i above. 


3. If COVID-19 is suspected AND facility has an airborne infection isolation room 
(AIIR) 
a. Mask the patient immediately when COVID-19 is suspected, preferably before 


facility entry. 
b. If patient cannot wear a surgical mask, other practical means of source containment 


should be implemented (e.g., place a blanket loosely over the heads of infants and 
young children suspected to have COVID-19 while they are transiting through 
common areas). 


c. Do not allow patient to remain in the waiting area or other common areas; if patient 
cannot be roomed immediately have patient wait in car or otherwise outside of 
facility, call patient when AIIR is available, and meet patient at facility entry. 


d. Follow steps 1. d - e above. 
e. Immediately place patient in AIIR and close the door. 
f. Follow steps 1. g - i above. 
g. Patient may remove mask when in AIIR but should don mask again prior to leaving 


the room when being transported within the facility, when receiving care in other 
parts of the facility, during transit to another facility, and when exiting the facility 
after discharge. 


Avoid Performing Aerosol-Generating Procedures 
Some procedures performed on known or suspected COVID-19 patients could generate 
infectious aerosols. Procedures that are likely to produce aerosols, e.g., nebulizer 
treatment, sputum induction and open suctioning of airways should be avoided if possible, 
and if performed, should be performed cautiously. 
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If such procedures must be performed they should take place in an AIIR, and staff should 
use gown, gloves, eye protection, and a PAPR as respiratory protection per the CalOSHA 
Aerosol Transmissible Diseases Standard. If need for procedure is urgent, and an AIIR is 
not available, patient should be in private room with door closed, and the PPE above 
should be used. In addition, the number of staff present during the procedure should be 
limited to those essential for patient care and procedural support. 


4. If testing for COVID-19 is approved, obtain respiratory samples from PUI per 
current CDC guidance 
a. All PUIs: Collect two upper respiratory samples. 


i. Nasopharyngeal (NP) swab AND oropharyngeal (OP) swab*. 
ii. Use only synthetic fiber swabs with plastic shafts. Do not use calcium alginate 


swabs or swabs with wooden shafts, as they may contain substances that inhibit 
PCR testing. 


iii. Place swabs immediately into sterile tubes containing 2-3 ml of viral transport 
media. NP and OP specimens should be kept in separate vials. Refrigerate 
specimens at 2-8°C and ship overnight to testing lab on ice pack. 


b. PUIs with lower respiratory tract symptoms only: Collect lower respiratory tract 
specimen only if clinically appropriate. 
i. Non-induced sputum or other lower respiratory tract specimens, such as 


bronchoalveolar lavage and tracheal aspirate (unlikely to be performed in 
outpatient setting). 


c. To rule out other potential viral pathogens, collect additional NP swab for viral 
respiratory panel PCR testing, if possible. Do not perform non-PCR based influenza 
testing, i.e., rapid influenza diagnostic tests, as results are not reliable. 


*NP wash/aspirate or nasal aspirate are also acceptable; collect 2-3 mL into a sterile, leak-
proof, screw-cap sputum collection cup or sterile dry container. Refrigerate sample at 2-
8°C and ship overnight to testing lab on ice pack. 


5. For all PUIs 
a. Immediately report all suspect COVID-19 patients to your local health department. 
b. When evaluation is complete, determine next steps for disposition and possible 


isolation with guidance of LHD, based on clinical needs of patient. 
c. Depending on the number of air changes per hour (see Table below), do not use or 


clean and disinfect the examination room for up to one hour after the suspect 
COVID-19 patient leaves. If the number of air changes per hour is not known, do 
not use the examination room for one hour after the suspect COVID-19 patient 
leaves. 


d. After room has been empty for appropriate time period, use routine procedures to 
clean and disinfect room. Those performing this task should wear a disposable 
gown and gloves. A face shield or facemask and goggles should also be worn if 
splashes or sprays during cleaning are anticipated. 


e. Notify any location where the patient is being transferred or referred for additional 
clinical evaluation or laboratory testing about the patient’s suspect COVID-19 
status. Do not refer such patients to other locations unless appropriate infection 
control measures can be implemented. 


f. Instruct suspect COVID-19 patients and exposed persons to inform all healthcare 
providers of the possibility of COVID-19 infection prior to entering a healthcare 
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facility so that appropriate infection control precautions can be implemented. 
g. If a suspect COVID-19 patient is confirmed as a case, all patients, visitors and staff 


who were in the same area during the time the case was in your facility and for up 
to one hour after the case left the area (see Table below) will need to be assessed 
for risk of exposure even if case was masked. 


h. If it will be difficult to identify potentially exposed staff and patients later, make note 
of staff and patients who will need to be identified if the suspect COVID-19 patient is 
found to be a case. 


For more information on COVID-19, please see:  
• CDC COVID-19 Information for Healthcare Professionals 
• CDPH Immunization Branch COVID-19: What You Need to Know 


Table. Air changes/hour (ACH) and time required for airborne-contaminant removal 
by efficiency* 


ACH 


Time (minutes) required for 
removal 


99% efficiency 


Time (minutes) required for 
removal 


99.9% efficiency 


2 138 207 


4 69 104 


6+ 46 69 


8 35 52 


10+ 28 41 


12+ 23 35 


15+ 18 28 


20 14 21 


50 6 8 


* https://www.cdc.gov/infectioncontrol/guidelines/environmental/appendix/air.html#tableb1 
+ Denotes frequently cited ACH for patient-care areas. 


Additional information: 
• Ventilation requirements for areas affecting patient care in hospitals and outpatient 


facilities 
https://www.cdc.gov/infectioncontrol/guidelines/environmental/appendix/air.html#tableb 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
February 26, 2020
PH20-006
CONTACT: Corey Egel | 916.440.7259 | CDPHpress@cdph.ca.gov
 

CDC Confirms Possible First Instance of 
COVID-19 Community Transmission in California

SACRAMENTO – The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention today confirmed a possible first case of person-to-
person transmission of COVID-19 in California in the general public. The individual is a resident of Solano County and is
receiving medical care in Sacramento County. The individual had no known exposure to the virus through travel or close contact
with a known infected individual.

California has a strong health care system and public health infrastructure. California has prepared for the potential spread of
diseases, such as H1N1, in the past and is prepared and actively responding to the potential community spread of COVID-19.
Contact tracing in this case has already begun.

The health risk from novel coronavirus to the general public remains low at this time. While COVID-19 has a high transmission
rate, it has a low mortality rate. From the international data we have, of those who have tested positive for COVID-19,
approximately 80 percent do not exhibit symptoms that would require hospitalization. There have been no confirmed deaths
related to COVID-19 in the United States to date. California is carefully assessing the situation as it evolves.

“Keeping Californians safe and healthy is our number one priority,” said Dr. Sonia Angell, Director of the California Department
of Public Health and State Public Health Officer. “This has been an evolving situation, which California has been monitoring and
responding to since COVID-19 cases first emerged in China last year. This is a new virus, and while we are still learning about
it, there is a lot we already know. We have been anticipating the potential for such a case in the U.S., and given our close
familial, social and business relationships with China, it is not unexpected that the first case in the U.S. would be in California.
That’s why California has been working closely with federal and local partners, including health care providers and hospitals,
since the outbreak was first reported in China -- and we are already responding.”

As in any public health emergency, the Department of Public Health's Emergency Operations Center has been actively
coordinating response efforts across the state and preparing for possible community transmission. California continues to
prepare and respond in coordination with federal and local partners.

This would be the first known instance of person-to-person transmission in the general public in the United States. Previously
known instances of person-to-person transmission in the United States include one instance in Chicago, Illinois, and one in San
Benito County, California. Both cases were after close, prolonged interaction with a family member who returned from Wuhan,
China and had tested positive for COVID-19, the disease caused by novel coronavirus. As of today, including this case,
California has had 7 travel-related cases, one close contact case, and now one community transmission.

As with any virus, especially during the flu season, the Health Department reminds you there are a number of steps you can
take to protect your health and those around you:

Washing hands with soap and water.

Avoiding touching eyes, nose or mouth with unwashed hands.

Avoiding close contact with people who are sick are all ways to reduce the risk of infection with a number of different
viruses.

Staying away from work, school or other people if you become sick with respiratory symptoms like fever and cough.

The California Department of Public Health will not be providing additional information about this patient due to patient
confidentiality. For more information about novel coronavirus, please visit the CDPH website.

www.cdph.ca.gov
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
February 26, 2020 
PH20-006 
CONTACT: Corey Egel | 916.440.7259 | CDPHpress@cdph.ca.gov 
 


CDC Confirms Possible First Instance of  


COVID-19 Community Transmission in California 


SACRAMENTO – The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention today 
confirmed a possible first case of person-to-person transmission of COVID-19 in 
California in the general public. The individual is a resident of Solano County and is 
receiving medical care in Sacramento County. The individual had no known exposure to 
the virus through travel or close contact with a known infected individual. 


California has a strong health care system and public health infrastructure. California 
has prepared for the potential spread of diseases, such as H1N1, in the past and is 
prepared and actively responding to the potential community spread of COVID-19. 
Contact tracing in this case has already begun. 


The health risk from novel coronavirus to the general public remains low at this time. 
While COVID-19 has a high transmission rate, it has a low mortality rate. From the 
international data we have, of those who have tested positive for COVID-19, 
approximately 80 percent do not exhibit symptoms that would require hospitalization. 
There have been no confirmed deaths related to COVID-19 in the United States to date. 
California is carefully assessing the situation as it evolves. 


“Keeping Californians safe and healthy is our number one priority,” said Dr. Sonia 
Angell, Director of the California Department of Public Health and State Public Health 
Officer. “This has been an evolving situation, which California has been monitoring and 
responding to since COVID-19 cases first emerged in China last year. This is a new 
virus, and while we are still learning about it, there is a lot we already know. We have 
been anticipating the potential for such a case in the U.S., and given our close familial, 
social and business relationships with China, it is not unexpected that the first case in 
the U.S. would be in California. That’s why California has been working closely with 
federal and local partners, including health care providers and hospitals, since the 
outbreak was first reported in China -- and we are already responding.” 


As in any public health emergency, the Department of Public Health's Emergency 
Operations Center has been actively coordinating response efforts across the state and 
preparing for possible community transmission. California continues to prepare and 
respond in coordination with federal and local partners. 


News Release 
CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH  
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This would be the first known instance of person-to-person transmission in the general 
public in the United States. Previously known instances of person-to-person 
transmission in the United States include one instance in Chicago, Illinois, and one in 
San Benito County, California. Both cases were after close, prolonged interaction with a 
family member who returned from Wuhan, China and had tested positive for COVID-19, 
the disease caused by novel coronavirus. As of today, including this case, California 
has had 7 travel-related cases, one close contact case, and now one community 
transmission.  


As with any virus, especially during the flu season, the Health Department reminds you 
there are a number of steps you can take to protect your health and those around you: 


• Washing hands with soap and water. 


• Avoiding touching eyes, nose or mouth with unwashed hands. 


• Avoiding close contact with people who are sick are all ways to reduce the risk of 
infection with a number of different viruses. 


• Staying away from work, school or other people if you become sick with 
respiratory symptoms like fever and cough. 


The California Department of Public Health will not be providing additional information 
about this patient due to patient confidentiality. For more information about novel 
coronavirus, please visit the CDPH website. 
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From: Hanson, Katie
To: Phillips, Hava; Dykehouse, Erica; Kelly, Katherine; Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: OMG - I was trying to make this email concise... Risk Categories & Monitoring Recommendations
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 11:55:05 AM

Recommendations for Exposure Risk Management
·        Travelers who have been in Hubei Province in the previous 14 days are reasonably believed

to have a high risk of exposure to COVID-19 based on the scope and magnitude of the
epidemic in that area. These travelers should be managed as having high-risk exposure.

 
·        CDC has assigned a medium-risk level to travelers from mainland China outside Hubei

Province who have no known high-risk exposures

 
 
Contacts of Asymptomatic People Exposed to COVID-19
CDC does not recommend testing, symptom monitoring or special management for people exposed
to asymptomatic people with potential exposures to SARS-CoV-2 (such as in a household), i.e.,
“contacts of contacts;” these people are not considered exposed to SARS-CoV-2.
 
 

Summary of CDC Recommendations for Management of Persons with
Potential COVID-19 Exposure by Risk Level and Symptoms

 

Risk levels for travel-associated and community settings
Symptomatic:

·        High Risk = Medical Evaluation is recommended
o   Movement Restrictions = Immediate Isolation

·        Medium Risk = Medical Evaluation & care should be guided by clinical
presentation

o   Movement Restrictions = Immediate Isolation
·        Low Risk = Person should seek health advice to determine if medical

evaluation is needed
o    Movement Restrictions = Recommendation to avoid contact with

others and public activities while symptomatic
·        No Identifiable Risk = Routine Medical Care

o   Movement Restrictions =  No Restriction
Asymptomatic:

·        High Risk = Remain quarantined (voluntary or under public health orders)
o    Monitoring = Daily Active Monitoring

·        Medium Risk = Remain home, avoid congregate settings, practice social
distancing

mailto:klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:edykehouse@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:KKelly@co.humboldt.ca.us
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o   Travelers from mainland China outside Hubei Province with no known
high-risk exposure
§  Monitoring = Self-monitoring with Public Health supervision

o   All others in this category
§  Monitoring = Active Monitoring

·        Low Risk = No Restriction
o   Monitoring = Self-Observation

·        No Identifiable Risk = No Restriction
o   Monitoring = None

 
Interim U.S. Guidance for Risk Assessment and Public Health Management of

Healthcare Personnel with Potential Exposure in a Healthcare Setting
to Patients with Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)
 
For this guidance high-risk exposures refer to HCP who performed or were present in
the room for procedures that generate aerosols or during which respiratory secretions are
likely to be poorly controlled (e.g., cardiopulmonary resuscitation, intubation, extubation,
bronchoscopy, nebulizer therapy, sputum induction) on patients with COVID-19 when the
healthcare providers’ eyes, nose, or mouth were not protected.
 

Medium-risk exposures generally include HCP who had prolonged close contact with
patients with COVID-19 where HCP mucous membranes or hands were exposed to material
potentially infectious with COVID-19.  These exposures could place the exposed HCP at risk
of developing disease that is less than that described under high-risk.
 
Proper adherence to currently recommended infection control practices, including all
recommended PPE, should protect HCP having prolonged close contact with patients

infected with COVID-19. However, HCP in this category are classified as having low-risk
to account for any inconsistencies in use or adherence that could result in unrecognized
exposures.
 
HCP with no direct patient contact and no entry into active patient management areas who
adhere to routine safety precautions are not considered to have a risk of exposure to

COVID-19 (i.e., they have no identifiable risk.)
 
Currently the guidance is intended to apply to HCP with potential exposure in a healthcare setting to
patients with confirmed COVID-19. However, HCP exposures will commonly involve a PUI who is
awaiting testing. Implementation of the monitoring and work restrictions described in this guidance
could be applied to HCP exposed to a PUI if test results for the PUI are not expected to return within



48 to 72 hours. A record of HCP exposed to the PUI should still be maintained and HCP should be
encouraged to perform self- monitoring while awaiting test results. If the results will be delayed more
than 72 hours or the patient is positive for COVID-19 then all monitoring and work restrictions
described in this document should be followed.
 

Epidemiologic Risk Classification1 for Asymptomatic Healthcare
Personnel Following Exposure to Patients with Coronavirus Disease 2019
(COVID-19) Infection or their Secretions/Excretions in a Healthcare Setting,
and their Associated Monitoring and Work Restriction Recommendations
The distinction between the high- and medium-risk exposures in this document is somewhat
artificial as they both place HCP at risk for developing infection; therefore the recommendations
for active monitoring and work restrictions are the same for these exposures.  However, these
risk categories were created to align with risk categories described in the Interim US Guidance for
Risk Assessment and Public Health Management of Persons with Potential Coronavirus Disease
2019 (COVID-19) Exposure in Travel-associated or Community Settings, which outlines criteria for
quarantine and travel restrictions specific to high-risk exposures. Refer to that Interim Guidance
for information about the movement, public activity and travel restrictions that apply to the HCP
included here.
 
The highest risk exposure category that applies should be used to guide monitoring and work
restrictions.
 

Exposure Risk Factors: HCP (with unprotected eyes, nose, or mouth)2 who perform or are
present in the room for a procedure likely to generate higher concentrations of respiratory
secretions or aerosols (e.g., cardiopulmonary resuscitation, intubation, extubation,
bronchoscopy, nebulizer therapy, sputum induction).
Exposure Category: High
Recommended Monitoring: Active
Work Restrictions for Asymptomatic HCW: Exclude from work for 14 days after last
exposure
 
Exposure Risk Factors: HCP who perform or are present in the room for a procedure likely
to generate higher concentrations of respiratory secretions or aerosols (e.g.,
cardiopulmonary resuscitation, intubation, extubation, bronchoscopy, nebulizer therapy,
sputum induction) and not using a gown and gloves.
Note: If the HCP’s eyes, nose, or mouth were also unprotected they would fall into the
high-risk category above
Exposure Category: Medium
Recommended Monitoring: Active
Work Restrictions for Asymptomatic HCW: Exclude from work for 14 days after last
exposure

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/risk-assessment.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/risk-assessment.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/risk-assessment.html


 
Exposure Risk Factors: HCP (with unprotected eyes, nose, or mouth)2 who have prolonged
close contact with a patient who was not wearing a facemask.
Note: A respirator confers a higher level of protection than a facemask.  However, they are
group together in this scenario because (even if a respirator or facemask was worn) the
eyes remain uncovered while having prolonged close contact with a patient who was not
wearing a facemask.
Exposure Category: Medium
Recommended Monitoring: Active
Work Restrictions for Asymptomatic HCW: Exclude from work for 14 days after last
exposure
 
Exposure Risk Factors: HCP (with unprotected eye, nose, and mouth)2 who have prolonged
close contact with a patient who was wearing a facemask.
Exposure Category: Medium
Recommended Monitoring: Active
Work Restrictions for Asymptomatic HCW: Exclude from work for 14 days after last
exposure
 
Exposure Risk Factors: HCP (not wearing gloves) who have direct contact with the
secretions/excretions of a patient and the HCP failed to perform immediate hand hygiene
Note: If the HCP performed hand hygiene immediately after contact, this would be
considered low risk.
Exposure Category: Medium
Recommended Monitoring: Active
Work Restrictions for Asymptomatic HCW: Exclude from work for 14 days after last
exposure
 
Exposure Risk Factors: HCP wearing a facemask or respirator only who have prolonged
close contact with a patient who was wearing a facemask
Note: A respirator confers a higher level of protection than a facemask.  However, they are
grouped together in this scenario and classified as low-risk because the patient was
wearing a facemask for source control.
Exposure Category: Low
Recommended Monitoring: Self with delegated supervision
Work Restrictions for Asymptomatic HCW: None
 
Exposure Risk Factors: HCP using all recommended PPE (i.e., a respirator, eye protection,
gloves and a gown) while caring for or having contact with the secretions/excretions of a
patient
Exposure Category: Low



Recommended Monitoring: Self with delegated supervision
Work Restrictions for Asymptomatic HCW: None
 
Exposure Risk Factors: HCP (not using all recommended PPE) who have brief interactions
with a or patient regardless of whether patient was wearing a facemask (e.g., brief
conversation at a triage desk; briefly entering a patient room but not having direct contact
with the patient or their secretions/excretions; entering the patient room immediately
after they have been discharged)
Exposure Category: Low
Recommended Monitoring: Self with delegated supervision
Work Restrictions for Asymptomatic HCW: None
 
Exposure Risk Factors: HCP who walk by a patient or who have no direct contact with the
patient or their secretions/excretions and no entry into the patient room
Exposure Category: No Identifiable Risk
Recommended Monitoring: None
Work Restrictions for Asymptomatic HCW: None
 
 

Recommendations for Monitoring Based on COVID-19 Exposure Risk
– Healthcare Workers
 

1.     High- and Medium-risk Exposure Category
 

HCP in the high- or medium-risk category should undergo active monitoring, including
restriction from work in any healthcare setting until 14 days after their last exposure. If

they develop any fever (measured temperature >100.0oF or subjective fever) OR respiratory
symptoms consistent with COVID-19 (e.g., cough, shortness of breath, sore throat)* they
should immediately self-isolate (separate themselves from others) and notify their local or
state public health authority and healthcare facility promptly so that they can coordinate
consultation and referral to a healthcare provider for further evaluation.
 
 

2.     Low-risk Exposure Category
 

HCP in the low-risk category should perform self-monitoring with delegated supervision
until 14 days after the last potential exposure.  Asymptomatic HCP in this category are not
restricted from work.  They should check their temperature twice daily and remain alert for
respiratory symptoms consistent with COVID-19 (e.g., cough, shortness of breath, sore
throat)*. They should ensure they are afebrile and asymptomatic before leaving home and
reporting for work.  If they do not have fever or respiratory symptoms they may report to
work.  They should have their temperature retaken and symptoms assessed by the healthcare



facility each day before starting work.  On days they are not working they are not required to
report unless they develop symptoms.  If they develop fever (measured temperature > 100.0
oF or subjective fever) OR respiratory symptoms they should immediately self-isolate
(separate themselves from others) and notify their local or state public health authority or
healthcare facility promptly so that they can coordinate consultation and referral to a
healthcare provider for further evaluation.
 
 

3.     No Identifiable risk Exposure Category
 

HCP in the no identifiable risk category do not require monitoring or restriction from work.
 
 

4.     Community or travel-associated exposures
 

HCP with potential exposures to COVID-19 in community settings, should have their exposure
risk assessed according CDC guidance. HCP who fall into the high- or medium- risk category
described there should undergo monitoring as defined by their local or state public health
authority and be excluded from work in a healthcare setting until 14 days after their exposure.
HCP who develop signs or symptoms compatible with COVID-19 should contact their
established point of contact (public health authorities or their facility’s occupational health
program) for medical evaluation prior to returning to work.

 
 
Now that I have all the info, I don’t know how this can be a workable document – you’d be
sitting here reading this thing forever! I’m gonna work on putting this into a table to see if
we can get it down to a readable, usable, version  - hope it is helpful in the interim J
 
 
 
Katie Hanson, CDI
Communicable Disease Surveillance
Humboldt County Public Health
Desk: (707) 268-2153  Main Phone: (707)268-2182   
mailto:klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us
 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/risk-assessment.html
mailto:klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us


From: VanBuskirk, Charles
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: Preparations for possible Covid-19 pandemic
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 9:15:20 AM

 
VERY interesting reading about preparations for possible pandemic.
Most are also good preparations for earthquakes, tsunamis and fires as well.
 
https://boingboing.net/2020/02/27/nprs-no-nonsense-guide-to-pr.html
and
https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2020/02/26/809650625/a-guide-how-to-prepare-your-
home-for-coronavirus
 
Deputy Charles L. Van Buskirk
Coroner Division
Humboldt County Sheriff-Coroner
3012 I Street
Eureka, CA  95501-4412
cvanbuskirk@co.humboldt.ca.us
Office  707-445-7242  ß Best number
Desk    707-268-3755
Fax      707-445-7400
I am usually in the office Mon-Friday  9am to 5pm
 

mailto:CVanBuskirk@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
https://boingboing.net/2020/02/27/nprs-no-nonsense-guide-to-pr.html
https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2020/02/26/809650625/a-guide-how-to-prepare-your-home-for-coronavirus
https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2020/02/26/809650625/a-guide-how-to-prepare-your-home-for-coronavirus
mailto:cvanbuskirk@co.humboldt.ca.us


From: Stephens, Michele
To: Hartley, Chris; superintendent@hcoe.net
Cc: Frankovich, Teresa; Beck, Connie
Subject: Public Health Letter to Parents on COVID-19
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 1:53:36 PM
Attachments: E3856@co.humboldt.ca.us_20200228_133841.pdf

Chris,
Here is the letter to parents from the County Health Officer, Dr Terry Frankovich, as we discussed. Guidance to
schools just came out from the CDC, linked below. It distinguishes communities that do not have a known case vs
those that do. Even though we've had one confirmed case, it was travel related and we do not have known
community transmission currently, therefore, we consider ourselves to be in the first category. But as you can see in
Dr Frankovich's letter, we are preparing for community transmission. Please let us know if you have questions, we
hope this does help answer questions. Please share with all superintendents and families in schools across the
county. And thanks for your help in sharing information. As we know more, we will continue to reach out.

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/guidance-for-schools.html

Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
707-268-2121

Click here for more information about Public Health!
  

mailto:mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:chartley@nohum.k12.ca.us
mailto:superintendent@hcoe.net
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:CBeck@co.humboldt.ca.us
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/guidance-for-schools.html











From: Allen, Rachel
To: Phillips, Hava; Frankovich, Teresa; Dykehouse, Erica; Kelly, Katherine; Hanson, Katie; Prejean, Randy
Subject: questions about travel and COVID-19
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 8:34:01 AM

Hi all,
Before I start taking phone calls, I  want to clarify to make sure I understand the current advice
regarding foreign travel. It looks like travelers to Italy, Iran, Japan, and S. Korea are not being held to
the same isolation mandates as those to China. The advice on the CDC website advises travelers to
monitor for symptoms and seek healthcare if ill, but no self-isolation. Is this correct?
 
Rachel Allen, RN, BSN, PHN
Immunization Coordinator, Humboldt County Public Health
Childhood Lead Poisoning Prevention Program Case Management
cell  (707) 267-6310
desk (707) 268-2155
fax (707) 445-6091
rallen@co.humboldt.ca.us
 
For more information about our programs, please visit: 
Public Health | Humboldt County, CA - Official Website
 
 
 

mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=cdadf017efec430f95dce7e2749af428-Allen, Rach
mailto:HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:edykehouse@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:KKelly@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:RPrejean@co.humboldt.ca.us
file:////c/rallen@co.humboldt.ca.us
http://humboldtgov.org/330/Public-Health


From: Largusa, Ron
To: Frankovich, Teresa; Phillips, Hava; Dykehouse, Erica; Stephens, Michele; Corrigan, Jeremy; Kelly, Katherine; Weiss, Lara; Pereira, Sofia; Blanchard, Megan
Subject: RE:
Date: Thursday, February 27, 2020 11:16:35 AM
Attachments: COVID-19 AGERANG_HOSP 02272020.pdf

image001.png
ATT14174

Thanks.  Along these lines, I made these bar graphs (attached) of COVID-19 cases and hospitalizations for response planning purposes.  These look at cases/hospitalizations outside of Hubei province, china, including those occurring worldwide.  While numerous sources cite increased
mortality risk with age and chronic conditions, it’s interesting to note that there is a large number of cases and hospitalizations between age 30-49.  The implication being is that with the increasing community transmission risk worldwide, locally, we could potentially see large
numbers of cases/hospitalizations in age groups where it would be uncommon otherwise.
 
Ron M. Largusa MSPH
Epidemiologist
Humboldt County Health and Human Services-Public Health
(707)268-2187
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 8:02 AM
To: Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Dykehouse, Erica <edykehouse@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Corrigan, Jeremy <jcorrigan@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Largusa, Ron <RLargusa@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Kelly, Katherine <KKelly@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Weiss, Lara <LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Pereira, Sofia
<spereira2@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: FW:
 
 
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 

From: Teresa Frankovich <tfrankovich@hline.org> 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 6:46 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject:
 

https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbc3-production-us-east-2.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com%2Fxr8zc7lhsece8qmrggh35m7e2z7p%3Fresponse-content-disposition%3Dinline%253B%2520filename%253D%2522jama_wu_2020_vp_200028.pdf%2522%253B%2520filename%252A%253DUTF-
8%2527%2527jama_wu_2020_vp_200028.pdf%26response-content-type%3Dapplication%252Fpdf%26X-Amz-Algorithm%3DAWS4-HMAC-SHA256%26X-Amz-Credential%3DAKIAJA4YU4LL6QTTS55A%252F20200227%252Fus-east-2%252Fs3%252Faws4_request%26X-Amz-Date%3D20200227T144449Z%26X-Amz-Expires%3D86400%26X-Amz-
SignedHeaders%3Dhost%26X-Amz-
Signature%3Df3fd287770ff23590a5d95637cd4e9c0916fd1e580d30e1f260381f38ca38f1b&amp;data=02%7C01%7Ctfrankovich%40co.humboldt.ca.us%7C260b7a58146e4e25c36708d7bb93cbbc%7Cc00ae2b64fe844f198637b1adf4b27cb%7C0%7C1%7C637184116089090698&amp;sdata=StZ3CnRQ44lEytlIaxPm7Iis8FNiH9zCb2CIRDx3CIk%3D&amp;reserved=0

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:RLargusa@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:edykehouse@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:jcorrigan@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:KKelly@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:spereira2@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:MBlanchard@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:tfrankovich@hline.org
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbc3-production-us-east-2.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com%2Fxr8zc7lhsece8qmrggh35m7e2z7p%3Fresponse-content-disposition%3Dinline%253B%2520filename%253D%2522jama_wu_2020_vp_200028.pdf%2522%253B%2520filename%252A%253DUTF-8%2527%2527jama_wu_2020_vp_200028.pdf%26response-content-type%3Dapplication%252Fpdf%26X-Amz-Algorithm%3DAWS4-HMAC-SHA256%26X-Amz-Credential%3DAKIAJA4YU4LL6QTTS55A%252F20200227%252Fus-east-2%252Fs3%252Faws4_request%26X-Amz-Date%3D20200227T144449Z%26X-Amz-Expires%3D86400%26X-Amz-SignedHeaders%3Dhost%26X-Amz-Signature%3Df3fd287770ff23590a5d95637cd4e9c0916fd1e580d30e1f260381f38ca38f1b&amp;data=02%7C01%7Ctfrankovich%40co.humboldt.ca.us%7C260b7a58146e4e25c36708d7bb93cbbc%7Cc00ae2b64fe844f198637b1adf4b27cb%7C0%7C1%7C637184116089090698&amp;sdata=StZ3CnRQ44lEytlIaxPm7Iis8FNiH9zCb2CIRDx3CIk%3D&amp;reserved=0
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbc3-production-us-east-2.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com%2Fxr8zc7lhsece8qmrggh35m7e2z7p%3Fresponse-content-disposition%3Dinline%253B%2520filename%253D%2522jama_wu_2020_vp_200028.pdf%2522%253B%2520filename%252A%253DUTF-8%2527%2527jama_wu_2020_vp_200028.pdf%26response-content-type%3Dapplication%252Fpdf%26X-Amz-Algorithm%3DAWS4-HMAC-SHA256%26X-Amz-Credential%3DAKIAJA4YU4LL6QTTS55A%252F20200227%252Fus-east-2%252Fs3%252Faws4_request%26X-Amz-Date%3D20200227T144449Z%26X-Amz-Expires%3D86400%26X-Amz-SignedHeaders%3Dhost%26X-Amz-Signature%3Df3fd287770ff23590a5d95637cd4e9c0916fd1e580d30e1f260381f38ca38f1b&amp;data=02%7C01%7Ctfrankovich%40co.humboldt.ca.us%7C260b7a58146e4e25c36708d7bb93cbbc%7Cc00ae2b64fe844f198637b1adf4b27cb%7C0%7C1%7C637184116089090698&amp;sdata=StZ3CnRQ44lEytlIaxPm7Iis8FNiH9zCb2CIRDx3CIk%3D&amp;reserved=0
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Age sample of COVID-19 hospitalizations of confirmed cases by age range (years), China-Mainland, non-Hubei 
Province vs. all other countries.  Through 2/20/2020.


China, Mainland-Non-Hubei Rest of World


Sources: 
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/laninf/article/PIIS1473-3099(20)30119-5/fulltext 


https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1itaohdPiAeniCXNlntNztZ_oRvjh0HsGuJXUJWET008/edit#gid=0 
Prepared by:
Ron Largusa MSPH
Epidemiologist, County of Humboldt 
DHHS-PH
707-268-2187
rlargusa@co.humboldt.ca.us 
Created February 26, 2020









**[EXTERNAL MESSAGE]** FROM: tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
Only open links and attachments from known senders. Do not provide your username or password.

To report suspicious emails, click “Report Phish” button.

From: Blocher, Tricia@CDPH
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: RE: Call TODAY at 1pm
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 8:58:56 PM
Attachments: 3.1.20 Local Health Officer COVID-19 Update Call 1300.docx

Hi Teresa,
I’m sorry you were unable to join the call yesterday.  I attached the brief notes that we have.  The
call was more of an opportunity for the LHOs to discuss ideas of various triggers or reasons for things
like closing schools or cancelling mass gatherings.  We had been hearing the need to have such a
discussion and acted quickly to organize a call.  The notes reflect some of the comments we heard. 
At the end of the call, many topics were brought up for further discussion and we will be putting
together more calls very soon to allow those discussions to be held.  We will make sure there is
plenty of notice.
 
Thank you!
Tricia
 
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Sunday, March 01, 2020 2:16 PM
To: Blocher, Tricia@CDPH <Tricia.Blocher@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: Re: Call TODAY at 1pm
 

I was not able to be on the call
Will I be able to access an archive of it?
Obviously the content is important to our work this week

Teresa L Frankovich, MD, MPH
Humboldt County Health Officer
 

On Mar 1, 2020, at 12:31 PM, Blocher, Tricia@CDPH <Tricia.Blocher@cdph.ca.gov>
wrote:


Hello all,
In case you did not see the CAHAN, we are holding a call today at 1pm with local health
officers to discuss:

Social distancing triggers and guidelines
School Closures
Canceling Public Events

mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:Tricia.Blocher@cdph.ca.gov
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:Tricia.Blocher@cdph.ca.gov

Local Health Officer (LHO) COVID-19 Update Conference Call

3/1/20 at 1300 hours



Overview:

· There have been two reported instances of community spread in CA

· First death in the US occurred in WA yesterday, 2/29/20

· 70 US cases

· 40 in CA

· 24 repatriation

· 9 travel associated, 4 person to person, 3 community

· Additional Santa Clara positive cases

· Two confirmed cases of healthcare personnel 

· 1 in Alameda 

· 1 in Solano 



School Closure:

Original CDPH discussion topics for school closures:

· First case in a school, close that single school for 14 days

· Multiple schools with different cases, multiple cases of community transmission, or death in community would result in closing all schools for 14 days. 

LHO suggestions:

· Understand CDC’s recommendations for reactive closure, but not necessarily selective closure

· Flying blind due to the lack of ability to test

· Important to separate triggers from duration when developing guidance

· Difficult to determine need for school closure without testing since respiratory symptoms are common in children and may not be COVID

· If a school is closed, a 14 day closure is not long enough 

· Schools will likely close on their own without regard for LHO suggestion

· If one school closes, more will follow suit

· If schools are closed, children are still likely to gather in congregate setting other than school 

· Better to focus on infection control and isolate sick children

· The first case in a school should trigger aggressive testing in the school. If multiple cases are then found in the school, consider closing

· Requires support and capacity for testing

Dr. Angell summary of school closure discussion:

· Kids are not highly susceptible

· Closing a school would not necessarily protect children

· It is not clear if closing schools would protect the community

· Makes more sense to focus on healthcare facilities

· Would not need to focus on closing school as a measure to protect community, maybe just focus on isolating individuals

· Would need criteria for re-opening if the decision to close a school is made

· State to minimize messaging



Widespread Social Distancing / Canceling Of Mass Gathering:

Focus on:

· Vulnerable population

· Healthcare personnel 

· Community mitigation – make testing kids at school really easy

LHO suggestions:

· More and more PUIs are being reported based on new CDC criteria

· Mass gathering cancellation seems to align with school closure, so if not closing schools, may not need to focus on canceling mass gatherings

· Suggest mass gathering cancellation based on threshold of population in attendance 

Dr. Angell summary of mass gathering discussion: 

· Distinction between essential and non-essential mass gatherings

· For communities with first documented case of community transmission, they may consider canceling non-essential mass gatherings 

· May define mass gathering as similar to the size of an average school in the jurisdiction

· Mass gathering needs to be defined

· Suggestion - “environment with close prolonged contact” 



Lab Testing Updates:

· VRDL is working with a 48 hour turnaround time

· We are in a period of transition as some local Public Health Labs (PHLs) are standing up testing 

· CDPH is in process with CDC to standardize the generation of ID numbers

· CDPH requests that if a PHL has a positive test, please call CDPH immediately via the DCDC Duty Officer phone number 800-971-9631, or the CDPH Duty Officer. 

· VRDL will communicate all positive test results to Local Health Departments. 



LHO Requests for topics to be covered by CDPH in the future:

· Hospital infection control 

· PPE prioritization

· Expanding testing to schools with a suspect outbreak

· Self-isolation for additional counties

· Cases in dorm rooms in a University

· Lab capacity

· 1 month supply surgical masks – Trinity County

· Sunset flu shot / mask rescind?

· ABAHO did not

· SLO did not

· Sacramento did rescind

· Homeless population

· How to manage field specimens 





Health care system issues
Work force issues

We would like to have a discussion and learn about what you are thinking in your own
jurisdictions and the challenges you are facing.
We know you are extremely busy and working hard in your jurisdictions on the
response – thank you!!
 
 
Tricia N. Blocher
Deputy Director
Emergency Preparedness Office
California Department of Public Health
Office: (916) 650-6710
Mobile: (916) 712-1261
 



**[EXTERNAL MESSAGE]** FROM: tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us

**[EXTERNAL MESSAGE]** FROM: tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
Only open links and attachments from known senders. Do not provide your username or

password. To report suspicious emails, click “Report Phish” button.

From: Hanson, Jake@CDPH
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: RE: CCLHO - Health Officer Orientation
Date: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 1:24:47 PM

Hi Terry,
I hope things haven’t been too crazy for you and I appreciate your patience.  If you have the time,
does either of these dates and times work for you for an hour long orientation –
3/25 – 3-4pm, 4-5pm
3/26 – 9-10am
 
Please let me know.
Thanks,
Jake
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 8:14 AM
To: Hanson, Jake@CDPH <Jake.Hanson@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: RE: CCLHO - Health Officer Orientation
 

Hi Jake. Sorry, crazy time to start out as new HO.  Next week, I am open 2/18 between 9-10 am and

from 3:30 pm to 5.  On the 20th, I am open 1-3 pm   Those times are all good at the moment but fills
in fast so let me know if any of those work for you.  Will be great to meet! Thanks, Terry
 

From: Hanson, Jake@CDPH <Jake.Hanson@cdph.ca.gov> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2020 10:48 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: CCLHO - Health Officer Orientation
 
Hi Terry,
Just wanted to follow up with this.
Please let me know.
Thanks,
Jake
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 1:01 PM
To: Hanson, Jake@CDPH <Jake.Hanson@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: Re: CCLHO - Health Officer Orientation
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Only open links and attachments from known senders. Do not provide your username or password.
To report suspicious emails, click “Report Phish” button.

 

Hi Jake. That would be great. Just started on Thursday and Coronavirus is providing quite a welcome
to PH! I am seeing patients today but will be at the health dept tomorrow and can pull up some
possible dates for you to consider. Thanks much, Terry

Sent from my iPhone
 

On Feb 3, 2020, at 12:47 PM, Hanson, Jake@CDPH <Jake.Hanson@cdph.ca.gov> wrote:


Hi Dr. Frankovich,
I hope your transition is going well into your role as Health Officer.  I’m reaching out as
the Executive Director of the California Conference of Local Health Officers (CCLHO) to
touch base with you in regards to setting up an hour or so meeting at your office to
introduce you to CCLHO and essentially orient you on all things CCLHO.  Typically, we
hold an in-person orientation with a larger group but I’m switching things up and would
like to do more of a 1:1 set up. 
Please let me know if you have an hour or so in the next couple weeks so we can pay
you a visit and discuss CCLHO.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Thanks,
Jake
 
 
Jake Hanson, MPH
Executive Administrator - California Conference of Local Health Officers
California Department of Public Health
1615 Capitol Avenue
P.O. Box 997377 | MS 7003
Sacramento, CA 95899-7377
(916) 440-7594
Email: Jake.Hanson@cdph.ca.gov
Web: CCLHO Website
<image001.png>
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**[EXTERNAL MESSAGE]** FROM: tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
Only open links and attachments from known senders. Do not provide your username or password.

To report suspicious emails, click “Report Phish” button.

From: Hanson, Jake@CDPH
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: RE: CCLHO - Health Officer Orientation
Date: Thursday, February 27, 2020 10:08:09 AM

Hi Terry,
I can accommodate the 5:00pm.  I just want to make sure it works for you. Please confirm and I’ll
send a calendar invite.
Thanks,
Jake
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 11:02 PM
To: Hanson, Jake@CDPH <Jake.Hanson@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: Re: CCLHO - Health Officer Orientation
 

Hi Jake
Holding up here in Humboldt!
Unfortunately neither of those times work
I could do the Wednesday after 5 but otherwise, am already scheduled for your other options. Terry
 
 
Teresa L Frankovich, MD, MPH
Humboldt County Health Officer
 

On Feb 26, 2020, at 1:24 PM, Hanson, Jake@CDPH <Jake.Hanson@cdph.ca.gov> wrote:


Hi Terry,
I hope things haven’t been too crazy for you and I appreciate your patience.  If you
have the time, does either of these dates and times work for you for an hour long
orientation –
3/25 – 3-4pm, 4-5pm
3/26 – 9-10am
 
Please let me know.
Thanks,
Jake
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
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**[EXTERNAL MESSAGE]** FROM: tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
Only open links and attachments from known senders. Do not provide your username

or password. To report suspicious emails, click “Report Phish” button.

**[EXTERNAL MESSAGE]** FROM: tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
Only open links and attachments from known senders. Do not provide your

username or password. To report suspicious emails, click “Report Phish” button.

Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2020 8:14 AM
To: Hanson, Jake@CDPH <Jake.Hanson@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: RE: CCLHO - Health Officer Orientation
 

Hi Jake. Sorry, crazy time to start out as new HO.  Next week, I am open 2/18 between

9-10 am and from 3:30 pm to 5.  On the 20th, I am open 1-3 pm   Those times are all
good at the moment but fills in fast so let me know if any of those work for you.  Will be
great to meet! Thanks, Terry
 

From: Hanson, Jake@CDPH <Jake.Hanson@cdph.ca.gov> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2020 10:48 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: CCLHO - Health Officer Orientation
 
Hi Terry,
Just wanted to follow up with this.
Please let me know.
Thanks,
Jake
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 1:01 PM
To: Hanson, Jake@CDPH <Jake.Hanson@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: Re: CCLHO - Health Officer Orientation
 

 

Hi Jake. That would be great. Just started on Thursday and Coronavirus is providing
quite a welcome to PH! I am seeing patients today but will be at the health dept
tomorrow and can pull up some possible dates for you to consider. Thanks much, Terry

Sent from my iPhone
 

On Feb 3, 2020, at 12:47 PM, Hanson, Jake@CDPH
<Jake.Hanson@cdph.ca.gov> wrote:


Hi Dr. Frankovich,
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I hope your transition is going well into your role as Health Officer.  I’m
reaching out as the Executive Director of the California Conference of
Local Health Officers (CCLHO) to touch base with you in regards to setting
up an hour or so meeting at your office to introduce you to CCLHO and
essentially orient you on all things CCLHO.  Typically, we hold an in-person
orientation with a larger group but I’m switching things up and would like
to do more of a 1:1 set up. 
Please let me know if you have an hour or so in the next couple weeks so
we can pay you a visit and discuss CCLHO.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Thanks,
Jake
 
 
Jake Hanson, MPH
Executive Administrator - California Conference of Local Health Officers
California Department of Public Health
1615 Capitol Avenue
P.O. Box 997377 | MS 7003
Sacramento, CA 95899-7377
(916) 440-7594
Email: Jake.Hanson@cdph.ca.gov
Web: CCLHO Website
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From: Fleming-Dutra, Katherine E. (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DBD)
To: Corrigan, Jeremy; Frankovich, Teresa; Jacobson, Kathleen@CDPH; Biggs, Holly (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DVD);

Sundararaman, Preethi (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DFWED); Barry, Pennan (CDC cdph.ca.gov)
Subject: Re: CDC/CDPH/Humboldt County
Date: Thursday, February 27, 2020 7:53:14 PM

Thank you. This is very helpful, and what we need. 
Best,
Katherine 

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Corrigan, Jeremy <jcorrigan@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 10:07:57 PM
To: Fleming-Dutra, Katherine E. (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DBD) <ftu2@cdc.gov>; Frankovich, Teresa
<tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Jacobson, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Jacobson@cdph.ca.gov>;
Biggs, Holly (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DVD) <xdc6@cdc.gov>; Sundararaman, Preethi
(CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DFWED) <vzy6@cdc.gov>; Barry, Pennan (CDC cdph.ca.gov)
<pennan.barry@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: Re: CDC/CDPH/Humboldt County
 
Hi Katherine,

Thanks for helping us follow-up on pending results. See below for the information requested:

Collection Date: 2/21/20
                PUI# 0001224 – Pending OP Swab
 
Collection Date: 2/23/20
                PUI# 0001224 – Pending NP Swab and OP Swab
                PUI# 0001225 – Pending NP Swab and OP Swab
 
Collection Date: 2/24/20 
                PUI# 0001224 – Pending NP Swab and OP Swab
                PUI# 0001225 – Pending NP Swab and OP Swab

Unfortunately, I am not sure what you mean by "state public health lab IDs"? Our samples did
not go to the State PHL and get an ID to my knowledge. Is this our local specimen ID or should
I contact the State to get this ID? Let me know and Ill be happy to get what you need. Thanks
again for your assistance.

Jeremy 

From: Fleming-Dutra, Katherine E. (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DBD) <ftu2@cdc.gov>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 6:56 PM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Jacobson, Kathleen@CDPH
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<Kathleen.Jacobson@cdph.ca.gov>; Biggs, Holly (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DVD) <xdc6@cdc.gov>; Corrigan,
Jeremy <jcorrigan@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Sundararaman, Preethi (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DFWED)
<vzy6@cdc.gov>; Barry, Pennan (CDC cdph.ca.gov) <pennan.barry@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: RE: CDC/CDPH/Humboldt County
 
Hi Dr. Frankovich,
 
Thank you for reaching out tonight about the pending specimens from the Humboldt county case
and PUI. I wanted to let you know that we have reached out to our laboratory and we will let you
know as soon as we hear back from them. In the meantime, if you can send us the dates of
collection, specimen types, and state public health lab IDs that you have, that would help us get
more information on the specimens as well.
 
Best,
Katherine
 
 
Katherine E. Fleming-Dutra, MD
Case Tracking Team
COVID-19 Epi Task Force
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
404-639-4243
ftu2@cdc.gov
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From: Fleming-Dutra, Katherine E. (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DBD)
To: Frankovich, Teresa; Jacobson, Kathleen@CDPH; Biggs, Holly (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DVD); Corrigan, Jeremy;

Sundararaman, Preethi (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DFWED); Barry, Pennan (CDC cdph.ca.gov)
Subject: RE: CDC/CDPH/Humboldt County
Date: Thursday, February 27, 2020 6:56:56 PM

Hi Dr. Frankovich,
 
Thank you for reaching out tonight about the pending specimens from the Humboldt county case
and PUI. I wanted to let you know that we have reached out to our laboratory and we will let you
know as soon as we hear back from them. In the meantime, if you can send us the dates of
collection, specimen types, and state public health lab IDs that you have, that would help us get
more information on the specimens as well.
 
Best,
Katherine
 
 
Katherine E. Fleming-Dutra, MD
Case Tracking Team
COVID-19 Epi Task Force
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
404-639-4243
ftu2@cdc.gov
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From: Corrigan, Jeremy
To: Fleming-Dutra, Katherine E. (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DBD); Frankovich, Teresa; Jacobson, Kathleen@CDPH; Biggs,

Holly (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DVD); Sundararaman, Preethi (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DFWED); Barry, Pennan (CDC
cdph.ca.gov)

Subject: Re: CDC/CDPH/Humboldt County
Date: Thursday, February 27, 2020 7:08:01 PM

Hi Katherine,

Thanks for helping us follow-up on pending results. See below for the information requested:

Collection Date: 2/21/20
                PUI# 0001224 – Pending OP Swab
 
Collection Date: 2/23/20
                PUI# 0001224 – Pending NP Swab and OP Swab
                PUI# 0001225 – Pending NP Swab and OP Swab
 
Collection Date: 2/24/20 
                PUI# 0001224 – Pending NP Swab and OP Swab
                PUI# 0001225 – Pending NP Swab and OP Swab

Unfortunately, I am not sure what you mean by "state public health lab IDs"? Our samples did
not go to the State PHL and get an ID to my knowledge. Is this our local specimen ID or should
I contact the State to get this ID? Let me know and Ill be happy to get what you need. Thanks
again for your assistance.

Jeremy 

From: Fleming-Dutra, Katherine E. (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DBD) <ftu2@cdc.gov>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 6:56 PM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Jacobson, Kathleen@CDPH
<Kathleen.Jacobson@cdph.ca.gov>; Biggs, Holly (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DVD) <xdc6@cdc.gov>; Corrigan,
Jeremy <jcorrigan@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Sundararaman, Preethi (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DFWED)
<vzy6@cdc.gov>; Barry, Pennan (CDC cdph.ca.gov) <pennan.barry@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: RE: CDC/CDPH/Humboldt County
 
Hi Dr. Frankovich,
 
Thank you for reaching out tonight about the pending specimens from the Humboldt county case
and PUI. I wanted to let you know that we have reached out to our laboratory and we will let you
know as soon as we hear back from them. In the meantime, if you can send us the dates of
collection, specimen types, and state public health lab IDs that you have, that would help us get
more information on the specimens as well.
 
Best,
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Katherine
 
 
Katherine E. Fleming-Dutra, MD
Case Tracking Team
COVID-19 Epi Task Force
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
404-639-4243
ftu2@cdc.gov
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From: Magill, Shelley (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHQP)
To: Peters, Philip@CDPH; Frankovich, Teresa; Jacobson, Kathleen@CDPH
Cc: Biggs, Holly (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DVD); Phillips, Hava; Kelly, Katherine; Corrigan, Jeremy; Stephens, Michele;

Hanson, Katie; Sundararaman, Preethi (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DFWED); Vasquez, Amber Marie
(CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHQP); Guh, Alice Y. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHQP); Perz, Joseph
(CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHQP); CDC IMS 2019 NCOV Healthcare Infection Control; Fleming-Dutra, Katherine E.
(CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DBD); Epson, Erin@CDPH; Barry, Pennan (CDC cdph.ca.gov)

Subject: RE: CDC/CDPH/Humboldt County
Date: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 3:31:43 PM

Hi everyone. Many thanks to Terry and to Kathie for providing additional information on the HCP and
their exposures. Based on this information and current guidance it seems likely that the 7 HCP had
exposures falling into the low risk category. We did have some concern about a triage nurse who for
a very brief period (~2 min) did not have a mask or respirator on while within 6 feet of the patient,
but was behind a glass barrier (with gaps at top and bottom). This HCP did report sore throat for
three days recently. I think this is of concern, and Kathie and I talked about it this afternoon. I would
recommend having this HCP self-isolate, and contacting the PUI team here at CDC to discuss:
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/clinical-criteria.html.
 

From: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 7:28 PM
To: Magill, Shelley (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHQP) <fxe9@cdc.gov>; Frankovich, Teresa
<tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Jacobson, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Jacobson@cdph.ca.gov>
Cc: Biggs, Holly (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DVD) <xdc6@cdc.gov>; Phillips, Hava
<HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Kelly, Katherine <KKelly@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Corrigan, Jeremy
<jcorrigan@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele (HUMBOLT) <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>;
Hanson, Katie <klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Sundararaman, Preethi (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DFWED)
<vzy6@cdc.gov>; Vasquez, Amber Marie (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHQP) <yxi9@cdc.gov>; Guh, Alice Y.
(CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHQP) <ggt4@cdc.gov>; Perz, Joseph (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHQP)
<bzp4@cdc.gov>; CDC IMS 2019 NCOV Healthcare Infection Control <eocevent220@cdc.gov>;
Fleming-Dutra, Katherine E. (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DBD) <ftu2@cdc.gov>; Epson, Erin@CDPH
<Erin.Epson@cdph.ca.gov>; Barry, Pennan (CDC cdph.ca.gov) <pennan.barry@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: Re: CDC/CDPH/Humboldt County
 
Yes, thanks again for the call - i’m cc’ing Erin Epson who is our HAI lead. She was not able to make
the call but I updated her on this HCW contact.

From: Magill, Shelley (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHQP) <fxe9@cdc.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 3:37:46 PM
To: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov>; Frankovich, Teresa
<tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Jacobson, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Jacobson@cdph.ca.gov>
Cc: Biggs, Holly (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DVD) <xdc6@cdc.gov>; Phillips, Hava
<HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Kelly, Katherine <KKelly@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Corrigan, Jeremy
<jcorrigan@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele (HUMBOLT) <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>;
Hanson, Katie <klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Sundararaman, Preethi (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DFWED)
<vzy6@cdc.gov>; Vasquez, Amber Marie (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHQP) <yxi9@cdc.gov>; Guh, Alice Y.
(CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHQP) <ggt4@cdc.gov>; Perz, Joseph (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHQP)
<bzp4@cdc.gov>; CDC IMS 2019 NCOV Healthcare Infection Control <eocevent220@cdc.gov>;
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**[EXTERNAL MESSAGE]** FROM: fxe9@cdc.gov
Only open links and attachments from known senders. Do not provide your username or password.

To report suspicious emails, click “Report Phish” button.

Fleming-Dutra, Katherine E. (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DBD) <ftu2@cdc.gov>
Subject: RE: CDC/CDPH/Humboldt County
 

Hi all. Thanks so much for the call today. Just circling back on the IPC issues we discussed pertaining
to the physician (I tried to limit the email mainly to the folks on the call, apologies if I got it wrong).
When you speak with the physician, it would be important to know whether the physician collected
the specimens, whether the case-patient’s mask was off at any point during their interaction (during
specimen collection or otherwise), the approximate duration of their close contact, if any monitoring
for fever/symptoms has occurred since the exposure, and if the physician has experienced any fever
or new symptoms since the exposure.
 
At a minimum, if there was no period of exposure to the patient when the patient did not have a
mask on, and the physician always had their respirator on, this would be considered low risk and
recommended monitoring would be self-monitoring with delegated supervision (I’ve highlighted the
sentence pertaining to having temperature and symptoms assessed before starting work)—based on
the information you have, it seems like this is the category the other HCP would fall into (from this
document: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-risk-assesment-hcp.html):
 
“HCP in the low-risk category should perform self-monitoring with delegated supervision until 14
days after the last potential exposure.  Asymptomatic HCP in this category are not restricted from
work.  They should check their temperature twice daily and remain alert for respiratory symptoms
consistent with COVID-19 (e.g., cough, shortness of breath, sore throat)*. They should ensure they
are afebrile and asymptomatic before leaving home and reporting for work.  If they do not have
fever or respiratory symptoms they may report to work.  They should have their temperature
retaken and symptoms assessed by the healthcare facility each day before starting work.  On days
they are not working they are not required to report unless they develop symptoms.  If they develop

fever (measured temperature > 100.0 oF or subjective fever) OR respiratory symptoms they should
immediately self-isolate (separate themselves from others) and notify their local or state public
health authority or healthcare facility promptly so that they can coordinate consultation and referral
to a healthcare provider for further evaluation.”
 
If the patient was without a mask during their interaction, this could probably be considered a
medium-risk exposure depending on the amount of time the patient was without a mask, since the
physician reportedly did not wear a face shield or goggles. Recommended monitoring in that
instance is active monitoring and exclusion from work for 14 days:
 
“HCP in the high- or medium-risk category should undergo active monitoring, including restriction
from work in any healthcare setting until 14 days after their last exposure. If they develop any fever

(measured temperature >100.0oF or subjective fever) OR respiratory symptoms consistent with
COVID-19 (e.g., cough, shortness of breath, sore throat)* they should immediately self-isolate
(separate themselves from others) and notify their local or state public health authority and
healthcare facility promptly so that they can coordinate consultation and referral to a healthcare
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provider for further evaluation.”
 
Let me know when you have more information or if you have questions—happy to talk again on the
phone if that’s easier.

Thanks!
 
--Shelley
 
 
Shelley S. Magill, MD, PhD
CAPT, USPHS
Epidemiology Research and Innovations Branch
Division of Healthcare Quality Promotion
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
Atlanta, Georgia
(404) 639-0291, cell (404) 683-8180
smagill@cdc.gov
 
 
 
-----Original Appointment-----
From: Fleming-Dutra, Katherine E. (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DBD) <ftu2@cdc.gov> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 12:02 PM
To: Fleming-Dutra, Katherine E. (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DBD); Peters, Philip@CDPH; Harriman,
Kathleen@CDPH; Frankovich, Teresa; Bowen, Virginia B. (CDC/DDID/NCHHSTP/DSTDP); Bialek,
Stephanie R. (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DPDM); Pindyck, Talia (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DFWED); Coronavirus
Clinical; Murray, Erin@cdph.ca.gov (CDC cdph.ca.gov); Chai, Shua (CDC cdph.ca.gov); CDC IMS 2019
NCOV Response Epi TF Case Tracking Team; Sundararaman, Preethi (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DFWED);
Jacobson, Kathleen@CDPH; Guh, Alice Y. (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHQP); Vasquez, Amber Marie
(CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHQP); Vugia, Duc@CDPH; Epson, Erin@CDPH; Barry, Pennan (CDC
cdph.ca.gov); Havers, Fiona (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DBD); Magill, Shelley (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DHQP);
Wen, John (CDC/DDPHSIS/CGH/DGHT)
Cc: Yen, Cynthia@CDPH; Biggs, Holly (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DVD); Phillips, Hava; Kelly, Katherine;
Corrigan, Jeremy; Stephens, Michele; Hanson, Katie
Subject: CDC/CDPH/Humboldt County
When: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 4:00 PM-5:00 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).
Where: Skype meeting
 
Hi all,
 
It looks like this will be the best time check in regarding the Humboldt county case.

Best,
Katherine
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Katherine E. Fleming-Dutra, MD
Case Tracking Team
COVID-19 Epi Task Force
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
404-639-4243
ftu2@cdc.gov

 
 
.........................................................................................................................................

Join Skype Meeting      
Trouble Joining? Try Skype Web App

Join by phone
 

(404) 553-8912,,4234949# (Atlanta Dial-in Conference Region)                                English (United States)

(855) 348-8390,,4234949# (Atlanta Dial-in Conference Region)                                English (United States)  

 

Find a local number
 

Conference ID: 4234949

Forgot your dial-in PIN? |Help  

 
[!OC([1033])!]

.........................................................................................................................................
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From: Corrigan, Jeremy
To: CDC IMS 2019 NCOV Response Epi Surveillance State Coordination Unit
Cc: Fleming-Dutra, Katherine E. (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DBD); Frankovich, Teresa; Jacobson, Kathleen@CDPH; Biggs,

Holly (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DVD); Barry, Pennan (CDC cdph.ca.gov); Sundararaman, Preethi
(CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DFWED)

Subject: Re: CDC/CDPH/Humboldt County
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 12:11:19 PM

Fantastic, thank you so much! I’ll keep an eye out for the report.

Jeremy

Sent from my iPhone

On Feb 28, 2020, at 12:09 PM, CDC IMS 2019 NCOV Response Epi Surveillance State
Coordination Unit <eocevent118@cdc.gov> wrote:

Hi Jeremy and Teresa,
 
We wanted to let you know that lab results have been recently released to the state
public health lab for 1224. These results may have implications for the case’s release
from isolation. We are unable to share test results in this email, but they are available.
Results for PUI 1225 should be available as well.
 
Thank you for your patience!
 

State Coordination Unit

eocevent118@cdc.gov 

CDC 2019-nCoV Response
 

From: Fleming-Dutra, Katherine E. (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DBD) <ftu2@cdc.gov> 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 10:53 PM
To: Corrigan, Jeremy <jcorrigan@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Frankovich, Teresa
<tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Jacobson, Kathleen@CDPH
<Kathleen.Jacobson@cdph.ca.gov>; Biggs, Holly (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DVD)
<xdc6@cdc.gov>; Sundararaman, Preethi (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DFWED)
<vzy6@cdc.gov>; Barry, Pennan (CDC cdph.ca.gov) <pennan.barry@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: Re: CDC/CDPH/Humboldt County
 
Thank you. This is very helpful, and what we need. 
Best,
Katherine 
 
Get Outlook for iOS
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From: Corrigan, Jeremy <jcorrigan@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 10:07:57 PM
To: Fleming-Dutra, Katherine E. (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DBD) <ftu2@cdc.gov>; Frankovich,
Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Jacobson, Kathleen@CDPH
<Kathleen.Jacobson@cdph.ca.gov>; Biggs, Holly (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DVD)
<xdc6@cdc.gov>; Sundararaman, Preethi (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DFWED)
<vzy6@cdc.gov>; Barry, Pennan (CDC cdph.ca.gov) <pennan.barry@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: Re: CDC/CDPH/Humboldt County
 
Hi Katherine,
 
Thanks for helping us follow-up on pending results. See below for the information
requested:
 

Collection Date: 2/21/20

                PUI# 0001224 – Pending OP Swab

 

Collection Date: 2/23/20

                PUI# 0001224 – Pending NP Swab and OP Swab

                PUI# 0001225 – Pending NP Swab and OP Swab

 

Collection Date: 2/24/20 

                PUI# 0001224 – Pending NP Swab and OP Swab

                PUI# 0001225 – Pending NP Swab and OP Swab

 
Unfortunately, I am not sure what you mean by "state public health lab IDs"? Our
samples did not go to the State PHL and get an ID to my knowledge. Is this our
local specimen ID or should I contact the State to get this ID? Let me know and Ill
be happy to get what you need. Thanks again for your assistance.
 
Jeremy 

From: Fleming-Dutra, Katherine E. (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DBD) <ftu2@cdc.gov>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 6:56 PM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Jacobson, Kathleen@CDPH
<Kathleen.Jacobson@cdph.ca.gov>; Biggs, Holly (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DVD)
<xdc6@cdc.gov>; Corrigan, Jeremy <jcorrigan@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Sundararaman,
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Preethi (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DFWED) <vzy6@cdc.gov>; Barry, Pennan (CDC cdph.ca.gov)
<pennan.barry@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: RE: CDC/CDPH/Humboldt County
 
Hi Dr. Frankovich,
 
Thank you for reaching out tonight about the pending specimens from the Humboldt
county case and PUI. I wanted to let you know that we have reached out to our
laboratory and we will let you know as soon as we hear back from them. In the
meantime, if you can send us the dates of collection, specimen types, and state public
health lab IDs that you have, that would help us get more information on the
specimens as well.
 
Best,
Katherine
 
 
Katherine E. Fleming-Dutra, MD
Case Tracking Team
COVID-19 Epi Task Force
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
404-639-4243
ftu2@cdc.gov
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From: CDC IMS 2019 NCOV Response Epi Surveillance State Coordination Unit
To: Fleming-Dutra, Katherine E. (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DBD); Corrigan, Jeremy; Frankovich, Teresa; Jacobson,

Kathleen@CDPH; Biggs, Holly (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DVD); Barry, Pennan (CDC cdph.ca.gov); CDC IMS 2019 NCOV
Response Epi Surveillance State Coordination Unit; Sundararaman, Preethi (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DFWED)

Subject: RE: CDC/CDPH/Humboldt County
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 12:09:29 PM

Hi Jeremy and Teresa,
 
We wanted to let you know that lab results have been recently released to the state public health
lab for 1224. These results may have implications for the case’s release from isolation. We are
unable to share test results in this email, but they are available. Results for PUI 1225 should be
available as well.
 
Thank you for your patience!
 
State Coordination Unit
eocevent118@cdc.gov 
CDC 2019-nCoV Response
 

From: Fleming-Dutra, Katherine E. (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DBD) <ftu2@cdc.gov> 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 10:53 PM
To: Corrigan, Jeremy <jcorrigan@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Frankovich, Teresa
<tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Jacobson, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Jacobson@cdph.ca.gov>;
Biggs, Holly (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DVD) <xdc6@cdc.gov>; Sundararaman, Preethi
(CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DFWED) <vzy6@cdc.gov>; Barry, Pennan (CDC cdph.ca.gov)
<pennan.barry@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: Re: CDC/CDPH/Humboldt County
 
Thank you. This is very helpful, and what we need. 
Best,
Katherine 
 
Get Outlook for iOS

From: Corrigan, Jeremy <jcorrigan@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 10:07:57 PM
To: Fleming-Dutra, Katherine E. (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DBD) <ftu2@cdc.gov>; Frankovich, Teresa
<tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Jacobson, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Jacobson@cdph.ca.gov>;
Biggs, Holly (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DVD) <xdc6@cdc.gov>; Sundararaman, Preethi
(CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DFWED) <vzy6@cdc.gov>; Barry, Pennan (CDC cdph.ca.gov)
<pennan.barry@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: Re: CDC/CDPH/Humboldt County
 
Hi Katherine,
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Thanks for helping us follow-up on pending results. See below for the information requested:
 
Collection Date: 2/21/20
                PUI# 0001224 – Pending OP Swab
 
Collection Date: 2/23/20
                PUI# 0001224 – Pending NP Swab and OP Swab
                PUI# 0001225 – Pending NP Swab and OP Swab
 
Collection Date: 2/24/20 
                PUI# 0001224 – Pending NP Swab and OP Swab
                PUI# 0001225 – Pending NP Swab and OP Swab
 
Unfortunately, I am not sure what you mean by "state public health lab IDs"? Our samples did
not go to the State PHL and get an ID to my knowledge. Is this our local specimen ID or should
I contact the State to get this ID? Let me know and Ill be happy to get what you need. Thanks
again for your assistance.
 
Jeremy 

From: Fleming-Dutra, Katherine E. (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DBD) <ftu2@cdc.gov>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 6:56 PM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Jacobson, Kathleen@CDPH
<Kathleen.Jacobson@cdph.ca.gov>; Biggs, Holly (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/DVD) <xdc6@cdc.gov>; Corrigan,
Jeremy <jcorrigan@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Sundararaman, Preethi (CDC/DDID/NCEZID/DFWED)
<vzy6@cdc.gov>; Barry, Pennan (CDC cdph.ca.gov) <pennan.barry@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: RE: CDC/CDPH/Humboldt County
 
Hi Dr. Frankovich,
 
Thank you for reaching out tonight about the pending specimens from the Humboldt county case
and PUI. I wanted to let you know that we have reached out to our laboratory and we will let you
know as soon as we hear back from them. In the meantime, if you can send us the dates of
collection, specimen types, and state public health lab IDs that you have, that would help us get
more information on the specimens as well.
 
Best,
Katherine
 
 
Katherine E. Fleming-Dutra, MD
Case Tracking Team
COVID-19 Epi Task Force
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
404-639-4243
ftu2@cdc.gov
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From: Muller, Heather
To: Frankovich, Teresa; Stephens, Michele; Phillips, Hava
Cc: Messinger, Christine; Miracle, Meriah
Subject: RE: CDC household guidance
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 10:51:31 AM
Attachments: image001.png
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I’ll take the next pass. Thanks much.
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 10:50 AM
To: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Messinger, Christine <CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Miracle, Meriah
<mmiracle@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: CDC household guidance
 
Here is a revised draft for today’s release for review…thanks, T
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 

From: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 10:43 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Messinger, Christine <CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Miracle, Meriah
<mmiracle@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: CDC household guidance
 
It is good. We can start thinking about what a local, well-timed version of that might look like. Thanks
very much.
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 10:42 AM
To: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Messinger, Christine <CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Miracle, Meriah
<mmiracle@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: CDC household guidance
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Yes..it is fine.  I didn’t mean for us to put the NPR thing out…just that I think it is better done and
worth emulating.
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 

From: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 10:40 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Messinger, Christine <CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Miracle, Meriah
<mmiracle@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: CDC household guidance
 
This is interesting, but your media peeps media are more than a little squeamish about issuing
someone else’s news product, even if, as with NPR, there is no paywall. Someone else legally owns
the content.  It’s really not ours to issue or reissue. We’d like to stick with orgs ;ole CDC and CDPH
whose content is produced for the public domain. Is the CDC household guide good enough for
now?
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 10:32 AM
To: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Messinger, Christine <CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Miracle, Meriah
<mmiracle@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: CDC household guidance
 
I like this better than CDC on quick glance…more what I was talking about.
 
https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2020/02/26/809650625/a-guide-how-to-prepare-your-
home-for-coronavirus
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181
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From: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 9:58 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Messinger, Christine <CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Miracle, Meriah
<mmiracle@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: CDC household guidance
 
We’d like to put this out at some point this week. Any concerns?
 
Heather Muller
DHHS Public Information and Emergency Manager
507 F St., Eureka, CA 95501
hmuller@co.humboldt.ca.us
707-441-5409
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From: Muller, Heather
To: Frankovich, Teresa; Stephens, Michele; Phillips, Hava
Cc: Messinger, Christine; Miracle, Meriah
Subject: RE: CDC household guidance
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 10:42:31 AM
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It is good. We can start thinking about what a local, well-timed version of that might look like. Thanks
very much.
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 10:42 AM
To: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Messinger, Christine <CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Miracle, Meriah
<mmiracle@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: CDC household guidance
 
Yes..it is fine.  I didn’t mean for us to put the NPR thing out…just that I think it is better done and
worth emulating.
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 

From: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 10:40 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Messinger, Christine <CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Miracle, Meriah
<mmiracle@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: CDC household guidance
 
This is interesting, but your media peeps media are more than a little squeamish about issuing
someone else’s news product, even if, as with NPR, there is no paywall. Someone else legally owns
the content.  It’s really not ours to issue or reissue. We’d like to stick with orgs ;ole CDC and CDPH
whose content is produced for the public domain. Is the CDC household guide good enough for
now?
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 10:32 AM
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To: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Messinger, Christine <CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Miracle, Meriah
<mmiracle@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: CDC household guidance
 
I like this better than CDC on quick glance…more what I was talking about.
 
https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2020/02/26/809650625/a-guide-how-to-prepare-your-
home-for-coronavirus
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 

From: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 9:58 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Messinger, Christine <CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Miracle, Meriah
<mmiracle@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: CDC household guidance
 
We’d like to put this out at some point this week. Any concerns?
 
Heather Muller
DHHS Public Information and Emergency Manager
507 F St., Eureka, CA 95501
hmuller@co.humboldt.ca.us
707-441-5409
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From: Muller, Heather
To: Frankovich, Teresa; Stephens, Michele; Phillips, Hava
Cc: Messinger, Christine; Miracle, Meriah
Subject: RE: CDC household guidance
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 10:41:30 AM
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Sounds good. And btw, I’d bring you some toilet paper. All of you. Thank you, Costco.
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 10:40 AM
To: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Messinger, Christine <CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Miracle, Meriah
<mmiracle@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: CDC household guidance
 
Actually, I think if you were stuck at home for two weeks and couldn’t shop, toilet paper would be a
serious considerationJ  I think we can easily communicate this kind of info in a way that is not
overwhelming to folks-particularly since they are used to sharing about preparedness here. But yes,
timing is everything.  I just want to start sowing the seeds.
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 

From: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 10:32 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Messinger, Christine <CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Miracle, Meriah
<mmiracle@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: CDC household guidance
 
Ok. We have all of that information from our emergency prep roles… but I am a little leery of
invoking the apocalypse. I’m trying to imagine a scenario short of that in which people are going to
run out of toilet paper because of a virus. That said, if we get to the apocalypse, we have all of the
disaster prep kit information at our disposal.
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 10:26 AM
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To: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Messinger, Christine <CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Miracle, Meriah
<mmiracle@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: CDC household guidance
 
No problem with it.  I think it is a decent planning outline although the format isn’t great but when I
looked at it over the weekend I just thought it does not get into the nitty gritty about preparing an
emergency kit….food, needed medication, diapers, toilet paper…the real stuff!
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 

From: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 9:59 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Messinger, Christine <CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Miracle, Meriah
<mmiracle@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: CDC household guidance
 
Ugh.
 
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/get-your-household-ready-for-COVID-
19.html
 
 
 
 
We’d like to put this out at some point this week. Any concerns?
 
Heather Muller
DHHS Public Information and Emergency Manager
507 F St., Eureka, CA 95501
hmuller@co.humboldt.ca.us
707-441-5409
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From: Muller, Heather
To: Frankovich, Teresa; Stephens, Michele; Phillips, Hava
Cc: Messinger, Christine; Miracle, Meriah
Subject: RE: CDC household guidance
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 10:40:27 AM
Attachments: image001.png
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This is interesting, but your media peeps media are more than a little squeamish about issuing
someone else’s news product, even if, as with NPR, there is no paywall. Someone else legally owns
the content.  It’s really not ours to issue or reissue. We’d like to stick with orgs ;ole CDC and CDPH
whose content is produced for the public domain. Is the CDC household guide good enough for
now?
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 10:32 AM
To: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Messinger, Christine <CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Miracle, Meriah
<mmiracle@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: CDC household guidance
 
I like this better than CDC on quick glance…more what I was talking about.
 
https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2020/02/26/809650625/a-guide-how-to-prepare-your-
home-for-coronavirus
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 

From: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 9:58 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Messinger, Christine <CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Miracle, Meriah
<mmiracle@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: CDC household guidance
 
We’d like to put this out at some point this week. Any concerns?
 
Heather Muller
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DHHS Public Information and Emergency Manager
507 F St., Eureka, CA 95501
hmuller@co.humboldt.ca.us
707-441-5409
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From: Muller, Heather
To: Frankovich, Teresa; Stephens, Michele; Phillips, Hava
Cc: Messinger, Christine; Miracle, Meriah
Subject: RE: CDC household guidance
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 10:32:27 AM
Attachments: image001.png

image003.png

Ok. We have all of that information from our emergency prep roles… but I am a little leery of
invoking the apocalypse. I’m trying to imagine a scenario short of that in which people are going to
run out of toilet paper because of a virus. That said, if we get to the apocalypse, we have all of the
disaster prep kit information at our disposal.
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 10:26 AM
To: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Messinger, Christine <CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Miracle, Meriah
<mmiracle@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: CDC household guidance
 
No problem with it.  I think it is a decent planning outline although the format isn’t great but when I
looked at it over the weekend I just thought it does not get into the nitty gritty about preparing an
emergency kit….food, needed medication, diapers, toilet paper…the real stuff!
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 

From: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 9:59 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Messinger, Christine <CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Miracle, Meriah
<mmiracle@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: CDC household guidance
 
Ugh.
 
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/get-your-household-ready-for-COVID-
19.html
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We’d like to put this out at some point this week. Any concerns?
 
Heather Muller
DHHS Public Information and Emergency Manager
507 F St., Eureka, CA 95501
hmuller@co.humboldt.ca.us
707-441-5409
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From: Muller, Heather
To: Frankovich, Teresa; Stephens, Michele; Phillips, Hava
Cc: Messinger, Christine; Miracle, Meriah
Subject: RE: CDC household guidance
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 9:58:52 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Ugh.
 
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/get-your-household-ready-for-COVID-
19.html
 
 
 
 
We’d like to put this out at some point this week. Any concerns?
 
Heather Muller
DHHS Public Information and Emergency Manager
507 F St., Eureka, CA 95501
hmuller@co.humboldt.ca.us
707-441-5409
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From: Stephens, Michele
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Cc: Muller, Heather; Messinger, Christine; Weiss, Lara
Subject: Re: CDC household guidance
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 11:48:05 AM
Attachments: image001.png
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I just spoke with the healthy communities senior staff about getting staff identified  and assigned
to the areas in the hub and spoke model Terry put together with the role of monitoring and
updating with current info, being a SME and liaison to those groups. One of the Categories is
General Public  which this relates to so trying not to duplicate and get clear about who is doing
what. this topic is specific to household preparedness though which is heathers wheelhouse. Just
making sure we’re on the same page...

Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director 
Humboldt County Dept of Health and Human Services
707.268.2121

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 2, 2020, at 10:41 AM, Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
wrote:
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Yes..it is fine.  I didn’t mean for us to put the NPR thing out…just that I think it is better
done and worth emulating.
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181
<image001.png>
    
<image002.jpg>

 

From: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 10:40 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Messinger, Christine <CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Miracle, Meriah
<mmiracle@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: CDC household guidance
 
This is interesting, but your media peeps media are more than a little squeamish about
issuing someone else’s news product, even if, as with NPR, there is no paywall. Someone
else legally owns the content.  It’s really not ours to issue or reissue. We’d like to stick with
orgs ;ole CDC and CDPH whose content is produced for the public domain. Is the CDC
household guide good enough for now?
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 10:32 AM
To: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Messinger, Christine <CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Miracle, Meriah
<mmiracle@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: CDC household guidance
 
I like this better than CDC on quick glance…more what I was talking about.
 
https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2020/02/26/809650625/a-guide-how-to-
prepare-your-home-for-coronavirus
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181
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From: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 9:58 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Messinger, Christine <CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Miracle, Meriah
<mmiracle@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: CDC household guidance
 
We’d like to put this out at some point this week. Any concerns?
 
Heather Muller
DHHS Public Information and Emergency Manager
507 F St., Eureka, CA 95501
hmuller@co.humboldt.ca.us
707-441-5409
<image003.png>
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From: Muller, Heather
To: Frankovich, Teresa; Stephens, Michele; Phillips, Hava
Cc: Messinger, Christine; Miracle, Meriah
Subject: RE: CDC household guidance
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 11:36:34 AM
Attachments: image001.png
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Excellent. We should have a formatted draft back to you shortly.
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 11:36 AM
To: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Messinger, Christine <CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Miracle, Meriah
<mmiracle@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: CDC household guidance
 
Was just able to ask about the guidance I put in about not seeking medical care if sx are mild on CDC
national call and they agreed that approach was appropriate.
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 

From: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 10:52 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Messinger, Christine <CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Miracle, Meriah
<mmiracle@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: CDC household guidance
 
I’ll take the next pass. Thanks much.
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 10:50 AM
To: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Messinger, Christine <CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Miracle, Meriah
<mmiracle@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: CDC household guidance
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Here is a revised draft for today’s release for review…thanks, T
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 

From: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 10:43 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Messinger, Christine <CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Miracle, Meriah
<mmiracle@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: CDC household guidance
 
It is good. We can start thinking about what a local, well-timed version of that might look like. Thanks
very much.
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 10:42 AM
To: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Messinger, Christine <CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Miracle, Meriah
<mmiracle@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: CDC household guidance
 
Yes..it is fine.  I didn’t mean for us to put the NPR thing out…just that I think it is better done and
worth emulating.
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 

From: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 10:40 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele
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<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Messinger, Christine <CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Miracle, Meriah
<mmiracle@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: CDC household guidance
 
This is interesting, but your media peeps media are more than a little squeamish about issuing
someone else’s news product, even if, as with NPR, there is no paywall. Someone else legally owns
the content.  It’s really not ours to issue or reissue. We’d like to stick with orgs ;ole CDC and CDPH
whose content is produced for the public domain. Is the CDC household guide good enough for
now?
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 10:32 AM
To: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Messinger, Christine <CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Miracle, Meriah
<mmiracle@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: CDC household guidance
 
I like this better than CDC on quick glance…more what I was talking about.
 
https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2020/02/26/809650625/a-guide-how-to-prepare-your-
home-for-coronavirus
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 

From: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 9:58 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Messinger, Christine <CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Miracle, Meriah
<mmiracle@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: CDC household guidance
 
We’d like to put this out at some point this week. Any concerns?
 
Heather Muller
DHHS Public Information and Emergency Manager
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507 F St., Eureka, CA 95501
hmuller@co.humboldt.ca.us
707-441-5409
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From: Phillips, Hava
To: Allen, Rachel; Dykehouse, Erica; Fullbright, Anita; Hanson, Katie; Kelly, Katherine; Prejean, Randy
Cc: Pereira, Sofia; Frankovich, Teresa; Stoneman, Donna
Subject: RE: CD Task Division 2-26
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 9:40:58 AM
Attachments: COVID-19 - STATS - updated 02-28-2020.docx
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Good Morning.
 
Task division today is the same as it was yesterday. The CDC’s talking points are also the
same. Katie’s COVID statistics are attached. If you need me and can’t find me, please send
me a text. 707-845-2849 or 707-502-6493.
 
Happy Friday!
 
 
Task Assigned to Details
Checking 2182 Randy Every 30 minutes, check the

voicemail for 268-2182.
Respond to general, non-
medical, questions. Forward
medical Questions to
Rachel. Forward calls
directly related to our local
case to Kathie. Forward
calls of a political nature to
Hava.

Respond to medical calls Don Austria – backup is
Hava. Text me if you can’t
find me.

Every 30 minutes, check
your voicemail for new
messages. Respond to calls
of a medical nature
regarding coronavirus. If
the call is related to one of
our cases, forward to
Kathie.

Respond to calls regarding
local case

Kathie All calls related to our
existing local coronavirus
case will be forwarded to
you. If you receive any calls
not related to our existing
case, please forward them
to Randy or Rachel as
appropriate.

Forward general calls that
come to your direct lines

CD Surveillance staff Any call that comes directly
to you, but is not related to
the task you are assigned to
should be forwarded to the
person responsible for that
task. You do not need to
check 2182 (unless you are
Randy).

Respond to emails sent to
CDnurse

Hava Check the CD nurse account
daily and respond to all
emails within 24 hours.

mailto:HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us
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Current StatisticsInfo Updated:   02/28/2020

@ 0939 hrs 







		Country/Region

		# of Cases

 Confirmed 

		# of Deaths

		Case Count by State



		Mainland China 

including Wuhan 

		78,824c

		2,788

		



		South Korea

		2,337

		13

		



		Others “Diamond Princess”

		705

		5

		



		Italy

		655

		17

		



		Iran

		388

		34

		



		Japan

		228

		4

		



		Hong Kong

		94

		2

		



		Singapore

		93

		

		



		United States

Cases by State 

		60

		State totals are not current

		(WA-1) (CA-9) (IL-2) (AZ-1) (MA-1) (WI-1)  (DP-43)

 



		Germany

		48

		

		



		Kuwait

		45

		

		



		France

		41

		2

		



		Thailand

		41

		

		



		Bahrain

		36

		

		



		Taiwan

		34

		1

		



		Spain

		32

		

		



		Australia

		23

		

		



		Malaysia

		23

		

		



		United Arab Emirates

		19

		

		



		UK

		19

		

		



		Vietnam

		16

		

		



		Canada

		14

		

		



		Macau

		10

		

		



		Switzerland

		8

		

		



		Sweden

		7

		

		



		Iraq

		7

		

		



		Croatia

		5

		

		



		Israel

		4

		

		



		Oman

		4

		

		



		Greece

		4

		

		



		India

		3

		

		



		Philippines

		3

		1

		



		Romania

		3

		

		



		Austria

		3

		

		



		Finland

		2

		

		



		Russia

		2

		

		



		Pakistan

		2

		

		



		Lebanon

		2

		

		



		Afghanistan

		1

		

		



		Nepal

		1

		

		



		Lithuania

		1

		

		



		Cambodia

		1

		

		



		Georgia

		1

		

		



		North Ireland

		1

		

		



		Nigeria

		1

		

		



		Norway

		1

		

		



		Algeria

		1

		

		



		Belgium

		1

		

		



		San Marino

		1

		

		



		Netherlands

		1

		

		



		Denmark

		1

		

		



		Azerbaijan

		1

		

		



		North Macedonia

		1

		

		



		Belarus

		1

		

		



		New Zealand

		1

		

		



		Brazil

		1

		

		



		Estonia

		1

		

		



		Mexico

		1

		

		



		Egypt

		1

		

		



		Sri Lanka

		1

		

		





		Total Confirmed Cases of 2019-nCoV

		83,867



		Total Deaths

		2,867
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Politically charged emails
should be reviewed with
DHHS Media prior to
sending

CalREDIE Data Entry Randy At the request of other CD
staff, enter information into
CalREDIE. Feel free to
delegate more basic data
entry to an MOA with
Donna’s go-ahead.

Maintain baseline
surveillance functions

Katie Check CalREDIE staging
regularly, assess newly
reported cases, and bring in
help when needed. For
clinical guidance, ask Rachel
if she is available, followed
by Hava (text Hava if
needed).

 
 

 

Hava Phillips, PHN
supervising public health nurse

Public Health clinic and communicable disease programs
Humboldt County Public Health Branch, 529 I St. Eureka, CA 95501

( 707-268-2127 |6 707-445-7346
8 Humboldt's Communicable Disease Prevention Webpage

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://humboldtgov.org/560/Communicable-Disease-Prevention


From: Hanson, Katie
To: Phillips, Hava; Allen, Rachel; Dykehouse, Erica; Fullbright, Anita; Kelly, Katherine; Prejean, Randy
Cc: Pereira, Sofia; Frankovich, Teresa; Stoneman, Donna
Subject: RE: CD Task Division 2-26
Date: Thursday, February 27, 2020 9:21:57 AM
Attachments: COVID-19 - STATS - updated 02-27-2020.docx
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Just updated the Stats – attached above
 
Katie Hanson, CDI
Communicable Disease Surveillance
Humboldt County Public Health
Desk: (707) 268-2153  Main Phone: (707)268-2182   
mailto:klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us
 

From: Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 7:42 AM
To: Allen, Rachel <RAllen@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Dykehouse, Erica
<edykehouse@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Fullbright, Anita <AFullbright@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Hanson,
Katie <klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Kelly, Katherine <KKelly@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Prejean, Randy
<RPrejean@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Pereira, Sofia <spereira2@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Frankovich, Teresa
<tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stoneman, Donna <DStoneman@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: CD Task Division 2-26
 
Good Morning.
 
Last night, the CDC confirmed a case of COVID-19 in a Solano County resident with no
travel and no contact with individuals diagnosed with COVID-19. This looks like the first
known instance of community transmission in the US. As a result, I expect we will get quite
a few calls today. Don Austria will be coming over from the adult health program to take on
the role of answering clinical questions. It will take time to train him, so you will likely all
see a few more calls than yesterday. Nevertheless, please continue to leave 2182 calls for
Randy and to forward anything on your personal line that does not need to be answered
specifically by you to 2182.
 
Talking points from CDC and stats current as of yesterday are attached.
 
Task Assigned to Details
Checking 2182 Randy Every 30 minutes, check the

voicemail for 268-2182.
Respond to general, non-
medical, questions. Forward
medical Questions to
Rachel. Forward calls
directly related to our local
case to Kathie. Forward
calls of a political nature to
Hava.

Respond to medical calls Don Austria – backup is
Hava. Text me if you can’t

Every 30 minutes, check
your voicemail for new

mailto:klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=cdadf017efec430f95dce7e2749af428-Allen, Rach
mailto:edykehouse@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:AFullbright@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:KKelly@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:RPrejean@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:spereira2@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:DStoneman@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/OPA/Pages/NR20-006.aspx

Current StatisticsInfo Updated:   02/27/2020

@ 0920 hrs 







		Country/Region

		# of Cases

 Confirmed 

		# of Deaths

		Case Count by State



		Mainland China 

including Wuhan 

		78,497c

		2,744

		



		South Korea

		1,766

		13

		



		Others “Diamond Princess”

		705

		4

		



		Italy

		528

		14

		



		Iran

		245

		26

		



		Japan

		189

		3

		



		Singapore

		93

		

		



		Hong Kong

		92

		2

		



		United States

Cases by State 

		60

		State totals are not current

		(WA-1) (CA-9) (IL-2) (AZ-1) (MA-1) (WI-1)  (DP-43)

 



		Kuwait

		43

		

		



		Thailand

		40

		

		



		Bahrain

		33

		

		



		Taiwan

		32

		1

		



		Germany

		26

		

		



		Australia

		23

		

		



		Malaysia

		23

		

		



		France

		18

		2

		



		Vietnam

		16

		

		



		Spain

		15

		

		



		UK

		15

		

		



		United Arab Emirates

		13

		

		



		Canada

		11

		

		



		Macau

		10

		

		



		Iraq

		6

		

		



		Oman

		4

		

		



		Switzerland

		4

		

		



		Israel

		3

		

		



		India

		3

		

		



		Philippines

		3

		1

		



		Croatia

		3

		

		



		Austria

		3

		

		



		Greece

		3

		

		



		Finland

		2

		

		



		Sweden

		2

		

		



		Russia

		2

		

		



		Pakistan

		2

		

		



		Lebanon

		2

		

		



		Afghanistan

		1

		

		



		Nepal

		1

		

		



		Cambodia

		1

		

		



		Norway

		1

		

		



		Algeria

		1

		

		



		Belgium

		1

		

		



		Georgia

		1

		

		



		Denmark

		1

		

		



		North Macedonia

		1

		

		



		Brazil

		1

		

		



		Romania

		1

		

		



		Estonia

		1

		

		



		Egypt

		1

		

		



		Sri Lanka

		1

		

		





		Total Confirmed Cases of 2019-nCoV

		82,549



		Total Deaths

		2,810
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find me. messages. Respond to calls
of a medical nature
regarding coronavirus. If
the call is related to one of
our cases, forward to
Kathie.

Respond to calls regarding
local case

Kathie All calls related to our
existing local coronavirus
case will be forwarded to
you. If you receive any calls
not related to our existing
case, please forward them
to Randy or Rachel as
appropriate.

Forward general calls that
come to your direct lines

CD Surveillance staff Any call that comes directly
to you, but is not related to
the task you are assigned to
should be forwarded to the
person responsible for that
task. You do not need to
check 2182 (unless you are
Randy).

Respond to emails sent to
CDnurse

Hava Check the CD nurse account
daily and respond to all
emails within 24 hours.
Politically charged emails
should be reviewed with
DHHS Media prior to
sending

CalREDIE Data Entry Randy At the request of other CD
staff, enter information into
CalREDIE. Feel free to
delegate more basic data
entry to an MOA with
Donna’s go-ahead.

Maintain baseline
surveillance functions

Katie Check CalREDIE staging
regularly, assess newly
reported cases, and bring in
help when needed. For
clinical guidance, ask Rachel
if she is available, followed
by Hava (text Hava if
needed).

 
 

 

Hava Phillips, PHN
supervising public health nurse

Public Health clinic and communicable disease programs
Humboldt County Public Health Branch, 529 I St. Eureka, CA 95501

( 707-268-2127 |6 707-445-7346
8 Humboldt's Communicable Disease Prevention Webpage

 

 
 

http://humboldtgov.org/560/Communicable-Disease-Prevention


 
 
 
 
 
 
 



From: Phillips, Hava
To: Allen, Rachel; Dykehouse, Erica; Fullbright, Anita; Hanson, Katie; Kelly, Katherine; Prejean, Randy
Cc: Pereira, Sofia; Frankovich, Teresa; Stoneman, Donna
Subject: RE: CD Task Division 2-26
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 9:03:40 AM
Attachments: image001.png

CDC Key Points 2-29-2020.pdf
CDC Weekly Key Points 3-1-2020.pdf

Good Morning.
 
Our initial case is cleared as of this morning and no longer needs to be isolated. Contacts on
quarantine will be released over the next few days depending on their exposure.
 
CDC updates are attached.
 
No changes to ICS structure today.
 
Task Assigned to Details
Checking 2182 Randy Every 30 minutes, check the

voicemail for 268-2182.
Respond to general, non-
medical, questions. Forward
medical Questions to
Rachel. Forward calls
directly related to our local
case to Kathie. Forward
calls of a political nature to
Hava.

Respond to medical calls Rachel – 268-2155 Every 30 minutes, check
your voicemail for new
messages. Respond to calls
of a medical nature
regarding coronavirus. If
the call is related to one of
our cases, forward to
Kathie.

Respond to calls regarding
local case

Kathie All calls related to our
existing local coronavirus
case will be forwarded to
you. If you receive any calls
not related to our existing
case, please forward them
to Randy or Rachel as
appropriate.

Forward general calls that
come to your direct lines

CD Surveillance staff Any call that comes directly
to you, but is not related to
the task you are assigned to
should be forwarded to the
person responsible for that
task. You do not need to
check 2182 (unless you are
Randy).

Respond to emails sent to
CDnurse

Rachel and Hava Check the CD nurse account
daily and respond to all

mailto:HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=cdadf017efec430f95dce7e2749af428-Allen, Rach
mailto:edykehouse@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:AFullbright@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:KKelly@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:RPrejean@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:spereira2@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:DStoneman@co.humboldt.ca.us




CDC Daily Key Points 


Coronavirus Disease 2019 (“COVID-19”) Outbreak 


February 29, 2020 


All content updated since February 27 is shown in colored text.  


MAIN KEY POINTS  


• There is an expanding global outbreak of respiratory illness named “COVID-19” caused by a 


novel (new) coronavirus.  


• The outbreak began in China but is spreading worldwide, including the United States.  


• COVID-19 is threatening to cause a pandemic.  


• The U.S. public health response is aggressive and multi-layered, with the goal of detecting 


introductions of this virus in the United States and reducing the potential spread and impact of 


this virus. 


• This aggressive response has helped to limit the number of U.S. cases in the United States. 


• As the virus continues to spread internationally and in the United States, it becomes harder and 


harder contain its spread. 


• This week, several instances of infection with the virus that causes COVID-19 occurred in people 


with no travel history and no known source of exposure. 


• These possible instances of community spread occurred in California, Washington and Oregon.  


• In Washington three patients were reported who had tested presumptive-positive for the virus 


that causes COVID-19 at the state.  


• These included a person who died, an infected hospitalized health care worker and a 


potential outbreak in a long-term care facility. 


• See Possible Washington Cluster section 


• The U.S. expects to detect more introductions of COVID-19 through travel, as well as more 


person-to-person spread and community transmission of this virus. 


• Aggressive containment efforts will continue, including ongoing use of isolation and quarantine 


measures to decrease introductions and spread of the virus. 


• On February 29, the U.S. government announced it was suspending entry of foreign 


nationals who have been in Iran within the past 14 days. 


• In affected communities, local authorities will implement other measures too, including 


Nonpharmaceutical Interventions (NPIs).  


• Local authorities will determine which NPIs to implement, taking into account current 


circumstances in their communities.  


• Nonpharmaceutical Interventions are actions, apart from getting vaccinated and taking 


medicine, that people and communities can take to help slow the spread of illnesses like 


pandemic flu or COVID-19. 


• The purpose of most NPIs is to help reduce spread of illness by maintaining or increasing 


distance between people. 


• Social distancing measures are an important weapon to fight the spread of this virus and also 


can reduce the impact of this virus on communities as a whole.  


• The potential public health threat posed by COVID-19 is high, both globally and to the United 


States. 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/preparing-individuals-communities.html





• But individual risk is dependent on exposure. 


• What is currently known about the potential cases of community spread has raised the level of 


concern about the immediate threat for COVID-19 for certain communities. 


• For the general American public, who are unlikely to be exposed to this virus at this time, the 


immediate health risk from COVID-19 is considered low. 


• People in communities where ongoing community spread with the virus that causes COVID-19 


has been reported are at elevated though still relatively low risk of exposure. 


• Healthcare workers caring for patients with COVID-19 are at elevated risk of exposure. 


• Close contacts of persons with COVID-19 also are at elevated risk of exposure.  


• Travelers returning from affected locations internationally where community spread is occurring 


also are at elevated risk of exposure. 


• CDC has developed guidance to help in the risk assessment and management of people with 


potential exposures to COVID-19. 


• While still taking every effort to prevent a pandemic, CDC is operationalizing all of its pandemic 


preparedness and response plans.  


• Guidance developed in anticipation of an influenza pandemic is being repurposed and adapted 


for COVID-19. 


• Public health partners are encouraged to review their pandemic preparedness plans at this time. 


SITUATION UPDATE 


• This is a rapidly evolving situation. CDC is constantly reviewing and updating its guidance as 


needed. 


International  


• To date, 60 international locations (including the U.S.) have reported confirmed cases of COVID-


19, most recently Azerbaijan, Iceland, and Monaco.   


• CDC is reviewing and updating its travel guidance daily. 


• To date, CDC has issued: 


• Level 3 Travel Health Notices (Avoid Nonessential Travel) for China, Iran, Italy, and South 


Korea. 


• Level 2 Travel Health Notices (Practice Enhanced Precautions) for Japan. 


• Level 1 Travel Health Notices (Practice Usual Precautions) for Hong Kong. 


• CDC also recommends that all travelers reconsider cruise ship voyages into or within Asia at this 


time. 


• This is consistent with guidance by the U.S. State Department. 


Domestic 


• CDC is reporting confirmed cases of COVID-19 in the United States in two categories: 


1. Cases detected through our domestic public health systems, and 


2. Cases among people who were repatriated via U.S. State Department flights from 


Wuhan, China and from the Diamond Princess cruise ship (Japan). 


• 22 cases of COVID-19 have been detected through U.S. public health surveillance. 


• Six of these cases occurred through person-to-person spread. 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/pandemic-preparedness-resources.html

https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/traveladvisories/ea/novel-coronavirus-hubei-province--china.html





• On February 26, CDC confirmed what is potentially the first instance of community 


spread with the virus that causes COVID in Sacramento, CA. 


• Late on February 28, CDC announced three more possible instances of community-


acquired COVID-19—one each in California, Oregon, and the state of Washington.  


• On February 29, CDC and public health officials in the state of Washington reported 


three hospitalized patients who have tested presumptive-positive for the virus that 


causes COVID-19. All of these are potential cases of community spread. 


• One of the patients has died. This is the first reported death in the United States 


from COVID-19.   


• See Possible Washington Cluster section 


• Community spread means spread of an illness for which the source of infection is 


unknown. 


• It’s also possible, however, that these patients may have been exposed to a returned 


traveler who was infected. 


• CDC is supporting investigations locations with possible community spread. 


• People who were exposed to these patients during their infection are at some level of 


risk depending on their exposure.  


• Based on what is known about how this virus behaves, additional cases among people 


who have had contact with these patients, especially those who have had close, 


prolonged contact, are expected.  


• This could include family members and potentially healthcare workers who cared for the 


patients. 


• All the remaining cases detected through the U.S. public health system were in persons 


who had travel to areas with ongoing community transmission. 


• 47 cases of COVID-19 have been detected among the 1,100+ people repatriated from Hubei 


Province, China and the Diamond Princess. 


• 3 people were repatriated from Wuhan. 


• 44 people were repatriated from the Diamond Princess, an increase of 2 since 


yesterday. 


• Almost all of the people from the Wuhan flights who were quarantined have finished their 14-


day quarantine period. 


• On Monday, most of the passengers from the Diamond Princess will complete their 14-day 


quarantine period. 


• Patients who tested positive during their quarantine will remain in isolation. A small number of 


close contacts of those patients (for instance, spouses who have been living with them) who are 


at increased risk will have their quarantines extended.  


WHAT’S NEW: 


• On February 28 CDC issued a health alert network update titled: “Update and Interim Guidance 


on Outbreak of Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19).” 


• CDC has been watching the increased spread of this virus across the world and worked with 


partners on an updated PUI definition.  



https://www.cdc.gov/media/releases/2020/s0226-Covid-19-spread.html

https://www.cdc.gov/media/releases/2020/s0228-additional-COVID-19-cases.html

https://www.cdc.gov/media/releases/2020/s0228-additional-COVID-19-cases.html

https://emergency.cdc.gov/han/2020/HAN00428.asp

https://emergency.cdc.gov/han/2020/HAN00428.asp

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/clinical-criteria.html





• The updated PUI definition takes into account the new geographic spread of the virus and 


includes a list of affected areas with widespread or sustained community spread. This list is 


dynamic and will change as our travel guidance is revised. 


• CDC has posted “Community Mitigation Guidance for COVID-19 Response in the United States: 


Nonpharmaceutical Interventions for Community Preparedness and Outbreak Response.” 


WHAT TO DO  


• While the immediate risk of this new virus for most of the American public is believed to be low 


at this time, everyone can do their part to help us respond to this emerging public health threat:  


o It’s currently flu and respiratory disease season and CDC recommends getting a flu 


vaccine, taking everyday preventive actions to help stop the spread of germs, and taking 


flu antivirals if prescribed. 


o If you are a healthcare provider, be on the look-out for: 


▪ People who recently traveled from China or another affected area and who 


have symptoms associated with COVID-19, and; 


▪ People who have been in close contact with someone with COVID-19 or 


pneumonia of unknown cause. (Consult the most recent definition for patients 


under investigation [PUIs].) 


o If you are a healthcare provider or a public health responder caring for a COVID-19 


patient, please take care of yourself and follow recommended infection control 


procedures. 


o If you are a close contact of someone with COVID-19 and develop symptoms of COVID-


19, call your healthcare provider and tell them about your symptoms and your 


exposure. 


o If you are a resident in a community where person-to-person spread of COVID-19 has 


been detected and you develop COVID-19 symptoms, call your healthcare provider and 


tell them about your symptoms.  


o For people who are ill with COVID-19, but are not sick enough to be hospitalized, please 


follow CDC guidance on how to reduce the risk of spreading your illness to others. 


People who are mildly ill with COVID-19 are able to isolate at home during their illness. 


o If you have been in China or another affected area or have been exposed to someone 


sick with COVID-19 in the last 14 days, you will face some limitations on your movement 


and activity for up to 14 days. Please follow instructions during this time. Your 


cooperation is integral to the ongoing public health response to try to slow spread of 


this virus.  


POSSIBLE WASHINGTON CLUSTER 


• On February 29, CDC and public health officials in the state of Washington reported three 


hospitalized patients who have tested presumptive-positive for the virus that causes COVID-19. 


• One of the patients has died. This is the first reported death in the United States from 


COVID-19.  


• Two of the patients are from a long-term care facility where one is a health care worker. This is 


the first reported case in a healthcare worker.  



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/preparing-individuals-communities.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/preparing-individuals-communities.html





• Additional residents and staff of the long-term care facility who have not yet been tested for 


COVID-19 are reportedly either ill with respiratory symptoms or hospitalized with pneumonia of 


unknown cause. 


• The patient who died was being treated in the same hospital as one of the other presumptive 


positive cases, but was not a resident of the long-term care facility. 


• While there is an ongoing investigation, the source of these infections is currently unknown.  


• Circumstances suggest person-to-person spread including in the long-term care facility. 


• CDC is deploying a team to Washington to support the ongoing investigation to find and identify 


how the patients were exposed and do extensive contact tracing of people who were exposed 


or might have been exposed to the patients.   


TESTING  


• An important part of CDC’s role in testing during a public health emergency is to develop a test 


for the pathogen and equip state and local public health labs with the capacity to test for this 


virus. 


• Distribution of a CDC rRT-PCR test to diagnose COVID-19 began to state and local public health 


labs, but shortly thereafter performance issues were identified related to a problem in the 


manufacturing of one of the reagents, which led to laboratories not being able to verify the test 


performance.  


• CDC worked on two potential resolutions to this problem. 


• CDC developed a new protocol that uses two of the three components of the original 


CDC test kit to detect the virus that causes COVID-19. 


• CDC established that the third component, which was the problem with the 


original test, can be excluded from testing without affecting accuracy. 


• CDC is working with FDA to amend the existing Emergency Use Authorization 


(EUA) for the test, but in the meantime, FDA granted discretionary authority for 


the use of the original test kits.  


• Public health laboratories can use the original CDC test kit to test for the virus 


that causes COVID-19 using the new protocol. 


• Further, newly manufactured kits have been provided to the International Reagent 


Resource for distribution. 


• Combined with other reagents that CDC has procured, this is enough testing kits to test more 


than 75,000 people. 


• In addition, CDC has two laboratories conducting testing for the virus that causes COVID-19. CDC 


can test approximately 350 specimens per day. 


• Commercial labs are working to develop their own tests and hopefully will be available soon. 


This will allow a greater number of tests to happen close to where potential cases are.   


• Learn more information about CDC’s laboratory work. 


NONPHARMACEUTICAL INTERVENTIONS 


• Nonpharmaceutical Interventions (NPIs) are actions, apart from getting vaccinated and taking 


medicine, that people and communities can take to help slow the spread of illnesses like 


pandemic flu or COVID-19. 


• NPIs are also known as community interventions. 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/about/testing.html





• When a new virus spreads among people, causing illness worldwide, it is called a pandemic. 


• Because the virus is new, the human population has little or no immunity against it. This allows 


the virus to spread quickly from person to person worldwide. 


• NPIs are among the best ways of controlling a pandemic caused by a respiratory virus when 


vaccines are not yet available. 


• NPIs are grouped in three categories: 


1. Personal NPIs (personal protective measures for everyday use and personal protective 


measures reserved for influenza pandemics); 


2. Community NPIs (social distancing measures and school closures and dismissals); and 


3. Environmental NPIs (surface cleaning measures) 


• View information about NPIs and factors to consider before implementing nonpharmaceutical 


interventions. 


BACKGROUND 


• This new coronavirus has been named “SARS-CoV-2;” the disease it causes has been named 


COVID-19. 


• Due to potential for confusion with SARS-CoV, where possible, public communications will use 


“the virus that causes COVID-19.”  


 


For more information please visit the Coronavirus Disease 2019 Outbreak Page at: 


www.cdc.gov/COVID19. 



http://www.cdc.gov/nonpharmaceutical-interventions/index.html

http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/66/rr/rr6601a1.htm?s_cid=rr6601a1_w#T2_down

http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/66/rr/rr6601a1.htm?s_cid=rr6601a1_w#T2_down

http://www.cdc.gov/COVID19
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CDC WEEKLY KEY MESSAGES 


Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) Outbreak 


March 1, 2020 


This document summarizes key messages about the COVID-19 outbreak and the response. It will be 


updated and distributed regularly. For the most current information, visit www.cdc.gov/COVID19.  


All content updated since February 24 is shown in colored text.    
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CORONAVIRUS DISEASE 2019 (COVID-19) NAMING 


• The International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses named the novel coronavirus causing an 


outbreak of respiratory illness that was first detected in Wuhan, Hubei Province, China, Severe 


Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2).  


• Due to potential for confusion with SARS-CoV, where possible, public communications 


will use “the virus that causes COVID-19.” 



http://www.cdc.gov/COVID19
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• On February 11, 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) named the disease caused by this 


virus Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19). 


• Disease name: COVID-19 


OUTBREAK SUMMARY 


• There is an expanding outbreak of COVID-19 caused by a novel (new) coronavirus. 


• The outbreak began in China but is spreading worldwide and is threatening to cause a 


pandemic. 


• Initially, many of the patients reportedly had some link to a large seafood and animal market, 


suggesting animal-to-person spread. Since then, sustained (ongoing) person-to-person spread in 


the community is occurring in some international locations.  


• The newly emerged COVID-19 is a respiratory disease that seems to be spreading much like flu. 


It can spread from person-to-person. 


• The new virus can cause illness varying from mild to severe, including potentially resulting in 


death. 


• Outbreaks like this — when a new virus has emerged to infect people and spread between 


people — are especially concerning. 


International  


• Global case numbers are reported by WHO in their COVID-19 situation reports. 


• As of February 29, more than 85,000 cases have been identified worldwide. More than 


6,000 of these cases have occurred outside of China. 


• On January 30, WHO declared this outbreak a Public Health Emergency of International Concern 


(PHEIC). A PHEIC is declared if an event poses a public health threat to other nations through the 


spread of disease and potentially requires a coordinated international response. 


Domestic 


• On January 31, Health and Human Services Secretary Alex M. Azar II declared a public health 


emergency for the United States to aid the nation’s healthcare community in responding to 


COVID-19. 


• This is a very serious public health threat and the federal government is working closely with 


state, local, tribal, and territorial partners, as well as public health partners, to respond to this 


public health threat. 


• The goal of the ongoing US public health response is to minimize introductions of this virus, 


detect new cases quickly, and reduce community spread of this new coronavirus in the US. 


• As the virus continues to spread internationally and in the United States, it becomes harder and 


harder contain its spread. 


• During the week of February 23, several instances of infection with the virus that causes COVID-


19 occurred in people with no travel history and no known source of exposure in multiple states. 


[See section “Possible U.S. cluster” below.] 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers/index.html

https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/situation-reports/
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• What is currently known about the potential cases of community spread has raised the level of 


concern about the immediate threat for COVID-19 for certain communities. 


• The coming days and weeks are likely to bring more confirmed cases of COVID-19 in the United 


States and globally, but strong public health measures now may blunt the impact of the virus in 


the United States.  


• While it is unclear how this situation will evolve in the United States, CDC is preparing as if it 


were the next pandemic, while hoping it is not. 


• The current outbreak meets two criteria for a pandemic. It is a new virus and it is capable of 


person-to-person spread. If sustained person-to-person spread in the community begins outside 


in China, this will increase the likelihood that a global pandemic will result. 


• Extensive work has been done over the past 15 years in the United States to prepare for an 


influenza pandemic. 


• Guidance developed for influenza pandemic preparedness would be appropriate in the 


event the current COVID-19 outbreak triggers a pandemic. 


• Selected pandemic preparedness materials are available online.  


 


U.S. OUTBREAK STATISTICS 


Cases in the United States as of February 29, 2020:  


• Travel-related: 13 (12 confirmed, 1 presumptive positive) 


• Person-to-person spread: 9 (3 confirmed, 6 presumptive positive) 


• Total cases: 22 (15 confirmed, 7 presumptive positive) 


• Deaths: 1 (0 confirmed, 1 presumptive positive) 


 


Persons repatriated to the United States and tested positive by CDC, as of February 29, 2020: 


• Wuhan, China: 3 


• Diamond Princess Cruise Ship: 44 


For global cases, please see the WHO daily situation reports. 


 


POSSIBLE U.S. CLUSTER 


• On February 29, CDC and public health officials in the state of Washington reported three 
hospitalized patients who have tested presumptive-positive for the virus that causes COVID-19. 


• One of the patients has died. This is the first reported death in the United States from COVID-19. 


• Two of the patients are from a long-term care facility where one is a healthcare worker. 


• This is the first reported case in a healthcare worker. 


• Additional residents and staff of the long-term care facility who have not yet been tested for 
COVID-19 are reportedly either ill with respiratory symptoms or hospitalized with pneumonia of 
unknown cause. 


• The patient who died was being treated in the same hospital as one of the other presumptive 
positive cases, but was not a resident of the long-term care facility. 



http://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/pandemic-preparedness-resources.html

https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/situation-reports/
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• While there is an ongoing investigation, the source of these infections is currently unknown. 


• Circumstances suggest person-to-person spread, including in the long-term care facility. 


• CDC is deploying a team to Washington to support the ongoing investigation to find and identify 
how the patients were exposed and do extensive contact tracing of people who were exposed 
or might have been exposed to the patients. 


• CDC infection control experts are assessing the risk of additional healthcare worker exposures 
and carefully reviewing infection control practices within the facility to protect residents and 
healthcare workers from further spread of COVID-19. 


• The general strategies CDC recommends to prevent the spread of COVID-19 in long-
term care facilities (LTCF) are the same strategies these facilities use every day to detect 
and prevent the spread of other respiratory viruses like influenza. View Strategies to 
Prevent the Spread of COVID-19 in LTCF for more information. 


• All healthcare facilities can take steps now to prepare for COVID-19 and protect both 
their patients and staff. 


 


CORONAVIRUS BACKGROUND 


• Coronaviruses are a group of viruses that have a halo or crown-like (corona) appearance when 


viewed under a microscope. They are common in many different species of animals, including 


camels, cattle, cats, and bats. 


• Human coronaviruses are a common cause of mild to moderate upper-respiratory illness. But 


three coronaviruses have emerged to cause more severe illness: Severe Acute Respiratory 


Syndrome (SARS-CoV), Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS-CoV), and now the virus that 


causes COVID-19. 


• On February 28, the Hong Kong Agriculture, Fisheries and Conservation Department (AFCD) 


reported a pet dog had tested “weak positive” to COVID-19 through nose and mouth samples. 


The dog had contact with a person infected with COVID-19. View the AFCD official report.  


• CDC is working with human and animal health partners to monitor this situation and will 


continue to provide updates as information becomes available.  


• It’s important to remember dogs that have their own coronaviruses.   


• To date, CDC has not received any reports of pets or other animals becoming sick with 


COVID-19. At this time, there is no evidence that pets, including dogs, can spread COVID-19. 


• There is no reason to think that any animals, including pets, in the United States might be a 


source of infection with this new coronavirus.  


 


TRANSMISSION 


• Much is unknown about how the new coronavirus that causes COVID-19 spreads. Current 


knowledge is largely based on what is known about similar coronaviruses. 


• Most often, person-to-person spread is thought to happen among people in close contact 


(about 6 feet) with each other. 


• Person-to-person spread is thought to occur mainly through respiratory droplets produced 


when an infected person coughs or sneezes, similar to how influenza and other respiratory 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/healthcare-facilities/prevent-spread-in-long-term-care-facilities.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/healthcare-facilities/prevent-spread-in-long-term-care-facilities.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/healthcare-facilities/steps-to-prepare.html

https://www.info.gov.hk/gia/general/202002/28/P2020022800013.htm
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pathogens spread. These droplets can land in the mouths or noses of people who are nearby or 


possibly be inhaled into the lungs. 


• How easily a virus spreads person-to-person can vary. Some viruses are highly contagious (like 


measles), while other viruses are less so. 


• It may be possible that a person can get COVID-19 by touching a surface or object that has the 


virus on it and then touching their own mouth, nose, or possibly their eyes, but this is not 


thought to be the main way the virus spreads. 


• Typically, with most respiratory viruses, people are thought to be most contagious when they 


are most symptomatic (sickest). 


• Mother-to-child transmission during pregnancy is unlikely, but after birth a newborn is 


susceptible to person-to-person spread. 


• To date, CDC does not have any evidence to suggest that animals imported from China pose a 


risk for spreading the new coronavirus in the United States. 


• At this time, CDC has no data to suggest that this new coronavirus or other similar coronaviruses 


are spread by mosquitoes. 


• Mosquitoes cannot spread all types of viruses. For a virus to pass to a person through a 


mosquito bite, the virus must be able to replicate inside the mosquito. 


• There is much more to learn about the spread of this new coronavirus, severity of the disease, 


and other features associated with this outbreak and investigations are ongoing. This 


information will further inform the risk assessment. 


 


DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT 


• CDC developed a real time Reverse Transcription-Polymerase Chain Reaction (rRT-PCR) test to 


detect SARS-CoV-2 (the virus that causes COVID-19) in respiratory samples from clinical 


specimens. 


• On January 24, CDC publicly posted the assay protocol for this test. 


• CDC submitted an Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) package to the U.S. Food and Drug 


Administration on February 3 for its test. 


• FDA approved the Emergency Use Authorization on February 4. 


• The first manufactured batch of CDC test kits were made available for ordering by domestic and 


international partners through the agency’s International Reagent Resource (IRR) on February 5. 


• Upon arrival at public health laboratories, when laboratories began trying to verify the assay, 


several laboratories reported issues. 


• Specifically, some laboratories found sporadic reactivity in the negative control of one of 


the three assay components. 


• This sporadic activity resulted in an inconclusive test result. 


• Routine quality control (QC) measures aim to identify these types of issues. It is unclear why QC 


did not detect this issue before the kits were sent out to states. 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/summary.html#risk-assessment

https://www.internationalreagentresource.org/
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• On February 26, CDC, in conjunction with FDA, determined how to move forward and shared 


this information immediately with public health labs through the Association of Public Health 


Laboratories (APHL): 


• CDC is remanufacturing the test kits to ensure that laboratories have effective and 


reliable kits. The new kits will only include the two components (e.g., reagents) that are 


specific to novel coronavirus. 


• In the meantime, before new test kits are available: 


• States that were able to validate all three assays should continue to test in this 


manner. 


• States that were able to validate the other two assays (N1 and N2) can test 


using these two assays. We anticipate this will increase testing capacity to about 


40 state and local health departments.  


• FDA granted CDC “enforcement discretion,” which means that testing in this manner 


can move forward while an updated EUA is officially completed.  


• CDC distributed updated instructions for use through APHL.  


• On February 27, CDC distributed new test kits to 7 laboratories to serve as evaluation sites to 


ensure these health departments are able to verify the assay. An additional 40 test kits were 


hand carried to IRR for repackaging and distribution to additional public health labs. 


• On February 28, IRR began to distribute new test kits to the additional 40 laboratories. 


• There is no specific antiviral treatment for COVID-19. People with COVID-19 should receive 


supportive care to help relieve symptoms. 


• For severe cases, treatment should include care to support vital organ functions. 


 


PREVENTION 


• There is currently no vaccine to prevent COVID-19. The best way to prevent infection is to avoid 


being exposed to the virus. 


• CDC always recommends everyday preventive actions to help prevent the spread of respiratory 


viruses, including: 


• Avoid touching your eyes, nose, and mouth with unwashed hands. 


• Avoid close contact with people who are sick. 


• Stay home when you are sick. 


• Cover your cough or sneeze with a tissue, then throw the tissue in the trash. 


• Clean and disinfect frequently touched objects and surfaces using a regular household 


cleaning spray or wipe. 


• Wash your hands often with soap and water for at least 20 seconds, especially after 


blowing your nose, coughing or sneezing; going to the bathroom; and before eating or 


preparing food. 


• If soap and water are not readily available, use an alcohol-based hand sanitizer with at 


least 60% alcohol. Always wash hands with soap and water if hands are visibly dirty. 
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MINIMIZING STIGMA AND MISINFORMATION 


• Minimizing stigma and misinformation is important, especially during contagious disease 


outbreaks. 


• Everyone: Know the facts about COVID-19 and help prevent the spread of rumors: 


• Fight stigma by supporting people who are coming back to school or work after 


completing their quarantine or isolation period for COVID-19 exposure or illness. 


• Someone who has completed their quarantine or met the requirements to discontinue 


infection control measures does not pose a risk of spreading COVID-19. 


• People of Asian descent, including Chinese Americans, are not more likely to get 


coronavirus than anyone else. Let people know that being of Asian descent does not 


increase the chance of getting or spreading COVID-19. 


• Viruses cannot target people from specific populations, ethnicities, or racial 


backgrounds. 


• People who have not been in contact with a person who is a confirmed or 


suspected case are not at greater risk of acquiring and spreading this new virus 


than others. 


• People who returned more than 14 days ago from an area with widespread or ongoing 


community spread and do not have symptoms of coronavirus do not put others at risk. 


• To help counter stigma, public health professionals can: 


• Maintain privacy and confidentiality of those seeking health care and those who may be 


part of any contact investigation. 


• Communicate the risk or lack of risk from associations with products, people, and places 


in a timely manner. 


• Raise awareness of COVID-19 while showing empathy for people’s concerns and fears. 


• Share accurate information about how the virus spreads. 


• Speak out against negative behaviors, including negative statements on social media 


about groups of people, or exclusion of people who pose no risk from regular activities. 


• Be cautious about the images that are shared. Make sure they do not reinforce 


stereotypes. 


• Engage with stigmatized groups in person and through media channels including 


news media and social media. 


• Share the need for social support for people who have returned from China or are worried 


about friends or relatives in the affected region. 


 


TRAVEL 


Travel Restrictions from China and Iran: 


• President Trump issued a Presidential Proclamation on January 31, to implement temporary 


measures to increase our abilities to detect and contain the novel coronavirus proactively and 


aggressively.  



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/about/related-stigma.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/about/transmission.html#geographic

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/about/transmission.html#geographic

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/stigma-faq.html

https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/proclamation-suspension-entry-immigrants-nonimmigrants-persons-pose-risk-transmitting-2019-novel-coronavirus/
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• The proclamation took effect at 5 p.m. EST, Sunday, February 2. 


• The proclamation suspends entry to the United States of foreign nationals who have been in 


China (excluding Hong Kong and Macau) in the past 14 days. There are some exemptions, 


including for immediate family members of US citizens and legal permanent residents. 


(Hereafter referred to as “American citizens and exempted persons.”) 


• In addition: 


• All American citizens and exempted persons coming from China will be directed to 


(“funneled to”) one of 11 US airports. 


• American citizens and exempted persons who have been in Hubei province in the 


previous 14 days will have an additional health assessment (screened for fever, cough, 


or difficulty breathing). 


• If symptomatic, American citizens and exempted persons will be transferred for 


further medical evaluation. (They will not be able to complete their itinerary.) 


• If asymptomatic, American citizens and exempted persons will be subject to a 


mandatory quarantine at or near that location until 14 days after they left Hubei 


Province. (They will not be able to complete their itinerary.) 


• American citizens and exempted persons who have been in other parts of mainland 


China (outside of Hubei Province) in the previous 14 days will have an additional health 


assessment (screened for fever, cough, or difficulty breathing). 


• If symptomatic, American citizens and exempted persons will be transferred for 


medical evaluation. (They will not be able to complete their itinerary at that 


time.) 


• If asymptomatic, American citizens and exempted persons will be allowed to 


reach their final destination and, after arrival, will self-monitor under public 


health supervision for 14 days. 


• The 11 airports where travelers are being funneled include: 


• John F. Kennedy International Airport (JFK), New York 


• Chicago O’Hare International Airport (ORD), Illinois 


• San Francisco International Airport (SFO), California 


• Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (SEA), Washington 


• Daniel K. Inouye International Airport (HNL), Hawaii 


• Los Angeles International Airport (LAX), California 


• Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport (ATL), Georgia 


• Washington-Dulles International Airport (IAD), Virginia 


• Newark Liberty International Airport (EWR), New Jersey 


• Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport (DFW), Texas 


• Detroit Metropolitan Airport (DTW), Michigan 


• As of February 27, about 48,000 people have been screened at US airports. 


• On February 29, the U.S. government announced it was suspending entry of foreign nationals 


who have been in Iran within the past 14 days. 
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Travel Notices and Advisories: 


• To date, CDC has issued: 


• Level 3 Travel Health Notices (Avoid Nonessential Travel) for China, Iran, Italy, and South 


Korea.  


• Level 2 Travel Health Notices (Practice Enhanced Precautions) for Japan.  


• Level 1 Travel Health Notices (Practice Usual Precautions) for Hong Kong.  


• CDC recommends that all travelers reconsider cruise ship voyages into or within Asia at this 


time. 


• CDC’s recommendation is consistent with guidance from the U.S. Department of State.  


Repatriation flights and quarantine orders: 


• CDC has supported the Department of State in the safe and expedient ordered departure of US 


citizens and residents affected by outbreaks of COVID-19. 


• Five chartered flights returned passengers from Wuhan City, China. 


• Most recently, passengers from a cruise ship docked in Japan are in the process of being 


repatriated. (See section: Diamond Princess) 


• The Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) Secretary, under statutory authority, 


issued federal quarantine orders to all such passengers entering the United States. 


• The quarantine period is for 14 days. 


• The quarantine is a precautionary and preventive step to maximize the containment of 


the virus in the interest of the health of the American public. 


• This quarantine order also serves to protect the health of the repatriated persons, their 


families, and their communities. 


• Medical staff monitor the health of each traveler, including temperature checks and observation 


for respiratory symptoms. 


• CDC works with state and local public health departments and/or HHS’s Incident Management 


Team (IMT) to transport any passenger exhibiting symptoms to a hospital for further evaluation. 


• At the end of the 14-day period, people who have not developed symptoms have their 


quarantine order lifted and are free to return home.  


• Almost all people from the Wuhan flights who were quarantined have fulfilled their 14-day 


quarantine period and have been released. 


Diamond Princess: 


• CDC supported the Department of State-led mission to repatriate US citizens returning to the 


United States from Japan who were aboard the Diamond Princess cruise ship. 


• Due to the dynamic nature of the ongoing outbreak, the US government recommended 


that US citizens disembark and return to the United States.  


• On February 16, 329 American citizens returned by flights chartered by the State Department.  


• The planes were met by a team of U.S. government personnel deployed at the bases to 


assess the health of the passengers.  


• The passengers were screened before leaving the ship and were monitored and 


evaluated by medical and public health personnel during the trip and after arrival. They 



https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/notices/watch/novel-coronavirus-china

https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/notices/watch/coronavirus-iran

https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/notices/watch/coronavirus-italy

https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/notices/alert/coronavirus-south-korea

https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/notices/alert/coronavirus-south-korea

https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/notices/watch/coronavirus-japan

https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/notices/watch/coronavirus-hong-kong

https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/traveladvisories/ea/novel-coronavirus-hubei-province--china.html
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will continue to be monitored by medical and public health personnel throughout the 


14-day quarantine period.  


• Americans returned by flights chartered by the State Department are subject to a 14-day federal 


quarantine and are housed at two existing federal quarantine sites for repatriated travelers: 


• Travis Air Force Base in California 


• Joint Base San Antonio-Lackland in Texas 


• No US citizens remain on the Diamond Princess. 


• More than 50 Americans who were on board the Diamond Princess remain in Japan, hospitalized 


with COVID-19, including some who are reportedly severely ill. 


• The US Government is taking measures to protect the health of the people under quarantine, 


their loved ones, and their communities, as well as the communities where they are being 


temporarily housed. 


• Based on what is known about this virus and other coronaviruses, CDC believes the risk to the 


communities temporarily housing these people is low. 


 


WHAT CDC IS DOING 


CDC Response in the US: 


• The federal government is working closely with state, local, tribal, and territorial partners, as 


well as public health partners, to respond to this public health threat. 


• The goal of the ongoing US public health response is to detect new cases quickly and prevent 


further spread of COVID-19 in this country. 


• CDC established a COVID-19 Incident Management Structure on January 7. On January 21, CDC 


activated its Emergency Operations Center to better provide ongoing support to the COVID-19 


response. 


• The US government has taken unprecedented steps with respect to travel in response to the 


growing public health threat posed by this new coronavirus. 


• Effective February 2, at 5pm, the US government suspended entry of foreign nationals 


who have been in China within the past 14 days. 


• US citizens, residents, and their immediate family members who have been in 


Hubei province and other parts of mainland China are allowed to enter the 


United States, but they are subject to health monitoring and possible 


quarantine for up to 14 days. 


• On February 29, the U.S. government announced it was suspending entry of foreign 


nationals who have been in Iran within the past 14 days. 


• CDC has issued the following travel guidance related to COVID-19:  


• China — Level 3, Avoid Nonessential Travel — updated February 22; 


• Hong Kong — Level 1, Practice Usual Precautions — issued February 19; 


• Iran — Level 3, Avoid Nonessential Travel — updated February 28; 


• Italy — Level 3, Avoid Nonessential Travel — updated February 28; 


• Japan — Level 2, Practice Enhanced Precautions — updated February 22; 



https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/proclamation-suspension-entry-immigrants-nonimmigrants-persons-pose-risk-transmitting-2019-novel-coronavirus/

https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/proclamation-suspension-entry-immigrants-nonimmigrants-persons-pose-risk-transmitting-2019-novel-coronavirus/

https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/notices/warning/novel-coronavirus-china

https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/notices/watch/coronavirus-hong-kong

https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/notices/watch/coronavirus-iran

https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/notices/watch/coronavirus-italy

https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/notices/alert/coronavirus-japan
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• South Korea — Level 3, Avoid Nonessential Travel — updated February 24. 


• CDC also recommends that all travelers reconsider cruise ship voyages into or within 


Asia at this time. 


• CDC is issuing clinical guidance, including:  


• On January 30, CDC published guidance for healthcare professionals on the clinical care 


of  COVID-19 patients. 


• On February 3, CDC posted guidance for assessing the potential risk for various 


exposures to COVID-19 and managing those people appropriately. 


• On February 27, CDC updated its criteria to guide evaluation of persons under 


investigation for COVID-19. 


• On February 28, CDC issued a Health Alert Network (HAN): Update and Interim 


Guidance on Outbreak of COVID-19. 


• CDC has deployed multidisciplinary teams to support state health departments with clinical 


management, contact tracing, and communications. 


• CDC has helped mobilize state health departments to receive returned repatriated travelers.  


• Through the Public Health Emergency Preparedness (PHEP) cooperative agreement, 62 


state PHEP programs across the country are part of the multi-agency infrastructure 


working on quarantine, isolation, case finding, protecting health care workers and 


assuring medical supply chains.  


• State PHEP programs stand ready to address future developments in the outbreak. 


• CDC has worked with the Department of State, supporting the safe return of Americans who 


have been stranded as a result of the ongoing outbreaks of COVID-19 and related travel 


restrictions. CDC has worked to assess the health of passengers as they return to the United 


States and provided continued daily monitoring of people who are quarantined. 


• An important part of CDC’s role during a public health emergency is to develop a test for the 


pathogen and equip state and local public health labs with testing capacity. 


• After distribution of a CDC rRT-PCR test to diagnose COVID-19 to state and local public 


health labs started, performance issues were identified related to a problem in the 


manufacturing of one of the reagents. Laboratories were not able to verify the test 


performance. 


• CDC worked on two potential resolutions to this problem. 


• CDC developed a new protocol that uses two of the three components of the 


original CDC test kit to detect the virus that causes COVID-19 after establishing 


that the third component, which was the problem with the original test, can be 


excluded from testing without affecting accuracy. 


• CDC is working with FDA to amend the existing Emergency Use 


Authorization (EUA) for the test, but in the meantime, FDA granted 


discretionary authority for the use of the original test kits. 


• Further, newly manufactured kits have been provided to the International 


Reagent Resource for distribution. 


• On February 27, CDC distributed new test kits to 7 laboratories to serve 


as evaluation sites to ensure health departments are able to verify the 



https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/notices/alert/coronavirus-south-korea

https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/page/cruise-ship-asia

https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/page/cruise-ship-asia

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/index.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/clinical-guidance-management-patients.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/clinical-guidance-management-patients.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/risk-assessment.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/risk-assessment.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/clinical-criteria.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/clinical-criteria.html

https://emergency.cdc.gov/han/2020/han00428.asp

https://emergency.cdc.gov/han/2020/han00428.asp

https://www.internationalreagentresource.org/

https://www.internationalreagentresource.org/
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assay. On February 29, 6 of 7 pilot laboratories reported successful 


completion of the verification panel. 


• An additional 40 test kits were hand carried to IRR for repackaging and 


distribution to additional public health labs.  


• On February 28, IRR began to distribute new test kits to the additional 


40 laboratories. 


• Combined with other reagents that CDC has procured, there are enough testing kits to test 


more than 75,000 people. 


• In addition, CDC has two laboratories conducting testing for the virus that causes COVID-19. 


CDC can test approximately 350 specimens per day. 


• CDC has been uploading the entire genome of the viruses from reported cases in the United 


States to GenBank as sequencing was completed. 


• CDC has grown the virus in cell culture, which is necessary for further studies, including for 


additional genetic characterization. The cell-grown virus was sent to NIH’s BEI Resources 


Repository for use by the broad scientific community. 


 


Internationally: 


Note: Due to the rapidly changing situation, any statements on CDC involvement in China need case-by-


case clearance. 


• CDC is working diligently and closely with partners to support the response to this novel 


coronavirus outbreak. 


• CDC has staff stationed in more than 60 countries across the globe. CDC has offices in China, in a 


number of the countries reporting cases of COVID-19, and in countries that have not yet 


reported cases of COVID-19 but are busy with planning and preparedness efforts. 


• CDC and the government of China have collaborated for the past 30 years addressing 


public health priorities affecting the US, China, and the world. 


• In addition to working with host country officials, CDC staff are working in coordination with 


Department of State and other agencies within US embassies. 


• CDC is mobilizing Atlanta-based staff to support the response. Many of these staffers have 


extensive experience responding to global outbreaks. 


• CDC has identified experts who are prepared to join a planned WHO mission to support efforts 


to better understand the severity and transmissibility of the virus. 


• In China, CDC is an important technical partner for the Chinese Field Epidemiology Training 


Program (FETP). and has been involved in the program since 2004. 


• More than 800 FETP-trained residents or graduates of FETP are supporting ongoing 


COVID-19 response efforts. 


• In 2019 specialized FETP training tracks were established in non-communicable diseases 


and tuberculosis. 


• CDC has supported China CDC’s national influenza laboratory for more than 20 years. 
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• CDC works in close partnership with the China CDC’s National Influenza Epidemiology, Virology, 


and Pandemic Preparedness Centers, China’s provincial and local CDCs, hospitals, and academic 


institutions.  


• CDC supports Chinese partners in monitoring seasonal and novel influenza viruses, as well as 


enhancing efforts to detect and respond to seasonal, avian, and other novel influenza viruses 


with pandemic potential. CDC’s key supporting activities include: 


• Strengthening influenza surveillance for seasonal and novel influenza viruses 


• Conducting research to estimate disease burden and vaccine effectiveness among 


populations at greatest risk (including young children, older adults, and pregnant 


women) 


• Promoting influenza vaccination policy development and coverage 


• Supporting novel virus risk assessments 


• Establishing pandemic influenza preparedness in China 


• Maintaining close ties between US and China influenza experts 


• In other countries, CDC is collaborating with WHO to support Ministries of Health to prepare 


and respond to the epidemic. 


• CDC is helping to support countries to implement WHO recommendations related to the 


diagnosis and care of patients, tracking the epidemic, and identifying people who might 


have COVID-19. 


• CDC staff are also starting to work together with country colleagues to conduct 


investigations that will help inform response efforts going forward. 


• CDC works closely with countries to establish FETPs that train a workforce of field 


epidemiologists —or disease detectives— to identify and contain outbreaks close to the 


source. 


• For country-specific information, please contact CDCglobal@cdc.gov. 


 


RECOMMENDATIONS 


• CDC routinely advises that people help protect themselves from respiratory illnesses by washing 


their hands often, avoiding touching their face with unwashed hands, avoiding close contact 


with people who appear sick, and cleaning frequently touched surfaces. 


• CDC defines close contact as— 


• Being within about 6 feet (2 meters) of someone with COVID-19 for a prolonged 


period of time, such as living with, visiting, caring for or sharing a room in a 


healthcare facility 


- or – 


• By having direct contact with infectious secretions from a patient, such as being 


coughed on. 


• If you are a resident in a community where person-to-person spread of COVID-19 has 


been detected and you develop COVID-19 symptoms, call your healthcare provider and 


tell them about your symptoms. 



mailto:CDCglobal@cdc.gov
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• For people who are ill with COVID-19, but are not sick enough to be hospitalized, please 


follow CDC guidance on how to reduce the risk of spreading your illness to others. 


People who are mildly ill with COVID-19 are able to isolate at home during their illness. 


Recent Travelers to Geographic Areas with Sustained Spread: 


• If you were in geographic areas with sustained spread (China, Iran, Italy, Japan, or South Korea) 


and feel sick with fever, cough, or difficulty breathing, within 14 days after leaving the country, 


you should:  


• Seek medical advice. Before you go to a doctor’s office or emergency room, call ahead 


and tell them about your recent travel and your symptoms. 


• Avoid contact with others. 


• Not travel while sick. 


• Cover your mouth and nose with a tissue or your sleeve (not your hands) when coughing 


or sneezing. 


• Clean your hands often by washing them with soap and water for at least 20 seconds or 


using an alcohol-based hand sanitizer that contains at least 60% alcohol immediately 


after coughing, sneezing or blowing your nose. Soap and water should be used if hands 


are visibly dirty. 


People Confirmed to Have, or Being Evaluated for, COVID-19: 


• Your doctors and public health staff will evaluate whether you can be cared for at home. If it is 


determined that you can be isolated at home, you will be monitored by staff from your local or 


state health department. You should follow the prevention steps below until a healthcare 


professional or local or state health department says you can return to your normal activities. 


Detailed information is available at Interim Guidance for Preventing COVID-19 from Spreading to 


Others in Homes and Communities. 


• Stay home except to get medical care. 


• Separate yourself from other people in your home. 


• Call ahead before visiting your doctor. 


• Wear a facemask. 


• Cover your coughs and sneezes with a tissue or cough or sneeze into your sleeve. 


• Wash your hands often with soap and water for at least 20 seconds. 


• Avoid sharing household items like eating utensils, cups, or linens. 


• Monitor your symptoms and seek prompt medical attention if your symptoms worsen. 


On February 27, CDC updated interim guidance for state and local public health officials on how to 


assess and manage the risks posed by patients who may have been exposed to this new coronavirus. 


• This guidance establishes four risk categories: High, Medium, Low and No Identifiable Risk.  


• The categories are based on a person’s travel history and possible contact with patients who 


have laboratory-confirmed infections.  


• The guidance offers recommendations for movement restrictions and public health evaluations 


for people in different risk categories.  



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/guidance-prevent-spread.html#steps-for-close-contacts

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/guidance-prevent-spread.html#steps-for-close-contacts
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• In most cases, state and local authorities will make these decisions. Federal public health 


authority primarily extends to international arrivals at ports of entry and preventing interstate 


communicable disease threats. 


• These guidelines are subject to change as the situation requires. They do not apply retroactively 


to people who have been in an affected area with sustained transmission during the previous 14 


days and are already in the United States, or those being managed as part of a contact 


investigation. 


• CDC will provide separate guidance for healthcare settings.  


Close Contacts of Patients Under Investigation: 


People who have had close contact with someone who is confirmed to have, or being evaluated for, 


COVID-19, should: 


• Monitor your health starting from the day you first had close contact with the person and 


continue for 14 days after you last had close contact with the person. Watch for these signs and 


symptoms: 


• Fever—take your temperature twice a day. 


• Coughing. 


• Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing. 


• Other early symptoms to watch for are chills, body aches, sore throat, headache, 


diarrhea, nausea, vomiting, and runny nose. 


• If you develop fever or any of these symptoms, call your healthcare professional right away. 


• Before going to your medical appointment, be sure to tell your healthcare professional 


about your close contact with someone who is confirmed to have, or being evaluated 


for, COVID-19. This notification will help the healthcare professional’s office take steps 


to keep other people from getting infected. Ask your healthcare professional to call the 


local or state health department. 


• If you do not have any symptoms, you can continue with your daily activities, such as going to 


work, school, or other public areas. 


• Detailed information for caregivers and household members can be found on the Interim 


Guidance for Preventing COVID-19 from Spreading to Others in Homes and Communities web 


page. 


  



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/about/transmission.html#geographic

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/guidance-prevent-spread.html#steps-for-close-contacts

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/guidance-prevent-spread.html#steps-for-close-contacts
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For Healthcare Professionals: 


Patients in the United States who meet the following criteria should be evaluated as a patient under 


investigation (PUI) in association with the outbreak of COVID-19. 


Clinical Features & Epidemiologic Risk 


Fever or signs/symptoms of lower 


respiratory illness (e.g., cough or 


shortness of breath) 


AND Any person, including healthcare workers, 


who has had close contact with a laboratory-


confirmed COVID-19 patient within 14 days 


of symptom onset 


Fever and signs/symptoms of a lower 


respiratory illness (e.g., cough or 


shortness of breath) 


AND A history of travel from affected geographic 


areas (i.e., countries with CDC Travel Health 


Notices at warning levels 2 or 3) within 14 


days of symptom onset 
 


Fever and signs/symptoms of acute 


lower respiratory illness (e.g., 


pneumonia, ARDS) requiring 


hospitalization and without alternative 


explanatory diagnosis (e.g., influenza)  


AND No source of exposure has been identified 


Note: The criteria are intended to serve as guidance for evaluation. In consultation with public health 


departments, patients should be evaluated on a case-by-case basis to determine the need for testing. 


Testing may be considered for deceased persons who would otherwise meet the PUI criteria. The above 


criteria are available on the Interim Guidance for Healthcare Professionals web page. 


• In addition to the above criteria, infants born to mothers with confirmed COVID-19 should be 


considered PUIs. As such, infants should be isolated according to the Infection Prevention and 


Control Guidance for PUIs. 


Recommendations for Reporting, Testing, and Specimen Collection: 


• Clinicians should immediately implement recommended infection prevention and control 


practices if a patient is suspected of having COVID-19. They should also notify infection control 


personnel at their healthcare facility and their state or local health department if a patient is 


classified as a PUI for COVID-19.  


• State health departments that have identified a PUI or a laboratory-confirmed case should 


complete a PUI and Case Report form through the processes identified on CDC’s Coronavirus 


Disease 2019 website. 


• State and local health departments can contact CDC’s Emergency Operations Center (EOC) at 


770-488-7100 for assistance with obtaining, storing, and shipping appropriate specimens to CDC 


for testing, including after hours or on weekends or holidays. 


• Currently, diagnostic testing for COVID-19 is being performed at state public health laboratories 


and CDC. Testing for other respiratory pathogens should not delay specimen testing for COVID-


19. 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/about/transmission.html#geographic

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/about/transmission.html#geographic

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/clinical-criteria.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/infection-control.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/infection-control.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/infection-control/control-recommendations.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/infection-control/control-recommendations.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/reporting-pui.html
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• For initial diagnostic testing for SARS-CoV-2, CDC recommends collecting and testing upper 


respiratory tract specimens (nasopharyngeal AND oropharyngeal swabs). CDC also recommends 


testing lower respiratory tract specimens, if available.  


• For patients who develop a productive cough, sputum should be collected and tested for SARS-


CoV-2. The induction of sputum is not recommended.  


• For patients for whom it is clinically indicated (e.g., those receiving invasive mechanical 


ventilation), a lower respiratory tract aspirate or bronchoalveolar lavage sample should be 


collected and tested as a lower respiratory tract specimen.  


• Specimens should be collected as soon as possible once a PUI is identified, regardless of the 


time of symptom onset. See Interim Guidelines for Collecting, Handling, and Testing Clinical 


Specimens from Patients Under Investigation (PUIs) for COVID-19  and Biosafety FAQs for 


handling and processing specimens from suspected cases and PUIs. 


• Clinical specimens should be collected from PUIs for routine testing of respiratory pathogens at 


either clinical or public health labs. Note that clinical laboratories should NOT attempt viral 


isolation from specimens collected. 


• Maintain proper infection control when collecting specimens.  


• Additional guidance for collection, handling, and testing of clinical specimens is available on 


CDC’s website.  


• Detailed information on specimen types and shipping can be found on the Information for 


Laboratories web page. 


 


COMMUNITY BASED INTERVENTIONS (AKA COMMUNITY MITIGATION) 


• The current risk to Americans for COVID-19 is low, but Americans should be prepared for the 


possibility of a COVID-19 outbreak in their community. Everyone has a role to play.  


• Currently a vaccine is not available for COVID-19. Until a vaccine is developed, community-based 


interventions, such as school dismissals, event cancellations, social distancing, plans to work 


remotely can help slow the spread of coronavirus. 


• Your local public health department and community partners have been preparing for an event, 


like COVID-19 and have plans in place. Now is a good time for businesses, community and faith-


based organizations, schools, and health-care systems to reexamine their preparedness plans to 


make sure they are ready.  


• Strong community partnerships between local health departments, the health care sector, faith-


based organizations, and other community partners are vital for this response, and will be 


necessary to prepare for and coordinate if an outbreak occurs. 


• Community-based interventions can be grouped in three categories: 


• Personal protective measures (e.g., voluntary home isolation of ill persons, voluntary 


home quarantine of exposed household members, covering nose/mouth when coughing 


or sneezing, hand hygiene, using face masks in community settings when ill) 


• Community measures aimed at increasing social distancing (e.g., school dismissals, 


social distancing in workplaces, postponing or cancelling mass gatherings) 


• Environmental measures (e.g., routine cleaning of frequently touched surfaces) 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/lab/guidelines-clinical-specimens.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/lab/guidelines-clinical-specimens.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/lab/biosafety-faqs.html
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CDC’S Approach to Community-Based Interventions 


• The federal guidance provided by CDC is intentionally broad to allow flexibility for states and 


local health governments to tailor guidance to their circumstances. An intervention/ approach 


that is appropriate for one community with local transmission won’t necessarily be appropriate 


for another community with no local transmission. 


• Local health departments should evaluate and adapt CDC guidelines and recommendations 


based on local conditions and with input from community partners. 


• The community can take measures to reduce the spread of the COVID-19. CDC recommends 


working with the local health department and community partners to determine options that 


make the most sense. Potential measures include dismissal of students from school and closure 


of childcare facilities, social distancing of adults in the community and workplace, which may 


include cancellation of large public (or mass) gatherings and encouraging teleworking and 


alternate work schedules to decrease social density. 


Household/Personal Protective Measures 


• Everyone can do their part to help plan for, prepare, and respond to this emerging public health 


threat. 


• Handwashing with soap and water is one of the best ways to protect against the virus. 


• Creating a household emergency plan can help protect your health and the health of those you 


care about. 


• CDC recommends that individuals/households create an emergency plan of action, practice 


good personal health habits and plan for home-based care (if needed), be prepared for your 


child’s school or childcare facility to be temporarily dismissed, and plan for changes at your 


workplace. 


• During an outbreak in your community, stay home when you are sick with COVID-19 symptoms, 


keep away from others who are sick, and limit face-to-face contact with others. 


Community Measures  


• Mass gatherings: 


• Mass gatherings and events, such as concerts, festivals, conferences, worship services, 


and sporting events, increase the chance of a virus, like COVID-19, to spread and infect 


people crowded together within a close proximity.  


• You may need to modify, postpone, or cancel your event. CDC recommends working 


with the emergency operations coordinator or planning team at your venue and staying 


informed about the local COVID-19 situation in your area. 


• CDC is in the process of creating a planning guide to help event organizers and staff plan 


and prevent the introduction of COVID-19 into their mass gathering or event. 


• Community and faith-based organizations: 


• Local leaders and community organizers play a vital role to bring the community 


together to help plan for and reduce the impact of a potential COVID-19 outbreak. Since 


you know your community members the best, you can ensure groups most vulnerable 


to COVID-19 are considered and included in the planning process. 
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• CDC recommends finding out if your local government has a private-public emergency 


planning group that meets regularly that you can join. If not, suggest one that should be 


set up. Building strong alliances before a pandemic can help provide your organization 


with the support and resources needed. 


• CDC is in the process of a planning guide to help you create an emergency plan for your 


community and faith-based organization. 


• Administrators of U.S. childcare programs and K-12 schools: 


• Schools should plan for and prepare for a potential community-level outbreak of COVID-


19. Fortunately, many of the steps to plan and prepare for COVID-19 are the same steps 


schools take to keep students healthy and safe from the flu. 


• CDC recommends childcare and K-12 school officials: 


• Collaborate with local health departments and partners to review, update, and 


implement emergency operations plans. 


• Develop information-sharing systems with partners that can be used for day-to-


day reporting and disease surveillance to identify unusual rates of absenteeism. 


• Review attendance and sick leave policies; encourage students and staff to stay 


home when sick and establish procedures to ensure student and staff who 


become sick at school or arrive at school sick are sent home as soon as possible. 


• Perform routine environmental cleaning. 


• Create communications plans for use with the school community. 


• The decision to dismiss a school should be made locally. CDC recommends working with 


local health officials to determine if, when, and for how long schools may need to be 


dismissed in the event of an outbreak. (NOTE: DOE does not recommend using “school 


closure” terminology.) 


• School administrators should plan to provide critical support services, such as continuity 


of education and continuity of school meal programs, if schools are dismissed. 


• CDC has created interim guidance for administrators of U.S. childcare programs and K-


12 schools to help plan, prepare, and respond to COVID-19. 


 


HAND HYGIENE IN COMMUNITY SETTINGS (ENVIRONMENTAL MEASURES) 


• Handwashing is one of the best ways to protect yourself and your family from getting sick. 


• Clean hands can stop germs from spreading from one person to another and throughout an 


entire community—from your home and workplace to childcare facilities.  


• Wash your hands often with soap and water for at least 20 seconds, especially after blowing 


your nose, coughing, or sneezing; going to the bathroom; and before eating or preparing food. 


• If soap and water are not readily available, use an alcohol-based hand sanitizer with at least 60% 


alcohol.   


• Always wash hands with soap and water if hands are visibly dirty. 


• Follow these steps to make sure you wash your hands properly:  
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1. Wet your hands with clean, running water (warm or cold), turn off the tap, and apply 


soap. 


2. Lather your hands by rubbing them together with the soap. Lather the backs of your 


hands, between your fingers, and under your nails. 


3. Scrub your hands for at least 20 seconds. Need a timer? Hum the “Happy Birthday” song 


from beginning to end twice. 


4. Rinse your hands well under clean, running water. 


5. Dry your hands using a clean towel or air dry them. 


 


INFECTION PREVENTION AND CONTROL FOR HEALTHCARE SETTINGS 


• Healthcare personnel (HCP) are on the front lines of caring for patients with confirmed or 


possible COVID-19. HCP caring for these patients have an increased risk of exposure to this virus. 


• HCP can minimize their risk of exposure when caring for confirmed or possible COVID-19 


patients by following CDC infection prevention and control (IPC) guidelines, including use of 


recommended personal protective equipment (PPE). 


• Based on what CDC knows now related to severity, transmission efficiency, and shedding 


duration, CDC is currently recommending Standard, Contact, and Airborne Precautions, 


including eye protection, when caring for patients with confirmed or possible COVID-19. 


• As CDC learns more about COVID-19, and as the needs of the response within US healthcare 


facilities change, CDC will refine and update this early and aggressive IPC approach. 


• Infection control procedures and appropriate use of PPE are necessary to prevent infections 


from spreading while caring for patients. CDC reminds all employers and HCP that PPE is only 


one aspect of safe care of patients with COVID-19. 


• Focusing only on PPE gives a false sense of security of safe care and worker safety. 


• It is critical to focus on other pathways to prevent spread of COVID-19 in healthcare 


settings. Examples include prompt screening and triage, limiting personnel in the room, 


and using Airborne Infection Isolation Rooms (AIIR). 


• CDC’s current guidelines are designed to prevent the spread of COVID-19 within healthcare 


facilities to healthcare personnel and other patients who may be exposed to a patient with 


confirmed or possible COVID-19. 


• Healthcare personnel caring for patients with confirmed or suspected COVID-19 should adhere 


to CDC recommendations for infection prevention and control (IPC): 


• Assess and triage patients with acute respiratory symptoms and risk factors for COVID-


19 to minimize chances of exposure. Place a facemask on the patient and isolate them in 


an AIIR, if available. 


• Use Standard, Contact, and Airborne Precautions, including eye protection, when caring 


for patients with confirmed or possible COVID-19. 


• Perform hand hygiene with alcohol-based hand sanitizer before and after all patient 


contact, before and after contact with potentially infectious material, and before 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/infection-control.html

https://www.cdc.gov/infectioncontrol/basics/standard-precautions.html

https://www.cdc.gov/infectioncontrol/guidelines/isolation/index.html
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putting on and upon removal of PPE, including gloves. Use soap and water if hands are 


visibly soiled. 


• Practice how to properly don, use, and doff PPE in a manner to prevent self-


contamination. 


• Perform aerosol-generating procedures (e.g., sputum induction, open suctioning of 


airways) in an AIIR, while following appropriate IPC practices, including use of 


appropriate PPE. 


• The collection of respiratory specimens (e.g., nasopharyngeal swabs) are likely to induce 


coughing or sneezing. HCP collecting specimens for testing for COVID-19 from patients 


with known or suspected COVID-19 (i.e., PUI) should adhere to Standard, Contact, and 


Airborne Precautions, including the use of eye protection. These procedures should take 


place in an AIIR or in an examination room with the door closed. Ideally, the patient 


should not be placed in any room where room exhaust is recirculated within the 


building without HEPA filtration. 


• Healthcare facilities can minimize the chance for exposures by ensuring facility policies 


and practices are in place and implemented before patient arrival, upon patient arrival, 


and throughout the duration of the affected patient’s time in the healthcare setting. 


• Healthcare facilities should promptly notify state or local public health authorities of patients 


with known or possible COVID-19 (i.e., persons under investigation or PUIs), and should 


designate specific persons within the healthcare facility who are responsible for communication 


with public health officials and dissemination of information to HCP. 


• All healthcare facilities should ensure that their personnel are correctly trained and capable of 


implementing infection control procedures. Individual healthcare personnel should ensure they 


understand and can adhere to infection control requirements. 


• Routine cleaning and disinfection procedures are appropriate for SARS-CoV-2 in healthcare 


settings, including those patient-care areas in which aerosol-generating procedures are 


performed. 


• Products with EPA-approved emerging viral pathogens claims are recommended for use 


against SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes COVID-19. 


• Management of laundry, food service utensils, and medical waste should also be performed in 


accordance with routine procedures. Federal, state, and local guidelines and regulations specify 


the categories of medical waste that are subject to regulation and outline the requirements 


associated with treatment and disposal. 


• As a reminder, the role of face masks is for source control, and not to prevent exposure. 


• CDC recommends that employees who are confirmed to have COVID-19, those who appear to 


have acute respiratory illness symptoms upon arrival to work, and persons who become sick 


during the work day promptly put on a facemask, be separated from other people, and be sent 


home immediately. 


• If facemasks are not available, sick healthcare personnel should cover their noses and mouths 


with a tissue when coughing or sneezing (or an elbow or shoulder if no tissue is available). 


 



https://www.cdc.gov/hai/pdfs/ppe/PPE-Sequence.pdf

https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-registration/guidance-registrants-process-making-claims-against-emerging-viral-pathogens
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WHAT CDC IS DOING TO PROTECT HEALTHCARE PERSONNEL 


• CDC is providing regular communication to the US healthcare community through targeted 


outreach activities. 


• CDC is rapidly developing guidance and resources to protect US healthcare personnel. Current 


guidance and recommendations are designed to protect healthcare personnel and prevent the 


spread of the virus that causes COVID-19 within US healthcare facilities. 


• CDC has deployed field teams to provide onsite infection control assessment and consultation to 


the US healthcare facilities currently treating confirmed COVID-19 patients and the passengers 


returning from China. 


• CDC is preparing first responders, healthcare providers, and health systems, by: 


• Establishing visibility across healthcare systems to understand healthcare use, 


particularly surges in demand for medical care and associated resources. 


• Conducting extensive outreach to clinical and hospital professional organizations to 


ensure health system preparedness. 


• Producing guidance documents on infection control, hospital clinical evaluation and 


patient management. 


• Working closely with healthcare facilities and providers to reinforce infection control 


principles that recognize PPE is one component of a larger set of practices that help to 


limit the spread of disease. 


• Developing a range of respirator conservation strategies, including strategies to make 


supplies last longer (such as using alternative products like reusable respirators) and 


extending the use of disposable respirators.   


• Leveraging existing telehealth tools to direct people to the right level of care. 


• Working with supply chain partners to understand supply usage, what products are 


available, and when more aggressive measures may need to be taken to ensure that 


HCPs at highest risk have access to PPE. 


• Sharing information with stakeholders to help them recognize when to shift the 


strategies they are using. 


• Healthcare personnel (HCP) often have prolonged close contact with patients in healthcare 


settings and may come in contact with a person infected with COVID-19. HCPs can protect 


themselves by properly following recommended infection control practices, including the 


appropriate use of PPE when caring for patients with COVID-19. 


• CDC recommends evaluating asymptomatic HCPs with close contact or a potential exposure to 


COVID-19 by assessing risk, monitoring symptoms, and determining appropriate work 


restrictions.  


 


 


 


 


 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/index.html
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MANAGEMENT OF PATIENTS GUIDANCE FOR HEALTHCARE PROVIDERS 


Clinical Presentation 


• Most frequently reported symptoms of COVID-19 include fever, cough, sore throat, myalgia, or 


fatigue. Less commonly reported symptoms include sputum production, headache, hemoptysis, 


and diarrhea. Older patients and people with chronic medical conditions may be at higher risk of 


severe illness. 


• Possible risk factors for progressing to severe illness may include, but are not limited to, 


older age and underlying chronic medical conditions such as lung disease, cancer, heart 


failure, cerebrovascular disease, renal disease, liver disease, diabetes, 


immunocompromising conditions, and pregnancy. 


Clinical Course 


• Symptoms among reported cases of COVID-19 vary in severity from mild illness to severe or fatal 


illness. 


• Some reports suggest the potential for clinical deterioration during the second week of illness. 


• Among hospitalized patients with confirmed COVID-19, some will develop complications: 


• Acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) 


• Intensive care for respiratory support 


• Pneumonia resulting in death 


• Secondary infection 


Laboratory and Radiographic Findings 


• SARS-CoV-2 RNA has been detected from upper and lower respiratory tract specimens, and the 


virus has been isolated from bronchoalveolar lavage fluid. 


• The duration of shedding of SARS-CoV-2 RNA in the upper and lower respiratory tracts is not yet 


known but may be several weeks or longer. 


Clinical Management and Treatment 


• No specific treatment for COVID-19 is currently available. Prompt infection prevention and 


control measures and supportive management of complications is recommended. 


• Patients with mild clinical presentation may not initially require hospitalization. 


• The decision to monitor a patient in the inpatient or outpatient setting should be made on a 


case-by-case basis. 


 


INTERIM GUIDANCE FOR BUSINESSES AND EMPLOYERS (NON-HEALTHCARE SETTINGS) 


• Interim guidance for businesses and employers to plan for and respond to COVID-19 is now 


available on CDC’s website. This interim guidance may help prevent workplace exposures to 


acute respiratory illnesses, including COVID-19, in non-healthcare settings. The guidance also 


provides planning considerations if there are more widespread, community outbreaks. 


• Employers can use strategies now to prevent workplace exposures to acute respiratory illness: 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/guidance-business-response.html
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• Actively encouraging sick employees to stay home 


• Separating sick employees 


• Emphasizing staying home when sick, respiratory etiquette, and hand hygiene by all 


employees 


• Performing routine environmental cleaning 


• Advising employees before traveling to take certain steps 


• Checking the CDC’s Traveler’s Health Notices website for the latest guidance and 


recommendations for each country to which you will travel 


• For the general public, who are unlikely to be exposed to this virus, the immediate health risk 


from COVID-19 is considered low at this time. Some people, like healthcare workers caring for 


COVID-19 patients and other close contacts of COVID-19 patients, will have an increased risk of 


infection. 


• Employees who are well but who have a sick family member at home with COVID-19 


should notify their supervisor and refer to CDC guidance for how to conduct a risk 


assessment of their potential exposure. 


• If an employee is confirmed to have COVID-19, employers should inform fellow 


employees of their possible exposure to COVID-19 in the workplace but maintain 


confidentiality as required by the Americans with Disabilities Act. Employees exposed to 


a co-worker with confirmed COVID-19 should refer to CDC guidance for how to conduct 


a risk assessment of their potential exposure. 


• Employers should be ready to implement strategies to protect the workforce from COVID-19 


while ensuring the continuity of operations. 


• An infectious disease outbreak response plan should include possible work-related 


exposures and health risks to employees. The plan should also explore flexible worksites 


(e.g., telecommuting) and work hours in accordance with human resource policies. 



https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/notices/

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/risk-assessment.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/risk-assessment.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/risk-assessment.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/risk-assessment.html





emails within 24 hours.
Politically charged emails
should be reviewed with
DHHS Media prior to
sending

CalREDIE Data Entry Randy At the request of other CD
staff, enter information into
CalREDIE. Feel free to
delegate more basic data
entry to an MOA with
Donna’s go-ahead.

Maintain baseline
surveillance functions

Katie Check CalREDIE staging
regularly, assess newly
reported cases, and bring in
help when needed. For
clinical guidance, ask Rachel
if she is available, followed
by Hava (text Hava if
needed).

 
 

 

Hava Phillips, PHN
supervising public health nurse

Public Health clinic and communicable disease programs
Humboldt County Public Health Branch, 529 I St. Eureka, CA 95501

( 707-268-2127 |6 707-445-7346
8 Humboldt's Communicable Disease Prevention Webpage

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://humboldtgov.org/560/Communicable-Disease-Prevention


From: Hanson, Katie
To: Phillips, Hava; Allen, Rachel; Dykehouse, Erica; Fullbright, Anita; Kelly, Katherine; Prejean, Randy
Cc: Pereira, Sofia; Frankovich, Teresa; Stoneman, Donna
Subject: RE: CD Task Division for Wednesday
Date: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 7:58:58 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Thank you! I like this format J
 
Katie Hanson, CDI
Communicable Disease Surveillance
Humboldt County Public Health
Desk: (707) 268-2153  Main Phone: (707)268-2182   
mailto:klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us
 

From: Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 7:24 PM
To: Allen, Rachel <RAllen@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Dykehouse, Erica
<edykehouse@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Fullbright, Anita <AFullbright@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Hanson,
Katie <klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Kelly, Katherine <KKelly@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Prejean, Randy
<RPrejean@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Pereira, Sofia <spereira2@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Frankovich, Teresa
<tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stoneman, Donna <DStoneman@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: CD Task Division for Wednesday
 
Here is how I would like to divide the various tasks associated with coronavirus tomorrow.
Please let me know what changes need to be made to work with everyone’s schedule.
Please also help me figure out what needs to be added and changed to make this a more
functional tool. My goal is to give everyone clarity on what is assigned to them and what
they can forward on to someone else. I am also hoping that this will give the entire team a
better idea of what work is being done, provide a venue for folks to ask for help with new
tasks, and give us a clear gauge for when we have more tasks than people and need to call
Mary in for help.
 
Thanks for all your hard work this week, everyone. Some of you I haven’t even seen, but I
really appreciate everything you are doing.
 
Task Assigned to Details
Checking 2182 Randy Every 30 minutes, check the

voicemail for 268-2182.
Respond to general, non-
medical, questions. Forward
medical Questions to
Rachel. Forward calls
directly related to our local
case to Kathie. Forward
calls of a political nature to
Hava.

Respond to medical calls Rachel Every 30 minutes, check
your voicemail for new
messages. Respond to calls
of a medical nature
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regarding coronavirus. If
the call is related to one of
our cases, forward to
Kathie.

Respond to calls regarding
local case

Kathie All calls related to our
existing local coronavirus
case will be forwarded to
you. If you receive any calls
not related to our existing
case, please forward them
to Randy or Rachel as
appropriate.

Forward general calls that
come to your direct lines

CD Surveillance staff Any call that comes directly
to you, but is not related to
the task you are assigned to
should be forwarded to the
person responsible for that
task. You do not need to
check 2182 (unless you are
Randy).

Respond to emails sent to
CDnurse

Hava Check the CD nurse account
daily and respond to all
emails within 24 hours.
Politically charged emails
should be reviewed with
DHHS Media prior to
sending

CalREDIE Data Entry Randy At the request of other CD
staff, enter information into
CalREDIE. Feel free to
delegate more basic data
entry to an MOA with
Donna’s go-ahead.

Maintain baseline
surveillance functions

Katie Check CalREDIE staging
regularly, assess newly
reported cases, and bring in
help when needed. For
clinical guidance, ask Rachel
if she is available, followed
by Hava (text Hava if
needed).

 
 

Hava Phillips, PHN
supervising public health nurse

Public Health clinic and communicable disease programs
Humboldt County Public Health Branch, 529 I St. Eureka, CA 95501

( 707-268-2127 |6 707-445-7346
8 Humboldt's Communicable Disease Prevention Webpage

 

 
 
 
 

http://humboldtgov.org/560/Communicable-Disease-Prevention


 
 
 
 
 



From: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH
To: Peters, Philip@CDPH; ReturningTravelerMonitoring
Cc: Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: RE: Clarification
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 1:50:21 PM
Attachments: image001.png

We nor CDC are recommending that travelers from countries other than China with level 2
and 3 travel alerts stay home from school or work. Some healthcare and other employers may
decide to furlough employees but that is an employer specific decision. Social distancing, as
described below, has not been recommended for such travelers at this time, but isn’t a bad
idea if it can be done. In particular, such persons should avoid healthcare facilities unless they
truly need care, and if they need care should call ahead so precautions can be put in place. Of
course, if they develop any symptoms, they should self-isolate immediately and contact their
healthcare provider. Although current testing recommendations suggest that they must be
sick enough to be hospitalized, CDC has flexibility on testing and can be consulted (CA labs
must strictly follow PUI criteria under the EUA for the test).
 
From the CDC website for South Korea, which has a level 3 alert (Italy, Iran, and Japan have
level 2 alerts)
If you spent time in South Korea during the past 14 days and feel sick with fever or
cough, or have difficulty breathing:

Seek medical advice. Call ahead before you go to a doctor’s office or emergency
room. Tell them about your recent travel and your symptoms.
Avoid contact with others. 
Do not travel while sick.
Cover your mouth and nose with a tissue or your sleeve (not your hands) when
coughing or sneezing.
Clean your hands often by washing them with soap and water for at least 20
seconds or using an alcohol-based hand sanitizer that contains 60%–95% alcohol
immediately after coughing, sneezing or blowing your nose. Soap and water should
be used if hands are visibly dirty.

Clinician Information
Healthcare providers should obtain a detailed travel history for patients with fever or
acute respiratory symptoms.  For patients with these symptoms who were in South Korea
and had onset of illness within 2 weeks of leaving, consider the novel coronavirus and
notify infection control personnel and your local health department immediately.
Although routes of transmission have yet to be definitively determined, CDC
recommends a cautious approach to interacting with patients under investigation. Ask
such patients to wear a face mask as soon as they are identified. Conduct patient
evaluation in a private room with the door closed, ideally an airborne infection isolation
room, if available. Personnel entering the room should use standard precautions, contact
precautions, and airborne precautions, and use eye protection (goggles or a face shield).
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**[EXTERNAL MESSAGE]** FROM: tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
Only open links and attachments from known senders. Do not provide your username or

password. To report suspicious emails, click “Report Phish” button.

For additional healthcare infection control recommendations, visit CDC's Infection
Control webpage.
 
 

From: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 1:19 PM
To: ReturningTravelerMonitoring <ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>
Cc: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>; Frankovich, Teresa
<tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: Fwd: Clarification
 
Returning traveler team,
Could you help Terry with this follow-up question - children returning from level 2 and 3
countries, should they stay out of school for 14 days?
Thanks again,
Phil
_____________________
Philip Peters, MD
Office of AIDS Medical Officer
California Department of Public Health
Phone: (916) 440-7683
Email: Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov
Pronouns: he/him/his
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 1:12 PM
To: Peters, Philip@CDPH
Subject: RE: Clarification
 

Thanks Phil.  Just to be sure here (because I am sending a letter out to parents today about other
aspects and would include this guidance…CDPH is recommending kids returning from these areas do
not attend school and their parents should not be going to work for 14 days?
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181
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From: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 12:45 PM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>; Coronavirus Clinical
<CoronavirusClinical@cdph.ca.gov>; ReturningTravelerMonitoring
<ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: RE: Clarification
 
Yes, what is feasible from a resource standpoint could change very quickly if there is
increased transmission – definitely hard to message. I agree with you on the very mild
symptoms that are not clearly lower respiratory -  definitely room for clinical judgment – did
nasal congestion resolve with Benadryl? Are symptoms worsening?  Was their child just
diagnosed with flu?  etc. 
Challenging to message all of this given the day-to-day changes.
 
From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 12:35 PM
To: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov>
Cc: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>; Coronavirus Clinical
<CoronavirusClinical@cdph.ca.gov>; ReturningTravelerMonitoring
<ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: RE: Clarification
 
Thanks Phil  I appreciate the clarification.  LPH has been obtaining specimens from our single
confirmed and indeterminate cases in order to clear them as well as a couple of other instances with
exposures who did not require medical eval.  This requires us going out to the home, finding a way
to discretely access the patient’s home while wearing full PPE which has required a fair bit of
creativity and middle of the night specimen collection.
 
This was all do-able when we were dealing with China specifically but with a fair number of people
returning here from countries with sustained circulation, this is going to become impractical quickly-
- particularly if we are testing for mild symptoms post travel such as nasal congestion or sore throat
without cough or fever ie symptoms that would not normally prompt someone to make a medical
apt.  I understand it will help with surveillance however.
 
That all being said, if that is the direction we are given, that is what I will put out in my release
today.  Thanks so much for your time on a busy day.  Terry
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181
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From: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 12:22 PM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>; Coronavirus Clinical
<CoronavirusClinical@cdph.ca.gov>; ReturningTravelerMonitoring
<ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: RE: Clarification
 
Thanks Teresa,
Charsey do you want to take a crack at those questions?
Clinical team what are your thoughts on home care (telemedicine / home HD testing) vs.
evaluation in ED for mild symptoms?
 
I’ll give you my thoughts but others feel free to jump in.
 
First, regarding social distancing here is what CDC is saying: Social distancing means
remaining out of congregate settings, avoiding local public transportation (e.g., bus, subway,
taxi, ride share), and maintaining distance (approximately 6 feet or 2 meters) from others. If
social distancing is recommended, presence in congregate settings or use of local public
transportation should only occur with approval of local or state health authorities.
 
Second, regarding testing there is some flexibility in who gets tested and the PUI criteria has
changed over time.  I think we still definitely want to diagnose people even if mild at this early
phase – probably less so if there was a lot of community transmission.  As you know, some
counties have been using telemedicine and health department visits to people’s houses which
makes a lot of sense but you do need those resources.  I think it makes a lot of sense for the
traveler to call the HD and then the health department can help advise if testing could be
provided at home or if they really need to be evaluated at an ED – maybe they need
oseltamivir because it is flu?  Maybe they are more ill than they are letting on?
 
Third, the PUI criteria are more permissive for HCWs given the importance in making those
diagnoses. “For healthcare personnel, testing may be considered if there has been exposure to
a person with suspected COVID-19 without laboratory confirmation. Because of their often
extensive and close contact with vulnerable patients in healthcare settings, even mild signs and
symptoms (e.g., sore throat) of COVID-19 should be evaluated among potentially exposed
healthcare personnel”. Here are the new PUI recs: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/hcp/clinical-criteria.html
 
Thanks,
Phil
 
From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 11:54 AM
To: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov>
Cc: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>; Coronavirus Clinical
<CoronavirusClinical@cdph.ca.gov>; ReturningTravelerMonitoring
<ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>
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Subject: RE: Clarification
Importance: High
 

Thanks for responding, I know you are all crazy busy.  My responses in red below.
 
2)      If not, should we instruct them through public communication to self- monitor for

symptoms while continuing to work/attend school etc unless symptoms develop?  At this
time the CDC is not requiring monitoring or evaluation of travelers from high risk countries
outside of China. However, we think it is reasonable to recommend these travelers self-
monitor for 14 days and practice social distancing. 

        Can you tell me which elements of social distancing you are advising?
3)      If they have mild symptoms (congestion/sore throat) within 14 days that do not require

medical attention (or meet testing requirements), should they simply stay home rather than
seek medical care/dx?  If a traveler returning from a country with significant community
spread (at this time- Iran, China, Italy, Japan, and South Korea) develops symptoms within 14
days of return they should contact their LHD and seek medical evaluation.

        Since they will not be tested for COVID if they do not meet criteria for testing, shouldn’t we
just advise them to stay home rather than bringing them into the healthcare setting
(assuming they would not otherwise seek out medical care for their level of symptoms?)

4)      Can HCW who are returning travelers follow the same guidance?  If they have mild
symptoms and do not seek medical care, can they return to work as soon as symptoms
abate or should they wait some period of time post resolution?  I realize the healthcare
system itself may exceed whatever guidance we provide. At present, asymptomatic HCWs
who are returning travelers from China are subject to the same 14-day quarantine and/or
monitoring. However, HCWs who have fever or respiratory symptoms and close contact with
a confirmed COVID-19 patient would be considered a PUI and subject to possible testing. 

 
What about travelers returning from the other countries? Again, it would seem that home
care for mild symptoms with some return to work time frame post resolution of symptoms,
would keep us from bringing them into the healthcare setting when they will not qualify for
testing. 

 
In general, it seems counterintuitive at this point to bring travelers with mild symptoms that will not
qualify for testing, into the healthcare setting.  Our largest hospital has one ED negative air flow
room and I am not sure the other three hospitals can offer even that.  The outpatient clinics in
general are not going to be able to don full PPE to see returning travelers without significant
disruption and will undoubtedly send these folks to the ED’s.   Thoughts?
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     



 

From: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 11:40 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>; Coronavirus Clinical
<CoronavirusClinical@cdph.ca.gov>; ReturningTravelerMonitoring
<ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Clarification
 
Hi Terry,
See responses below from return traveler team
Thanks everyone,
Phil
 
_____________________
Philip Peters, MD
Office of AIDS Medical Officer
California Department of Public Health
Phone: (916) 440-7683
Email: Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov
Pronouns: he/him/his

From: ReturningTravelerMonitoring <ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 11:35 AM
To: Peters, Philip@CDPH
Subject: FW: Clarification
 
 
Hi Phil,
Please see RTM responses below.
 
Charsey
 
 
From: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 9:44 AM
To: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>; Frankovich, Teresa
<tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Fritz, Curtis@CDPH <Curtis.Fritz@cdph.ca.gov>; ReturningTravelerMonitoring
<ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>; Jacobson, Kathleen@CDPH
<Kathleen.Jacobson@cdph.ca.gov>; Coronavirus Clinical <CoronavirusClinical@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: RE: Clarification
 
Hey Terry,
I’m also cc’ing our Return Traveler team.
Curtis and others – do you want to take a shot at Terry’s questions regarding monitoring
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**[EXTERNAL MESSAGE]** FROM: tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
Only open links and attachments from known senders. Do not provide your username or

password. To report suspicious emails, click “Report Phish” button.

travelers, which countries, and HCW who are travelers?
Thanks,
Phil
 
 
From: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 8:20 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Peters, Philip@CDPH
<Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: Re: Clarification
 
Sorry Terry - there is a lot going on here (watch news later today) and I’ll be on calls until at
least 11:00. I’ll try to call when I get a chance.
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 8:07:46 AM
To: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov>; Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH
<Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: Clarification
 

 

Morning.  Sorry to persist but hoping I can get some clarification on recommended procedure this
morning before I get some information out to our healthcare partners and the public.  If this
guidance is available on-line somewhere, please let me know. A few questions:
 

1)       Are we still being notified about and expected to monitor travelers returning from China? 
Other high risk countries?  Yes, at this time CDC is still notifying CDPH of returning travelers
from China via Epi-X and we are still pushing these list to LHDs for contact.  At this time, CDC
is not requiring we monitor travelers from other high risk countries and are not notifying us
of these passengers.

2)      If not, should we instruct them through public communication to self- monitor for
symptoms while continuing to work/attend school etc unless symptoms develop?  At this
time the CDC is not requiring monitoring or evaluation of travelers from high risk countries
outside of China. However, we think it is reasonable to recommend these travelers self-
monitor for 14 days and practice social distancing. 

3)      If they have mild symptoms (congestion/sore throat) within 14 days that do not require
medical attention (or meet testing requirements), should they simply stay home rather than
seek medical care/dx?  If a traveler returning from a country with significant community
spread (at this time- Iran, China, Italy, Japan, and South Korea) develops symptoms within 14
days of return they should contact their LHD and seek medical evaluation.

4)      Can HCW who are returning travelers follow the same guidance?  If they have mild
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symptoms and do not seek medical care, can they return to work as soon as symptoms
abate or should they wait some period of time post resolution?  I realize the healthcare
system itself may exceed whatever guidance we provide. At present, asymptomatic HCWs
who are returning travelers from China are subject to the same 14-day quarantine and/or
monitoring. However, HCWs who have fever or respiratory symptoms and close contact with
a confirmed COVID-19 patient would be considered a PUI and subject to possible testing.

 
I would like to be consistent with CDPH on messaging if possible.  Thank so much.  I appreciate how
busy you all are.  If I had been in this job more than a few weeks, I would likely have a few other
contacts and would not have to pick on you!  Terry
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 



From: Peters, Philip@CDPH
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Cc: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH; Coronavirus Clinical; ReturningTravelerMonitoring
Subject: RE: Clarification
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 12:45:29 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Yes, what is feasible from a resource standpoint could change very quickly if there is
increased transmission – definitely hard to message. I agree with you on the very mild
symptoms that are not clearly lower respiratory -  definitely room for clinical judgment – did
nasal congestion resolve with Benadryl? Are symptoms worsening?  Was their child just
diagnosed with flu?  etc. 
Challenging to message all of this given the day-to-day changes.
 
From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 12:35 PM
To: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov>
Cc: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>; Coronavirus Clinical
<CoronavirusClinical@cdph.ca.gov>; ReturningTravelerMonitoring
<ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: RE: Clarification
 
Thanks Phil  I appreciate the clarification.  LPH has been obtaining specimens from our single
confirmed and indeterminate cases in order to clear them as well as a couple of other instances with
exposures who did not require medical eval.  This requires us going out to the home, finding a way
to discretely access the patient’s home while wearing full PPE which has required a fair bit of
creativity and middle of the night specimen collection.
 
This was all do-able when we were dealing with China specifically but with a fair number of people
returning here from countries with sustained circulation, this is going to become impractical quickly-
- particularly if we are testing for mild symptoms post travel such as nasal congestion or sore throat
without cough or fever ie symptoms that would not normally prompt someone to make a medical
apt.  I understand it will help with surveillance however.
 
That all being said, if that is the direction we are given, that is what I will put out in my release
today.  Thanks so much for your time on a busy day.  Terry
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 

From: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov> 
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Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 12:22 PM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>; Coronavirus Clinical
<CoronavirusClinical@cdph.ca.gov>; ReturningTravelerMonitoring
<ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: RE: Clarification
 
Thanks Teresa,
Charsey do you want to take a crack at those questions?
Clinical team what are your thoughts on home care (telemedicine / home HD testing) vs.
evaluation in ED for mild symptoms?
 
I’ll give you my thoughts but others feel free to jump in.
 
First, regarding social distancing here is what CDC is saying: Social distancing means
remaining out of congregate settings, avoiding local public transportation (e.g., bus, subway,
taxi, ride share), and maintaining distance (approximately 6 feet or 2 meters) from others. If
social distancing is recommended, presence in congregate settings or use of local public
transportation should only occur with approval of local or state health authorities.
 
Second, regarding testing there is some flexibility in who gets tested and the PUI criteria has
changed over time.  I think we still definitely want to diagnose people even if mild at this early
phase – probably less so if there was a lot of community transmission.  As you know, some
counties have been using telemedicine and health department visits to people’s houses which
makes a lot of sense but you do need those resources.  I think it makes a lot of sense for the
traveler to call the HD and then the health department can help advise if testing could be
provided at home or if they really need to be evaluated at an ED – maybe they need
oseltamivir because it is flu?  Maybe they are more ill than they are letting on?
 
Third, the PUI criteria are more permissive for HCWs given the importance in making those
diagnoses. “For healthcare personnel, testing may be considered if there has been exposure to
a person with suspected COVID-19 without laboratory confirmation. Because of their often
extensive and close contact with vulnerable patients in healthcare settings, even mild signs and
symptoms (e.g., sore throat) of COVID-19 should be evaluated among potentially exposed
healthcare personnel”. Here are the new PUI recs: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/hcp/clinical-criteria.html
 
Thanks,
Phil
 
From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 11:54 AM
To: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov>
Cc: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>; Coronavirus Clinical
<CoronavirusClinical@cdph.ca.gov>; ReturningTravelerMonitoring
<ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: RE: Clarification
Importance: High
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Thanks for responding, I know you are all crazy busy.  My responses in red below.
 
2)      If not, should we instruct them through public communication to self- monitor for

symptoms while continuing to work/attend school etc unless symptoms develop?  At this
time the CDC is not requiring monitoring or evaluation of travelers from high risk countries
outside of China. However, we think it is reasonable to recommend these travelers self-
monitor for 14 days and practice social distancing. 

        Can you tell me which elements of social distancing you are advising?
3)      If they have mild symptoms (congestion/sore throat) within 14 days that do not require

medical attention (or meet testing requirements), should they simply stay home rather than
seek medical care/dx?  If a traveler returning from a country with significant community
spread (at this time- Iran, China, Italy, Japan, and South Korea) develops symptoms within 14
days of return they should contact their LHD and seek medical evaluation.

        Since they will not be tested for COVID if they do not meet criteria for testing, shouldn’t we
just advise them to stay home rather than bringing them into the healthcare setting
(assuming they would not otherwise seek out medical care for their level of symptoms?)

4)      Can HCW who are returning travelers follow the same guidance?  If they have mild
symptoms and do not seek medical care, can they return to work as soon as symptoms
abate or should they wait some period of time post resolution?  I realize the healthcare
system itself may exceed whatever guidance we provide. At present, asymptomatic HCWs
who are returning travelers from China are subject to the same 14-day quarantine and/or
monitoring. However, HCWs who have fever or respiratory symptoms and close contact with
a confirmed COVID-19 patient would be considered a PUI and subject to possible testing. 

 
What about travelers returning from the other countries? Again, it would seem that home
care for mild symptoms with some return to work time frame post resolution of symptoms,
would keep us from bringing them into the healthcare setting when they will not qualify for
testing. 

 
In general, it seems counterintuitive at this point to bring travelers with mild symptoms that will not
qualify for testing, into the healthcare setting.  Our largest hospital has one ED negative air flow
room and I am not sure the other three hospitals can offer even that.  The outpatient clinics in
general are not going to be able to don full PPE to see returning travelers without significant
disruption and will undoubtedly send these folks to the ED’s.   Thoughts?
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 

From: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov> 

mailto:Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov


Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 11:40 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>; Coronavirus Clinical
<CoronavirusClinical@cdph.ca.gov>; ReturningTravelerMonitoring
<ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Clarification
 
Hi Terry,
See responses below from return traveler team
Thanks everyone,
Phil
 
_____________________
Philip Peters, MD
Office of AIDS Medical Officer
California Department of Public Health
Phone: (916) 440-7683
Email: Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov
Pronouns: he/him/his

From: ReturningTravelerMonitoring <ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 11:35 AM
To: Peters, Philip@CDPH
Subject: FW: Clarification
 
 
Hi Phil,
Please see RTM responses below.
 
Charsey
 
 
From: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 9:44 AM
To: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>; Frankovich, Teresa
<tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Fritz, Curtis@CDPH <Curtis.Fritz@cdph.ca.gov>; ReturningTravelerMonitoring
<ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>; Jacobson, Kathleen@CDPH
<Kathleen.Jacobson@cdph.ca.gov>; Coronavirus Clinical <CoronavirusClinical@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: RE: Clarification
 
Hey Terry,
I’m also cc’ing our Return Traveler team.
Curtis and others – do you want to take a shot at Terry’s questions regarding monitoring
travelers, which countries, and HCW who are travelers?
Thanks,
Phil
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From: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 8:20 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Peters, Philip@CDPH
<Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: Re: Clarification
 
Sorry Terry - there is a lot going on here (watch news later today) and I’ll be on calls until at
least 11:00. I’ll try to call when I get a chance.
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 8:07:46 AM
To: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov>; Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH
<Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: Clarification
 

 

Morning.  Sorry to persist but hoping I can get some clarification on recommended procedure this
morning before I get some information out to our healthcare partners and the public.  If this
guidance is available on-line somewhere, please let me know. A few questions:
 

1)       Are we still being notified about and expected to monitor travelers returning from China? 
Other high risk countries?  Yes, at this time CDC is still notifying CDPH of returning travelers
from China via Epi-X and we are still pushing these list to LHDs for contact.  At this time, CDC
is not requiring we monitor travelers from other high risk countries and are not notifying us
of these passengers.

2)      If not, should we instruct them through public communication to self- monitor for
symptoms while continuing to work/attend school etc unless symptoms develop?  At this
time the CDC is not requiring monitoring or evaluation of travelers from high risk countries
outside of China. However, we think it is reasonable to recommend these travelers self-
monitor for 14 days and practice social distancing. 

3)      If they have mild symptoms (congestion/sore throat) within 14 days that do not require
medical attention (or meet testing requirements), should they simply stay home rather than
seek medical care/dx?  If a traveler returning from a country with significant community
spread (at this time- Iran, China, Italy, Japan, and South Korea) develops symptoms within 14
days of return they should contact their LHD and seek medical evaluation.

4)      Can HCW who are returning travelers follow the same guidance?  If they have mild
symptoms and do not seek medical care, can they return to work as soon as symptoms
abate or should they wait some period of time post resolution?  I realize the healthcare
system itself may exceed whatever guidance we provide. At present, asymptomatic HCWs
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who are returning travelers from China are subject to the same 14-day quarantine and/or
monitoring. However, HCWs who have fever or respiratory symptoms and close contact with
a confirmed COVID-19 patient would be considered a PUI and subject to possible testing.

 
I would like to be consistent with CDPH on messaging if possible.  Thank so much.  I appreciate how
busy you all are.  If I had been in this job more than a few weeks, I would likely have a few other
contacts and would not have to pick on you!  Terry
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 



From: Peters, Philip@CDPH
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Cc: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH; Coronavirus Clinical; ReturningTravelerMonitoring
Subject: RE: Clarification
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 12:21:55 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Thanks Teresa,
Charsey do you want to take a crack at those questions?
Clinical team what are your thoughts on home care (telemedicine / home HD testing) vs.
evaluation in ED for mild symptoms?
 
I’ll give you my thoughts but others feel free to jump in.
 
First, regarding social distancing here is what CDC is saying: Social distancing means
remaining out of congregate settings, avoiding local public transportation (e.g., bus, subway,
taxi, ride share), and maintaining distance (approximately 6 feet or 2 meters) from others. If
social distancing is recommended, presence in congregate settings or use of local public
transportation should only occur with approval of local or state health authorities.
 
Second, regarding testing there is some flexibility in who gets tested and the PUI criteria has
changed over time.  I think we still definitely want to diagnose people even if mild at this early
phase – probably less so if there was a lot of community transmission.  As you know, some
counties have been using telemedicine and health department visits to people’s houses which
makes a lot of sense but you do need those resources.  I think it makes a lot of sense for the
traveler to call the HD and then the health department can help advise if testing could be
provided at home or if they really need to be evaluated at an ED – maybe they need
oseltamivir because it is flu?  Maybe they are more ill than they are letting on?
 
Third, the PUI criteria are more permissive for HCWs given the importance in making those
diagnoses. “For healthcare personnel, testing may be considered if there has been exposure to
a person with suspected COVID-19 without laboratory confirmation. Because of their often
extensive and close contact with vulnerable patients in healthcare settings, even mild signs and
symptoms (e.g., sore throat) of COVID-19 should be evaluated among potentially exposed
healthcare personnel”. Here are the new PUI recs: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/hcp/clinical-criteria.html
 
Thanks,
Phil
 
From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 11:54 AM
To: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov>
Cc: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>; Coronavirus Clinical
<CoronavirusClinical@cdph.ca.gov>; ReturningTravelerMonitoring
<ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: RE: Clarification
Importance: High
 

Thanks for responding, I know you are all crazy busy.  My responses in red below.
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2)      If not, should we instruct them through public communication to self- monitor for

symptoms while continuing to work/attend school etc unless symptoms develop?  At this
time the CDC is not requiring monitoring or evaluation of travelers from high risk countries
outside of China. However, we think it is reasonable to recommend these travelers self-
monitor for 14 days and practice social distancing. 

        Can you tell me which elements of social distancing you are advising?
3)      If they have mild symptoms (congestion/sore throat) within 14 days that do not require

medical attention (or meet testing requirements), should they simply stay home rather than
seek medical care/dx?  If a traveler returning from a country with significant community
spread (at this time- Iran, China, Italy, Japan, and South Korea) develops symptoms within 14
days of return they should contact their LHD and seek medical evaluation.

        Since they will not be tested for COVID if they do not meet criteria for testing, shouldn’t we
just advise them to stay home rather than bringing them into the healthcare setting
(assuming they would not otherwise seek out medical care for their level of symptoms?)

4)      Can HCW who are returning travelers follow the same guidance?  If they have mild
symptoms and do not seek medical care, can they return to work as soon as symptoms
abate or should they wait some period of time post resolution?  I realize the healthcare
system itself may exceed whatever guidance we provide. At present, asymptomatic HCWs
who are returning travelers from China are subject to the same 14-day quarantine and/or
monitoring. However, HCWs who have fever or respiratory symptoms and close contact with
a confirmed COVID-19 patient would be considered a PUI and subject to possible testing. 

 
What about travelers returning from the other countries? Again, it would seem that home
care for mild symptoms with some return to work time frame post resolution of symptoms,
would keep us from bringing them into the healthcare setting when they will not qualify for
testing. 

 
In general, it seems counterintuitive at this point to bring travelers with mild symptoms that will not
qualify for testing, into the healthcare setting.  Our largest hospital has one ED negative air flow
room and I am not sure the other three hospitals can offer even that.  The outpatient clinics in
general are not going to be able to don full PPE to see returning travelers without significant
disruption and will undoubtedly send these folks to the ED’s.   Thoughts?
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 

From: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 11:40 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>

mailto:Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us


Cc: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>; Coronavirus Clinical
<CoronavirusClinical@cdph.ca.gov>; ReturningTravelerMonitoring
<ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Clarification
 
Hi Terry,
See responses below from return traveler team
Thanks everyone,
Phil
 
_____________________
Philip Peters, MD
Office of AIDS Medical Officer
California Department of Public Health
Phone: (916) 440-7683
Email: Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov
Pronouns: he/him/his

From: ReturningTravelerMonitoring <ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 11:35 AM
To: Peters, Philip@CDPH
Subject: FW: Clarification
 
 
Hi Phil,
Please see RTM responses below.
 
Charsey
 
 
From: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 9:44 AM
To: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>; Frankovich, Teresa
<tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Fritz, Curtis@CDPH <Curtis.Fritz@cdph.ca.gov>; ReturningTravelerMonitoring
<ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>; Jacobson, Kathleen@CDPH
<Kathleen.Jacobson@cdph.ca.gov>; Coronavirus Clinical <CoronavirusClinical@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: RE: Clarification
 
Hey Terry,
I’m also cc’ing our Return Traveler team.
Curtis and others – do you want to take a shot at Terry’s questions regarding monitoring
travelers, which countries, and HCW who are travelers?
Thanks,
Phil
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**[EXTERNAL MESSAGE]** FROM: tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
Only open links and attachments from known senders. Do not provide your username or

password. To report suspicious emails, click “Report Phish” button.

From: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 8:20 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Peters, Philip@CDPH
<Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: Re: Clarification
 
Sorry Terry - there is a lot going on here (watch news later today) and I’ll be on calls until at
least 11:00. I’ll try to call when I get a chance.
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 8:07:46 AM
To: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov>; Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH
<Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: Clarification
 

 

Morning.  Sorry to persist but hoping I can get some clarification on recommended procedure this
morning before I get some information out to our healthcare partners and the public.  If this
guidance is available on-line somewhere, please let me know. A few questions:
 

1)       Are we still being notified about and expected to monitor travelers returning from China? 
Other high risk countries?  Yes, at this time CDC is still notifying CDPH of returning travelers
from China via Epi-X and we are still pushing these list to LHDs for contact.  At this time, CDC
is not requiring we monitor travelers from other high risk countries and are not notifying us
of these passengers.

2)      If not, should we instruct them through public communication to self- monitor for
symptoms while continuing to work/attend school etc unless symptoms develop?  At this
time the CDC is not requiring monitoring or evaluation of travelers from high risk countries
outside of China. However, we think it is reasonable to recommend these travelers self-
monitor for 14 days and practice social distancing. 

3)      If they have mild symptoms (congestion/sore throat) within 14 days that do not require
medical attention (or meet testing requirements), should they simply stay home rather than
seek medical care/dx?  If a traveler returning from a country with significant community
spread (at this time- Iran, China, Italy, Japan, and South Korea) develops symptoms within 14
days of return they should contact their LHD and seek medical evaluation.

4)      Can HCW who are returning travelers follow the same guidance?  If they have mild
symptoms and do not seek medical care, can they return to work as soon as symptoms
abate or should they wait some period of time post resolution?  I realize the healthcare
system itself may exceed whatever guidance we provide. At present, asymptomatic HCWs
who are returning travelers from China are subject to the same 14-day quarantine and/or
monitoring. However, HCWs who have fever or respiratory symptoms and close contact with
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a confirmed COVID-19 patient would be considered a PUI and subject to possible testing.
 
I would like to be consistent with CDPH on messaging if possible.  Thank so much.  I appreciate how
busy you all are.  If I had been in this job more than a few weeks, I would likely have a few other
contacts and would not have to pick on you!  Terry
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 



**[EXTERNAL MESSAGE]** FROM: tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
Only open links and attachments from known senders. Do not provide your username or

password. To report suspicious emails, click “Report Phish” button.

From: Peters, Philip@CDPH
To: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH; Frankovich, Teresa
Cc: Fritz, Curtis@CDPH; ReturningTravelerMonitoring; Jacobson, Kathleen@CDPH; Coronavirus Clinical
Subject: RE: Clarification
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 9:44:39 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Hey Terry,
I’m also cc’ing our Return Traveler team.
Curtis and others – do you want to take a shot at Terry’s questions regarding monitoring
travelers, which countries, and HCW who are travelers?
Thanks,
Phil
 
 
From: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 8:20 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Peters, Philip@CDPH
<Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: Re: Clarification
 
Sorry Terry - there is a lot going on here (watch news later today) and I’ll be on calls until at
least 11:00. I’ll try to call when I get a chance.
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 8:07:46 AM
To: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov>; Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH
<Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: Clarification
 

Morning.  Sorry to persist but hoping I can get some clarification on recommended procedure this
morning before I get some information out to our healthcare partners and the public.  If this
guidance is available on-line somewhere, please let me know. A few questions:
 

1)       Are we still being notified about and expected to monitor travelers returning from China? 
Other high risk countries?

2)      If not, should we instruct them through public communication to self- monitor for
symptoms while continuing to work/attend school etc unless symptoms develop?

3)      If they have mild symptoms (congestion/sore throat) within 14 days that do not require
medical attention (or meet testing requirements), should they simply stay home rather than
seek medical care/dx?

4)      Can HCW who are returning travelers follow the same guidance?  If they have mild
symptoms and do not seek medical care, can they return to work as soon as symptoms
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abate or should they wait some period of time post resolution?  I realize the healthcare
system itself may exceed whatever guidance we provide.

 
I would like to be consistent with CDPH on messaging if possible.  Thank so much.  I appreciate how
busy you all are.  If I had been in this job more than a few weeks, I would likely have a few other
contacts and would not have to pick on you!  Terry
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 



From: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH
To: Frankovich, Teresa; Peters, Philip@CDPH; ReturningTravelerMonitoring
Subject: RE: Clarification
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 2:03:40 PM
Attachments: image001.png

CDCHAN-0428-Update and Interim Guidance on Outbreak of COVID-19_Feb 28 2020.pdf

You’re very welcome!  Please see attaching CDC HAN that just came out.
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 1:59 PM
To: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>; Peters, Philip@CDPH
<Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov>; ReturningTravelerMonitoring
<ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: RE: Clarification
 
Thanks so much.  Terry
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 

From: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 1:49 PM
To: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov>; ReturningTravelerMonitoring
<ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>
Cc: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: Clarification
 
We nor CDC are recommending that travelers from countries other than China with level 2
and 3 travel alerts stay home from school or work. Some healthcare and other employers may
decide to furlough employees but that is an employer specific decision. Social distancing, as
described below, has not been recommended for such travelers at this time, but isn’t a bad
idea if it can be done. In particular, such persons should avoid healthcare facilities unless they
truly need care, and if they need care should call ahead so precautions can be put in place. Of
course, if they develop any symptoms, they should self-isolate immediately and contact their
healthcare provider. Although current testing recommendations suggest that they must be
sick enough to be hospitalized, CDC has flexibility on testing and can be consulted (CA labs
must strictly follow PUI criteria under the EUA for the test).
 
From the CDC website for South Korea, which has a level 3 alert (Italy, Iran, and Japan have
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This is an official 


CDC HEALTH UPDATE 


 
Distributed via the CDC Health Alert Network  
February 28, 2020, 15:05 ET (3:05 PM ET)  
CDCHAN-0428 


 


Update and Interim Guidance on Outbreak of Coronavirus Disease 2019 


(COVID-19) 


Summary 
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) continues to closely monitor and respond to the COVID-
19 outbreak caused by the novel coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2.  
 
This CDC Health Alert Network (HAN) Update provides updated guidance on evaluating and testing persons 
under investigation (PUIs) for COVID-19. It supersedes guidance provided in CDC’s HAN 427 distributed on 
February 1, 2020. 
 
The outbreak that began in Wuhan, Hubei Province, has now spread throughout China and to 46 other countries 


and territories, including the United States. As of February 27, 2020, there were 78,497 reported cases in China 


and 3,797 cases in locations outside China. In addition to sustained transmission in China, there is evidence of 


community spread in several additional countries. CDC has updated travel guidance to reflect this information 


(https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers/index.html).  


To date, there has been limited spread of COVID-19 in the United States. As of February 26, 2020, there were a 
total of 61 cases within the United States, 46 of these were among repatriated persons from high-risk settings. 
The other 15 cases were diagnosed in the United States; 12 were persons with a history of recent travel in China 
and 2 were persons in close household contact with a COVID-19 patient (i.e. person-to-person spread). One 
patient with COVID-19 who had no travel history or links to other known cases was reported on February 26, 
2020, in California. The California Department of Public Health, local health departments, clinicians, and CDC are 
working together to investigate this case and are identifying contacts with whom this individual interacted. 
 
CDC, state and local health departments, other federal agencies, and other partners have been implementing 
measures to slow and contain transmission of COVID-19 in the United States. These measures include 
assessing, monitoring, and caring for travelers arriving from areas with substantial COVID-19 transmission and 
identifying cases and contacts of cases in the United States.  
 
Recognizing persons at risk for COVID-19 is a critical component of identifying cases and preventing further 
transmission. With expanding spread of COVID-19, additional areas of geographic risk are being identified and 
PUI criteria are being updated to reflect this spread. To prepare for possible additional person-to-person spread of 
COVID-19 in the United States, CDC continues to recommend that clinicians and state and local health 
departments consider COVID-19 in patients with severe respiratory illness even in the absence of travel history to 
affected areas or known exposure to another case.   
 
Criteria to Guide Evaluation and Testing of Patients Under Investigation (PUI) for COVID-19 
Local or state health departments, in consultation with clinicians, should determine whether a patient is a PUI for 
COVID-19. The CDC clinical criteria for COVID-19 PUIs have been developed based on available information 
about this novel virus, as well as what is known about Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) 
(https://www.cdc.gov/sars/clinical/guidance.html) and Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) 
(https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/mers/interim-guidance.html#evaluation). These criteria are subject to change as 
additional information becomes available. 
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Clinical Features  Epidemiologic Risk 


Fever1 or signs/symptoms 
of lower respiratory illness 
(e.g., cough or shortness of 
breath) 


AND 


Any person, including 
healthcare personnel2, who 
has had close contact3 with 
a laboratory-confirmed4 
COVID-19 patient within 14 
days of symptom onset 


Fever1 and signs/symptoms 
of a lower respiratory illness 
(e.g., cough or shortness of 
breath) requiring 
hospitalization 


AND 


A history of travel from 
affected geographic areas5, 


within 14 days of symptom 
onset 
 


Fever1 with severe acute 
lower respiratory illness 
(e.g., pneumonia, ARDS 
(acute respiratory distress 
syndrome) requiring 
hospitalization and without 
an alternative explanatory 
diagnosis (e.g., influenza).6  


 
AND 


No identified source of 
exposure  


These criteria are intended to serve as guidance for evaluation. In consultation with public health departments, 
patients should be evaluated on a case-by-case basis to determine the need for testing. Testing may be 
considered for deceased persons who would otherwise meet the PUI criteria.   


1Fever may be subjective or confirmed. 


2 For healthcare personnel, testing may be considered if there has been exposure to a person with suspected 
COVID-19 without laboratory confirmation. Because of their often extensive and close contact with vulnerable 
patients in healthcare settings, even mild signs and symptoms (e.g., sore throat) of COVID-19 should be 
evaluated among potentially exposed healthcare personnel. Additional information is available in CDC’s Interim 
U.S. Guidance for Risk Assessment and Public Health Management of Healthcare Personnel with Potential 
Exposure in a Healthcare Setting to Patients with Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) 
(https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-risk-assesment-hcp.html). 


3Close contact is defined as— 


a) being within approximately 6 feet (2 meters) of a COVID-19 case for a prolonged period; close contact 
can occur while caring for, living with, visiting, or sharing a healthcare waiting area or room with a COVID-
19 case 


– or – 


b) having direct contact with infectious secretions of a COVID-19 case (e.g., being coughed on) 


If such contact occurs while not wearing recommended personal protective equipment (PPE) (e.g., 
gowns, gloves, NIOSH-certified disposable N95 respirator, eye protection), criteria for PUI consideration 
are met. 


Additional information is available in CDC’s updated Interim Healthcare Infection Prevention and Control 
Recommendations for Patients with Confirmed COVID-19 or Persons Under Investigation for COVID-19 in 
Healthcare Settings (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/infection-control/control-recommendations.html).  


Data to inform the definition of close contact are limited. Considerations when assessing close contact include the 
duration of exposure (e.g., longer exposure time likely increases exposure risk) and the clinical symptoms of the 
person with COVID-19 (e.g., coughing likely increases exposure risk, as does exposure to a severely ill patient). 
Special consideration should be given to healthcare personnel exposed in healthcare settings, as described in 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/guidance-risk-assesment-hcp.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/infection-control/control-recommendations.html





CDC’s Interim U.S. Guidance for Risk Assessment and Public Health Management of Healthcare Personnel with 
Potential Exposure in a Healthcare Setting to Patients with COVID-19 (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/hcp/guidance-risk-assesment-hcp.html).  


4Documentation of laboratory-confirmation of COVID-19 may not be possible for travelers or persons caring for 
COVID-19 patients in other countries. 


5Affected areas are defined as geographic regions where sustained community transmission has been identified.  
Relevant affected areas will be defined as a country with at least a CDC Level 2 Travel Health Notice. Current 
information is available in CDC’s COVID-19 Travel Health Notices (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/travelers). 


 6Category includes single or clusters of patients with severe acute lower respiratory illness (e.g., pneumonia, 
ARDS (acute respiratory distress syndrome) of unknown etiology in which COVID-19 is being considered.   


Recommendations for Reporting, Testing, and Specimen Collection 
Clinicians should immediately implement recommended infection prevention and control practices 
(https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/infection-control/control-recommendations.html) if a patient is 
suspected of having COVID-19. They should also notify infection control personnel at their healthcare facility and 
their state or local health department if a patient is classified as a PUI for COVID-19. State health departments 
that have identified a PUI or a laboratory-confirmed case should complete a PUI and Case Report form through 
the processes identified on CDC’s Coronavirus Disease 2019 website (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/php/reporting-pui.html). State and local health departments can contact CDC’s Emergency Operations 
Center (EOC) at 770-488-7100 for assistance with obtaining, storing, and shipping appropriate specimens to CDC 
for testing, including after hours or on weekends or holidays. Currently, diagnostic testing for COVID-19 is being 
performed at state public health laboratories and CDC. Testing for other respiratory pathogens should not delay 
specimen testing for COVID-19.   
 
For initial diagnostic testing for SARS-CoV-2, CDC recommends collecting and testing upper respiratory tract 
specimens (nasopharyngeal AND oropharyngeal swabs). CDC also recommends testing lower respiratory tract 
specimens, if available. For patients who develop a productive cough, sputum should be collected and tested for 
SARS-CoV-2. The induction of sputum is not recommended. For patients for whom it is clinically indicated (e.g., 
those receiving invasive mechanical ventilation), a lower respiratory tract aspirate or bronchoalveolar lavage 
sample should be collected and tested as a lower respiratory tract specimen. Specimens should be collected as 
soon as possible once a PUI is identified, regardless of the time of symptom onset. See Interim Guidelines for 
Collecting, Handling, and Testing Clinical Specimens from Patients Under Investigation (PUIs) for COVID-19 
(https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/lab/guidelines-clinical-specimens.html) and Biosafety FAQs for 
handling and processing specimens from suspected cases and PUIs (https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/lab/biosafety-faqs.html). 
 
For More Information 
More information is available at the COVID-19 website: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html. 
 


The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) protects people's health and safety by preventing and controlling 


diseases and injuries; enhances health decisions by providing credible information on critical health issues; and promotes 


healthy living through strong partnerships with local, national, and international organizations. 


____________________________________________________________________________________ 


Categories of Health Alert Network messages:  
Health Alert  Requires immediate action or attention; highest level of importance 
Health Advisory May not require immediate action; provides important information for a specific incident or situation 
Health Update   Unlikely to require immediate action; provides updated information regarding an incident or situation 
HAN Info Service Does not require immediate action; provides general public health information 


  


##This message was distributed to state and local health officers, state and local epidemiologists, state and local 


laboratory directors, public information officers, epidemiologists, HAN coordinators, and clinician organizations## 
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level 2 alerts)
If you spent time in South Korea during the past 14 days and feel sick with fever or
cough, or have difficulty breathing:

Seek medical advice. Call ahead before you go to a doctor’s office or emergency
room. Tell them about your recent travel and your symptoms.
Avoid contact with others. 
Do not travel while sick.
Cover your mouth and nose with a tissue or your sleeve (not your hands) when
coughing or sneezing.
Clean your hands often by washing them with soap and water for at least 20
seconds or using an alcohol-based hand sanitizer that contains 60%–95% alcohol
immediately after coughing, sneezing or blowing your nose. Soap and water should
be used if hands are visibly dirty.

Clinician Information
Healthcare providers should obtain a detailed travel history for patients with fever or
acute respiratory symptoms.  For patients with these symptoms who were in South Korea
and had onset of illness within 2 weeks of leaving, consider the novel coronavirus and
notify infection control personnel and your local health department immediately.
Although routes of transmission have yet to be definitively determined, CDC
recommends a cautious approach to interacting with patients under investigation. Ask
such patients to wear a face mask as soon as they are identified. Conduct patient
evaluation in a private room with the door closed, ideally an airborne infection isolation
room, if available. Personnel entering the room should use standard precautions, contact
precautions, and airborne precautions, and use eye protection (goggles or a face shield).
For additional healthcare infection control recommendations, visit CDC's Infection
Control webpage.
 
 

From: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 1:19 PM
To: ReturningTravelerMonitoring <ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>
Cc: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>; Frankovich, Teresa
<tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: Fwd: Clarification
 
Returning traveler team,
Could you help Terry with this follow-up question - children returning from level 2 and 3
countries, should they stay out of school for 14 days?
Thanks again,
Phil
_____________________
Philip Peters, MD
Office of AIDS Medical Officer
California Department of Public Health
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**[EXTERNAL MESSAGE]** FROM: tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
Only open links and attachments from known senders. Do not provide your username or

password. To report suspicious emails, click “Report Phish” button.

Phone: (916) 440-7683
Email: Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov
Pronouns: he/him/his
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 1:12 PM
To: Peters, Philip@CDPH
Subject: RE: Clarification
 

 

Thanks Phil.  Just to be sure here (because I am sending a letter out to parents today about other
aspects and would include this guidance…CDPH is recommending kids returning from these areas do
not attend school and their parents should not be going to work for 14 days?
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 

From: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 12:45 PM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>; Coronavirus Clinical
<CoronavirusClinical@cdph.ca.gov>; ReturningTravelerMonitoring
<ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: RE: Clarification
 
Yes, what is feasible from a resource standpoint could change very quickly if there is
increased transmission – definitely hard to message. I agree with you on the very mild
symptoms that are not clearly lower respiratory -  definitely room for clinical judgment – did
nasal congestion resolve with Benadryl? Are symptoms worsening?  Was their child just
diagnosed with flu?  etc. 
Challenging to message all of this given the day-to-day changes.
 
From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 12:35 PM
To: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov>
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Cc: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>; Coronavirus Clinical
<CoronavirusClinical@cdph.ca.gov>; ReturningTravelerMonitoring
<ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: RE: Clarification
 
Thanks Phil  I appreciate the clarification.  LPH has been obtaining specimens from our single
confirmed and indeterminate cases in order to clear them as well as a couple of other instances with
exposures who did not require medical eval.  This requires us going out to the home, finding a way
to discretely access the patient’s home while wearing full PPE which has required a fair bit of
creativity and middle of the night specimen collection.
 
This was all do-able when we were dealing with China specifically but with a fair number of people
returning here from countries with sustained circulation, this is going to become impractical quickly-
- particularly if we are testing for mild symptoms post travel such as nasal congestion or sore throat
without cough or fever ie symptoms that would not normally prompt someone to make a medical
apt.  I understand it will help with surveillance however.
 
That all being said, if that is the direction we are given, that is what I will put out in my release
today.  Thanks so much for your time on a busy day.  Terry
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 

From: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 12:22 PM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>; Coronavirus Clinical
<CoronavirusClinical@cdph.ca.gov>; ReturningTravelerMonitoring
<ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: RE: Clarification
 
Thanks Teresa,
Charsey do you want to take a crack at those questions?
Clinical team what are your thoughts on home care (telemedicine / home HD testing) vs.
evaluation in ED for mild symptoms?
 
I’ll give you my thoughts but others feel free to jump in.
 
First, regarding social distancing here is what CDC is saying: Social distancing means
remaining out of congregate settings, avoiding local public transportation (e.g., bus, subway,
taxi, ride share), and maintaining distance (approximately 6 feet or 2 meters) from others. If
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social distancing is recommended, presence in congregate settings or use of local public
transportation should only occur with approval of local or state health authorities.
 
Second, regarding testing there is some flexibility in who gets tested and the PUI criteria has
changed over time.  I think we still definitely want to diagnose people even if mild at this early
phase – probably less so if there was a lot of community transmission.  As you know, some
counties have been using telemedicine and health department visits to people’s houses which
makes a lot of sense but you do need those resources.  I think it makes a lot of sense for the
traveler to call the HD and then the health department can help advise if testing could be
provided at home or if they really need to be evaluated at an ED – maybe they need
oseltamivir because it is flu?  Maybe they are more ill than they are letting on?
 
Third, the PUI criteria are more permissive for HCWs given the importance in making those
diagnoses. “For healthcare personnel, testing may be considered if there has been exposure to
a person with suspected COVID-19 without laboratory confirmation. Because of their often
extensive and close contact with vulnerable patients in healthcare settings, even mild signs and
symptoms (e.g., sore throat) of COVID-19 should be evaluated among potentially exposed
healthcare personnel”. Here are the new PUI recs: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/hcp/clinical-criteria.html
 
Thanks,
Phil
 
From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 11:54 AM
To: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov>
Cc: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>; Coronavirus Clinical
<CoronavirusClinical@cdph.ca.gov>; ReturningTravelerMonitoring
<ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: RE: Clarification
Importance: High
 

Thanks for responding, I know you are all crazy busy.  My responses in red below.
 
2)      If not, should we instruct them through public communication to self- monitor for

symptoms while continuing to work/attend school etc unless symptoms develop?  At this
time the CDC is not requiring monitoring or evaluation of travelers from high risk countries
outside of China. However, we think it is reasonable to recommend these travelers self-
monitor for 14 days and practice social distancing. 

        Can you tell me which elements of social distancing you are advising?
3)      If they have mild symptoms (congestion/sore throat) within 14 days that do not require

medical attention (or meet testing requirements), should they simply stay home rather than
seek medical care/dx?  If a traveler returning from a country with significant community
spread (at this time- Iran, China, Italy, Japan, and South Korea) develops symptoms within 14
days of return they should contact their LHD and seek medical evaluation.

        Since they will not be tested for COVID if they do not meet criteria for testing, shouldn’t we
just advise them to stay home rather than bringing them into the healthcare setting
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(assuming they would not otherwise seek out medical care for their level of symptoms?)
4)      Can HCW who are returning travelers follow the same guidance?  If they have mild

symptoms and do not seek medical care, can they return to work as soon as symptoms
abate or should they wait some period of time post resolution?  I realize the healthcare
system itself may exceed whatever guidance we provide. At present, asymptomatic HCWs
who are returning travelers from China are subject to the same 14-day quarantine and/or
monitoring. However, HCWs who have fever or respiratory symptoms and close contact with
a confirmed COVID-19 patient would be considered a PUI and subject to possible testing. 

 
What about travelers returning from the other countries? Again, it would seem that home
care for mild symptoms with some return to work time frame post resolution of symptoms,
would keep us from bringing them into the healthcare setting when they will not qualify for
testing. 

 
In general, it seems counterintuitive at this point to bring travelers with mild symptoms that will not
qualify for testing, into the healthcare setting.  Our largest hospital has one ED negative air flow
room and I am not sure the other three hospitals can offer even that.  The outpatient clinics in
general are not going to be able to don full PPE to see returning travelers without significant
disruption and will undoubtedly send these folks to the ED’s.   Thoughts?
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 

From: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 11:40 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>; Coronavirus Clinical
<CoronavirusClinical@cdph.ca.gov>; ReturningTravelerMonitoring
<ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Clarification
 
Hi Terry,
See responses below from return traveler team
Thanks everyone,
Phil
 
_____________________
Philip Peters, MD
Office of AIDS Medical Officer
California Department of Public Health
Phone: (916) 440-7683
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Email: Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov
Pronouns: he/him/his

From: ReturningTravelerMonitoring <ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 11:35 AM
To: Peters, Philip@CDPH
Subject: FW: Clarification
 
 
Hi Phil,
Please see RTM responses below.
 
Charsey
 
 
From: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 9:44 AM
To: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>; Frankovich, Teresa
<tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Fritz, Curtis@CDPH <Curtis.Fritz@cdph.ca.gov>; ReturningTravelerMonitoring
<ReturningTravelerMonitoring@cdph.ca.gov>; Jacobson, Kathleen@CDPH
<Kathleen.Jacobson@cdph.ca.gov>; Coronavirus Clinical <CoronavirusClinical@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: RE: Clarification
 
Hey Terry,
I’m also cc’ing our Return Traveler team.
Curtis and others – do you want to take a shot at Terry’s questions regarding monitoring
travelers, which countries, and HCW who are travelers?
Thanks,
Phil
 
 
From: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 8:20 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Peters, Philip@CDPH
<Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: Re: Clarification
 
Sorry Terry - there is a lot going on here (watch news later today) and I’ll be on calls until at
least 11:00. I’ll try to call when I get a chance.
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 8:07:46 AM
To: Peters, Philip@CDPH <Philip.Peters@cdph.ca.gov>; Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH
<Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>
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**[EXTERNAL MESSAGE]** FROM: tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
Only open links and attachments from known senders. Do not provide your username or

password. To report suspicious emails, click “Report Phish” button.

Subject: Clarification
 

 

Morning.  Sorry to persist but hoping I can get some clarification on recommended procedure this
morning before I get some information out to our healthcare partners and the public.  If this
guidance is available on-line somewhere, please let me know. A few questions:
 

1)       Are we still being notified about and expected to monitor travelers returning from China? 
Other high risk countries?  Yes, at this time CDC is still notifying CDPH of returning travelers
from China via Epi-X and we are still pushing these list to LHDs for contact.  At this time, CDC
is not requiring we monitor travelers from other high risk countries and are not notifying us
of these passengers.

2)      If not, should we instruct them through public communication to self- monitor for
symptoms while continuing to work/attend school etc unless symptoms develop?  At this
time the CDC is not requiring monitoring or evaluation of travelers from high risk countries
outside of China. However, we think it is reasonable to recommend these travelers self-
monitor for 14 days and practice social distancing. 

3)      If they have mild symptoms (congestion/sore throat) within 14 days that do not require
medical attention (or meet testing requirements), should they simply stay home rather than
seek medical care/dx?  If a traveler returning from a country with significant community
spread (at this time- Iran, China, Italy, Japan, and South Korea) develops symptoms within 14
days of return they should contact their LHD and seek medical evaluation.

4)      Can HCW who are returning travelers follow the same guidance?  If they have mild
symptoms and do not seek medical care, can they return to work as soon as symptoms
abate or should they wait some period of time post resolution?  I realize the healthcare
system itself may exceed whatever guidance we provide. At present, asymptomatic HCWs
who are returning travelers from China are subject to the same 14-day quarantine and/or
monitoring. However, HCWs who have fever or respiratory symptoms and close contact with
a confirmed COVID-19 patient would be considered a PUI and subject to possible testing.

 
I would like to be consistent with CDPH on messaging if possible.  Thank so much.  I appreciate how
busy you all are.  If I had been in this job more than a few weeks, I would likely have a few other
contacts and would not have to pick on you!  Terry
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181
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From: Phillips, Hava
To: Stephens, Michele; Frankovich, Teresa; Dykehouse, Erica; Weiss, Lara; Blanchard, Megan; Hanson, Katie; Kelly,

Katherine; Corrigan, Jeremy; Pereira, Sofia
Subject: RE: Communication to schools
Date: Thursday, February 27, 2020 8:50:25 AM

There is not. The last guidance we have was from 2-7-2020 and that has been sent to them. We spoke with Taylin
Titus (risk management, HCOE) yesterday and agreed to continue sharing information as soon as we have it. I
understand from Rachel that Chris is interested in being more closely connected to what's happening in CD. I'm
happy to help build that relationship, let me know if you need me to make time to speak with anyone at the schools.
They are going to be a key partner in this. Taylin and I agree that under most circumstances, the only reason to close
schools would be an outbreak within a school. A community-wide outbreak usually does not prompt school closure
except in the most extreme circumstances.

-----Original Message-----
From: Stephens, Michele
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 8:17 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>;
Dykehouse, Erica <edykehouse@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Weiss, Lara <LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Blanchard,
Megan <MBlanchard@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Hanson, Katie <klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Kelly, Katherine
<KKelly@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Corrigan, Jeremy <jcorrigan@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Pereira, Sofia
<spereira2@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: Communication to schools

I’m hearing that Eka City schools sent letters to parents about coronavirus. I have no idea what this letter
says.Hopefully it just says keep your kids home if they’re sick. I’m going to reach out to Chris Hartley, the
superintendent for Humboldt County schools and then the rest of the superintendents just to be a good partner. Is
there anything from the CDC for schools that I should refer them to?I’ll look for it when I get to work but just in
case someone knows of it already…

Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director
Humboldt County Dept of Health and Human Services
707.268.2121

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Corrigan, Jeremy
To: Stephens, Michele; Frankovich, Teresa; Phillips, Hava; Dykehouse, Erica; Weiss, Lara; Blanchard, Megan;

Hanson, Katie; Kelly, Katherine; Pereira, Sofia
Subject: RE: Communication to schools
Date: Thursday, February 27, 2020 8:29:58 AM
Attachments: Coronavirus+Child+Care+and+Preschool+2_11_20.pdf

I got this about daycares and preschool... nothing about schools that I have seen

Jeremy Corrigan, MS, PHM II
Laboratory Manager, ELAP Laboratory Director
Bioterrorism Coordinator
Humboldt County Dept. of Public Health
529 I street
Eureka, CA. 95501
(w) 707-268-2178  (c) 707-362-6751  (f) 707-445-7640
jcorrigan@co.humboldt.ca.us
For more information please visit the Humboldt County Public Health Website

-----Original Message-----
From: Stephens, Michele
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 8:17 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>;
Dykehouse, Erica <edykehouse@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Weiss, Lara <LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Blanchard,
Megan <MBlanchard@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Hanson, Katie <klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Kelly, Katherine
<KKelly@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Corrigan, Jeremy <jcorrigan@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Pereira, Sofia
<spereira2@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: Communication to schools

I’m hearing that Eka City schools sent letters to parents about coronavirus. I have no idea what this letter
says.Hopefully it just says keep your kids home if they’re sick. I’m going to reach out to Chris Hartley, the
superintendent for Humboldt County schools and then the rest of the superintendents just to be a good partner. Is
there anything from the CDC for schools that I should refer them to?I’ll look for it when I get to work but just in
case someone knows of it already…

Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director
Humboldt County Dept of Health and Human Services
707.268.2121

Sent from my iPhone
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THE 2019 NOVEL CORONAVIRUS 
  


The 2019 novel coronavirus is a virus that was recently identified in Wuhan, Hubei Province, China, and is now 
being spread widely in other parts of mainland China. More cases are being detected worldwide, and while new 
cases were initially linked to Hubei Province, China, at this time public health considers being anywhere in China in 
the past 14 days a risk factor for novel coronavirus infection. 
 
The virus causes respiratory illness.  For up-to-date information regarding the novel coronavirus, see: 
 
• the California Department of Public Health website at 


https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/Pages/Immunization/nCOV2019.aspx; or  
• Centers for Disease Control (CDC) website at https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html  


 
At this time, the health risk to the general public in California from novel coronavirus remains low, but child 
care and preschool settings can take common-sense precautions to prevent the spread of all infectious diseases.  
These precautions will be helpful to also prevent the spread of other common illnesses such as influenza and 
gastroenteritis.   
 
 
GUIDANCE FOR CHILD CARE AND PRESCHOOL SETTINGS 
 
The risk of exposure to this new coronavirus in China is increasing over time.  Consistent with CDC guidance on 
returning travelers from China, local health departments are communicating with travelers returning from 
mainland China to provide guidance about limiting public interactions for 14 days.   
 
Travelers from mainland China arriving in the United States since February 3, 2020 should be excluded from 
child care and preschool settings for 14 days, beginning the day after they left China. 
 
CDC guidance on returning travelers is available here:  https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/risk-
assessment.html.  
 
Please note that there have been reports of persons being stigmatized. We urge child care and preschool 
settings to ensure families’ and staffs’ privacy to help prevent discrimination.   
 
In the unusual event that an infant, child, or staff member is identified who:  


• has symptoms of respiratory illness, such as fever and cough, AND 
• traveled from mainland China in the prior 14 days, 


 
Please take the following steps: 


• separate the individual from others as much as possible and make arrangements for the individual to go 
home, and  


• contact your local health department immediately. 
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Prevention 
Encourage all parents and staff to take everyday preventive actions:  


• Keep children home and have staff stay home when sick.  
o Remain at home until fever has been gone for at least 24 hours without the use of fever-reducing 


medicines.  
o Seek immediate medical care if symptoms become more severe, e.g., high fever or difficulty 


breathing.  
 
• Use “respiratory etiquette”.  


o Cover cough with a tissue or sleeve. See CDC’s Cover Your Cough page 
(https://www.cdc.gov/flu/prevent/actions-prevent-flu.htm) for multilingual posters and flyers, 
posted at the bottom of webpage. 


o Provide adequate supplies within easy reach, including tissues and no-touch trash cans. 
 
• Wash hands frequently. 


o Encourage hand washing by children and staff through education, scheduled time for 
handwashing, and the provision of adequate supplies.  


 
• Routinely clean frequently touched surfaces and toys. 
 
• Separate sick infants, children, and staff from others until they can go home. When feasible, identify a 


“sick room” through which others do not regularly pass. 
 
• Encourage flu vaccine for those who haven’t had it this season to reduce illnesses and absences on 


campus (but won’t prevent coronavirus illnesses). 
 


A note about face masks: face masks are most useful for preventing disease spread when they are worn by 
people who have symptoms. This is why people are asked to wear a mask at doctors’ offices and hospitals if 
they are coughing or sneezing.  


 
Develop policies to respond to outbreaks and communicable diseases: 


• Establish relationships with your local public health department for ongoing communication.  
 
• Update emergency plans to ensure they are in place before an outbreak occurs. 


 


At this time, Hong Kong, Macau, and Taiwan do not have widespread transmission of the novel coronavirus and 
are not considered part of mainland China for this guidance.  The California Department of Public Health will 
update this guidance if the outbreak spreads to other countries or regions.   


 



https://www.cdc.gov/flu/prevent/actions-prevent-flu.htm
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From: Stephens, Michele
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Cc: Phillips, Hava; Dykehouse, Erica; Weiss, Lara; Blanchard, Megan; Hanson, Katie; Kelly, Katherine; Corrigan,

Jeremy; Pereira, Sofia
Subject: Re: Communication to schools
Date: Thursday, February 27, 2020 11:02:55 AM

Updating you all. I spoke with Chris and he would appreciate a letter he could distribute to superintendents to send
to parents, post on their website, and Facebook. Terry will draft something tonight for us to send out tomorrow.

As for connecting with Chris and superintendents on CD in general, when things slow down it would be a good
conversation to pick back up. One question I know we’ve talked about is who are all the contacts and what is the
best way to communicate to all the schools or a cluster of schools when we need to. There’s the school nurses or
health directors but the superintendents are key too. So we can schedule math with Chris or the superintendents to
discuss more later on.

Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director
Humboldt County Dept of Health and Human Services
707.268.2121

Sent from my iPhone

> On Feb 27, 2020, at 9:02 AM, Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> wrote:
>
> Perhaps we should consider drafting a parent letter that all schools could send out?  Then all parents in the county
get the same info and it comes from us.
>
> Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
> Health Officer
> 529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
> (707) 268-2181
>     
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>
> Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 8:50 AM
> To: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>;
Dykehouse, Erica <edykehouse@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Weiss, Lara <LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Blanchard,
Megan <MBlanchard@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Hanson, Katie <klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Kelly, Katherine
<KKelly@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Corrigan, Jeremy <jcorrigan@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Pereira, Sofia
<spereira2@co.humboldt.ca.us>
> Subject: RE: Communication to schools
>
> There is not. The last guidance we have was from 2-7-2020 and that has been sent to them. We spoke with Taylin
Titus (risk management, HCOE) yesterday and agreed to continue sharing information as soon as we have it. I
understand from Rachel that Chris is interested in being more closely connected to what's happening in CD. I'm
happy to help build that relationship, let me know if you need me to make time to speak with anyone at the schools.
They are going to be a key partner in this. Taylin and I agree that under most circumstances, the only reason to close
schools would be an outbreak within a school. A community-wide outbreak usually does not prompt school closure
except in the most extreme circumstances.
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Stephens, Michele
> Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 8:17 AM
> To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>;
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Dykehouse, Erica <edykehouse@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Weiss, Lara <LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Blanchard,
Megan <MBlanchard@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Hanson, Katie <klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Kelly, Katherine
<KKelly@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Corrigan, Jeremy <jcorrigan@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Pereira, Sofia
<spereira2@co.humboldt.ca.us>
> Subject: Communication to schools
>
> I’m hearing that Eka City schools sent letters to parents about coronavirus. I have no idea what this letter
says.Hopefully it just says keep your kids home if they’re sick. I’m going to reach out to Chris Hartley, the
superintendent for Humboldt County schools and then the rest of the superintendents just to be a good partner. Is
there anything from the CDC for schools that I should refer them to?I’ll look for it when I get to work but just in
case someone knows of it already…
>
> Michele Stephens, LCSW
> Public Health Director
> Humboldt County Dept of Health and Human Services
> 707.268.2121
>
> Sent from my iPhone



From: Weiss, Lara
To: Corrigan, Jeremy; Stephens, Michele; Frankovich, Teresa; Phillips, Hava; Dykehouse, Erica; Blanchard, Megan;

Hanson, Katie; Kelly, Katherine; Pereira, Sofia
Subject: RE: Communication to schools
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 10:05:39 AM

Sharing below as FYI.  The below went out to McKinleyville Union School district a couple of days
ago.

 
---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: MCKINLEYVILLE UNION SCH DIST <email@blackboard.com>
Date: Wed, Feb 26, 2020, 4:02 PM
Subject: Precautions for the Flu
To: <X >
 

A message from MCKINLEYVILLE UNION SCH DIST

MCKUSD wants to ensure our students, families and staff remain healthy during this flu season.
Here are some tips from the California Department of Public Health to avoid getting sick, obtaining
the flu or Corona Virus and/or spreading any illness: Precautions:
• Stay home when sick.
- Remain at home until fever has been gone for at least 24 hours without the use of fever-reducing
medicines.
- Seek immediate medical care if symptoms become more severe, e.g., high fever or difficulty
breathing.
• Use “respiratory etiquette”.
-Cover cough with a tissue or sleeve. See CDC’s Cover Your Cough page
(https://www.cdc.gov/flu/prevent/actions-prevent-flu.htm)
• Wash hands frequently. Encourage hand washing by children and staff through education,
scheduled time for handwashing, and the provision of adequate supplies.
• Routinely clean frequently touched surfaces.
A note about face masks: face masks are most useful for preventing disease spread when they
are worn by people who have symptoms. This is why people are asked to wear a mask at doctors’
offices and hospitals if they are coughing or sneezing. If you have questions, please contact
Humboldt County Public Health Department at (707) 268-2182

This e-mail has been sent to you by MCKINLEYVILLE UNION SCH DIST. To maximize their communication with you,
you may be receiving this e-mail in addition to a phone call with the same message. If you no longer wish to receive email
notifications from MCKINLEYVILLE UNION SCH DIST, please click here to unsubscribe.

To view the MCKINLEYVILLE UNION SCH DIST privacy policy, please click here.

 
-----Original Message-----
From: Corrigan, Jeremy 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 8:30 AM
To: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Frankovich, Teresa
<tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Dykehouse, Erica
<edykehouse@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Weiss, Lara <LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Blanchard, Megan
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<MBlanchard@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Hanson, Katie <klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Kelly, Katherine
<KKelly@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Pereira, Sofia <spereira2@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: Communication to schools
 
I got this about daycares and preschool... nothing about schools that I have seen
 
 
 
Jeremy Corrigan, MS, PHM II
Laboratory Manager, ELAP Laboratory Director Bioterrorism Coordinator Humboldt County Dept. of
Public Health
529 I street
Eureka, CA. 95501
(w) 707-268-2178  (c) 707-362-6751  (f) 707-445-7640 jcorrigan@co.humboldt.ca.us For more
information please visit the Humboldt County Public Health Website
 
 
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Stephens, Michele
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 8:17 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava
<HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Dykehouse, Erica <edykehouse@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Weiss, Lara
<LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Blanchard, Megan <MBlanchard@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Hanson, Katie
<klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Kelly, Katherine <KKelly@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Corrigan, Jeremy
<jcorrigan@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Pereira, Sofia <spereira2@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: Communication to schools
 
I’m hearing that Eka City schools sent letters to parents about coronavirus. I have no idea what this
letter says.Hopefully it just says keep your kids home if they’re sick. I’m going to reach out to Chris
Hartley, the superintendent for Humboldt County schools and then the rest of the superintendents
just to be a good partner. Is there anything from the CDC for schools that I should refer them to?I’ll
look for it when I get to work but just in case someone knows of it already…
 
Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director
Humboldt County Dept of Health and Human Services
707.268.2121
 
Sent from my iPhone
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From: Muller, Heather
To: Murguia, Dana
Cc: Stephens, Michele; Frankovich, Teresa; Weiss, Lara
Subject: Re: COVID-19 HES Deployment
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 4:22:41 PM
Attachments: image002.png

image003.png

I can’t attend 4 to 5. Thanks...

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 2, 2020, at 4:18 PM, Murguia, Dana <DMurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us>
wrote:


Hi, All:
 
To clarify, the meeting would be scheduled with the HES team, Heather, and Dr.
Frankovich, right?
 
They have a meeting scheduled tomorrow at 4 p.m. and I am having Marian
Strong invite Heather and Terry.
 
Please let me know it that is what you were thinking and if that time works. If the
time doesn’t work, we will find one that does.
 
In Partnership,
 
Dana
 
Dana Murguía, MBA
Sr. Program Manager
Public Health, Healthy Communities & Women, Infants & Children (WIC)
Phone: (707) 441-5086
Work Cell Phone:  (707) 296-8295
dmurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us
CLICK Here ► Healthy Communities Programs & Services
CLICK Here ► Women, Infants & Children
 Humboldt County Suicide Prevention Webpage
 
If you need immediate help, please call:

Mental Health Crisis Line: 707-445-7715 or 1-888-849-5728
Suicide Prevention Lifeline: 1-800-273-8255 or
www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org
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From: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 3:13 PM
To: Murguia, Dana <DMurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Weiss, Lara
<LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Hogan,
Elaine <EHogan@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Weiss, Michael <MWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: COVID-19 HES Deployment
Importance: High
 
Thanks for taking this on, nicely summarized…I spoke with Heather and we have some
changes to this that will help ensure consistency. She is copied here as are Elaine and
Michael.
 
Let’s get a meetings schedules in the next couple days with Heather to talk specifics
more. And hold off on the staff working on drafts until we can do that. I think it will
help to come together, it would have bene helpful to have Heather in the meeting
today if I’d thought of it. I’ll blame it on not feeling 100%. Dana, can you please get a
meeting scheduled with Heather and these folk. Terry can join if she’d like.
 
Managing consistency in style, wording, format, etc will be difficult with that many
people and these sectors can probably be managed in multiples by 1-3 HES. Heather
has an idea to partner the assigned HES with Meriah and her folks to monitor the info
as it changes and work together on creating the material, create share drives, etc. HES
would still be the SME and liaisons for these sectors when appropriate. For example, if
a Chief of Police calls us we will likely take that call, but use the material put together
for reference/info. Others could be directed to the HES to answer questions based on
the material. Meriah is monitoring the COVID -19 situation nationwide and will begin
providing a summary daily to us with the latest on the virus, deaths, new cases, broader
community transmissions, etc. I added some notes in the email below to help clarify.
 
Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
707-268-2121
 
Click here for more information about Public Health!
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From: Murguia, Dana <DMurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 2:27 PM
To: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Weiss, Lara
<LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: FW: COVID-19 HES Deployment
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Importance: High
 
FYI
 
In Partnership,
 
Dana
 
Dana Murguía, MBA
Sr. Program Manager
Public Health, Healthy Communities & Women, Infants & Children (WIC)
Phone: (707) 441-5086
Work Cell Phone:  (707) 296-8295
dmurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us
CLICK Here ► Healthy Communities Programs & Services
CLICK Here ► Women, Infants & Children
 Humboldt County Suicide Prevention Webpage
 
If you need immediate help, please call:

Mental Health Crisis Line: 707-445-7715 or 1-888-849-5728
Suicide Prevention Lifeline: 1-800-273-8255 or
www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org
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From: Murguia, Dana 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 2:26 PM
To: Koo, Evonne <EKoo@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Montgomery, Megan
<MMontgomery@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Smith, Kristen <KSmith2@co.humboldt.ca.us>;
'Alyse Dorman' <dorman.alyse@gmail.com>; Strong, Marian
<MStrong@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Chappelle, Nicole <nchappelle@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Weiss, Michael <MWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Hogan, Elaine
(EHogan@co.humboldt.ca.us) <EHogan@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Nelson, Sarah
<SNelson@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Mallick, Mellody <MMallick@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: COVID-19 HES Deployment
Importance: High
 
Hello, All:
 
The senior team met with Michele this morning to discuss deployment of the
health education specialists who will serve as liaisons for specific sectors in the
community (see attached). Public Health will serve as the hub of information;
general public as well as specific sectors such as Health Care, Law Enforcement,
Homeless, etc.
 
If you were selected as a health education specialist communication liaison for
matters pertaining to COVID – 19 the expectations from the Health Officer and
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Director are that you will:
 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->1.      <!--[endif]-->Serve as a subject matter expert and
liaison of communication to the Health Officer, PH Director and
community sectors you have agreed to interact with (more on that in a bit)

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->2.      <!--[endif]-->Monitor changes and materials that

appear daily from the CDC around COVID – 19 (and any other reputable
sources as they become available e.g. CDPH) As far as the status of the
virus, deaths, new case numbers, broader community transmission it will
be Meriah.

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->3.      <!--[endif]-->Find and develop materials and

customize communications for your community sector and Humboldt &
perform outreach to ensure they receive the information In partnership
with DHHS Media staff, Heather will assign. We have the issue of record
retention, so any changed material has to be saved. DHHS Media will do
the NARFS to get the files created and shared.
 

Liaisons, talk to each other about this so that your individual, unique talents
(research, writing, project management) can be best leveraged. Working in
concert we are a much stronger team.
 
The materials you create will be available for public health staff who need them,
to include Dr. Frankovich or the PH Director, and at times you may be asked to
distribute materials to your specific community sector. We will develop
appropriate distribution lists or utilize those which already exist.
Steps:
 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->1)      <!--[endif]-->Please take a look at the attached
picture, discuss them with your colleagues (Evonne, Megan, Kristen,
Alyse, Marion, Nicole) and let me know who will be working on which
community sector(s). You have the best insight on which people
communicate the most often with each sector and who is most comfortable
working with that population. I will need to know the sector
assignments by COB March 4th. Please save it to the folder below and
let me know when complete. This is where it should be whittled down
to 1-3 people solely for the purpose of managing consistency. Each of
them could cover multiple sector areas.

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->2)      <!--[endif]-->Evonne please take the lead on

developing a basic template of information for the general public which
should be saved here: \\all.co.humboldt.ca.us\dhhs-
files\HHSShare\HLTHED\COVID - 19 Communication Deployment by
COB March 4th.DHHS Media needs to do this. They’ve already been
using the PH letterhead, you can see how they cut and pasted the CDC
info in the news release for Businesses that went out last week. They’ll
need to huddle with Media to figure out how to go about this to be
consistent.

file:////all.co.humboldt.ca.us/dhhs-files/HHSShare/HLTHED/COVID%20-%2019%20Communication%20Deployment
file:////all.co.humboldt.ca.us/dhhs-files/HHSShare/HLTHED/COVID%20-%2019%20Communication%20Deployment


 
The basic template, for the general public, can mimic this publication
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/2019-ncov-
factsheet.pdf and should list the DHHS PH Branch Humboldt contact
information as call to action. If you have ideas for improving the format,
those are welcome. It needs to be branded as us, not the CDC. Content
will be cut and pasted though.
 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->3)      <!--[endif]-->Develop customized materials for
specific sectors. Please have one custom example ready by COB March
4th. Sometimes the information just is not available from the CDC (the
agency releasing most current information right now). Here is an example
of a customized message for the specific business sector: Read more about
COVID-19 CDC guidance for businesses (PDF) found here
https://humboldtgov.org/2018/Humboldt-Health-Alert   You may want to
use that document as a template for the custom messaging for community
sectors.  Michele also mentioned making it pretty, the CDC Corona virus
factsheet publication is a good example of that. I do like the idea of
making it aesthetically pleasing. J Still while maintaining the same look
we’ve bene doing.
 
Most likely the CDC is going to be the most current with tailoring
information to specific groups. For example, I asked Megan Blanchard
about information for pregnant women today and thus far the state has not
released anything specific.
 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->4)      <!--[endif]-->Please be thinking of any email
distribution lists that you have access to, or connections that you have with
your community sector which can be used to relay information about the
virus if necessary. Think about the best venue where information can be
distributed and which groups should we be working with to relate to
convey information. Let me know by which date a complete outreach plan
(email distro lists, physical locations, singular points of contact) can be
compiled for review by COB March 4th.yes yes yes

 
Additional notes from our call with Michele (please review):
 
In short we will plagiarize what the CDC does and make it relevant to Humboldt.
 
We are trying to model information based on what is out there for influenza in
order to get ahead of the curve for COVID - 19.
 
Whoever is assigned to healthcare should absolutely consult with Hava Phillips
in communicable disease who can share with you how they relay information to
clinics, including perinatal and obstetric facilities. Megan Blanchard agreed that it
is more appropriate for the information to come from communicable disease than
from maternal child and adolescent health. Dana can make the Hava introduction.
 
We do need to submit all of the FAQ sheets (general and customized) through Mr.

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/2019-ncov-factsheet.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/2019-ncov-factsheet.pdf
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T to ensure that they’re ADA accessible and if any major reformatting occurs the
same would be true. However, our thought is that you can create a template to be
used over and over again and all that needs to be updated is the content. Those
minor content changes don't need Mr. T approval. That way we’re just getting the
approval the first go around. Michele will discuss this with Heather. Also, the Sr.
Team is meeting again Thursday to review the first publications and one goal is to
expedite the MRT etc. approval process by meeting together.
 
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.
 
In Partnership,
 
Dana
 
Dana Murguía, MBA
Sr. Program Manager
Public Health, Healthy Communities & Women, Infants & Children (WIC)
Phone: (707) 441-5086
Work Cell Phone:  (707) 296-8295
dmurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us
CLICK Here ► Healthy Communities Programs & Services
CLICK Here ► Women, Infants & Children
 Humboldt County Suicide Prevention Webpage
 
If you need immediate help, please call:

Mental Health Crisis Line: 707-445-7715 or 1-888-849-5728
Suicide Prevention Lifeline: 1-800-273-8255 or
www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org
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From: Murguia, Dana
To: Stephens, Michele; Frankovich, Teresa; Muller, Heather
Cc: Weiss, Lara
Subject: RE: COVID-19 HES Deployment
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 4:18:38 PM
Attachments: image002.png

image003.png

Hi, All:
 
To clarify, the meeting would be scheduled with the HES team, Heather, and Dr. Frankovich,
right?
 
They have a meeting scheduled tomorrow at 4 p.m. and I am having Marian Strong invite
Heather and Terry.
 
Please let me know it that is what you were thinking and if that time works. If the time doesn’t
work, we will find one that does.
 
In Partnership,
 
Dana
 
Dana Murguía, MBA
Sr. Program Manager
Public Health, Healthy Communities & Women, Infants & Children (WIC)
Phone: (707) 441-5086
Work Cell Phone:  (707) 296-8295
dmurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us
CLICK Here ► Healthy Communities Programs & Services
CLICK Here ► Women, Infants & Children
 Humboldt County Suicide Prevention Webpage
 
If you need immediate help, please call:

Mental Health Crisis Line: 707-445-7715 or 1-888-849-5728
Suicide Prevention Lifeline: 1-800-273-8255 or
www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org

 
From: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 3:13 PM
To: Murguia, Dana <DMurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Weiss, Lara
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<LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Hogan, Elaine
<EHogan@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Weiss, Michael <MWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: COVID-19 HES Deployment
Importance: High
 
Thanks for taking this on, nicely summarized…I spoke with Heather and we have some changes to
this that will help ensure consistency. She is copied here as are Elaine and Michael.
 
Let’s get a meetings schedules in the next couple days with Heather to talk specifics more. And hold
off on the staff working on drafts until we can do that. I think it will help to come together, it would
have bene helpful to have Heather in the meeting today if I’d thought of it. I’ll blame it on not feeling
100%. Dana, can you please get a meeting scheduled with Heather and these folk. Terry can join if
she’d like.
 
Managing consistency in style, wording, format, etc will be difficult with that many people and these
sectors can probably be managed in multiples by 1-3 HES. Heather has an idea to partner the
assigned HES with Meriah and her folks to monitor the info as it changes and work together on
creating the material, create share drives, etc. HES would still be the SME and liaisons for these
sectors when appropriate. For example, if a Chief of Police calls us we will likely take that call, but
use the material put together for reference/info. Others could be directed to the HES to answer
questions based on the material. Meriah is monitoring the COVID -19 situation nationwide and will
begin providing a summary daily to us with the latest on the virus, deaths, new cases, broader
community transmissions, etc. I added some notes in the email below to help clarify.
 
Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
707-268-2121
 
Click here for more information about Public Health!

   
 

From: Murguia, Dana <DMurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 2:27 PM
To: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Weiss, Lara <LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: FW: COVID-19 HES Deployment
Importance: High
 
FYI
 
In Partnership,
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Dana
 
Dana Murguía, MBA
Sr. Program Manager
Public Health, Healthy Communities & Women, Infants & Children (WIC)
Phone: (707) 441-5086
Work Cell Phone:  (707) 296-8295
dmurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us
CLICK Here ► Healthy Communities Programs & Services
CLICK Here ► Women, Infants & Children
 Humboldt County Suicide Prevention Webpage
 
If you need immediate help, please call:

Mental Health Crisis Line: 707-445-7715 or 1-888-849-5728
Suicide Prevention Lifeline: 1-800-273-8255 or
www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org

 
From: Murguia, Dana 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 2:26 PM
To: Koo, Evonne <EKoo@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Montgomery, Megan
<MMontgomery@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Smith, Kristen <KSmith2@co.humboldt.ca.us>; 'Alyse
Dorman' <dorman.alyse@gmail.com>; Strong, Marian <MStrong@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Chappelle,
Nicole <nchappelle@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Weiss, Michael <MWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Hogan, Elaine (EHogan@co.humboldt.ca.us)
<EHogan@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Nelson, Sarah <SNelson@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Mallick, Mellody
<MMallick@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: COVID-19 HES Deployment
Importance: High
 
Hello, All:
 
The senior team met with Michele this morning to discuss deployment of the health education
specialists who will serve as liaisons for specific sectors in the community (see attached).
Public Health will serve as the hub of information; general public as well as specific sectors
such as Health Care, Law Enforcement, Homeless, etc.
 
If you were selected as a health education specialist communication liaison for matters
pertaining to COVID – 19 the expectations from the Health Officer and Director are that you
will:
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1.      Serve as a subject matter expert and liaison of communication to the Health Officer,
PH Director and community sectors you have agreed to interact with (more on that in a
bit)

 
2.      Monitor changes and materials that appear daily from the CDC around COVID – 19

(and any other reputable sources as they become available e.g. CDPH) As far as the
status of the virus, deaths, new case numbers, broader community transmission it will
be Meriah.

 
3.      Find and develop materials and customize communications for your community sector

and Humboldt & perform outreach to ensure they receive the information In
partnership with DHHS Media staff, Heather will assign. We have the issue of record
retention, so any changed material has to be saved. DHHS Media will do the NARFS
to get the files created and shared.
 

Liaisons, talk to each other about this so that your individual, unique talents (research,
writing, project management) can be best leveraged. Working in concert we are a much
stronger team.
 
The materials you create will be available for public health staff who need them, to include Dr.
Frankovich or the PH Director, and at times you may be asked to distribute materials to your
specific community sector. We will develop appropriate distribution lists or utilize those
which already exist.
Steps:
 

1)      Please take a look at the attached picture, discuss them with your colleagues (Evonne,
Megan, Kristen, Alyse, Marion, Nicole) and let me know who will be working on
which community sector(s). You have the best insight on which people communicate
the most often with each sector and who is most comfortable working with that
population. I will need to know the sector assignments by COB March 4th. Please
save it to the folder below and let me know when complete. This is where it should
be whittled down to 1-3 people solely for the purpose of managing consistency.
Each of them could cover multiple sector areas.

 
2)      Evonne please take the lead on developing a basic template of information for the

general public which should be saved here: \\all.co.humboldt.ca.us\dhhs-
files\HHSShare\HLTHED\COVID - 19 Communication Deployment by COB March
4th.DHHS Media needs to do this. They’ve already been using the PH letterhead,
you can see how they cut and pasted the CDC info in the news release for
Businesses that went out last week. They’ll need to huddle with Media to figure
out how to go about this to be consistent.
 
The basic template, for the general public, can mimic this publication
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/2019-ncov-factsheet.pdf and
should list the DHHS PH Branch Humboldt contact information as call to action. If
you have ideas for improving the format, those are welcome. It needs to be branded
as us, not the CDC. Content will be cut and pasted though.
 

3)      Develop customized materials for specific sectors. Please have one custom example
th
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ready by COB March 4 . Sometimes the information just is not available from the
CDC (the agency releasing most current information right now). Here is an example of
a customized message for the specific business sector: Read more about COVID-19
CDC guidance for businesses (PDF) found here
https://humboldtgov.org/2018/Humboldt-Health-Alert   You may want to use that
document as a template for the custom messaging for community sectors.  Michele
also mentioned making it pretty, the CDC Corona virus factsheet publication is a good
example of that. I do like the idea of making it aesthetically pleasing. J Still while
maintaining the same look we’ve bene doing.
 
Most likely the CDC is going to be the most current with tailoring information to
specific groups. For example, I asked Megan Blanchard about information for pregnant
women today and thus far the state has not released anything specific.
 

4)      Please be thinking of any email distribution lists that you have access to, or
connections that you have with your community sector which can be used to relay
information about the virus if necessary. Think about the best venue where information
can be distributed and which groups should we be working with to relate to convey
information. Let me know by which date a complete outreach plan (email distro lists,
physical locations, singular points of contact) can be compiled for review by COB
March 4th.yes yes yes

 
Additional notes from our call with Michele (please review):
 
In short we will plagiarize what the CDC does and make it relevant to Humboldt.
 
We are trying to model information based on what is out there for influenza in order to get
ahead of the curve for COVID - 19.
 
Whoever is assigned to healthcare should absolutely consult with Hava Phillips in
communicable disease who can share with you how they relay information to clinics,
including perinatal and obstetric facilities. Megan Blanchard agreed that it is more appropriate
for the information to come from communicable disease than from maternal child and
adolescent health. Dana can make the Hava introduction.
 
We do need to submit all of the FAQ sheets (general and customized) through Mr. T to ensure
that they’re ADA accessible and if any major reformatting occurs the same would be true.
However, our thought is that you can create a template to be used over and over again and all
that needs to be updated is the content. Those minor content changes don't need Mr. T
approval. That way we’re just getting the approval the first go around. Michele will discuss
this with Heather. Also, the Sr. Team is meeting again Thursday to review the first
publications and one goal is to expedite the MRT etc. approval process by meeting together.
 
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.
 
In Partnership,
 
Dana
 

https://humboldtgov.org/2018/Humboldt-Health-Alert


Dana Murguía, MBA
Sr. Program Manager
Public Health, Healthy Communities & Women, Infants & Children (WIC)
Phone: (707) 441-5086
Work Cell Phone:  (707) 296-8295
dmurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us
CLICK Here ► Healthy Communities Programs & Services
CLICK Here ► Women, Infants & Children
 Humboldt County Suicide Prevention Webpage
 
If you need immediate help, please call:

Mental Health Crisis Line: 707-445-7715 or 1-888-849-5728
Suicide Prevention Lifeline: 1-800-273-8255 or
www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org
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From: Muller, Heather
To: Stephens, Michele; Murguia, Dana
Cc: Frankovich, Teresa; Weiss, Lara; Hogan, Elaine; Weiss, Michael
Subject: RE: COVID-19 HES Deployment
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 3:22:20 PM
Attachments: image001.png

image004.png

I think we’re on the right track. I would add that we have a designer in the media group who can
help with pretty-fying stuff, and that my group is prepared to flex either direction as the situation
demands. Thanks.
 

From: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 3:13 PM
To: Murguia, Dana <DMurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Weiss, Lara
<LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Hogan, Elaine
<EHogan@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Weiss, Michael <MWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: COVID-19 HES Deployment
Importance: High
 
Thanks for taking this on, nicely summarized…I spoke with Heather and we have some changes to
this that will help ensure consistency. She is copied here as are Elaine and Michael.
 
Let’s get a meetings schedules in the next couple days with Heather to talk specifics more. And hold
off on the staff working on drafts until we can do that. I think it will help to come together, it would
have bene helpful to have Heather in the meeting today if I’d thought of it. I’ll blame it on not feeling
100%. Dana, can you please get a meeting scheduled with Heather and these folk. Terry can join if
she’d like.
 
Managing consistency in style, wording, format, etc will be difficult with that many people and these
sectors can probably be managed in multiples by 1-3 HES. Heather has an idea to partner the
assigned HES with Meriah and her folks to monitor the info as it changes and work together on
creating the material, create share drives, etc. HES would still be the SME and liaisons for these
sectors when appropriate. For example, if a Chief of Police calls us we will likely take that call, but
use the material put together for reference/info. Others could be directed to the HES to answer
questions based on the material. Meriah is monitoring the COVID -19 situation nationwide and will
begin providing a summary daily to us with the latest on the virus, deaths, new cases, broader
community transmissions, etc. I added some notes in the email below to help clarify.
 
Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
707-268-2121
 
Click here for more information about Public Health!
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From: Murguia, Dana <DMurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 2:27 PM
To: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Weiss, Lara <LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: FW: COVID-19 HES Deployment
Importance: High
 
FYI
 
In Partnership,
 
Dana
 
Dana Murguía, MBA
Sr. Program Manager
Public Health, Healthy Communities & Women, Infants & Children (WIC)
Phone: (707) 441-5086
Work Cell Phone:  (707) 296-8295
dmurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us
CLICK Here ► Healthy Communities Programs & Services
CLICK Here ► Women, Infants & Children
 Humboldt County Suicide Prevention Webpage
 
If you need immediate help, please call:

Mental Health Crisis Line: 707-445-7715 or 1-888-849-5728
Suicide Prevention Lifeline: 1-800-273-8255 or
www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org

 
From: Murguia, Dana 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 2:26 PM
To: Koo, Evonne <EKoo@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Montgomery, Megan
<MMontgomery@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Smith, Kristen <KSmith2@co.humboldt.ca.us>; 'Alyse
Dorman' <dorman.alyse@gmail.com>; Strong, Marian <MStrong@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Chappelle,
Nicole <nchappelle@co.humboldt.ca.us>
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Cc: Weiss, Michael <MWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Hogan, Elaine (EHogan@co.humboldt.ca.us)
<EHogan@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Nelson, Sarah <SNelson@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Mallick, Mellody
<MMallick@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: COVID-19 HES Deployment
Importance: High
 
Hello, All:
 
The senior team met with Michele this morning to discuss deployment of the health education
specialists who will serve as liaisons for specific sectors in the community (see attached).
Public Health will serve as the hub of information; general public as well as specific sectors
such as Health Care, Law Enforcement, Homeless, etc.
 
If you were selected as a health education specialist communication liaison for matters
pertaining to COVID – 19 the expectations from the Health Officer and Director are that you
will:
 

1. Serve as a subject matter expert and liaison of communication to the Health Officer, PH
Director and community sectors you have agreed to interact with (more on that in a bit)

 
2. Monitor changes and materials that appear daily from the CDC around COVID – 19

(and any other reputable sources as they become available e.g. CDPH) As far as the
status of the virus, deaths, new case numbers, broader community transmission it will be
Meriah.

 
3. Find and develop materials and customize communications for your community sector

and Humboldt & perform outreach to ensure they receive the information In partnership
with DHHS Media staff, Heather will assign. We have the issue of record retention, so
any changed material has to be saved. DHHS Media will do the NARFS to get the files
created and shared.
 

Liaisons, talk to each other about this so that your individual, unique talents (research,
writing, project management) can be best leveraged. Working in concert we are a much
stronger team.
 
The materials you create will be available for public health staff who need them, to include Dr.
Frankovich or the PH Director, and at times you may be asked to distribute materials to your
specific community sector. We will develop appropriate distribution lists or utilize those
which already exist.
Steps:
 

1. Please take a look at the attached picture, discuss them with your colleagues (Evonne,
Megan, Kristen, Alyse, Marion, Nicole) and let me know who will be working on
which community sector(s). You have the best insight on which people communicate
the most often with each sector and who is most comfortable working with that
population. I will need to know the sector assignments by COB March 4th. Please
save it to the folder below and let me know when complete. This is where it should
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be whittled down to 1-3 people solely for the purpose of managing consistency.
Each of them could cover multiple sector areas.

 
2. Evonne please take the lead on developing a basic template of information for the

general public which should be saved here: \\all.co.humboldt.ca.us\dhhs-
files\HHSShare\HLTHED\COVID - 19 Communication Deployment by COB March
4th.DHHS Media needs to do this. They’ve already been using the PH letterhead,
you can see how they cut and pasted the CDC info in the news release for
Businesses that went out last week. They’ll need to huddle with Media to figure out
how to go about this to be consistent.
 
The basic template, for the general public, can mimic this publication
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/2019-ncov-factsheet.pdf and
should list the DHHS PH Branch Humboldt contact information as call to action. If
you have ideas for improving the format, those are welcome. It needs to be branded
as us, not the CDC. Content will be cut and pasted though.
 

3. Develop customized materials for specific sectors. Please have one custom example
ready by COB March 4th. Sometimes the information just is not available from the
CDC (the agency releasing most current information right now). Here is an example of a
customized message for the specific business sector: Read more about COVID-19 CDC
guidance for businesses (PDF) found here https://humboldtgov.org/2018/Humboldt-
Health-Alert   You may want to use that document as a template for the custom
messaging for community sectors.  Michele also mentioned making it pretty, the CDC
Corona virus factsheet publication is a good example of that. I do like the idea of
making it aesthetically pleasing. J Still while maintaining the same look we’ve bene
doing.
 
Most likely the CDC is going to be the most current with tailoring information to
specific groups. For example, I asked Megan Blanchard about information for pregnant
women today and thus far the state has not released anything specific.
 

4. Please be thinking of any email distribution lists that you have access to, or connections
that you have with your community sector which can be used to relay information about
the virus if necessary. Think about the best venue where information can be distributed
and which groups should we be working with to relate to convey information. Let me
know by which date a complete outreach plan (email distro lists, physical locations,
singular points of contact) can be compiled for review by COB March 4th.yes yes yes

 
Additional notes from our call with Michele (please review):
 
In short we will plagiarize what the CDC does and make it relevant to Humboldt.
 
We are trying to model information based on what is out there for influenza in order to get
ahead of the curve for COVID - 19.
 
Whoever is assigned to healthcare should absolutely consult with Hava Phillips in
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communicable disease who can share with you how they relay information to clinics,
including perinatal and obstetric facilities. Megan Blanchard agreed that it is more appropriate
for the information to come from communicable disease than from maternal child and
adolescent health. Dana can make the Hava introduction.
 
We do need to submit all of the FAQ sheets (general and customized) through Mr. T to ensure
that they’re ADA accessible and if any major reformatting occurs the same would be true.
However, our thought is that you can create a template to be used over and over again and all
that needs to be updated is the content. Those minor content changes don't need Mr. T
approval. That way we’re just getting the approval the first go around. Michele will discuss
this with Heather. Also, the Sr. Team is meeting again Thursday to review the first
publications and one goal is to expedite the MRT etc. approval process by meeting together.
 
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.
 
In Partnership,
 
Dana
 
Dana Murguía, MBA
Sr. Program Manager
Public Health, Healthy Communities & Women, Infants & Children (WIC)
Phone: (707) 441-5086
Work Cell Phone:  (707) 296-8295
dmurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us
CLICK Here ► Healthy Communities Programs & Services
CLICK Here ► Women, Infants & Children
 Humboldt County Suicide Prevention Webpage
 
If you need immediate help, please call:

Mental Health Crisis Line: 707-445-7715 or 1-888-849-5728
Suicide Prevention Lifeline: 1-800-273-8255 or
www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org
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From: Stephens, Michele
To: Murguia, Dana
Cc: Frankovich, Teresa; Weiss, Lara; Muller, Heather; Hogan, Elaine; Weiss, Michael
Subject: RE: COVID-19 HES Deployment
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 3:13:01 PM
Attachments: image003.png

image006.png

Thanks for taking this on, nicely summarized…I spoke with Heather and we have some changes to
this that will help ensure consistency. She is copied here as are Elaine and Michael.
 
Let’s get a meetings schedules in the next couple days with Heather to talk specifics more. And hold
off on the staff working on drafts until we can do that. I think it will help to come together, it would
have bene helpful to have Heather in the meeting today if I’d thought of it. I’ll blame it on not feeling
100%. Dana, can you please get a meeting scheduled with Heather and these folk. Terry can join if
she’d like.
 
Managing consistency in style, wording, format, etc will be difficult with that many people and these
sectors can probably be managed in multiples by 1-3 HES. Heather has an idea to partner the
assigned HES with Meriah and her folks to monitor the info as it changes and work together on
creating the material, create share drives, etc. HES would still be the SME and liaisons for these
sectors when appropriate. For example, if a Chief of Police calls us we will likely take that call, but
use the material put together for reference/info. Others could be directed to the HES to answer
questions based on the material. Meriah is monitoring the COVID -19 situation nationwide and will
begin providing a summary daily to us with the latest on the virus, deaths, new cases, broader
community transmissions, etc. I added some notes in the email below to help clarify.
 
Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
707-268-2121
 
Click here for more information about Public Health!

   
 

From: Murguia, Dana <DMurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 2:27 PM
To: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Weiss, Lara <LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: FW: COVID-19 HES Deployment
Importance: High
 
FYI
 
In Partnership,
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Dana
 
Dana Murguía, MBA
Sr. Program Manager
Public Health, Healthy Communities & Women, Infants & Children (WIC)
Phone: (707) 441-5086
Work Cell Phone:  (707) 296-8295
dmurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us
CLICK Here ► Healthy Communities Programs & Services
CLICK Here ► Women, Infants & Children
 Humboldt County Suicide Prevention Webpage
 
If you need immediate help, please call:

Mental Health Crisis Line: 707-445-7715 or 1-888-849-5728
Suicide Prevention Lifeline: 1-800-273-8255 or
www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org

 
From: Murguia, Dana 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 2:26 PM
To: Koo, Evonne <EKoo@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Montgomery, Megan
<MMontgomery@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Smith, Kristen <KSmith2@co.humboldt.ca.us>; 'Alyse
Dorman' <dorman.alyse@gmail.com>; Strong, Marian <MStrong@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Chappelle,
Nicole <nchappelle@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Weiss, Michael <MWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Hogan, Elaine (EHogan@co.humboldt.ca.us)
<EHogan@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Nelson, Sarah <SNelson@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Mallick, Mellody
<MMallick@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: COVID-19 HES Deployment
Importance: High
 
Hello, All:
 
The senior team met with Michele this morning to discuss deployment of the health education
specialists who will serve as liaisons for specific sectors in the community (see attached).
Public Health will serve as the hub of information; general public as well as specific sectors
such as Health Care, Law Enforcement, Homeless, etc.
 
If you were selected as a health education specialist communication liaison for matters
pertaining to COVID – 19 the expectations from the Health Officer and Director are that you
will:
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1.      Serve as a subject matter expert and liaison of communication to the Health Officer,

PH Director and community sectors you have agreed to interact with (more on that in a
bit)

 
2.      Monitor changes and materials that appear daily from the CDC around COVID – 19

(and any other reputable sources as they become available e.g. CDPH) As far as the
status of the virus, deaths, new case numbers, broader community transmission it will
be Meriah.

 
3.      Find and develop materials and customize communications for your community sector

and Humboldt & perform outreach to ensure they receive the information In
partnership with DHHS Media staff, Heather will assign. We have the issue of record
retention, so any changed material has to be saved. DHHS Media will do the NARFS
to get the files created and shared.
 

Liaisons, talk to each other about this so that your individual, unique talents (research,
writing, project management) can be best leveraged. Working in concert we are a much
stronger team.
 
The materials you create will be available for public health staff who need them, to include Dr.
Frankovich or the PH Director, and at times you may be asked to distribute materials to your
specific community sector. We will develop appropriate distribution lists or utilize those
which already exist.
Steps:
 

1)      Please take a look at the attached picture, discuss them with your colleagues (Evonne,
Megan, Kristen, Alyse, Marion, Nicole) and let me know who will be working on
which community sector(s). You have the best insight on which people communicate
the most often with each sector and who is most comfortable working with that
population. I will need to know the sector assignments by COB March 4th. Please
save it to the folder below and let me know when complete. This is where it should
be whittled down to 1-3 people solely for the purpose of managing consistency.
Each of them could cover multiple sector areas.

 
2)      Evonne please take the lead on developing a basic template of information for the

general public which should be saved here: \\all.co.humboldt.ca.us\dhhs-
files\HHSShare\HLTHED\COVID - 19 Communication Deployment by COB March
4th.DHHS Media needs to do this. They’ve already been using the PH letterhead,
you can see how they cut and pasted the CDC info in the news release for
Businesses that went out last week. They’ll need to huddle with Media to figure
out how to go about this to be consistent.
 
The basic template, for the general public, can mimic this publication
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/2019-ncov-factsheet.pdf and
should list the DHHS PH Branch Humboldt contact information as call to action. If
you have ideas for improving the format, those are welcome. It needs to be branded
as us, not the CDC. Content will be cut and pasted though.
 

3)      Develop customized materials for specific sectors. Please have one custom example

file:////all.co.humboldt.ca.us/dhhs-files/HHSShare/HLTHED/COVID%20-%2019%20Communication%20Deployment
file:////all.co.humboldt.ca.us/dhhs-files/HHSShare/HLTHED/COVID%20-%2019%20Communication%20Deployment
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/2019-ncov-factsheet.pdf


ready by COB March 4th. Sometimes the information just is not available from the
CDC (the agency releasing most current information right now). Here is an example of
a customized message for the specific business sector: Read more about COVID-19
CDC guidance for businesses (PDF) found here
https://humboldtgov.org/2018/Humboldt-Health-Alert   You may want to use that
document as a template for the custom messaging for community sectors.  Michele
also mentioned making it pretty, the CDC Corona virus factsheet publication is a good
example of that. I do like the idea of making it aesthetically pleasing. J Still while
maintaining the same look we’ve bene doing.
 
Most likely the CDC is going to be the most current with tailoring information to
specific groups. For example, I asked Megan Blanchard about information for pregnant
women today and thus far the state has not released anything specific.
 

4)      Please be thinking of any email distribution lists that you have access to, or
connections that you have with your community sector which can be used to relay
information about the virus if necessary. Think about the best venue where information
can be distributed and which groups should we be working with to relate to convey
information. Let me know by which date a complete outreach plan (email distro lists,
physical locations, singular points of contact) can be compiled for review by COB
March 4th.yes yes yes

 
Additional notes from our call with Michele (please review):
 
In short we will plagiarize what the CDC does and make it relevant to Humboldt.
 
We are trying to model information based on what is out there for influenza in order to get
ahead of the curve for COVID - 19.
 
Whoever is assigned to healthcare should absolutely consult with Hava Phillips in
communicable disease who can share with you how they relay information to clinics,
including perinatal and obstetric facilities. Megan Blanchard agreed that it is more appropriate
for the information to come from communicable disease than from maternal child and
adolescent health. Dana can make the Hava introduction.
 
We do need to submit all of the FAQ sheets (general and customized) through Mr. T to ensure
that they’re ADA accessible and if any major reformatting occurs the same would be true.
However, our thought is that you can create a template to be used over and over again and all
that needs to be updated is the content. Those minor content changes don't need Mr. T
approval. That way we’re just getting the approval the first go around. Michele will discuss
this with Heather. Also, the Sr. Team is meeting again Thursday to review the first
publications and one goal is to expedite the MRT etc. approval process by meeting together.
 
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.
 
In Partnership,
 
Dana
 

https://humboldtgov.org/2018/Humboldt-Health-Alert


Dana Murguía, MBA
Sr. Program Manager
Public Health, Healthy Communities & Women, Infants & Children (WIC)
Phone: (707) 441-5086
Work Cell Phone:  (707) 296-8295
dmurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us
CLICK Here ► Healthy Communities Programs & Services
CLICK Here ► Women, Infants & Children
 Humboldt County Suicide Prevention Webpage
 
If you need immediate help, please call:

Mental Health Crisis Line: 707-445-7715 or 1-888-849-5728
Suicide Prevention Lifeline: 1-800-273-8255 or
www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org
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From: Stephens, Michele
To: Murguia, Dana
Cc: Muller, Heather; Frankovich, Teresa; Weiss, Lara
Subject: Re: COVID-19 HES Deployment
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 4:39:12 PM

And with me. If I’m not coming in I’ll call in. Lara if she can make it. 

Heather says she CAN’T do 4-5. Terry can’t either. It’s up to her if she wants to attend. 

Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director 
Humboldt County Dept of Health and Human Services
707.268.2121

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 2, 2020, at 4:24 PM, Murguia, Dana <DMurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us>
wrote:


Yay!
 
In Partnership,
 
Dana
 
Dana Murguía, MBA
Sr. Program Manager
Public Health, Healthy Communities & Women, Infants & Children (WIC)
Phone: (707) 441-5086
Work Cell Phone:  (707) 296-8295
dmurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us
CLICK Here ► Healthy Communities Programs & Services
CLICK Here ► Women, Infants & Children
 Humboldt County Suicide Prevention Webpage
 
If you need immediate help, please call:

Mental Health Crisis Line: 707-445-7715 or 1-888-849-5728
Suicide Prevention Lifeline: 1-800-273-8255 or
www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org
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From: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 4:23 PM
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To: Murguia, Dana <DMurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Frankovich, Teresa
<tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Weiss, Lara <LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: Re: COVID-19 HES Deployment
 
I can’t attend 4 to 5. Thanks...

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 2, 2020, at 4:18 PM, Murguia, Dana
<DMurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us> wrote:


Hi, All:
 
To clarify, the meeting would be scheduled with the HES team,
Heather, and Dr. Frankovich, right?
 
They have a meeting scheduled tomorrow at 4 p.m. and I am having
Marian Strong invite Heather and Terry.
 
Please let me know it that is what you were thinking and if that time
works. If the time doesn’t work, we will find one that does.
 
In Partnership,
 
Dana
 
Dana Murguía, MBA
Sr. Program Manager
Public Health, Healthy Communities & Women, Infants &
Children (WIC)
Phone: (707) 441-5086
Work Cell Phone:  (707) 296-8295
dmurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us
CLICK Here ► Healthy Communities Programs & Services
CLICK Here ► Women, Infants & Children
 Humboldt County Suicide Prevention Webpage
 
If you need immediate help, please call:

Mental Health Crisis Line: 707-445-7715 or 1-888-849-5728
Suicide Prevention Lifeline: 1-800-273-8255 or
www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org
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From: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
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Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 3:13 PM
To: Murguia, Dana <DMurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Weiss, Lara
<LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Muller, Heather
<HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Hogan, Elaine
<EHogan@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Weiss, Michael
<MWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: COVID-19 HES Deployment
Importance: High
 
Thanks for taking this on, nicely summarized…I spoke with Heather and
we have some changes to this that will help ensure consistency. She is
copied here as are Elaine and Michael.
 
Let’s get a meetings schedules in the next couple days with Heather to
talk specifics more. And hold off on the staff working on drafts until we
can do that. I think it will help to come together, it would have bene
helpful to have Heather in the meeting today if I’d thought of it. I’ll blame
it on not feeling 100%. Dana, can you please get a meeting scheduled with
Heather and these folk. Terry can join if she’d like.
 
Managing consistency in style, wording, format, etc will be difficult with
that many people and these sectors can probably be managed in
multiples by 1-3 HES. Heather has an idea to partner the assigned HES
with Meriah and her folks to monitor the info as it changes and work
together on creating the material, create share drives, etc. HES would still
be the SME and liaisons for these sectors when appropriate. For example,
if a Chief of Police calls us we will likely take that call, but use the material
put together for reference/info. Others could be directed to the HES to
answer questions based on the material. Meriah is monitoring the COVID
-19 situation nationwide and will begin providing a summary daily to us
with the latest on the virus, deaths, new cases, broader community
transmissions, etc. I added some notes in the email below to help clarify.
 
Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
707-268-2121
 
Click here for more information about Public Health!
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From: Murguia, Dana <DMurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 2:27 PM
To: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>
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Cc: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Weiss, Lara
<LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: FW: COVID-19 HES Deployment
Importance: High
 
FYI
 
In Partnership,
 
Dana
 
Dana Murguía, MBA
Sr. Program Manager
Public Health, Healthy Communities & Women, Infants &
Children (WIC)
Phone: (707) 441-5086
Work Cell Phone:  (707) 296-8295
dmurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us
CLICK Here ► Healthy Communities Programs & Services
CLICK Here ► Women, Infants & Children
 Humboldt County Suicide Prevention Webpage
 
If you need immediate help, please call:

Mental Health Crisis Line: 707-445-7715 or 1-888-849-5728
Suicide Prevention Lifeline: 1-800-273-8255 or
www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org
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From: Murguia, Dana 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 2:26 PM
To: Koo, Evonne <EKoo@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Montgomery, Megan
<MMontgomery@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Smith, Kristen
<KSmith2@co.humboldt.ca.us>; 'Alyse Dorman'
<dorman.alyse@gmail.com>; Strong, Marian
<MStrong@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Chappelle, Nicole
<nchappelle@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Weiss, Michael <MWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Hogan, Elaine
(EHogan@co.humboldt.ca.us) <EHogan@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Nelson,
Sarah <SNelson@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Mallick, Mellody
<MMallick@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: COVID-19 HES Deployment
Importance: High
 
Hello, All:
 
The senior team met with Michele this morning to discuss
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deployment of the health education specialists who will serve as
liaisons for specific sectors in the community (see attached). Public
Health will serve as the hub of information; general public as well as
specific sectors such as Health Care, Law Enforcement, Homeless,
etc.
 
If you were selected as a health education specialist communication
liaison for matters pertaining to COVID – 19 the expectations from
the Health Officer and Director are that you will:
 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->1.       <!--[endif]-->Serve as a subject matter
expert and liaison of communication to the Health Officer, PH
Director and community sectors you have agreed to interact
with (more on that in a bit)

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->2.       <!--[endif]-->Monitor changes and

materials that appear daily from the CDC around COVID – 19
(and any other reputable sources as they become available e.g.
CDPH) As far as the status of the virus, deaths, new case
numbers, broader community transmission it will be Meriah.

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->3.       <!--[endif]-->Find and develop materials

and customize communications for your community sector
and Humboldt & perform outreach to ensure they receive the
information In partnership with DHHS Media staff, Heather
will assign. We have the issue of record retention, so any
changed material has to be saved. DHHS Media will do the
NARFS to get the files created and shared.
 

Liaisons, talk to each other about this so that your individual,
unique talents (research, writing, project management) can be best
leveraged. Working in concert we are a much stronger team.
 
The materials you create will be available for public health staff who
need them, to include Dr. Frankovich or the PH Director, and at times
you may be asked to distribute materials to your specific community
sector. We will develop appropriate distribution lists or utilize those
which already exist.
Steps:
 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->1)      <!--[endif]-->Please take a look at the
attached picture, discuss them with your colleagues (Evonne,
Megan, Kristen, Alyse, Marion, Nicole) and let me know
who will be working on which community sector(s). You
have the best insight on which people communicate the most
often with each sector and who is most comfortable working
with that population. I will need to know the sector
assignments by COB March 4th. Please save it to the
folder below and let me know when complete. This is
where it should be whittled down to 1-3 people solely for



the purpose of managing consistency. Each of them could
cover multiple sector areas.

 
<!--[if !supportLists]-->2)      <!--[endif]-->Evonne please take the lead

on developing a basic template of information for the general
public which should be saved here:
\\all.co.humboldt.ca.us\dhhs-
files\HHSShare\HLTHED\COVID - 19 Communication
Deployment by COB March 4th.DHHS Media needs to do
this. They’ve already been using the PH letterhead, you
can see how they cut and pasted the CDC info in the news
release for Businesses that went out last week. They’ll
need to huddle with Media to figure out how to go about
this to be consistent.
 
The basic template, for the general public, can mimic this
publication https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/downloads/2019-ncov-factsheet.pdf and should list the
DHHS PH Branch Humboldt contact information as call to
action. If you have ideas for improving the format, those are
welcome. It needs to be branded as us, not the CDC.
Content will be cut and pasted though.
 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->3)      <!--[endif]-->Develop customized
materials for specific sectors. Please have one custom
example ready by COB March 4th. Sometimes the
information just is not available from the CDC (the agency
releasing most current information right now). Here is an
example of a customized message for the specific business
sector: Read more about COVID-19 CDC guidance for
businesses (PDF) found here
https://humboldtgov.org/2018/Humboldt-Health-Alert   You
may want to use that document as a template for the custom
messaging for community sectors.  Michele also mentioned
making it pretty, the CDC Corona virus factsheet publication
is a good example of that. I do like the idea of making it
aesthetically pleasing. J Still while maintaining the same
look we’ve bene doing.
 
Most likely the CDC is going to be the most current with
tailoring information to specific groups. For example, I asked
Megan Blanchard about information for pregnant women
today and thus far the state has not released anything specific.
 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->4)      <!--[endif]-->Please be thinking of any
email distribution lists that you have access to, or connections
that you have with your community sector which can be used
to relay information about the virus if necessary. Think about
the best venue where information can be distributed and
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which groups should we be working with to relate to convey
information. Let me know by which date a complete outreach
plan (email distro lists, physical locations, singular points of
contact) can be compiled for review by COB March 4th.yes
yes yes

 
Additional notes from our call with Michele (please review):
 
In short we will plagiarize what the CDC does and make it relevant to
Humboldt.
 
We are trying to model information based on what is out there for
influenza in order to get ahead of the curve for COVID - 19.
 
Whoever is assigned to healthcare should absolutely consult with
Hava Phillips in communicable disease who can share with you how
they relay information to clinics, including perinatal and obstetric
facilities. Megan Blanchard agreed that it is more appropriate for the
information to come from communicable disease than from maternal
child and adolescent health. Dana can make the Hava introduction.
 
We do need to submit all of the FAQ sheets (general and customized)
through Mr. T to ensure that they’re ADA accessible and if any
major reformatting occurs the same would be true. However, our
thought is that you can create a template to be used over and over
again and all that needs to be updated is the content. Those minor
content changes don't need Mr. T approval. That way we’re just
getting the approval the first go around. Michele will discuss this
with Heather. Also, the Sr. Team is meeting again Thursday to
review the first publications and one goal is to expedite the MRT etc.
approval process by meeting together.
 
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.
 
In Partnership,
 
Dana
 
Dana Murguía, MBA
Sr. Program Manager
Public Health, Healthy Communities & Women, Infants &
Children (WIC)
Phone: (707) 441-5086
Work Cell Phone:  (707) 296-8295
dmurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us
CLICK Here ► Healthy Communities Programs & Services
CLICK Here ► Women, Infants & Children
 Humboldt County Suicide Prevention Webpage
 
If you need immediate help, please call:
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Mental Health Crisis Line: 707-445-7715 or 1-888-849-5728
Suicide Prevention Lifeline: 1-800-273-8255 or
www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org
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From: Murguia, Dana
To: Muller, Heather
Cc: Stephens, Michele; Frankovich, Teresa; Weiss, Lara
Subject: RE: COVID-19 HES Deployment
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 4:24:49 PM
Attachments: image002.png

Yay!
 
In Partnership,
 
Dana
 
Dana Murguía, MBA
Sr. Program Manager
Public Health, Healthy Communities & Women, Infants & Children (WIC)
Phone: (707) 441-5086
Work Cell Phone:  (707) 296-8295
dmurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us
CLICK Here ► Healthy Communities Programs & Services
CLICK Here ► Women, Infants & Children
 Humboldt County Suicide Prevention Webpage
 
If you need immediate help, please call:

Mental Health Crisis Line: 707-445-7715 or 1-888-849-5728
Suicide Prevention Lifeline: 1-800-273-8255 or
www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org

 
From: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 4:23 PM
To: Murguia, Dana <DMurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Frankovich, Teresa
<tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Weiss, Lara <LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: Re: COVID-19 HES Deployment
 
I can’t attend 4 to 5. Thanks...

Sent from my iPhone
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On Mar 2, 2020, at 4:18 PM, Murguia, Dana <DMurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us> wrote:


Hi, All:
 
To clarify, the meeting would be scheduled with the HES team, Heather, and Dr.
Frankovich, right?
 
They have a meeting scheduled tomorrow at 4 p.m. and I am having Marian
Strong invite Heather and Terry.
 
Please let me know it that is what you were thinking and if that time works. If the
time doesn’t work, we will find one that does.
 
In Partnership,
 
Dana
 
Dana Murguía, MBA
Sr. Program Manager
Public Health, Healthy Communities & Women, Infants & Children (WIC)
Phone: (707) 441-5086
Work Cell Phone:  (707) 296-8295
dmurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us
CLICK Here ► Healthy Communities Programs & Services
CLICK Here ► Women, Infants & Children
 Humboldt County Suicide Prevention Webpage
 
If you need immediate help, please call:

Mental Health Crisis Line: 707-445-7715 or 1-888-849-5728
Suicide Prevention Lifeline: 1-800-273-8255 or
www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org
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From: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 3:13 PM
To: Murguia, Dana <DMurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Weiss, Lara
<LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Hogan,
Elaine <EHogan@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Weiss, Michael <MWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: COVID-19 HES Deployment
Importance: High
 
Thanks for taking this on, nicely summarized…I spoke with Heather and we have some
changes to this that will help ensure consistency. She is copied here as are Elaine and
Michael.
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Let’s get a meetings schedules in the next couple days with Heather to talk specifics
more. And hold off on the staff working on drafts until we can do that. I think it will
help to come together, it would have bene helpful to have Heather in the meeting
today if I’d thought of it. I’ll blame it on not feeling 100%. Dana, can you please get a
meeting scheduled with Heather and these folk. Terry can join if she’d like.
 
Managing consistency in style, wording, format, etc will be difficult with that many
people and these sectors can probably be managed in multiples by 1-3 HES. Heather
has an idea to partner the assigned HES with Meriah and her folks to monitor the info
as it changes and work together on creating the material, create share drives, etc. HES
would still be the SME and liaisons for these sectors when appropriate. For example, if
a Chief of Police calls us we will likely take that call, but use the material put together
for reference/info. Others could be directed to the HES to answer questions based on
the material. Meriah is monitoring the COVID -19 situation nationwide and will begin
providing a summary daily to us with the latest on the virus, deaths, new cases, broader
community transmissions, etc. I added some notes in the email below to help clarify.
 
Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
707-268-2121
 
Click here for more information about Public Health!
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From: Murguia, Dana <DMurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 2:27 PM
To: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Weiss, Lara
<LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: FW: COVID-19 HES Deployment
Importance: High
 
FYI
 
In Partnership,
 
Dana
 
Dana Murguía, MBA
Sr. Program Manager
Public Health, Healthy Communities & Women, Infants & Children (WIC)
Phone: (707) 441-5086
Work Cell Phone:  (707) 296-8295
dmurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us
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CLICK Here ► Healthy Communities Programs & Services
CLICK Here ► Women, Infants & Children
 Humboldt County Suicide Prevention Webpage
 
If you need immediate help, please call:

Mental Health Crisis Line: 707-445-7715 or 1-888-849-5728
Suicide Prevention Lifeline: 1-800-273-8255 or
www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org
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From: Murguia, Dana 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 2:26 PM
To: Koo, Evonne <EKoo@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Montgomery, Megan
<MMontgomery@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Smith, Kristen <KSmith2@co.humboldt.ca.us>;
'Alyse Dorman' <dorman.alyse@gmail.com>; Strong, Marian
<MStrong@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Chappelle, Nicole <nchappelle@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Weiss, Michael <MWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Hogan, Elaine
(EHogan@co.humboldt.ca.us) <EHogan@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Nelson, Sarah
<SNelson@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Mallick, Mellody <MMallick@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: COVID-19 HES Deployment
Importance: High
 
Hello, All:
 
The senior team met with Michele this morning to discuss deployment of the
health education specialists who will serve as liaisons for specific sectors in the
community (see attached). Public Health will serve as the hub of information;
general public as well as specific sectors such as Health Care, Law Enforcement,
Homeless, etc.
 
If you were selected as a health education specialist communication liaison for
matters pertaining to COVID – 19 the expectations from the Health Officer and
Director are that you will:
 

1.       Serve as a subject matter expert and liaison of communication to the
Health Officer, PH Director and community sectors you have agreed to
interact with (more on that in a bit)

 
2.       Monitor changes and materials that appear daily from the CDC around

COVID – 19 (and any other reputable sources as they become available
e.g. CDPH) As far as the status of the virus, deaths, new case numbers,
broader community transmission it will be Meriah.

 
3.       Find and develop materials and customize communications for your

community sector and Humboldt & perform outreach to ensure they
receive the information In partnership with DHHS Media staff, Heather
will assign. We have the issue of record retention, so any changed material
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has to be saved. DHHS Media will do the NARFS to get the files created
and shared.
 

Liaisons, talk to each other about this so that your individual, unique talents
(research, writing, project management) can be best leveraged. Working in
concert we are a much stronger team.
 
The materials you create will be available for public health staff who need them,
to include Dr. Frankovich or the PH Director, and at times you may be asked to
distribute materials to your specific community sector. We will develop
appropriate distribution lists or utilize those which already exist.
Steps:
 

1)      Please take a look at the attached picture, discuss them with your
colleagues (Evonne, Megan, Kristen, Alyse, Marion, Nicole) and let me
know who will be working on which community sector(s). You have the
best insight on which people communicate the most often with each sector
and who is most comfortable working with that population. I will need to
know the sector assignments by COB March 4th. Please save it to the
folder below and let me know when complete. This is where it should
be whittled down to 1-3 people solely for the purpose of managing
consistency. Each of them could cover multiple sector areas.

 
2)      Evonne please take the lead on developing a basic template of

information for the general public which should be saved here:
\\all.co.humboldt.ca.us\dhhs-files\HHSShare\HLTHED\COVID - 19
Communication Deployment by COB March 4th.DHHS Media needs to
do this. They’ve already been using the PH letterhead, you can see
how they cut and pasted the CDC info in the news release for
Businesses that went out last week. They’ll need to huddle with Media
to figure out how to go about this to be consistent.
 
The basic template, for the general public, can mimic this publication
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/downloads/2019-ncov-
factsheet.pdf and should list the DHHS PH Branch Humboldt contact
information as call to action. If you have ideas for improving the format,
those are welcome. It needs to be branded as us, not the CDC. Content
will be cut and pasted though.
 

3)      Develop customized materials for specific sectors. Please have one
custom example ready by COB March 4th. Sometimes the information
just is not available from the CDC (the agency releasing most current
information right now). Here is an example of a customized message for
the specific business sector: Read more about COVID-19 CDC guidance
for businesses (PDF) found here https://humboldtgov.org/2018/Humboldt-
Health-Alert   You may want to use that document as a template for the
custom messaging for community sectors.  Michele also mentioned
making it pretty, the CDC Corona virus factsheet publication is a good
example of that. I do like the idea of making it aesthetically pleasing. J
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Still while maintaining the same look we’ve bene doing.
 
Most likely the CDC is going to be the most current with tailoring
information to specific groups. For example, I asked Megan Blanchard
about information for pregnant women today and thus far the state has not
released anything specific.
 

4)      Please be thinking of any email distribution lists that you have access to,
or connections that you have with your community sector which can be
used to relay information about the virus if necessary. Think about the best
venue where information can be distributed and which groups should we
be working with to relate to convey information. Let me know by which
date a complete outreach plan (email distro lists, physical locations,
singular points of contact) can be compiled for review by COB March
4th.yes yes yes

 
Additional notes from our call with Michele (please review):
 
In short we will plagiarize what the CDC does and make it relevant to Humboldt.
 
We are trying to model information based on what is out there for influenza in
order to get ahead of the curve for COVID - 19.
 
Whoever is assigned to healthcare should absolutely consult with Hava Phillips
in communicable disease who can share with you how they relay information to
clinics, including perinatal and obstetric facilities. Megan Blanchard agreed that it
is more appropriate for the information to come from communicable disease than
from maternal child and adolescent health. Dana can make the Hava introduction.
 
We do need to submit all of the FAQ sheets (general and customized) through Mr.
T to ensure that they’re ADA accessible and if any major reformatting occurs the
same would be true. However, our thought is that you can create a template to be
used over and over again and all that needs to be updated is the content. Those
minor content changes don't need Mr. T approval. That way we’re just getting the
approval the first go around. Michele will discuss this with Heather. Also, the Sr.
Team is meeting again Thursday to review the first publications and one goal is to
expedite the MRT etc. approval process by meeting together.
 
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.
 
In Partnership,
 
Dana
 
Dana Murguía, MBA
Sr. Program Manager
Public Health, Healthy Communities & Women, Infants & Children (WIC)
Phone: (707) 441-5086
Work Cell Phone:  (707) 296-8295



dmurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us
CLICK Here ► Healthy Communities Programs & Services
CLICK Here ► Women, Infants & Children
 Humboldt County Suicide Prevention Webpage
 
If you need immediate help, please call:

Mental Health Crisis Line: 707-445-7715 or 1-888-849-5728
Suicide Prevention Lifeline: 1-800-273-8255 or
www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org
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From: Messinger, Christine
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: RE: COVID-19 media inquiry
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 1:32:11 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Great. That is the time I offered the reporter. I will let you know as soon as she confirms. Thank you.
Christine Messinger
707-441-5547
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 1:24 PM
To: Messinger, Christine <CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: COVID-19 media inquiry
 
2:30?
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 

From: Messinger, Christine <CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 1:03 PM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Muller, Heather
<HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: COVID-19 media inquiry
 
Good afternoon, Dr. Frankovich. The below inquiry is from the Southern Humboldt-based blog/news
site the Redheaded Blackbelt. Do you have availability this afternoon to do this interview?  Let me
know what works, and I will get it scheduled and come over to call her with you. Thank you.
 
Christine Messinger
707-441-5547
 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 12:08 PM
To: dhhsmedia <DHHSMEDIA@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: Covid-19
 
Greetings. Readers have questions about this illness...
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Is it accurate that the fatality rate is 2.3%? 

The reproduction rate of the virus is around 2.28...what dies that mean in terms of how many people
are expected to fall ill?

What is the county doing to contain the spread of the virus? Are there directions beyond hand
washing? People do not feel like that is adequate.

Is the health department discouraging group gatherings? Ordering masks to give out? Giving
restaraunts amd other public places information or instructions? 

Any other info along these lines will help people know what is happening.
 
And a second line of inquiry...
People are hearing that the person in Humboldt dx with covid-19 at some point recovered and then
fell ill with it a second time. Is that accurate? Is getting up too early a risk people run? Or what is
happening if that is accurate?

Im printing this story tomorrow, so 5pm today is my deadline from your perspective.

Thank you
Kelley



From: Messinger, Christine
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: RE: COVID-19 media inquiry
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 1:42:19 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Reporter confirmed. I’ll be there at 2:15. Thank you.
 
Christine Messinger
707-441-5547
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 1:24 PM
To: Messinger, Christine <CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: COVID-19 media inquiry
 
2:30?
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 

From: Messinger, Christine <CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 1:03 PM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Muller, Heather
<HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: COVID-19 media inquiry
 
Good afternoon, Dr. Frankovich. The below inquiry is from the Southern Humboldt-based blog/news
site the Redheaded Blackbelt. Do you have availability this afternoon to do this interview?  Let me
know what works, and I will get it scheduled and come over to call her with you. Thank you.
 
Christine Messinger
707-441-5547
 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 12:08 PM
To: dhhsmedia <DHHSMEDIA@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: Covid-19
 
Greetings. Readers have questions about this illness...
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Is it accurate that the fatality rate is 2.3%? 

The reproduction rate of the virus is around 2.28...what dies that mean in terms of how many people
are expected to fall ill?

What is the county doing to contain the spread of the virus? Are there directions beyond hand
washing? People do not feel like that is adequate.

Is the health department discouraging group gatherings? Ordering masks to give out? Giving
restaraunts amd other public places information or instructions? 

Any other info along these lines will help people know what is happening.
 
And a second line of inquiry...
People are hearing that the person in Humboldt dx with covid-19 at some point recovered and then
fell ill with it a second time. Is that accurate? Is getting up too early a risk people run? Or what is
happening if that is accurate?

Im printing this story tomorrow, so 5pm today is my deadline from your perspective.

Thank you
Kelley



From: Murguia, Dana
To: Stephens, Michele
Cc: Weiss, Lara; Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: RE: COVID-19 written communications
Date: Thursday, February 27, 2020 1:20:48 PM

No problem. I can get you names this week.

In Partnership,

Dana

Dana Murguía, MBA
Sr. Program Manager
Public Health, Healthy Communities & Women, Infants & Children (WIC)
Phone: (707) 441-5086
Work Cell Phone:  (707) 296-8295
dmurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us
CLICK Here ► Healthy Communities Programs & Services
CLICK Here ► Women, Infants & Children
 Humboldt County Suicide Prevention Webpage
 
If you need immediate help, please call:
• Mental Health Crisis Line: 707-445-7715 or 1-888-849-5728
• Suicide Prevention Lifeline: 1-800-273-8255 or www.suicidepreventionlifeline.org

-----Original Message-----
From: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 12:11 PM
To: Murguia, Dana <DMurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Weiss, Lara <LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: COVID-19 written communications

Dana, as part of our planning for COVID-19 response we’re looking at the written communication that needs to go
out to certain groups if/when we start seeing more community transmission and we’re no longer isolating people
(think it’s like the flu)-businesses, schools, children, pregnant women, convalescent homes etc. We will need Health
Educators (HES’) to do this with direction from Dr Frankovich. She’s going to review the CDC recommendations
on flu over the weekend and next week we will likely be assigning your identified staff the task of editing to make it
specific to here. Can you identify maybe 5-8 staff to be assigned one communication each in preparation for when
we’re ready to work on this? Let me know names next week. Good writers, people who can take an assignment with
direction and produce good written material for the public. Let me know if you have questions. Thanks!

Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director
Humboldt County Dept of Health and Human Services
707.268.2121

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Muller, Heather
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: RE: good to know...
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 8:38:31 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Checking room availabilities…
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 8:30 AM
To: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: good to know...
 
Would 9-10 tomorrow work?  I have a 10 am meeting at the IPA
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 

From: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 8:08 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: good to know...
 
Hey doctor, Tuesday 2-3 doesn’t work very well for the video we’ve discussed. Meriah is out on
Wednesday and wouldn’t be able to get the video cleaned, converted and posted until Thursday.
Any chance you can free up 30 or 40 minutes either later today or earlier tomorrow?
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 7:56 AM
To: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Muller, Heather
<HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: good to know...
 
From today’s state sit report:
 
California Department of Education (CDE)  CDE has been communicating information regarding the
Coronavirus to all school districts. CDE sent all school districts the 2019 Novel Coronavirus Guidance
for Schools and School Districts document from the California Department of Public Health along
with other information and links to crisis response resources on the CDE web page, the CDPH, and
the Center for Disease Control and Prevention.
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Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 



From: Muller, Heather
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: RE: good to know...
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 8:08:23 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Hey doctor, Tuesday 2-3 doesn’t work very well for the video we’ve discussed. Meriah is out on
Wednesday and wouldn’t be able to get the video cleaned, converted and posted until Thursday.
Any chance you can free up 30 or 40 minutes either later today or earlier tomorrow?
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 7:56 AM
To: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Muller, Heather
<HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: good to know...
 
From today’s state sit report:
 
California Department of Education (CDE)  CDE has been communicating information regarding the
Coronavirus to all school districts. CDE sent all school districts the 2019 Novel Coronavirus Guidance
for Schools and School Districts document from the California Department of Public Health along
with other information and links to crisis response resources on the CDE web page, the CDPH, and
the Center for Disease Control and Prevention.
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181
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From: Muller, Heather
To: Frankovich, Teresa; Stephens, Michele
Subject: RE: good to know...
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 7:57:51 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Very good. Do you know if HCOE had your letter issued to parents?
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 7:56 AM
To: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Muller, Heather
<HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: good to know...
 
From today’s state sit report:
 
California Department of Education (CDE)  CDE has been communicating information regarding the
Coronavirus to all school districts. CDE sent all school districts the 2019 Novel Coronavirus Guidance
for Schools and School Districts document from the California Department of Public Health along
with other information and links to crisis response resources on the CDE web page, the CDPH, and
the Center for Disease Control and Prevention.
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181
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From: Stephens, Michele
To: Muller, Heather
Cc: Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: Re: good to know...
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 8:15:18 AM
Attachments: image001.png

I haven’t gotten it from Trinidad school. I would expect it will be sent today or at least
emailed. 

Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director 
Humboldt County Dept of Health and Human Services
707.268.2121

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 2, 2020, at 7:57 AM, Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>
wrote:


Very good. Do you know if HCOE had your letter issued to parents?
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 7:56 AM
To: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Muller, Heather
<HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: good to know...
 
From today’s state sit report:
 
California Department of Education (CDE)  CDE has been communicating information
regarding the Coronavirus to all school districts. CDE sent all school districts the 2019
Novel Coronavirus Guidance for Schools and School Districts document from the
California Department of Public Health along with other information and links to crisis
response resources on the CDE web page, the CDPH, and the Center for Disease
Control and Prevention.
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181
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From: Muller, Heather
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Cc: Miracle, Meriah
Subject: RE: good to know...
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 8:49:36 AM
Attachments: image001.png

We’re good to go 9 to 9:45 a.m. tomorrow on the 5th floor of the Professional Building at 507 F
Street. Meriah will reach out regarding outfit coordination, etc. Please reply to this email with any
questions you want to make sure we ask. We’ll try to think of a few too.
 
Thanks!
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 8:30 AM
To: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: good to know...
 
Would 9-10 tomorrow work?  I have a 10 am meeting at the IPA
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 

From: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 8:08 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: good to know...
 
Hey doctor, Tuesday 2-3 doesn’t work very well for the video we’ve discussed. Meriah is out on
Wednesday and wouldn’t be able to get the video cleaned, converted and posted until Thursday.
Any chance you can free up 30 or 40 minutes either later today or earlier tomorrow?
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 7:56 AM
To: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Muller, Heather
<HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: good to know...
 
From today’s state sit report:
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California Department of Education (CDE)  CDE has been communicating information regarding the
Coronavirus to all school districts. CDE sent all school districts the 2019 Novel Coronavirus Guidance
for Schools and School Districts document from the California Department of Public Health along
with other information and links to crisis response resources on the CDE web page, the CDPH, and
the Center for Disease Control and Prevention.
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 



**[EXTERNAL MESSAGE]** FROM: agf1@cdc.gov
Only open links and attachments from known senders. Do not provide your username or

password. To report suspicious emails, click “Report Phish” button.

From: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH
To: Fry, Alicia (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/ID); Mosites, Emily (CDC/DDID/OD); Duchin, Jeff (CDC kingcounty.gov);

Frankovich, Teresa
Cc: Stoltey, Juliet@San Francisco County; Weiss, Don (CDC health.nyc.gov); Balter, Sharon@Los Angeles County;

Pan, Erica (Alameda); Zahn, Matt@Orange County; McDonald, Eric (San Diego County)
Subject: Re: Homelessness and COVID-19
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 11:42:43 AM

Thanks Alicia!

From: Fry, Alicia (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/ID) <agf1@cdc.gov>
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 11:15:18 AM
To: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>; Mosites, Emily (CDC/DDID/OD)
<lwx7@cdc.gov>; Duchin, Jeff (CDC kingcounty.gov) <jeff.duchin@kingcounty.gov>
Cc: Stoltey, Juliet@San Francisco County <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Weiss, Don (CDC
health.nyc.gov) <dweiss@health.nyc.gov>; Balter, Sharon@Los Angeles County
<SBalter@ph.lacounty.gov>; Pan, Erica (Alameda) <Erica.Pan@acgov.org>; Zahn, Matt@Orange
County <mzahn@ochca.com>; McDonald, Eric (San Diego County)
<eric.mcdonald@sdcounty.ca.gov>
Subject: RE: Homelessness and COVID-19
 

Hi, I am adding Emily Mosites who is working on this for CDC.
Alicia
 

From: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 1:56 PM
To: Duchin, Jeff (CDC kingcounty.gov) <jeff.duchin@kingcounty.gov>
Cc: Stoltey, Juliet@San Francisco County <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Weiss, Don (CDC
health.nyc.gov) <dweiss@health.nyc.gov>; Balter, Sharon (CDC ph.lacounty.gov)
<sbalter@ph.lacounty.gov>; Pan, Erica (Alameda) <Erica.Pan@acgov.org>; Zahn, Matt@Orange
County <mzahn@ochca.com>; McDonald, Eric (CDC sdcounty.ca.gov)
<Eric.Mcdonald@sdcounty.ca.gov>; Fry, Alicia (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/ID) <agf1@cdc.gov>
Subject: Homelessness and COVID-19
 
Hi all, 
I’m putting those from some of the cities with significant homeless populations on the same email as
I suspect you are all working on plans for cases of COVID-19 such populations and it might be helpful
to share ideas. I don’t know if CDC is working in this issue but am copying Alicia Fry of CDC who may
know. Perhaps a CSTE working group would be also be helpful. Thanks, Kathy
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**[EXTERNAL MESSAGE]** FROM: agf1@cdc.gov

**[EXTERNAL MESSAGE]** FROM: tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
Only open links and attachments from known senders. Do not provide your username or

password. To report suspicious emails, click “Report Phish” button.

From: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: Re: Homelessness and COVID-19
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 11:45:13 AM
Attachments: image001.png

I guess!

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 11:43:03 AM
To: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: RE: Homelessness and COVID-19
 

It’s a California thing J
 
Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 
From: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 11:41 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: Fwd: Homelessness and COVID-19
 
Great minds!  

From: Fry, Alicia (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/ID) <agf1@cdc.gov>
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 11:15:18 AM
To: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>; Mosites, Emily (CDC/DDID/OD)
<lwx7@cdc.gov>; Duchin, Jeff (CDC kingcounty.gov) <jeff.duchin@kingcounty.gov>
Cc: Stoltey, Juliet@San Francisco County <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Weiss, Don (CDC
health.nyc.gov) <dweiss@health.nyc.gov>; Balter, Sharon@Los Angeles County
<SBalter@ph.lacounty.gov>; Pan, Erica (Alameda) <Erica.Pan@acgov.org>; Zahn, Matt@Orange
County <mzahn@ochca.com>; McDonald, Eric (San Diego County)
<eric.mcdonald@sdcounty.ca.gov>
Subject: RE: Homelessness and COVID-19
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Only open links and attachments from known senders. Do not provide your username or
password. To report suspicious emails, click “Report Phish” button.

Hi, I am adding Emily Mosites who is working on this for CDC.
Alicia
 

From: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 1:56 PM
To: Duchin, Jeff (CDC kingcounty.gov) <jeff.duchin@kingcounty.gov>
Cc: Stoltey, Juliet@San Francisco County <juliet.stoltey@sfdph.org>; Weiss, Don (CDC
health.nyc.gov) <dweiss@health.nyc.gov>; Balter, Sharon (CDC ph.lacounty.gov)
<sbalter@ph.lacounty.gov>; Pan, Erica (Alameda) <Erica.Pan@acgov.org>; Zahn, Matt@Orange
County <mzahn@ochca.com>; McDonald, Eric (CDC sdcounty.ca.gov)
<Eric.Mcdonald@sdcounty.ca.gov>; Fry, Alicia (CDC/DDID/NCIRD/ID) <agf1@cdc.gov>
Subject: Homelessness and COVID-19
 
Hi all, 
I’m putting those from some of the cities with significant homeless populations on the same email as
I suspect you are all working on plans for cases of COVID-19 such populations and it might be helpful
to share ideas. I don’t know if CDC is working in this issue but am copying Alicia Fry of CDC who may
know. Perhaps a CSTE working group would be also be helpful. Thanks, Kathy
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From: Dykehouse, Erica
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: RE: Interesting article on Medscape
Date: Saturday, February 29, 2020 10:27:30 AM
Attachments: image001.png

News > Medscape Medical News

COVID-19 Preparedness: Clinicians Can
Lead the Way
Kate Johnson
February 27, 2020
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Clinicians can help lead the way in COVID-19 preparedness by fighting pandemic denial in
themselves and being frank with their patients, says Peter Sandman, PhD, a risk communication
consultant based in New York City.
"People have to get through their adjustment reaction before they can get down to the hard work of
preparedness," he told Medscape Medical News. "Clinicians who go through their own [oh my god
(OMG)] adjustment reactions now will be more empathic and helpful when their patients go through
theirs."
Despite warnings from the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) about the
inevitability of COVID-19's community spread in the U.S — and "disruption to everyday life might be
severe," and the public should "prepare for the expectation that this is going to be bad" — there is
still a dismissive attitude among many North American physicians, say Sandman and his risk
communication partner Jody Lanard, MD.
"[We] are hearing lots of stories of doctors pooh-poohing patients' concerns about coronavirus,"
Sandman said.
But, as previously reported by Medscape Medical News, Sandman and Lanard say it's time to risk
scaring people. "Over the past couple of weeks, Jody and I have gone through our own OMG
adjustment reactions as we realized that we've been Practicing for The Big One for decades — and
now it looks like this is it," he said.
Sandman and Lanard say that by first showing empathy, physicians can help patients "bear their fear
if it's appropriate, and help people overcome their fear if it's excessive or misplaced."
He added that "everyone's fear of scaring people has delayed the inevitable and necessary
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adjustment reaction…In times of uncertainty, it's impossible to titrate your level of expressed alarm
perfectly. You have to 'guesstimate' how bad things will get, knowing that you may turn out wrong.
Warnings that turn out excessive if the risk fizzles are more forgivable than reassurances that turn
out dangerous if the risk metastasizes."
Clinicians also have good reason to be fearful for themselves and their staff, he said. "People
infected with COVID-19 and people who suspect they might be infected with COVID-19 will soon be
crowding their doctors' offices, and street clinics, and hospital emergency rooms. Masks may be in
short supply — and may not be sufficient to do the job." 

Trusted Relationships Are Key
People will differ in the risk–benefit trade-offs they choose, and physicians can help them assess
what choices they are making," said Baruch Fischhoff, PhD, a cognitive psychologist and decision
scientist.
However "once people lose trust in a source, it is very hard to earn it back," he told Medscape
Medical News. "That can happen when a source is found exaggerating or understating risks, or the
effectiveness of treatments. That can happen when a source claims to know more than it does,
when it tries to exploit the situation for political or commercial gain, or when it is perceived as
incompetent," said Fischhoff, who is past president of the Society for Judgment and Decision Making
and the Society for Risk Analysis, as well as a member of the National Academy of Sciences and the
National Academy of Medicine.
Patients need help with information gathering, he added. "It is easiest to follow a complex,
uncertain, evolving story like coronavirus by relying on a few trustworthy sources," he advised.
"Trustworthy sources do not try to exploit the situation for political or commercial gain. They do not
try telling people how to feel. They just give the facts, including being candid about what they don't
know.
"Primary care physicians can be those trusted sources, with the added benefit of being able to tailor
messages to patients they know well," he continued.
"People trust their doctors a lot more than they trust government leaders, even public health
leaders," agreed Sandman. "Scary news sinks in a lot better when they hear it straight from a doctor
they trust than when they hear it third-hand from a newscaster quoting a CDC official voicing
preapproved, watered-down talking points." 
Amid growing anxiety in New York, where some doctors are reporting "surgical masks had begun to
disappear in noticeable numbers," Seth Gordon, MD, a Manhattan pediatrician, says he has advised
his patients to purchase N95 masks.
"As a physician on the front lines, it may become imperative to wear a mask both to set an example
and for safety reasons," he told Medscape Medical News.
Gordon says he is fielding many questions about the virus, which he already considers a pandemic.
"There is no doubt that the extent of the illness and spread are underestimated. In the US, the
original tests were flawed and even now only a few states have testing capabilities. For the most
part, samples need to be shipped to the CDC and it takes days to get results. That is not a sustainable
model in a true outbreak."
Good old-fashioned hand washing and alcohol wipes remain a priority, he says, and "any patient
with chronic illnesses or respiratory problems — acute or chronic — are going to have to be extra
cautious. This means in addition to all of the above steps, they are going to have to limit exposure to
large groups of people.
"For the most part I don't think people are overreacting," Gordon said. "Stocking up on essentials,

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/27/nyregion/new-york-coronavirus.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage


whether that be food or necessary meds, is also appropriate to a reasonable degree. An ounce of
prevention goes a long way and if we are all pulling in the same direction it goes even farther."
For more news, follow Medscape on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and YouTube

0 Read Comments
Medscape Medical News © 2020 
Cite this: COVID-19 Preparedness: Clinicians CanLead the Way - Medscape - Feb 27, 2020.
 
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Saturday, February 29, 2020 10:23 AM
To: Dykehouse, Erica <edykehouse@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: Interesting article on Medscape
 
Could you print it please? thx
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 

From: Dykehouse, Erica <edykehouse@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Saturday, February 29, 2020 10:14 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Hanson, Katie
<klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Kelly, Katherine <KKelly@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava
<HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Prejean, Randy <RPrejean@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: FW: Interesting article on Medscape
 
 
I thought you would be interested in the following article:

COVID-19 Preparedness: Clinicians Can Lead the Way

Clinicians can help lead the way in COVID-19 preparedness by fighting pandemic denial in
themselves and being frank with their patients, an expert in risk communication said.

Interested in downloading Medscape's free app for iPhone®, Android™, iPad®, or Kindle Fire®? Learn
more >

Sent using the Medscape app

https://www.facebook.com/medscape/
https://twitter.com/Medscape
https://www.instagram.com/medscape/?hl=en
https://www.youtube.com/user/medscape
javascript:initComments()
mailto:edykehouse@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:KKelly@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:RPrejean@co.humboldt.ca.us
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.medscape.com%2Fviewarticle%2F925862%3Fsrc%3Diphone%26ref%3Demail&data=02%7C01%7Cedykehouse%40co.humboldt.ca.us%7Cc48af639d1fe467d406608d7bd29d64d%7Cc00ae2b64fe844f198637b1adf4b27cb%7C0%7C1%7C637185859700011058&sdata=rEJoCTCdbZ4%2FyT%2FZl4cG1ev1KsW0sZD26q3ICJ7%2F43g%3D&reserved=0
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From: Hanson, Katie
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: RE: Latest DRAFT of Provider Guide to COVID-19
Date: Thursday, February 27, 2020 1:49:28 PM
Attachments: Humboldt Providers Guide to COVID-19.pdf

I just updated this to include the countries with widespread or sustained community transmission –
I’m on the CDPH call, where they just announced the changes to the PUI criteria J
 
Katie Hanson, CDI
Communicable Disease Surveillance
Humboldt County Public Health
Desk: (707) 268-2153  Main Phone: (707)268-2182   
mailto:klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 11:04 PM
To: Hanson, Katie <klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: Re: Latest DRAFT of Provider Guide to COVID-19
 
I think it is looking great!
Thanks Katie
Would need to print it out and look over quick but can do that tomorrow morning.

Teresa L Frankovich, MD, MPH
Humboldt County Health Officer
 

On Feb 26, 2020, at 9:53 AM, Hanson, Katie <klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us> wrote:


On Page 1:

·        I’ve added the arrow pointing down – I tried to add that arrow yesterday and
was having a heck of a time! Got it to work today-  but it did take up a bit of
space – had to move some things to accommodate.

·        Changed color of case-by-case consideration boxes – thought it would help to
differentiate – but I can match it to the other orange boxes, if you prefer J

·        I added the sentence and CDC link that was originally at the very bottom of the
document, to be in the box for “Close Contact” (orange box up top). With all
the resizing of boxes, there was no room left to have the sentence and CDC link
at the end – so I added it to the box the sentence refers to. It’s tiny, but the link
it still clickable J

·        I’ve added the after-hours info to the blue “Inform” box, as requested
·        I traded the CDC logo for our own. If I remember correctly, if we doctor a CDC

document, we have to remove their logo. Am I right to think that?

mailto:klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us



Flowchart to Identify and Assess 2019 Novel Coronavirus 
For the evaluation of patients who may be ill with or who may have been exposed to 
2019 Novel Coronavirus (2019-nCoV) 


 


 


A. 


Identify 
if in the past 14 days since first onset of symptoms a history of either 


Travel to a country with 
widespread or sustained 
community transmission: 


 


 OR





Close contact with 
a person known to have 
2019-nCoV illness* 


 * Documentation of laboratory-confirmation of 2019-nCoV may not be possible 
for travelers or persons caring for patients in other countries. For more clarification 
on the definition for close contact see CDC’s Interim Guidance for Healthcare 
Professionals: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/clinical-
criteria.html  


* 
Additional Considerations: 


On a case-by-case basis… 


Severely Ill 
Requiring Hospitalization


 


Severely ill, hospitalized 
patients may be 


considered, even without 
clear exposure history 


B. 
AND the person has 


Fever or symptoms of lower respiratory illness 
(e.g., cough or shortness of breath) 


 







































 


If discharged to home 


 


 


1. 
Isolate 


 Place facemask on patient 
 Isolate the patient in a private room or a separate area (negative airflow room, if available) 
 Wear appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE) 


2. 


Assess clinical status 
 


EXAM 


Is fever present? 


 Subjective? 


 Measured?  °C/F 


Is respiratory illness present? 


 Cough? 


 Shortness of breath? 


3. 
Inform 


 Contact Public Health, during business hours, at (707) 268-2182 to report at-risk patients and 
their clinical status. After hours, contact the Health Officer through Sheriff’s Dispatch at   
(707) 445-7251 


 Consult with Public Health about need to collect specimens to test for 2019-nCoV (specimen 
collection guidance on reverse) 


 Decide disposition 
 


Instruct patient 
 Home care guidance 
 Home isolation guidance 


Advise patient 
If the patient develops new or worsening fever or respiratory illness 


 Call clinic to determine if reevaluation is needed 
 If reevaluation is needed call ahead and wear facemask 


 
* Documentation of laboratory-confirmation of 2019-nCoV may not be possible for travelers or persons caring for patients in other countries. For more 


 China 


 Iran 


 Italy 


 Japan 


 South 


Korea 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/clinical-criteria.html

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/hcp/clinical-criteria.html





Interim Guidelines for Collecting, Handling, and Testing Clinical Specimens from Persons 


Under Investigation (PUIs) for Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) 
 


Some Important Considerations 


Health care providers should contact their local health department immediately at (707) 268-2182, during 


normal business hours, to notify them of patients with fever and lower respiratory illness who traveled to 


mainland China within 14 days of symptom onset. Local and state public health staff will determine if the 


patient meets the criteria for a person under investigation (PUI) for COVID-19. After hours, contact the Health 


Officer through Sheriff’s Dispatch at (707) 445-7251. 


Clinical specimens should be collected from PUIs for routine testing of respiratory pathogens at 


either clinical or public health labs. Note: clinical laboratories should NOT attempt viral isolation from 


specimens collected from COVID-19 PUIs. 


Specimen Type and Priority 
For initial diagnostic testing for COVID-19, CDC recommends collecting and testing upper respiratory 


(nasopharyngeal AND oropharyngeal swabs), and lower respiratory (sputum, if possible) for those 


patients with productive coughs. Induction of sputum is not recommended. Specimens should be collected 


as soon as possible once a PUI is identified, regardless of the time of symptom onset. Maintain proper 


infection control when collecting specimens. 


 


General Guidelines 
Upper respiratory tract:  


Nasopharyngeal swab AND oropharyngeal swab (NP/OP swab) 
Use only synthetic fiber swabs with plastic shafts. Do not use calcium alginate swabs or swabs with wooden 


shafts, as they may contain substances that inactivate some viruses and inhibit PCR testing. Place swabs 


immediately into sterile tubes containing 2-3 ml of viral transport media. NP and OP specimens should be 


kept in separate vials. Refrigerate specimen at 2-8°C and contact Public Health, during business hours, at 


(707) 268-2182. 


Nasopharyngeal swab: Insert a swab into the nostril parallel to the palate. Leave the swab in place for a few 


seconds to absorb secretions. 


Oropharyngeal swab (e.g., throat swab): Swab the posterior pharynx, avoiding the tongue. 


Nasopharyngeal wash/aspirate or nasal aspirate 
Collect 2-3 mL into a sterile, leak-proof, screw-cap sputum collection cup or sterile dry container. Refrigerate 


specimen at 2-8°C and contact Public Health, during business hours, at (707) 268-2182. 
 


Lower respiratory tract: 


Bronchoalveolar lavage, tracheal aspirate 
Collect 2-3 mL into a sterile, leak-proof, screw-cap sputum collection cup or sterile dry container. Refrigerate 


specimen at 2-8°C and contact Public Health, during business hours, at (707) 268-2182. 


Sputum 
Have the patient rinse the mouth with water and then expectorate deep cough sputum directly into a sterile, 


leak-proof, screw-cap sputum collection cup or sterile dry container. Refrigerate specimen at 2-8°C and 


contact Public Health, during business hours, at (707) 268-2182. 
*Outside of business hours, contact the Health Officer through Sheriff’s Dispatch at (707) 445-7251* 



https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/clinical-criteria.html

https://www.cdc.gov/infectioncontrol/guidelines/isolation/index.html#a4

https://www.cdc.gov/infectioncontrol/guidelines/isolation/index.html#a4
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On Page 2:
·        I added the after-hours info to the red “Some Important Considerations” box,

as requested
 
It’s starting to look like something useable – thank you for all of your input on this!
 
Katie Hanson, CDI
Communicable Disease Surveillance
Humboldt County Public Health
Desk: (707) 268-2153  Main Phone: (707)268-2182   
mailto:klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us
 
<Humboldt Providers Guide to COVID-19.pdf>

mailto:klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us


From: Muller, Heather
To: Stephens, Michele
Cc: Miracle, Meriah; Frankovich, Teresa; Messinger, Christine
Subject: Re: Link to new CDC guidance for schools, childcare, etc.
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 1:55:57 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Totally agree. Thanks, everyone.

Sent from my iPhone

On Feb 28, 2020, at 1:54 PM, Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us> wrote:


Thanks. We reviewed and the letter is in line with CDC guidance so we’re good. Just
sent it.
 
Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
707-268-2121
 
Click here for more information about Public Health!
<image001.png>
  
<image002.jpg>

 

From: Miracle, Meriah <mmiracle@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 1:40 PM
To: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Frankovich, Teresa
<tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>;
Messinger, Christine <CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: Link to new CDC guidance for schools, childcare, etc.
 
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/guidance-for-schools.html
 
Meriah Miracle
Public Education Officer
Humboldt County Department of Health & Human Services
707-441-5417
 

mailto:HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:mmiracle@co.humboldt.ca.us
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https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.humboldtgov.org%2F330%2FPublic-Health&data=01%7C01%7Cmstephens%40co.humboldt.ca.us%7Cb671249428e54e57aaf708d59be9ba29%7Cc00ae2b64fe844f198637b1adf4b27cb%7C1&sdata=rn%2B6X5TEKaSnO%2Fao5rmdbovsx%2B997z0PMRd7GblcdQI%3D&reserved=0
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/guidance-for-schools.html



From: Stephens, Michele
To: Miracle, Meriah; Frankovich, Teresa; Muller, Heather; Messinger, Christine
Subject: RE: Link to new CDC guidance for schools, childcare, etc.
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 1:54:49 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Thanks. We reviewed and the letter is in line with CDC guidance so we’re good. Just sent it.
 
Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
707-268-2121
 
Click here for more information about Public Health!

   
 

From: Miracle, Meriah <mmiracle@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 1:40 PM
To: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Frankovich, Teresa
<tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Messinger,
Christine <CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: Link to new CDC guidance for schools, childcare, etc.
 
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/guidance-for-schools.html
 
Meriah Miracle
Public Education Officer
Humboldt County Department of Health & Human Services
707-441-5417
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https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/guidance-for-schools.html



**[EXTERNAL MESSAGE]** FROM: tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
Only open links and attachments from known senders. Do not provide your username or

password. To report suspicious emails, click “Report Phish” button.

From: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Cc: Coronavirus Clinical
Subject: RE: Looking for guidance
Date: Thursday, February 27, 2020 6:02:50 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Hi Terry,
I’m copying our clinical team who has been answering these types of questions. You probably
saw the new PUI guidance today. Italy was added to the list of countries of concern, but the
current clinical criteria to test travelers from Italy is: Fever and signs/symptoms of a lower
respiratory illness (e.g., cough or shortness of breath) requiring hospitalization. Our lab and
some local PHLs are now testing but must follow the PUI criteria per the EUA. That said, if
there is a request to test someone with more mild illness, CDC can be contacted as before,
and has more flexibility in testing.  
 
I’ve heard that some healthcare facilities are now furloughing asymptomatic HCWs returning
from Iran, Italy, Japan and South Korea for two weeks. This is an employer decision, and is not
a CDC recommendation at this time. Since this HCW is symptomatic, it probably makes the
most sense for her/her to stay home, potentially have a VRP done, and see if symptoms
resolve or progress.  Thanks, Kathy
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 5:47 PM
To: Harriman, Kathleen@CDPH <Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: Looking for guidance
 

HI Kathy.  I have a couple of situations here that are a bit murky and am looking for a little guidance
.  Not sure who I should be reaching out to but thought it would be you or you would know who to
refer me to.  Regards a family returning from Italy with mildly symptomatic HCW.  Thanks, Terry
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 

mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:Kathleen.Harriman@cdph.ca.gov
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:CoronavirusClinical@cdph.ca.gov
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fcoronavirus%2F2019-ncov%2Fhcp%2Fclinical-criteria.html&data=02%7C01%7Ctfrankovich%40co.humboldt.ca.us%7Cc3c74c0da4d64314b37108d7bbf24f3f%7Cc00ae2b64fe844f198637b1adf4b27cb%7C0%7C0%7C637184521700270475&sdata=v%2BvdrvbKgJ9KiOug1GqhQ8R1dYLEAfRAO0zYo6cCeKs%3D&reserved=0



From: Stephens, Michele
To: Hansen, Mary Ann; Blanchard, Megan
Cc: Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: RE: Novel Coronavirus Guidance for Child Care and Preschool Settings - Public Health Department - For Providers - County of Santa Clara
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 3:40:57 PM

Hi Mary Ann, we are working on turning CDC guidelines into Humboldt specific but in the interim, the CDC has a page specific to schools and child care settings that's a bit better than this.

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/guidance-for-schools.html

From that CDC page they link to this page for how child care settings can reduce the spread of illness:

https://www.healthychildren.org/English/health-issues/conditions/prevention/Pages/Prevention-In-Child-Care-or-School.aspx

Once we get something for Humboldt we will share it with you and broadly.

Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
707-268-2121

Click here for more information about Public Health!
  

-----Original Message-----
From: Hansen, Mary Ann <mhansen@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 2:52 PM
To: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Blanchard, Megan <MBlanchard@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: FW: Novel Coronavirus Guidance for Child Care and Preschool Settings - Public Health Department - For Providers - County of Santa Clara

Hi, there. Santa Clara shared the guidance linked below for preschools and child care centers. I was considering posting for our playgroups and child care partners. I'm sure playgroup parents are thinking about Covid-19. Does Humboldt have similar advice, or do you have thoughts about me sharing this?

Personally, I'd rather skip the info about people traveling from China and begin with the statement about the level of Humboldt risk.

Thank you in advance for thinking about it.

Mary Ann Hansen, M.A.
Executive Director
First 5 Humboldt
325 Second Street, Ste. 201
Eureka, CA 95501
(707) 445-7389
Pronouns: She/her/hers

first5humboldt.org

-----Original Message-----
From: Mary Ann Hansen <mary.ann.hansen@icloud.com>
Sent: Monday, March 02, 2020 1:49 PM
To: Hansen, Mary Ann <mhansen@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: Novel Coronavirus Guidance for Child Care and Preschool Settings - Public Health Department - For Providers - County of Santa Clara

https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sccgov.org%2Fsites%2Fphd-p%2FDiseases%2Fnovel-coronavirus%2FPages%2Fncov-childcare-2-12-20.aspx%3Fgoal%3D0_9cd5d24b43-081688d528-
129003081%26mc_cid%3D081688d528%26mc_eid%3Dc9a1a38029&amp;data=02%7C01%7Cmhansen%40co.humboldt.ca.us%7Ce8f4bff7b0844703b74608d7bef37826%7Cc00ae2b64fe844f198637b1adf4b27cb%7C0%7C1%7C637187825221148101&amp;sdata=cUrbKUrD8dJmyyLwDiSChfEINcM9m7bDkHlSKhEq8%2FI%3D&amp;reserved=0

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:mhansen@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:MBlanchard@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/guidance-for-schools.html
https://www.healthychildren.org/English/health-issues/conditions/prevention/Pages/Prevention-In-Child-Care-or-School.aspx


From: Muller, Heather
To: Stephens, Michele; Frankovich, Teresa
Cc: Weiss, Lara; Blanchard, Megan; Murguia, Dana
Subject: RE: Novel Coronavirus Guidance for Child Care and Preschool Settings - Public Health Department - For Providers - County of Santa Clara
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 3:22:08 PM

That guidance is already online. It lists child care providers among audience targets.

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/guidance-for-schools.html

-----Original Message-----
From: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 3:19 PM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Weiss, Lara <LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Blanchard, Megan <MBlanchard@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Murguia, Dana <DMurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: FW: Novel Coronavirus Guidance for Child Care and Preschool Settings - Public Health Department - For Providers - County of Santa Clara

I'm getting more and more questions like this so putting together some material for different groups/sectors will be much appreciated, I'm sure. Terry, in the interim, do you have any thoughts about Mary Ann (First 5) putting this out to child care and preschools or shall we ask her to wait until we can get something out? She'd be happy to wait if we ask
her to.

Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
707-268-2121

Click here for more information about Public Health!
  

-----Original Message-----
From: Hansen, Mary Ann <mhansen@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 2:52 PM
To: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Blanchard, Megan <MBlanchard@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: FW: Novel Coronavirus Guidance for Child Care and Preschool Settings - Public Health Department - For Providers - County of Santa Clara

Hi, there. Santa Clara shared the guidance linked below for preschools and child care centers. I was considering posting for our playgroups and child care partners. I'm sure playgroup parents are thinking about Covid-19. Does Humboldt have similar advice, or do you have thoughts about me sharing this?

Personally, I'd rather skip the info about people traveling from China and begin with the statement about the level of Humboldt risk.

Thank you in advance for thinking about it.

Mary Ann Hansen, M.A.
Executive Director
First 5 Humboldt
325 Second Street, Ste. 201
Eureka, CA 95501
(707) 445-7389
Pronouns: She/her/hers

first5humboldt.org

-----Original Message-----
From: Mary Ann Hansen <mary.ann.hansen@icloud.com>
Sent: Monday, March 02, 2020 1:49 PM
To: Hansen, Mary Ann <mhansen@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: Novel Coronavirus Guidance for Child Care and Preschool Settings - Public Health Department - For Providers - County of Santa Clara

https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sccgov.org%2Fsites%2Fphd-p%2FDiseases%2Fnovel-coronavirus%2FPages%2Fncov-childcare-2-12-20.aspx%3Fgoal%3D0_9cd5d24b43-081688d528-
129003081%26mc_cid%3D081688d528%26mc_eid%3Dc9a1a38029&amp;data=02%7C01%7Cmhansen%40co.humboldt.ca.us%7Ce8f4bff7b0844703b74608d7bef37826%7Cc00ae2b64fe844f198637b1adf4b27cb%7C0%7C1%7C637187825221148101&amp;sdata=cUrbKUrD8dJmyyLwDiSChfEINcM9m7bDkHlSKhEq8%2FI%3D&amp;reserved=0

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:MBlanchard@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:DMurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/guidance-for-schools.html


From: Stephens, Michele
To: Frankovich, Teresa; Muller, Heather
Cc: Weiss, Lara; Blanchard, Megan; Murguia, Dana
Subject: RE: Novel Coronavirus Guidance for Child Care and Preschool Settings - Public Health Department - For Providers - County of Santa Clara
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 3:42:18 PM

I sent her the link to the CDC guidance for schools. Terry is copied. On that page they link to this for child care settings:
https://www.healthychildren.org/English/health-issues/conditions/prevention/Pages/Prevention-In-Child-Care-or-School.aspx

Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
707-268-2121

Click here for more information about Public Health!
  

-----Original Message-----
From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 3:25 PM
To: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Weiss, Lara <LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Blanchard, Megan <MBlanchard@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Murguia, Dana <DMurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: Novel Coronavirus Guidance for Child Care and Preschool Settings - Public Health Department - For Providers - County of Santa Clara

Sorry, assumed they had taken the CDC guidance and modified.  The CDC guidance is perfectly fine to go out and is on their new 'Community Mitigation" page along with info for general public and other groups...not all the ones we want yet but a start.

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181
    

-----Original Message-----
From: Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 3:22 PM
To: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Weiss, Lara <LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Blanchard, Megan <MBlanchard@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Murguia, Dana <DMurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: Novel Coronavirus Guidance for Child Care and Preschool Settings - Public Health Department - For Providers - County of Santa Clara

That guidance is already online. It lists child care providers among audience targets.

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/guidance-for-schools.html

-----Original Message-----
From: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 3:19 PM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Weiss, Lara <LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Blanchard, Megan <MBlanchard@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Murguia, Dana <DMurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: FW: Novel Coronavirus Guidance for Child Care and Preschool Settings - Public Health Department - For Providers - County of Santa Clara

I'm getting more and more questions like this so putting together some material for different groups/sectors will be much appreciated, I'm sure. Terry, in the interim, do you have any thoughts about Mary Ann (First 5) putting this out to child care and preschools or shall we ask her to wait until we can get something out? She'd be happy to wait if we ask
her to.

Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
707-268-2121

Click here for more information about Public Health!
  

-----Original Message-----
From: Hansen, Mary Ann <mhansen@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 2:52 PM
To: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Blanchard, Megan <MBlanchard@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: FW: Novel Coronavirus Guidance for Child Care and Preschool Settings - Public Health Department - For Providers - County of Santa Clara

Hi, there. Santa Clara shared the guidance linked below for preschools and child care centers. I was considering posting for our playgroups and child care partners. I'm sure playgroup parents are thinking about Covid-19. Does Humboldt have similar advice, or do you have thoughts about me sharing this?

Personally, I'd rather skip the info about people traveling from China and begin with the statement about the level of Humboldt risk.

Thank you in advance for thinking about it.

Mary Ann Hansen, M.A.
Executive Director
First 5 Humboldt
325 Second Street, Ste. 201
Eureka, CA 95501
(707) 445-7389
Pronouns: She/her/hers

first5humboldt.org

-----Original Message-----
From: Mary Ann Hansen <mary.ann.hansen@icloud.com>
Sent: Monday, March 02, 2020 1:49 PM
To: Hansen, Mary Ann <mhansen@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: Novel Coronavirus Guidance for Child Care and Preschool Settings - Public Health Department - For Providers - County of Santa Clara

https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.sccgov.org%2Fsites%2Fphd-p%2FDiseases%2Fnovel-coronavirus%2FPages%2Fncov-childcare-2-12-20.aspx%3Fgoal%3D0_9cd5d24b43-081688d528-
129003081%26mc_cid%3D081688d528%26mc_eid%3Dc9a1a38029&amp;data=02%7C01%7Cmhansen%40co.humboldt.ca.us%7Ce8f4bff7b0844703b74608d7bef37826%7Cc00ae2b64fe844f198637b1adf4b27cb%7C0%7C1%7C637187825221148101&amp;sdata=cUrbKUrD8dJmyyLwDiSChfEINcM9m7bDkHlSKhEq8%2FI%3D&amp;reserved=0

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:MBlanchard@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:DMurguia@co.humboldt.ca.us
https://www.healthychildren.org/English/health-issues/conditions/prevention/Pages/Prevention-In-Child-Care-or-School.aspx
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/specific-groups/guidance-for-schools.html


From: Pereira, Sofia
To: Phillips, Hava; Stephens, Michele; Frankovich, Teresa; Muller, Heather
Subject: RE: PanFlu Planning
Date: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 10:14:44 AM

Additionally, OES is getting calls from local governments (and I just got a message from Ferndale’s
city manager on social media) asking what our community-wide planning is for COVID-19. I think we
need to do some outreach to some partners (local government, tribes, HCOE, HSU, etc.) and perhaps
schedule a meeting with them in the next week or so. The sooner we reach out to them with
information that we are working on this and that we’re working with them, the better! We can
discuss at our 4pm meeting, but wanted to give you time think on this too.
 
Looping in Heather in case she also has input from a Public Information perspective.
 
 
 

From: Pereira, Sofia 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 9:55 AM
To: Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: PanFlu Planning
 
Hi all,
 
I’m sending you our PanFlu plan that we can use for reference. Additionally, I’m attaching a PanFlu
Concept of Operations template. This template provides a more readable and actionable framework
for our response.
 
I will go through these documents today and can present an update at our 4pm meeting.
 
Thank you!
 
Sofia Pereira
Program Coordinator
Public Health Emergency Preparedness
Humboldt County Dept. of Health and Human Services
529 I St. Eureka, CA 95501
O: 707-268-2133 | C: 707-273-2601
 

mailto:spereira2@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us


From: Muller, Heather
To: Pereira, Sofia
Cc: Phillips, Hava; Stephens, Michele; Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: Re: PanFlu Planning
Date: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 11:21:27 AM

Really good idea, Sofia. 

Sent from my iPhone

On Feb 26, 2020, at 10:14 AM, Pereira, Sofia <spereira2@co.humboldt.ca.us>
wrote:


Additionally, OES is getting calls from local governments (and I just got a message from
Ferndale’s city manager on social media) asking what our community-wide planning is
for COVID-19. I think we need to do some outreach to some partners (local
government, tribes, HCOE, HSU, etc.) and perhaps schedule a meeting with them in the
next week or so. The sooner we reach out to them with information that we are
working on this and that we’re working with them, the better! We can discuss at our
4pm meeting, but wanted to give you time think on this too.
 
Looping in Heather in case she also has input from a Public Information perspective.
 
 
 

From: Pereira, Sofia 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 9:55 AM
To: Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Frankovich, Teresa
<tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: PanFlu Planning
 
Hi all,
 
I’m sending you our PanFlu plan that we can use for reference. Additionally, I’m
attaching a PanFlu Concept of Operations template. This template provides a more
readable and actionable framework for our response.
 
I will go through these documents today and can present an update at our 4pm
meeting.
 
Thank you!
 
Sofia Pereira

mailto:HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:spereira2@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us


Program Coordinator
Public Health Emergency Preparedness
Humboldt County Dept. of Health and Human Services
529 I St. Eureka, CA 95501
O: 707-268-2133 | C: 707-273-2601
 



From: Phillips, Hava
To: Muller, Heather; Pereira, Sofia
Cc: Stephens, Michele; Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: RE: PanFlu Planning
Date: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 12:10:08 PM

Fantastic, thank you!
I will send Ron a copy of the documents so he can look them over this afternoon.
 

From: Muller, Heather 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 11:21 AM
To: Pereira, Sofia <spereira2@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: Re: PanFlu Planning
 
Really good idea, Sofia. 

Sent from my iPhone

On Feb 26, 2020, at 10:14 AM, Pereira, Sofia <spereira2@co.humboldt.ca.us> wrote:


Additionally, OES is getting calls from local governments (and I just got a message from
Ferndale’s city manager on social media) asking what our community-wide planning is
for COVID-19. I think we need to do some outreach to some partners (local
government, tribes, HCOE, HSU, etc.) and perhaps schedule a meeting with them in the
next week or so. The sooner we reach out to them with information that we are
working on this and that we’re working with them, the better! We can discuss at our
4pm meeting, but wanted to give you time think on this too.
 
Looping in Heather in case she also has input from a Public Information perspective.
 
 
 

From: Pereira, Sofia 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 9:55 AM
To: Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Frankovich, Teresa
<tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: PanFlu Planning
 
Hi all,
 
I’m sending you our PanFlu plan that we can use for reference. Additionally, I’m

mailto:HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:spereira2@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:spereira2@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us


attaching a PanFlu Concept of Operations template. This template provides a more
readable and actionable framework for our response.
 
I will go through these documents today and can present an update at our 4pm
meeting.
 
Thank you!
 
Sofia Pereira
Program Coordinator
Public Health Emergency Preparedness
Humboldt County Dept. of Health and Human Services
529 I St. Eureka, CA 95501
O: 707-268-2133 | C: 707-273-2601
 



From: Corrigan, Jeremy
To: Largusa, Ron; Frankovich, Teresa; Phillips, Hava; Dykehouse, Erica; Stephens, Michele; Kelly, Katherine; Weiss, Lara; Pereira, Sofia; Blanchard, Megan
Subject: RE:
Date: Thursday, February 27, 2020 11:36:59 AM
Attachments: image004.png

Thanks Ron, interesting and helpful.
 

Jeremy Corrigan, MS, PHM II
Laboratory Manager, ELAP Laboratory Director
Bioterrorism Coordinator
Humboldt County Dept. of Public Health
529 I street
Eureka, CA. 95501
(w) 707-268-2178  (c) 707-362-6751  (f) 707-445-7640
jcorrigan@co.humboldt.ca.us
For more information please visit the Humboldt County Public Health Website

 

From: Largusa, Ron 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 11:12 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Dykehouse, Erica <edykehouse@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Corrigan, Jeremy <jcorrigan@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Kelly, Katherine <KKelly@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Weiss, Lara <LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Pereira, Sofia
<spereira2@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Blanchard, Megan <MBlanchard@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE:
 
Thanks.  Along these lines, I made these bar graphs (attached) of COVID-19 cases and hospitalizations for response planning purposes.  These look at cases/hospitalizations outside of Hubei province, china, including those occurring worldwide.  While numerous sources cite increased
mortality risk with age and chronic conditions, it’s interesting to note that there is a large number of cases and hospitalizations between age 30-49.  The implication being is that with the increasing community transmission risk worldwide, locally, we could potentially see large
numbers of cases/hospitalizations in age groups where it would be uncommon otherwise.
 
Ron M. Largusa MSPH
Epidemiologist
Humboldt County Health and Human Services-Public Health
(707)268-2187
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 8:02 AM
To: Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Dykehouse, Erica <edykehouse@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Corrigan, Jeremy <jcorrigan@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Largusa, Ron <RLargusa@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Kelly, Katherine <KKelly@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Weiss, Lara <LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Pereira, Sofia
<spereira2@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: FW:
 
 
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 

From: Teresa Frankovich <tfrankovich@hline.org> 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 6:46 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject:
 

https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbc3-production-us-east-2.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com%2Fxr8zc7lhsece8qmrggh35m7e2z7p%3Fresponse-content-disposition%3Dinline%253B%2520filename%253D%2522jama_wu_2020_vp_200028.pdf%2522%253B%2520filename%252A%253DUTF-
8%2527%2527jama_wu_2020_vp_200028.pdf%26response-content-type%3Dapplication%252Fpdf%26X-Amz-Algorithm%3DAWS4-HMAC-SHA256%26X-Amz-Credential%3DAKIAJA4YU4LL6QTTS55A%252F20200227%252Fus-east-2%252Fs3%252Faws4_request%26X-Amz-Date%3D20200227T144449Z%26X-Amz-Expires%3D86400%26X-Amz-
SignedHeaders%3Dhost%26X-Amz-
Signature%3Df3fd287770ff23590a5d95637cd4e9c0916fd1e580d30e1f260381f38ca38f1b&amp;data=02%7C01%7Ctfrankovich%40co.humboldt.ca.us%7C260b7a58146e4e25c36708d7bb93cbbc%7Cc00ae2b64fe844f198637b1adf4b27cb%7C0%7C1%7C637184116089090698&amp;sdata=StZ3CnRQ44lEytlIaxPm7Iis8FNiH9zCb2CIRDx3CIk%3D&amp;reserved=0

Sent from my iPhone
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https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbc3-production-us-east-2.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com%2Fxr8zc7lhsece8qmrggh35m7e2z7p%3Fresponse-content-disposition%3Dinline%253B%2520filename%253D%2522jama_wu_2020_vp_200028.pdf%2522%253B%2520filename%252A%253DUTF-8%2527%2527jama_wu_2020_vp_200028.pdf%26response-content-type%3Dapplication%252Fpdf%26X-Amz-Algorithm%3DAWS4-HMAC-SHA256%26X-Amz-Credential%3DAKIAJA4YU4LL6QTTS55A%252F20200227%252Fus-east-2%252Fs3%252Faws4_request%26X-Amz-Date%3D20200227T144449Z%26X-Amz-Expires%3D86400%26X-Amz-SignedHeaders%3Dhost%26X-Amz-Signature%3Df3fd287770ff23590a5d95637cd4e9c0916fd1e580d30e1f260381f38ca38f1b&amp;data=02%7C01%7Ctfrankovich%40co.humboldt.ca.us%7C260b7a58146e4e25c36708d7bb93cbbc%7Cc00ae2b64fe844f198637b1adf4b27cb%7C0%7C1%7C637184116089090698&amp;sdata=StZ3CnRQ44lEytlIaxPm7Iis8FNiH9zCb2CIRDx3CIk%3D&amp;reserved=0
https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbc3-production-us-east-2.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com%2Fxr8zc7lhsece8qmrggh35m7e2z7p%3Fresponse-content-disposition%3Dinline%253B%2520filename%253D%2522jama_wu_2020_vp_200028.pdf%2522%253B%2520filename%252A%253DUTF-8%2527%2527jama_wu_2020_vp_200028.pdf%26response-content-type%3Dapplication%252Fpdf%26X-Amz-Algorithm%3DAWS4-HMAC-SHA256%26X-Amz-Credential%3DAKIAJA4YU4LL6QTTS55A%252F20200227%252Fus-east-2%252Fs3%252Faws4_request%26X-Amz-Date%3D20200227T144449Z%26X-Amz-Expires%3D86400%26X-Amz-SignedHeaders%3Dhost%26X-Amz-Signature%3Df3fd287770ff23590a5d95637cd4e9c0916fd1e580d30e1f260381f38ca38f1b&amp;data=02%7C01%7Ctfrankovich%40co.humboldt.ca.us%7C260b7a58146e4e25c36708d7bb93cbbc%7Cc00ae2b64fe844f198637b1adf4b27cb%7C0%7C1%7C637184116089090698&amp;sdata=StZ3CnRQ44lEytlIaxPm7Iis8FNiH9zCb2CIRDx3CIk%3D&amp;reserved=0



From: Chris Hartley
To: Stephens, Michele; Hartley, Chris
Cc: Frankovich, Teresa; Beck, Connie
Subject: RE: Public Health Letter to Parents on COVID-19
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 1:57:03 PM

Hi Michelle and all,

Much appreciation to you and the team for pulling this together.  I will send out to District Superintendents encouraging them to share with parents.  HCOE will post on our website as well.

My best,

Chris Hartley

-----Original Message-----
From: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 1:54 PM
To: Hartley, Chris <chartley@nohum.k12.ca.us>; Chris Hartley <superintendent@HCOE.org>
Cc: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Beck, Connie <CBeck@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: Public Health Letter to Parents on COVID-19
Importance: High

Chris,
Here is the letter to parents from the County Health Officer, Dr Terry Frankovich, as we discussed. Guidance to schools just came out from the CDC, linked below. It distinguishes communities that do not have a known case vs those that do. Even though we've had one confirmed case, it was travel
related and we do not have known community transmission currently, therefore, we consider ourselves to be in the first category. But as you can see in Dr Frankovich's letter, we are preparing for community transmission. Please let us know if you have questions, we hope this does help answer
questions. Please share with all superintendents and families in schools across the county. And thanks for your help in sharing information. As we know more, we will continue to reach out.

https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fcoronavirus%2F2019-ncov%2Fspecific-groups%2Fguidance-for-
schools.html&amp;data=02%7C01%7Ctfrankovich%40co.humboldt.ca.us%7C6dcd18de376d43906cdf08d7bc992449%7Cc00ae2b64fe844f198637b1adf4b27cb%7C0%7C1%7C637185238228221698&amp;sdata=0OkMK7MM1lyfkaNcG8dxFn5DElVXk0uQJ0%2B35AgYpXs%3D&amp;reserved=0

Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
707-268-2121

Click here for more information about Public Health!
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From: Allen, Rachel
To: Frankovich, Teresa; Phillips, Hava; Dykehouse, Erica; Kelly, Katherine; Hanson, Katie; Prejean, Randy
Subject: RE: questions about travel and COVID-19
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 8:38:02 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Sorry, clarification that is says to “ pay attention to your health 14 days after you leave”, so not self-
monitoring as in daily temps, but just to watch for symptoms of illness.
So no one from those areas needs to be isolated?
 

Rachel
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 8:35 AM
To: Allen, Rachel <RAllen@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>;
Dykehouse, Erica <edykehouse@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Kelly, Katherine <KKelly@co.humboldt.ca.us>;
Hanson, Katie <klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Prejean, Randy <RPrejean@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: questions about travel and COVID-19
 
Where are you seeing that Rachel?  As of Friday, they were only advising self-monitoring for people
returning from China but not the others.
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 

From: Allen, Rachel <RAllen@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 8:34 AM
To: Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Frankovich, Teresa
<tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Dykehouse, Erica <edykehouse@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Kelly,
Katherine <KKelly@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Hanson, Katie <klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Prejean,
Randy <RPrejean@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: questions about travel and COVID-19
 
Hi all,
Before I start taking phone calls, I  want to clarify to make sure I understand the current advice
regarding foreign travel. It looks like travelers to Italy, Iran, Japan, and S. Korea are not being held to
the same isolation mandates as those to China. The advice on the CDC website advises travelers to
monitor for symptoms and seek healthcare if ill, but no self-isolation. Is this correct?
 
Rachel Allen, RN, BSN, PHN

mailto:/o=ExchangeLabs/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=cdadf017efec430f95dce7e2749af428-Allen, Rach
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Immunization Coordinator, Humboldt County Public Health
Childhood Lead Poisoning Prevention Program Case Management
cell  (707) 267-6310
desk (707) 268-2155
fax (707) 445-6091
rallen@co.humboldt.ca.us
 
For more information about our programs, please visit: 
Public Health | Humboldt County, CA - Official Website
 
 
 

file:////c/rallen@co.humboldt.ca.us
http://humboldtgov.org/330/Public-Health


From: Allen, Rachel
To: Frankovich, Teresa; Phillips, Hava; Dykehouse, Erica; Kelly, Katherine; Hanson, Katie; Prejean, Randy
Subject: RE: questions about travel and COVID-19
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 8:40:11 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Here is the page for Italy:
https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/notices/warning/coronavirus-italy
 
Another questions: Do travelers who fly through airports in China meet the criteria for having been
in China?
 

Rachel
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 8:39 AM
To: Allen, Rachel <RAllen@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>;
Dykehouse, Erica <edykehouse@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Kelly, Katherine <KKelly@co.humboldt.ca.us>;
Hanson, Katie <klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Prejean, Randy <RPrejean@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: questions about travel and COVID-19
 
Can you send me the link to the page you are seeing the guidance?
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 

From: Allen, Rachel <RAllen@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 8:38 AM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava
<HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Dykehouse, Erica <edykehouse@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Kelly,
Katherine <KKelly@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Hanson, Katie <klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Prejean,
Randy <RPrejean@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: questions about travel and COVID-19
 
Sorry, clarification that is says to “ pay attention to your health 14 days after you leave”, so not self-
monitoring as in daily temps, but just to watch for symptoms of illness.
So no one from those areas needs to be isolated?
 

Rachel
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From: Frankovich, Teresa 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 8:35 AM
To: Allen, Rachel <RAllen@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>;
Dykehouse, Erica <edykehouse@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Kelly, Katherine <KKelly@co.humboldt.ca.us>;
Hanson, Katie <klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Prejean, Randy <RPrejean@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: questions about travel and COVID-19
 
Where are you seeing that Rachel?  As of Friday, they were only advising self-monitoring for people
returning from China but not the others.
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 

From: Allen, Rachel <RAllen@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 8:34 AM
To: Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Frankovich, Teresa
<tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Dykehouse, Erica <edykehouse@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Kelly,
Katherine <KKelly@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Hanson, Katie <klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Prejean,
Randy <RPrejean@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: questions about travel and COVID-19
 
Hi all,
Before I start taking phone calls, I  want to clarify to make sure I understand the current advice
regarding foreign travel. It looks like travelers to Italy, Iran, Japan, and S. Korea are not being held to
the same isolation mandates as those to China. The advice on the CDC website advises travelers to
monitor for symptoms and seek healthcare if ill, but no self-isolation. Is this correct?
 
Rachel Allen, RN, BSN, PHN
Immunization Coordinator, Humboldt County Public Health
Childhood Lead Poisoning Prevention Program Case Management
cell  (707) 267-6310
desk (707) 268-2155
fax (707) 445-6091
rallen@co.humboldt.ca.us
 
For more information about our programs, please visit: 
Public Health | Humboldt County, CA - Official Website
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From: Muller, Heather
To: Frankovich, Teresa; Stephens, Michele
Subject: RE: revision
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 12:53:58 PM
Attachments: image001.png

HCHO to HCOE.doc

I aligned the fonts, fixed a few punctuation things, and changed nothing else.
 
Good to go. Thanks.
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 11:34 AM
To: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Muller, Heather
<HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: revision
 
HI.  Thanks for the great edits heather.  Played with it a bit more.  See if this works for everyone. T
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181
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Dear Parents of Humboldt County,


We are all closely watching what is going on with COVID-19 in the United States and across the globe and thinking about how it might affect our families and communities. The outbreak, which began in China, has now expanded to 50 countries, including the United States. Countries at higher risk of transmission now include South Korea, Japan, Iran and Italy, in addition to China.


This is a serious public health concern, and it will be important to keep up to date on the situation. As the Humboldt County Health Officer I want to assure you that all of us at the Public Health Branch of the Department of Health & Human Services are watching this closely and planning and preparing for the possibility of COVID-19 circulation in our community.


According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), residents in the U.S. are still considered at low risk for exposure to COVID-19 because we are not yet seeing many COVID infections in people who have no travel history or known exposure to people with confirmed infection.  However, this community transmission is already occurring in other countries, and it is reasonable to expect the same to happen soon in the U.S.


What can you do right now?  Because the risk is currently low in Humboldt County, following the standard precautions we take every year for influenza is the single best course of action you can follow:  


· Make sure your family members stay home when ill.

· Review good handwashing with your children and encourage them to wash their hands frequently and particularly before touching their eyes, nose or mouth and before eating. Everyone should also wash their hands when they return home each day.


· Frequently clean commonly used surfaces in your home such as remotes, keyboards, doorknobs and countertops.

These measures are actually extremely effective in reducing the spread of illness and should be used whether we have one case or 100.


What’s next? As we begin to see increasing cases of COVID-19, our current public health measures such as quarantining people at risk will no longer be helpful. Next steps will depend on how many people are becoming ill at once and how serious the illnesses are among residents.

· If the numbers are small and the illness mild, standard flu precautions may be all that is recommended.


· If the numbers are large and there are numerous serious cases, the focus will necessarily shift to using community-level strategies to reduce spread. This typically means some form of “social distancing” to reduce gatherings of groups of people to create fewer opportunities for the illness to spread. These strategies may include canceling large events, encouraging people to stay home if they do not need to be out, and even consulting with schools about temporary closures.

We’re not there yet, but we may be heading there, and we’re doing everything we can to be ready. As this outbreak evolves, so will our approach to preventing and managing COVID-19 infections. We will continue to communicate frequently to make sure we all have the information we need to help keep our families and communities safe.


If you would like more information, please go to cdc.gov/coronavirus or visit Humboldt Health Alert at humboldtgov.org/humboldthealthalert.


Sincerely,


Teresa Frankovich, MD, MPH








From: Phillips, Hava
To: Largusa, Ron; Stephens, Michele; Weiss, Lara; Frankovich, Teresa; Dykehouse, Erica; Kelly, Katherine; Hanson,

Katie; Pereira, Sofia; Muller, Heather; Messinger, Christine
Subject: RE: Situational Update
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 11:02:32 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Hi, everyone.
I don’t believe this is new information for any of you, but I’m sending out an update in
writing to make sure no one fell through the crack in this weekend’s communication.
 

·         The healthcare worker mentioned in the email below has tested negative for COVID.
No further action needed from us.

·         A symptomatic healthcare worker with a history of travel to Italy was sent to the ER
to be tested over the weekend. This person tested flu positive and we expect results
on the COVID test in the next 48 hours. If COVID positive, there will be ill contacts
to consider. The case and contacts have self-quarantined since prior to symptom
onset.

·         A different symptomatic healthcare worker with travel to Italy was tested over the
weekend. We expect results in the next 48 hours. There is a potential for exposure
at St. Joe if this one returns positive.

 
Thanks to the weekend crew who got these tests collected and shipped out!
 
 

From: Phillips, Hava 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 10:16 AM
To: Largusa, Ron <RLargusa@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Weiss, Lara <LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Frankovich, Teresa
<tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Dykehouse, Erica <edykehouse@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Kelly,
Katherine <KKelly@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Hanson, Katie <klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Pereira,
Sofia <spereira2@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Muller, Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Messinger,
Christine <CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: Situational Update
 
Good Morning.
 
We are collecting a sample from a community member this morning to test for COVID-19.
The individual’s exposure risk is extremely low. A positive result, while possible, would be
very surprising. As you know already, this information is highly confidential and should not
be shared further at this point except where mandated by your program.
 
Thanks, everyone!
 

 

Hava Phillips, PHN
supervising public health nurse

Public Health clinic and communicable disease programs
Humboldt County Public Health Branch, 529 I St. Eureka, CA 95501

( 707-268-2127 |6 707-445-7346
8 Humboldt's Communicable Disease Prevention Webpage
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From: Phillips, Hava
To: Frankovich, Teresa; Hanson, Katie
Subject: RE: Strategies to Prevent the Spread of COVID-19 in Long-Term Care Facilities
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 5:51:36 PM
Attachments: image001.png

I agree, forwarding the link with an email note ensures they don’t refer to outdated
guidance.
 

From: Frankovich, Teresa 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 5:41 PM
To: Hanson, Katie <klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Phillips, Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: RE: Strategies to Prevent the Spread of COVID-19 in Long-Term Care Facilities
 
Think we could forward it as is with an email note.  Your thoughts Hava?  Can we get this out
tomorrow?
 

Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 

From: Hanson, Katie <klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Monday, March 2, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: Strategies to Prevent the Spread of COVID-19 in Long-Term Care Facilities
 
Here’s what CDC posted today as guidance for Long-term Care Facilities (Care homes) J  Wonder if
we should direct care homes to the webpage or if we should cut and paste this into a document that
can be emailed/faxed out ?
 
Katie Hanson, CDI
Communicable Disease Surveillance
Humboldt County Public Health
Desk: (707) 268-2153  Main Phone: (707)268-2182   
mailto:klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us
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From: Muller, Heather
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Cc: Stephens, Michele; Messinger, Christine
Subject: Re: Thanks from Redheaded Blackbelt reporter
Date: Sunday, March 1, 2020 5:29:35 PM

For sure. Advise if we need to request a correction for the mortality stats. Thanks.

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 1, 2020, at 5:04 PM, Frankovich, Teresa
<tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> wrote:

 True
But have seen wayyyy worse!

Teresa L Frankovich, MD, MPH
Humboldt County Health Officer

On Mar 1, 2020, at 4:55 PM, Muller, Heather
<HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us> wrote:

 I’m not crazy about some of the language—e.g., a health Officer
doesn’t “deny” rumors. She’s an expert. She corrects them.

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 1, 2020, at 4:30 PM, Frankovich, Teresa
<tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> wrote:

 Misquoted new on mortality stats( I corrected her twice)
but otherwise she did a really good job. T

Teresa L Frankovich, MD, MPH
Humboldt County Health Officer

On Mar 1, 2020, at 4:17 PM, Stephens,
Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>
wrote:

 That is a good article. 
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Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director 
Humboldt County Dept of Health and
Human Services
707.268.2121

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 1, 2020, at 10:32 AM,
Messinger, Christine
<CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>
wrote:

 This is from the reporter at the
Southern Humboldt-based
Redheaded Blackbelt news blog
who we did the interview with
Friday. 

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Kelley
Lincoln
<lincoln@kmud.org>
Date: February 29,
2020 at 6:48:56 PM
PST
To:
dhhsmedia@co.humboldt.ca.us
Subject: Covid-19
link

Hello Ms
Messenger, Happy
Monday 

Thanks again for
your time Friday. 

Here is the story i
posted from the
interview with Dr.
Frankovich.  

It seems to be well

mailto:lincoln@kmud.org
mailto:dhhsmedia@co.humboldt.ca.us


received, and i note
from the comments
that facts and clear
communication
seem to have
momentarily
quieted the
imaginations of
some of the more
fear based
commenters. 

Please pass my
gratitude along to
the Doctor because
that feels like a real
success, tho i know
it's merely
momentary.

Kelley

https://kymkemp.com/2020/02/29/humboldt-
county-prepares-as-
covid-19-cases-
continue-to-
emerge/

https://gcc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fkymkemp.com%2F2020%2F02%2F29%2Fhumboldt-county-prepares-as-covid-19-cases-continue-to-emerge%2F&data=02%7C01%7CCMessinger%40co.humboldt.ca.us%7C4e7e9f6f0bc44064536808d7bd8b1e41%7Cc00ae2b64fe844f198637b1adf4b27cb%7C0%7C1%7C637186277514731635&sdata=Xvly1tkZNMkStsvIo5n8SpJZKc4Q8ELvY9hi9ejGkZM%3D&reserved=0
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From: Muller, Heather
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Cc: Stephens, Michele; Messinger, Christine
Subject: Re: Thanks from Redheaded Blackbelt reporter
Date: Sunday, March 1, 2020 4:55:58 PM

I’m not crazy about some of the language—e.g., a health Officer doesn’t “deny” rumors. She’s
an expert. She corrects them.

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 1, 2020, at 4:30 PM, Frankovich, Teresa
<tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> wrote:

 Misquoted new on mortality stats( I corrected her twice) but otherwise she did a
really good job. T

Teresa L Frankovich, MD, MPH
Humboldt County Health Officer

On Mar 1, 2020, at 4:17 PM, Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us> wrote:

 That is a good article. 

Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director 
Humboldt County Dept of Health and Human Services
707.268.2121

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 1, 2020, at 10:32 AM, Messinger, Christine
<CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us> wrote:

 This is from the reporter at the Southern Humboldt-
based Redheaded Blackbelt news blog who we did the
interview with Friday. 

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:
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From: Kelley Lincoln <lincoln@kmud.org>
Date: February 29, 2020 at 6:48:56 PM PST
To: dhhsmedia@co.humboldt.ca.us
Subject: Covid-19 link

Hello Ms Messenger, Happy Monday 

Thanks again for your time Friday. 

Here is the story i posted from the interview
with Dr. Frankovich.  

It seems to be well received, and i note from
the comments that facts and clear
communication seem to have momentarily
quieted the imaginations of some of the
more fear based commenters. 

Please pass my gratitude along to the Doctor
because that feels like a real success, tho i
know it's merely momentary.

Kelley

https://kymkemp.com/2020/02/29/humboldt-
county-prepares-as-covid-19-cases-
continue-to-emerge/
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From: Muller, Heather
To: Stephens, Michele
Cc: Messinger, Christine; Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: Re: Thanks from Redheaded Blackbelt reporter
Date: Sunday, March 1, 2020 4:20:56 PM

Thanks

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 1, 2020, at 4:17 PM, Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us> wrote:

 That is a good article. 

Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director 
Humboldt County Dept of Health and Human Services
707.268.2121

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 1, 2020, at 10:32 AM, Messinger, Christine
<CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us> wrote:

 This is from the reporter at the Southern Humboldt-based Redheaded
Blackbelt news blog who we did the interview with Friday. 

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Kelley Lincoln <lincoln@kmud.org>
Date: February 29, 2020 at 6:48:56 PM PST
To: dhhsmedia@co.humboldt.ca.us
Subject: Covid-19 link

Hello Ms Messenger, Happy Monday 

Thanks again for your time Friday. 

Here is the story i posted from the interview with Dr.
Frankovich.  

It seems to be well received, and i note from the
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comments that facts and clear communication seem to
have momentarily quieted the imaginations of some of
the more fear based commenters. 

Please pass my gratitude along to the Doctor because
that feels like a real success, tho i know it's merely
momentary.

Kelley

https://kymkemp.com/2020/02/29/humboldt-county-
prepares-as-covid-19-cases-continue-to-emerge/
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From: Stephens, Michele
To: Messinger, Christine
Cc: Frankovich, Teresa; Muller, Heather
Subject: Re: Thanks from Redheaded Blackbelt reporter
Date: Sunday, March 1, 2020 4:17:49 PM

That is a good article. 

Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director 
Humboldt County Dept of Health and Human Services
707.268.2121

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 1, 2020, at 10:32 AM, Messinger, Christine
<CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us> wrote:

 This is from the reporter at the Southern Humboldt-based Redheaded Blackbelt
news blog who we did the interview with Friday. 

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Kelley Lincoln <lincoln@kmud.org>
Date: February 29, 2020 at 6:48:56 PM PST
To: dhhsmedia@co.humboldt.ca.us
Subject: Covid-19 link

Hello Ms Messenger, Happy Monday 

Thanks again for your time Friday. 

Here is the story i posted from the interview with Dr. Frankovich.  

It seems to be well received, and i note from the comments that facts
and clear communication seem to have momentarily quieted the
imaginations of some of the more fear based commenters. 

Please pass my gratitude along to the Doctor because that feels like a
real success, tho i know it's merely momentary.

Kelley

https://kymkemp.com/2020/02/29/humboldt-county-prepares-as-
covid-19-cases-continue-to-emerge/
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From: Muller, Heather
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: Re: Thanks from Redheaded Blackbelt reporter
Date: Sunday, March 1, 2020 6:47:59 PM

Understood.

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 1, 2020, at 5:30 PM, Frankovich, Teresa
<tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> wrote:

 I would say probably doesn’t matter much
The numbers are changing daily and what number you use depends on what you
are reading. 

Teresa L Frankovich, MD, MPH
Humboldt County Health Officer

On Mar 1, 2020, at 5:29 PM, Muller, Heather
<HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us> wrote:

 For sure. Advise if we need to request a correction for the mortality
stats. Thanks.

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 1, 2020, at 5:04 PM, Frankovich, Teresa
<tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us> wrote:

 True
But have seen wayyyy worse!

Teresa L Frankovich, MD, MPH
Humboldt County Health Officer

On Mar 1, 2020, at 4:55 PM, Muller,
Heather <HMuller@co.humboldt.ca.us>
wrote:

 I’m not crazy about some of the language—
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e.g., a health Officer doesn’t “deny” rumors.
She’s an expert. She corrects them.

Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 1, 2020, at 4:30 PM,
Frankovich, Teresa
<tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
wrote:

 Misquoted new on mortality
stats( I corrected her twice) but
otherwise she did a really good
job. T

Teresa L Frankovich, MD,
MPH
Humboldt County Health
Officer

On Mar 1, 2020, at
4:17 PM, Stephens,
Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>
wrote:

 That is a good
article. 

Michele Stephens,
LCSW
Public Health
Director 
Humboldt County
Dept of Health and
Human Services
707.268.2121

Sent from my
iPhone

On
Mar 1,
2020,
at



10:32
AM,
Messinger,
Christine
<CMessinger@co.humboldt.ca.us>
wrote:

 This is
from
the
reporter
at the
Southern
Humboldt-
based
Redheaded
Blackbelt
news
blog
who
we did
the
interview
with
Friday. 

Sent
from
my
iPhone

Begin
forwarded
message:

From:
Kelley
Lincoln
<lincoln@kmud.org>
Date:
February
29,
2020
at
6:48:56
PM
PST
To:

mailto:lincoln@kmud.org


dhhsmedia@co.humboldt.ca.us
Subject:
Covid-
19
link

Hello
Ms
Messenger,
Happy
Monday 

Thanks
again
for
your
time
Friday. 

Here
is
the
story
i
posted
from
the
interview
with
Dr.
Frankovich.  

It
seems
to
be
well
received,
and
i
note
from
the
comments
that
facts
and
clear
communication

mailto:dhhsmedia@co.humboldt.ca.us


seem
to
have
momentarily
quieted
the
imaginations
of
some
of
the
more
fear
based
commenters. 

Please
pass
my
gratitude
along
to
the
Doctor
because
that
feels
like
a
real
success,
tho
i
know
it's
merely
momentary.

Kelley

https://kymkemp.com/2020/02/29/humboldt-
county-
prepares-
as-
covid-
19-
cases-
continue-
to-
emerge/
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From: Hewitt, Sally
To: Stephens, Michele
Cc: Beck, Connie; Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: Re: The Mercury News: Coronavirus could hit Bay Area homeless camps hard, experts warn
Date: Saturday, February 29, 2020 1:23:30 PM

Do you think there’s any benefit to placing hand washing stations outside of County facilities
like Koster Street, Wellness Center, Public Health, jail, library, outstation in Garberville, etc?
We have a high number of unsheltered homeless people without access to restrooms or places
to wash hands. Sorry to be a pest. Whoops might not be best choice of words.

On Feb 29, 2020, at 9:34 AM, Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us> wrote:

Copying Terry in case she has more to add...She and I spoke when I got Sally’s
email. The CDC hasn’t given guidance specific to homeless populations but next
week we have staff identified to produce info for the public in specific groups-
schools, pregnant women, children, businesses, etc so we can put something
together for homeless pop. The CDC hasn’t produced anything specific to COVID
19 for some groups but we’re going to base it off of influenza guidance. 

The reality is that once we start seeing broader community transmission locally
the messaging will still be stay home if you’re sick, don’t go to the ED or your
doc’s office if you have symptoms-call first for direction, and canceling large
public events and school will likely occur. The biggest concern right now is our
hospitals’ capacity to respond to ED needs, and homeless folks will be the first to
flood the EDs. Surge capacity will be huge and we’re having calls with the
hospitals for planning purposes. 

In the meantime, staff need to stay home of sick, hand washing and if no access to
water hand sanitizer is good but as you’re seeing, it’s flying off the shelves. If you
want to try and order hand sanitizer you could and prioritize for specific staff
working with certain populations like folks living on the streets. 

Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director 
Humboldt County Dept of Health and Human Services
707.268.2121

Sent from my iPhone

On Feb 29, 2020, at 7:26 AM, Beck, Connie
<CBeck@co.humboldt.ca.us> wrote:

 Michele can you ask Dr? I do think it will be an issue eventually.
And what is best for staff doing SOS?  
Maybe the information for businesses have enough information. 
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Connie Beck, Director
DHHS
507 F Street
Eureka, Ca 95501

On Feb 28, 2020, at 8:09 PM, Sally Hewitt
<sjhewitt7007@gmail.com> wrote:

 Yeah I asked Michele if she hears of any protocols or
info on homeless people to let me know so we can get
the word out. 
Shelter and clean & sober houses are pretty wise about
universal precautions but maybe we should ask the new
health officer and PH to keep us in mind?
Also concerned about frontline staff as they are working
with sneezing, coughing people all day without good
access to handwashing stations. 
I’m not panicking but would rather think about these
things early rather than scramble around later. And we
know that homeless people travel up and down the coast.
Some stores are out of hand sanitizers and face masks
already.
Please let me know if I can help in any way.

Sally

On Feb 28, 2020, at 7:01 PM, Beck, Connie
<CBeck@co.humboldt.ca.us> wrote:

 I have been thinking about this too! 

Connie Beck, Director
DHHS
507 F Street
Eureka, Ca 95501

On Feb 28, 2020, at 5:51 PM,
Sally Hewitt
<sjhewitt7007@gmail.com>
wrote:



Coronavirus could hit Bay
Area homeless camps hard,
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experts warn
“I think we’re all worried about
it,” said Dr. Margot Kushel.

Read in The Mercury News:
https://apple.news/ALTk3eUaG
SMWGYXnuEFvoTg

Shared from Apple News

Sally
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From: Stephens, Michele
To: Beck, Connie
Cc: Sally Hewitt; Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: Re: The Mercury News: Coronavirus could hit Bay Area homeless camps hard, experts warn
Date: Saturday, February 29, 2020 9:34:43 AM

Copying Terry in case she has more to add...She and I spoke when I got Sally’s email. The
CDC hasn’t given guidance specific to homeless populations but next week we have staff
identified to produce info for the public in specific groups-schools, pregnant women, children,
businesses, etc so we can put something together for homeless pop. The CDC hasn’t produced
anything specific to COVID 19 for some groups but we’re going to base it off of influenza
guidance. 

The reality is that once we start seeing broader community transmission locally the messaging
will still be stay home if you’re sick, don’t go to the ED or your doc’s office if you have
symptoms-call first for direction, and canceling large public events and school will likely
occur. The biggest concern right now is our hospitals’ capacity to respond to ED needs, and
homeless folks will be the first to flood the EDs. Surge capacity will be huge and we’re having
calls with the hospitals for planning purposes. 

In the meantime, staff need to stay home of sick, hand washing and if no access to water hand
sanitizer is good but as you’re seeing, it’s flying off the shelves. If you want to try and order
hand sanitizer you could and prioritize for specific staff working with certain populations like
folks living on the streets. 

Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director 
Humboldt County Dept of Health and Human Services
707.268.2121

Sent from my iPhone

On Feb 29, 2020, at 7:26 AM, Beck, Connie <CBeck@co.humboldt.ca.us> wrote:

 Michele can you ask Dr? I do think it will be an issue eventually. And what is
best for staff doing SOS?  
Maybe the information for businesses have enough information. 

Connie Beck, Director
DHHS
507 F Street
Eureka, Ca 95501

On Feb 28, 2020, at 8:09 PM, Sally Hewitt
<sjhewitt7007@gmail.com> wrote:

 Yeah I asked Michele if she hears of any protocols or info on
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homeless people to let me know so we can get the word out. 
Shelter and clean & sober houses are pretty wise about universal
precautions but maybe we should ask the new health officer and PH
to keep us in mind?
Also concerned about frontline staff as they are working with
sneezing, coughing people all day without good access to
handwashing stations. 
I’m not panicking but would rather think about these things early
rather than scramble around later. And we know that homeless people
travel up and down the coast.
Some stores are out of hand sanitizers and face masks already.
Please let me know if I can help in any way.

Sally

On Feb 28, 2020, at 7:01 PM, Beck, Connie
<CBeck@co.humboldt.ca.us> wrote:

 I have been thinking about this too! 

Connie Beck, Director
DHHS
507 F Street
Eureka, Ca 95501

On Feb 28, 2020, at 5:51 PM, Sally Hewitt
<sjhewitt7007@gmail.com> wrote:



Coronavirus could hit Bay Area homeless
camps hard, experts warn
“I think we’re all worried about it,” said Dr.
Margot Kushel.

Read in The Mercury News:
https://apple.news/ALTk3eUaGSMWGYXnuEFvoTg

Shared from Apple News

Sally
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From: Hewitt, Sally
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Cc: Stephens, Michele; Beck, Connie
Subject: Re: The Mercury News: Coronavirus could hit Bay Area homeless camps hard, experts warn
Date: Saturday, February 29, 2020 7:14:51 PM

I don’t think we have except maybe during the brief period when EPD was hosting temporary
campgrounds after evacuating the Palco Marsh.

Sally

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Sent: Saturday, February 29, 2020 1:32:52 PM
To: Hewitt, Sally <SHewitt@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Beck, Connie <CBeck@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: Re: The Mercury News: Coronavirus could hit Bay Area homeless camps hard, experts warn
 
Have you used them in the past in Humboldt? If so, do you feel they were well-utilized among
homeless population?

Teresa L Frankovich, MD, MPH
Humboldt County Health Officer

On Feb 29, 2020, at 1:23 PM, Hewitt, Sally <SHewitt@co.humboldt.ca.us>
wrote:

 Do you think there’s any benefit to placing hand washing stations outside of
County facilities like Koster Street, Wellness Center, Public Health, jail, library,
outstation in Garberville, etc? We have a high number of unsheltered homeless
people without access to restrooms or places to wash hands. Sorry to be a pest.
Whoops might not be best choice of words.

On Feb 29, 2020, at 9:34 AM, Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us> wrote:

Copying Terry in case she has more to add...She and I spoke when I
got Sally’s email. The CDC hasn’t given guidance specific to
homeless populations but next week we have staff identified to
produce info for the public in specific groups-schools, pregnant
women, children, businesses, etc so we can put something together
for homeless pop. The CDC hasn’t produced anything specific to
COVID 19 for some groups but we’re going to base it off of
influenza guidance. 

The reality is that once we start seeing broader community
transmission locally the messaging will still be stay home if you’re
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sick, don’t go to the ED or your doc’s office if you have symptoms-
call first for direction, and canceling large public events and school
will likely occur. The biggest concern right now is our hospitals’
capacity to respond to ED needs, and homeless folks will be the first
to flood the EDs. Surge capacity will be huge and we’re having calls
with the hospitals for planning purposes. 

In the meantime, staff need to stay home of sick, hand washing and if
no access to water hand sanitizer is good but as you’re seeing, it’s
flying off the shelves. If you want to try and order hand sanitizer you
could and prioritize for specific staff working with certain
populations like folks living on the streets. 

Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director 
Humboldt County Dept of Health and Human Services
707.268.2121

Sent from my iPhone

On Feb 29, 2020, at 7:26 AM, Beck, Connie
<CBeck@co.humboldt.ca.us> wrote:

 Michele can you ask Dr? I do think it will be an issue
eventually. And what is best for staff doing SOS?  
Maybe the information for businesses have enough
information. 

Connie Beck, Director
DHHS
507 F Street
Eureka, Ca 95501

On Feb 28, 2020, at 8:09 PM, Sally Hewitt
<sjhewitt7007@gmail.com> wrote:

 Yeah I asked Michele if she hears of any
protocols or info on homeless people to let
me know so we can get the word out. 
Shelter and clean & sober houses are pretty
wise about universal precautions but maybe
we should ask the new health officer and PH
to keep us in mind?
Also concerned about frontline staff as they
are working with sneezing, coughing people
all day without good access to handwashing
stations. 
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I’m not panicking but would rather think
about these things early rather than scramble
around later. And we know that homeless
people travel up and down the coast.
Some stores are out of hand sanitizers and
face masks already.
Please let me know if I can help in any way.

Sally

On Feb 28, 2020, at 7:01 PM,
Beck, Connie
<CBeck@co.humboldt.ca.us>
wrote:

 I have been thinking about this
too! 

Connie Beck, Director
DHHS
507 F Street
Eureka, Ca 95501

On Feb 28, 2020, at
5:51 PM, Sally
Hewitt
<sjhewitt7007@gmail.com>
wrote:



Coronavirus could
hit Bay Area
homeless camps
hard, experts
warn
“I think we’re all
worried about it,”
said Dr. Margot
Kushel.

Read in The
Mercury News:
https://apple.news/ALTk3eUaGSMWGYXnuEFvoTg

Shared from Apple
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News

Sally
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From: Kelly, Katherine
To: Weiss, Lara
Cc: Corrigan, Jeremy; Stephens, Michele; Frankovich, Teresa; Phillips, Hava; Dykehouse, Erica; Blanchard, Megan;

Hanson, Katie; Pereira, Sofia
Subject: Re: Update on COVID-19 Monitoring and Preparation (message from HSU)
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 11:55:38 AM

I like their messaging especially about “avoiding making assumptions“ as well as their health
recommendations and travel guidance.

Kathie 
Sent from my iPhone

On Feb 28, 2020, at 11:43 AM, Weiss, Lara <LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us> wrote:


Here’s another one.

Maybe you already know about this…

 

Lara


 
---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Humboldt State University <no-reply@humboldt.edu>
Date: Thu, Feb 27, 2020, 12:14 PM
Subject: Update on COVID-19 Monitoring and Preparation
 

A Message from Humboldt State University

February 27, 2020

Update on COVID-19 Monitoring and Preparation

We understand members of the campus community have questions and
concerns about COVID-19. Because the situation is rapidly evolving and
there are still many unknowns, we have activated the Humboldt State
University Emergency Operations Center (EOC).
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The EOC is a group of designated and trained staff who plan, prepare, and
respond to unexpected events that may affect daily operations of the campus.
Activating the EOC provides the University a centralized command structure
and, as close partners with state and local agencies, ensures information is
current and accurate.

Another group called the Pandemic Planning Committee (made up of campus
stakeholders) is in the process of discussing policy and business continuity
decisions in the event of a pandemic, as well.

The University continues to monitor the situation, closely working with and
following stringent guidelines from the CDC, State of California, and
Humboldt County health agencies.

We ask the campus community to avoid making assumptions based on
someone’s identity, health condition, or rumors, and to stay informed.

Official information about COVID-19 relating to HSU will be available on the
University’s COVID-19 website. Check the CDC’s website and other credible
sites for health guidelines, travel advisories, and the latest information on the
virus.

Thank you for your patience during this evolving situation. We will continue to
share the latest information with the campus community as it becomes
available.

If you are ill and have traveled out of the country in the last two weeks
or if you have had close contact with a person known to be infected by
COVID-19:

<!--[if !supportLists]-->·         <!--[endif]-->Notify your local health care
provider as soon as possible.

<!--[if !supportLists]-->·         <!--[endif]-->Stay home and do not come to
campus for classes or for work.

<!--[if !supportLists]-->·         <!--[endif]-->Students with fevers, cough, or
severe illness should call the Student Health & Wellbeing Services
team before visiting the Student Health Center at 707-826-3146.

<!--[if !supportLists]-->·         <!--[endif]-->Staff and faculty should contact
their healthcare providers or the emergency room to seek medical
attention as soon as possible.

Health Recommendations

<!--[if !supportLists]-->·         <!--[endif]-->Stay home if you are sick or
have a fever. You should remain at home until your fever is gone
(without the use of fever-reducing medications) for at least 24 hours.

<!--[if !supportLists]-->·         <!--[endif]-->Wash your hands frequently
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and avoid touching your face and eyes, nose, mouth.
<!--[if !supportLists]-->·         <!--[endif]-->Routinely clean your home

particularly for high touch surfaces like doorknobs.
<!--[if !supportLists]-->·         <!--[endif]-->Consider limiting attendance at

optional large gatherings because this is where colds, flu, and other
respiratory viral infections are spread.

Travel Guidelines and Advisory

<!--[if !supportLists]-->·         <!--[endif]-->Please be aware that travel to
the entire country of China is not authorized. Read the State
Department bulletin for details on travel restrictions.

<!--[if !supportLists]-->·         <!--[endif]-->Minimize unnecessary
traveling. Consult the CDC or State Department website for more
information on travel recommendations.

<!--[if !supportLists]-->·         <!--[endif]-->Because the situation is fluid,
any students, staff, and faculty who plan to travel out of the country
during spring break (March 16-20) are urged to be aware of any travel
restrictions.
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From: Hanson, Katie
To: Kelly, Katherine; Weiss, Lara
Cc: Corrigan, Jeremy; Stephens, Michele; Frankovich, Teresa; Phillips, Hava; Dykehouse, Erica; Blanchard, Megan;

Pereira, Sofia
Subject: RE: Update on COVID-19 Monitoring and Preparation (message from HSU)
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 11:58:11 AM

Agreed J  Thank you for sharing, Lara J
 
Katie Hanson, CDI
Communicable Disease Surveillance
Humboldt County Public Health
Desk: (707) 268-2153  Main Phone: (707)268-2182   
mailto:klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us
 

From: Kelly, Katherine <KKelly@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020 11:56 AM
To: Weiss, Lara <LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Cc: Corrigan, Jeremy <jcorrigan@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Phillips,
Hava <HPhillips@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Dykehouse, Erica <edykehouse@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Blanchard,
Megan <MBlanchard@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Hanson, Katie <klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us>; Pereira,
Sofia <spereira2@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: Re: Update on COVID-19 Monitoring and Preparation (message from HSU)
 
I like their messaging especially about “avoiding making assumptions“ as well as their health
recommendations and travel guidance.

Kathie 
Sent from my iPhone

On Feb 28, 2020, at 11:43 AM, Weiss, Lara <LWeiss@co.humboldt.ca.us> wrote:


Here’s another one.

Maybe you already know about this…

 

Lara


 
---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Humboldt State University <no-reply@humboldt.edu>
Date: Thu, Feb 27, 2020, 12:14 PM
Subject: Update on COVID-19 Monitoring and Preparation
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A Message from Humboldt State University

February 27, 2020

Update on COVID-19 Monitoring and Preparation

We understand members of the campus community have questions and
concerns about COVID-19. Because the situation is rapidly evolving and
there are still many unknowns, we have activated the Humboldt State
University Emergency Operations Center (EOC).

The EOC is a group of designated and trained staff who plan, prepare, and
respond to unexpected events that may affect daily operations of the campus.
Activating the EOC provides the University a centralized command structure
and, as close partners with state and local agencies, ensures information is
current and accurate.

Another group called the Pandemic Planning Committee (made up of campus
stakeholders) is in the process of discussing policy and business continuity
decisions in the event of a pandemic, as well.

The University continues to monitor the situation, closely working with and
following stringent guidelines from the CDC, State of California, and
Humboldt County health agencies.

We ask the campus community to avoid making assumptions based on
someone’s identity, health condition, or rumors, and to stay informed.

Official information about COVID-19 relating to HSU will be available on the
University’s COVID-19 website. Check the CDC’s website and other credible
sites for health guidelines, travel advisories, and the latest information on the
virus.

Thank you for your patience during this evolving situation. We will continue to
share the latest information with the campus community as it becomes
available.

If you are ill and have traveled out of the country in the last two weeks
or if you have had close contact with a person known to be infected by
COVID-19:
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·        Notify your local health care provider as soon as possible.
·        Stay home and do not come to campus for classes or for work.
·        Students with fevers, cough, or severe illness should call the Student

Health & Wellbeing Services team before visiting the Student Health
Center at 707-826-3146.

·        Staff and faculty should contact their healthcare providers or the
emergency room to seek medical attention as soon as possible.

Health Recommendations

·        Stay home if you are sick or have a fever. You should remain at home
until your fever is gone (without the use of fever-reducing medications)
for at least 24 hours.

·        Wash your hands frequently and avoid touching your face and eyes,
nose, mouth.

·        Routinely clean your home particularly for high touch surfaces like
doorknobs.

·        Consider limiting attendance at optional large gatherings because this
is where colds, flu, and other respiratory viral infections are spread.

Travel Guidelines and Advisory

·        Please be aware that travel to the entire country of China is not
authorized. Read the State Department bulletin for details on travel
restrictions.

·        Minimize unnecessary traveling. Consult the CDC or State Department
website for more information on travel recommendations.

·        Because the situation is fluid, any students, staff, and faculty who plan
to travel out of the country during spring break (March 16-20) are
urged to be aware of any travel restrictions.
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From: Corrigan, Jeremy
To: Stephens, Michele
Cc: Frankovich, Teresa; Beck, Connie; Weiss, Lara
Subject: Re: URGENT REQUEST - Opportunity from CDC Foundation for Funding for Public Health Response to COVID-19
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 7:44:57 PM

Yes, my friend in Sant Clara is gonna get a PCR machine. We desperately need an automatic
extraction machine. We need it for surge and so we don’t have to manually do all these
samples! Let me know what you need but ballpark 75k I think. Please get us something that
would be awesome. :)

J

Sent from my iPhone

On Feb 28, 2020, at 7:14 PM, Stephens, Michele <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us> wrote:

FYI- sounds like there’s an investor interested in funding PH response to COVID-
19, right now focused on Bay Area counties, but could be statewide. See below. If
you have any other ideas let me know, there may be a call I’ll be on tomorrow. 

Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director 
Humboldt County Dept of Health and Human Services
707.268.2121

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Stephens, Michele" <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Date: February 28, 2020 at 7:11:58 PM PST
To: "Raymundo, Trudy" <Trudy.Raymundo@dph.sbcounty.gov>
Cc: "Souleles, David" <DSouleles@ochca.com>, Michelle Gibbons
<mgibbons@cheac.org>, CHEACExecutiveCommittee
<CHEACExecutiveCommittee@cheac.org>
Subject: Re:  URGENT REQUEST - Opportunity from CDC
Foundation for Funding for Public Health Response to COVID-
19


I can be available for a call any time before 4pm tomorrow.
Expanding testing capabilities for labs is a need as well as ensuring
they can get PPE ordered and delivered quickly. We’re all hearing
there’s a shortage and vendors are limiting orders, our lab can order
currently, but that isn’t expected to be the case as this progresses.
There’s also resource requests from hospitals and other counties for
PPE circulating. Also, resources of laboratorians may be needed at
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some point. Ours are working around the clock and taking on call
shifts. My lab manager hasn’t had a day off in 3 weeks. We’re one of
14 Reference labs in CA in the CDC’s Laboratory Response
Network, awaiting COVID-19 testing capabilities. These labs could
arguably need the extra support to sustain an ongoing response to
COVID-19. 

I would also add that the healthcare system, especially rural areas
with few hospitals will be significantly burdened and will face
sustainability issues. They will need staffing resources if their staff
are in quarantine or ill themselves. We have three hospitals and only
one with one negative air flow room. Their ED beds are currently
filled with people staying 24 hours, flu related. If/when testing
increases, there won’t be anywhere for people to get tested except for
Public Health or their PCP which will be a burden in itself. So
preparing the health care system is an area with needed support as
well. 

For communication, it takes quite a bit of time to gather the info from
the CDC that is evolving and produce news releases on a frequent
basis, almost daily. We’re starting a weekly call with city
government, chiefs of police, tribal leaders and hospital CEOs to
brief them and answer questions. I imagine this must be experienced
by LHDs statewide as Trudy described. 

Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director 
Humboldt County Dept of Health and Human Services
707.268.2121

Sent from my iPhone

On Feb 28, 2020, at 6:39 PM, Raymundo, Trudy
<Trudy.Raymundo@dph.sbcounty.gov> wrote:

 I agree with David. Given the current environment as
well as the community transmission cases, we need to
figure out how to expand capabilities of our labs for
testing etc. and we are getting pulled in fifty different
directions for communication from not just the general
public, but other stakeholders including law
enforcement, schools and hospitals. I can do a call but it
have to be before 9:00 am. 

Trudy Raymundo

On Feb 28, 2020, at 6:31 PM, Souleles,
David <DSouleles@ochca.com> wrote:
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 I think lab capacity and communication and
messaging are key areas for statewide need.
Interested in the call and available if it is
after 11

David 

Sent from my iPhone

On Feb 28, 2020, at 6:06 PM, Michelle
Gibbons <mgibbons@cheac.org> wrote:

Please see Susan's note below
and share your thoughts as soon
as possible. If you are interested
in joining a brief  tomorrow
please share your availability as
well.  

Thank you,
Michelle 

Sent from my Verizon,
Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android

From: Fanelli, Susan@CDPH
<susan.fanelli@cdph.ca.gov>
Sent: Friday, February 28,
2020, 6:01 PM
To: Relucio, Karen; Hall,
Mimi@SantaCruz
Cc: Gibbons, 
Michelle@cheac.org; Hanson,
Jake@CDPH
Subject: URGENT REQUEST
- Opportunity from CDC
Foundation for Funding for
Public Health Response to
COVID-19 

Good evening,
 
We have a rare opportunity with
the CDC Foundation who has an
investor that would like to
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contribute to public health
response to coronavirus. 
According to CDC Foundation, the
investor is first interested in the
bay area response but likely also
interested in statewide response
efforts, particularly laboratory
testing.  The attached document
includes several areas that the
CDC Foundation has identified in
which we may have gaps:
 

Increasing lab capacity both
lab supplies and
laboratorians
Preparing the healthcare
system
Enhancing communications
and public messaging
Modernizing data
capabilities
Strengthening the
workforce

 
We have a short window of
opportunity to pull together an
ask of the investors who will be
meeting on Monday.   Any chance
you could reach out to your
executive teams to see what they
would prioritize for filling gaps in
response.   I would need
something back by 3 pm
tomorrow in order to pull it
together and get it to CDC
Foundation to circulate.  I am also
asking my team to think through
what we need at the state level.
 
I am happy to host a call
tomorrow if that would be
helpful.  Please let me know if you
are interested and a couple of
times that would work, as I will
need to juggle with other calls



tomorrow.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan
 
Susan Fanelli
Chief Deputy Director of Policy
and Programs
California Department of Public
Health
(916) 558-1736
(916) 607-1007 (cell)
 
 
 
 
 

From: Monroe, Judy
<jmonroe@CDCFoundation.org>
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020
4:13 PM
To: Angell, Sonia Y@CDPH
Subject: follow-up
 
Sonia,
 
Thanks for your time today. I
know you are extremely busy
right now and we hope we can be
helpful. Attached is a document
we put together to discuss needs
in the Bay Area and California with
a donor interested in helping. The
donor will be making a decision
on Monday and has asked for the
amount of philanthropic funds
needed for the Bay Area. They
may have interest in doing more
across California but for now they
are focused on just the Bay Area.
If you and your team have time to
send any thoughts you have and
costs that would be great. They

mailto:jmonroe@CDCFoundation.org


seem to be particularly interested
in laboratory/testing needs.
 
We have been working with our
Bay Area board members and that
led to a wonderful relationship
with the Silicon Valley Community
Foundation. Here is the link to
their coronavirus response fund
and you will see that the funds
will come to the CDC Foundation
or to Give2Asia.    
 
Thanks for all you are doing!
 
Judy
 
Judith A. Monroe, MD
President and CEO
404.523.3580
JMonroe@cdcfoundation.org
www.cdcfoundation.org
twitter . linkedin . facebook . instagram
<image001.png>
 

<CDC Foundation COVID-
19.pdf>
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From: Beck, Connie
To: Stephens, Michele
Cc: Frankovich, Teresa; Weiss, Lara; Corrigan, Jeremy
Subject: Re: URGENT REQUEST - Opportunity from CDC Foundation for Funding for Public Health Response to COVID-19
Date: Saturday, February 29, 2020 8:35:18 AM

this is great

Connie Beck, Director
DHHS
507 F Street
Eureka, Ca 95501

On Feb 28, 2020, at 7:14 PM, Stephens, Michele
<mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us> wrote:

 FYI- sounds like there’s an investor interested in funding PH response to
COVID-19, right now focused on Bay Area counties, but could be statewide. See
below. If you have any other ideas let me know, there may be a call I’ll be on
tomorrow. 

Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director 
Humboldt County Dept of Health and Human Services
707.268.2121

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Stephens, Michele" <mstephens@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Date: February 28, 2020 at 7:11:58 PM PST
To: "Raymundo, Trudy" <Trudy.Raymundo@dph.sbcounty.gov>
Cc: "Souleles, David" <DSouleles@ochca.com>, Michelle Gibbons
<mgibbons@cheac.org>, CHEACExecutiveCommittee
<CHEACExecutiveCommittee@cheac.org>
Subject: Re:  URGENT REQUEST - Opportunity from CDC
Foundation for Funding for Public Health Response to COVID-
19


I can be available for a call any time before 4pm tomorrow.
Expanding testing capabilities for labs is a need as well as ensuring
they can get PPE ordered and delivered quickly. We’re all hearing
there’s a shortage and vendors are limiting orders, our lab can order
currently, but that isn’t expected to be the case as this progresses.
There’s also resource requests from hospitals and other counties for
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PPE circulating. Also, resources of laboratorians may be needed at
some point. Ours are working around the clock and taking on call
shifts. My lab manager hasn’t had a day off in 3 weeks. We’re one of
14 Reference labs in CA in the CDC’s Laboratory Response
Network, awaiting COVID-19 testing capabilities. These labs could
arguably need the extra support to sustain an ongoing response to
COVID-19. 

I would also add that the healthcare system, especially rural areas
with few hospitals will be significantly burdened and will face
sustainability issues. They will need staffing resources if their staff
are in quarantine or ill themselves. We have three hospitals and only
one with one negative air flow room. Their ED beds are currently
filled with people staying 24 hours, flu related. If/when testing
increases, there won’t be anywhere for people to get tested except for
Public Health or their PCP which will be a burden in itself. So
preparing the health care system is an area with needed support as
well. 

For communication, it takes quite a bit of time to gather the info from
the CDC that is evolving and produce news releases on a frequent
basis, almost daily. We’re starting a weekly call with city
government, chiefs of police, tribal leaders and hospital CEOs to
brief them and answer questions. I imagine this must be experienced
by LHDs statewide as Trudy described. 

Michele Stephens, LCSW
Public Health Director 
Humboldt County Dept of Health and Human Services
707.268.2121

Sent from my iPhone

On Feb 28, 2020, at 6:39 PM, Raymundo, Trudy
<Trudy.Raymundo@dph.sbcounty.gov> wrote:

 I agree with David. Given the current environment as
well as the community transmission cases, we need to
figure out how to expand capabilities of our labs for
testing etc. and we are getting pulled in fifty different
directions for communication from not just the general
public, but other stakeholders including law
enforcement, schools and hospitals. I can do a call but it
have to be before 9:00 am. 

Trudy Raymundo

On Feb 28, 2020, at 6:31 PM, Souleles,



David <DSouleles@ochca.com> wrote:

 I think lab capacity and communication and
messaging are key areas for statewide need.
Interested in the call and available if it is
after 11

David 

Sent from my iPhone

On Feb 28, 2020, at 6:06 PM, Michelle
Gibbons <mgibbons@cheac.org> wrote:

Please see Susan's note below
and share your thoughts as soon
as possible. If you are interested
in joining a brief  tomorrow
please share your availability as
well.  

Thank you,
Michelle 

Sent from my Verizon,
Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android

From: Fanelli, Susan@CDPH
<susan.fanelli@cdph.ca.gov>
Sent: Friday, February 28,
2020, 6:01 PM
To: Relucio, Karen; Hall,
Mimi@SantaCruz
Cc: Gibbons, 
Michelle@cheac.org; Hanson,
Jake@CDPH
Subject: URGENT REQUEST
- Opportunity from CDC
Foundation for Funding for
Public Health Response to
COVID-19 

Good evening,
 
We have a rare opportunity with
the CDC Foundation who has an
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investor that would like to
contribute to public health
response to coronavirus. 
According to CDC Foundation, the
investor is first interested in the
bay area response but likely also
interested in statewide response
efforts, particularly laboratory
testing.  The attached document
includes several areas that the
CDC Foundation has identified in
which we may have gaps:
 

Increasing lab capacity both
lab supplies and
laboratorians
Preparing the healthcare
system
Enhancing communications
and public messaging
Modernizing data
capabilities
Strengthening the
workforce

 
We have a short window of
opportunity to pull together an
ask of the investors who will be
meeting on Monday.   Any chance
you could reach out to your
executive teams to see what they
would prioritize for filling gaps in
response.   I would need
something back by 3 pm
tomorrow in order to pull it
together and get it to CDC
Foundation to circulate.  I am also
asking my team to think through
what we need at the state level.
 
I am happy to host a call
tomorrow if that would be
helpful.  Please let me know if you
are interested and a couple of
times that would work, as I will



need to juggle with other calls
tomorrow.
 
Thank you.
 
Susan
 
Susan Fanelli
Chief Deputy Director of Policy
and Programs
California Department of Public
Health
(916) 558-1736
(916) 607-1007 (cell)
 
 
 
 
 

From: Monroe, Judy
<jmonroe@CDCFoundation.org>
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2020
4:13 PM
To: Angell, Sonia Y@CDPH
Subject: follow-up
 
Sonia,
 
Thanks for your time today. I
know you are extremely busy
right now and we hope we can be
helpful. Attached is a document
we put together to discuss needs
in the Bay Area and California with
a donor interested in helping. The
donor will be making a decision
on Monday and has asked for the
amount of philanthropic funds
needed for the Bay Area. They
may have interest in doing more
across California but for now they
are focused on just the Bay Area.
If you and your team have time to
send any thoughts you have and

mailto:jmonroe@CDCFoundation.org


costs that would be great. They
seem to be particularly interested
in laboratory/testing needs.
 
We have been working with our
Bay Area board members and that
led to a wonderful relationship
with the Silicon Valley Community
Foundation. Here is the link to
their coronavirus response fund
and you will see that the funds
will come to the CDC Foundation
or to Give2Asia.    
 
Thanks for all you are doing!
 
Judy
 
Judith A. Monroe, MD
President and CEO
404.523.3580
JMonroe@cdcfoundation.org
www.cdcfoundation.org
twitter . linkedin . facebook . instagram
<image001.png>
 

<CDC Foundation COVID-
19.pdf>
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Rick Johnson - Health Officer of Alpine County. Former chair of CCLHO Emergency Preparedness
Community of Practice.

From: Frankovich, Teresa <tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 5:02:53 PM
To: Hanson, Jake@CDPH <Jake.Hanson@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: RE: What US Hospitals Should Do Now to Prepare for a COVID-19 Pandemic
 

HI Jake. Who is Dr. Rick John?
 
Teresa L. Frankovich, MD, MPH
Health Officer
529 I Street, Eureka, CA  95501
(707) 268-2181

     
 
From: Hanson, Jake@CDPH <Jake.Hanson@cdph.ca.gov> 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 3:40 PM
To: CDPH CCLHO DL <CCLHODL@cdph.ca.gov>
Subject: Fwd: What US Hospitals Should Do Now to Prepare for a COVID-19 Pandemic
 
 

From: Rick Johnson <drrickjohn@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 9:59 AM
To: Hanson, Jake@CDPH
Subject: Fwd: What US Hospitals Should Do Now to Prepare for a COVID-19 Pandemic
 

This is an excellent resource that Health Officers could share with hospitals.
Can you send out to all the HOs?
Thanks
Rick
 

mailto:drrickjohn@gmail.com
mailto:Jake.Hanson@cdph.ca.gov
mailto:tfrankovich@co.humboldt.ca.us
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What US Hospitals Should Do Now to Prepare for a COVID-19 Pandemic
 

Eric Toner, MD, and Richard Waldhorn, MD February 27, 2020

 

The World Health Organization (WHO) and the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) have called on health systems around the world to prepare for a possible COVID-19
pandemic. The purpose of this article is to offer to American hospital administrators and clinicians
specific judgment on what hospitals should do to prepare for a COVID-19 pandemic. This is an
update of a similar perspective related to pandemic influenza, published in 2006.1 These
recommendations derive from the authors’ analysis of the consequences of a flu pandemic, review
of many existing hospital plans, analysis of the federal government’s recommendations, and
meetings with a number of leaders in health care, public health, and emergency management.
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Recognizing that any such recommendations must be based on numerous untestable assumptions,
any of which can be reasonably challenged, we propose specific actions and priorities for the
purpose of making the discussion of hospital pandemic preparedness issues more operationally
useful. This commentary pertains to hospitals, but long-term care facilities, outpatient clinics,
medical offices, and other healthcare facilities must also urgently prepare.
 
The Argument for Urgent Preparedness
The current COVID-19 epidemic looks very much like an early influenza pandemic in many
important respects. It is spreading from person to person efficiently, much like influenza, including
some degree of pre-symptomatic spread. Although the true case fatality rate is as yet uncertain, all
evidence suggests that it is as severe as, if not more severe than, influenza pandemics of the last
century. The case fatality rate (CFR) of confirmed COVID-19 patients in China is estimated to be 1-
3%, although this may not account for all mildly symptomatic or asymptomatic infections. In some
regions of China outside Hubei, the CFR has been less than 1%. For comparison, the CFR of the
2009 influenza pandemic was around 0.1%, the 1968 and 1957 pandemics in the United States
were about 0.5%, and the CFR of the 1918 pandemic was estimated to be 2.5 % in the United
States.
 
Because it will take considerable time to fully understand the epidemiology of COVID-19, it is
reasonable to begin preparations using a model we have studied extensively for decades and that
seems similar to COVID-19—pandemic influenza. The threat of a novel influenza pandemic has
stimulated international, national, and local planning and preparedness efforts for years. In the
event of a 1918-scale flu pandemic, hospitals would be flooded with sick patients seeking care.
 
The impact of a COVID-19 pandemic on hospitals is expected to be severe in the best of
circumstances. Currently, US hospitals routinely operate at or near full capacity and have limited
ability to rapidly increase services. There are currently shortages of healthcare workers of all kinds.
Emergency departments are overcrowded and often have to divert patients to other hospitals.
 
In recent years, there has been a reduction in the overall number of hospitals, hospital beds, and
emergency rooms. During an epidemic, the healthcare workforce would be greatly reduced.
Healthcare workers would face a high risk of infection because of contact with infected patients;
many would need to stay home to care for sick relatives, and, in the absence of vaccine, others
might fear coming to work lest they bring a lethal infection home to their families. The provision of
medical services to both COVID-19 and non–COVID-19 patients may be adversely affected in most
communities.
 
Detailed modeling projections for COVID-19 have not yet been released by the US government or
WHO; however, the US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) released official
planning assumptions for pandemic influenza, ranging from a moderate pandemic like 1968 or
1957, to one based on a very severe pandemic like 1918.2 These may be the best tools we have at
the moment. They differ by more than 10-fold in the number expected to need hospitalization,
intensive care, and mechanical ventilation (see Table 1).
 
Table 1
HHS pandemic planning assumptions

 

Moderate Scenario (1968-like)

38 M needing medical care

1 M hospitalizations

200,000 needing ICU

Very Severe Scenario (1918-like)

38 M needing medical care

9.6 M hospitalizations

2.9 M needing ICU

 

As a comparison, there are about 46,500 medical ICU beds in the United States and perhaps an
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equal number of other ICU beds that could be used in a crisis. Even spread out over several
months, the mismatch between demand and resources is clear.
 
Some patients in China have been treated with extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO),
and some US medical centers with this technology are preparing to use it as well. For US hospitals
with this capability, it would be prudent to think through how this scarce resource would be
allocated if demand exceeds resources.
 
Preparedness Defined
Based on such calculations, it would seem that preparing for a pandemic of even moderate severity
is a difficult challenge. For the purpose of this analysis, we use the following definition of
preparedness:
 
Every hospital, in collaboration with other hospitals and public health agencies, will be able to
provide appropriate care to COVID-19 patients requiring hospitalization while maintaining other
essential medical services in the community, both during and after a pandemic.
 
This definition recognizes that what constitutes “appropriate care” and the criteria for hospital
admission may well change during a pandemic.
 
The Top Priorities
Individual hospitals and groups of hospitals involved in regional coordination of pandemic
preparedness should focus their initial preparedness efforts in the following priority areas:
 

1. Comprehensive and realistic planning based on actual CDC FluSurge projections in each
hospital, and collaborative planning among all hospitals in a region (eg, healthcare
coalitions).

2. Limiting the nosocomial spread of the virus to (1) protect the healthcare workers and, thus,
maintain a hospital workforce; (2) prevent the hospital from being a disease amplifier; and (3)
protect the non–COVID-19 patients from infection, so as to maintain the ability to provide
essential non–COVID-19 health care.

3. Maintaining, augmenting, and stretching the hospital workforce.
4. Allocating limited healthcare resources in a rational, ethical, and organized way so as to do

the greatest good for the greatest number.

 

Specific Priority Actions to Be Taken
To implement the priority goals above, hospitals should undertake the following specific actions:
 
1. Employing a comprehensive and realistic planning process:

Employ at least 1 full-time hospital emergency manager in each hospital.
Dedicate a full-time infection prevention practitioner to work on infection prevention aspects
of the preparations, including education, training, and exercises.
Designate a medical director to work closely with the emergency manager and infection
prevention practitioner.
Create a pandemic preparedness committee (or use an existing emergency management
committee) that includes representatives of all clinical and support departments as well as
senior administrators.
Participate in a local healthcare coalition, which includes neighboring hospitals, local public
health agencies, and emergency management. Members of multi-hospital health systems
should integrate system-wide planning with local planning with other local hospitals.
We do not yet have modeling tools or planning assumptions for COVID-19. CDC has
developed FluSurge 2.0, which can be used in conjunction with HHS planning assumptions
to guide planning for both a moderate and severe pandemic.3 Note that the default
assumptions in FluSurge are based on a 1968-like pandemic. To model a severe pandemic,
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FluSurge allows the assumed number of hospitalizations to be modified to correspond to the
HHS planning assumptions for a severe pandemic.
Be able to make 30% of licensed bed capacity available for COVID-19 patients on 1 week’s
notice. About 10-20% of a hospital’s bed capacity can be mobilized within a few hours by
expediting discharges, using discharge holding areas, converting single rooms to double
rooms, and opening closed areas, if staffing is available. Another 10% can be obtained within
a few days by converting flat spaces, such as lobbies, waiting areas, and classrooms.4

Collaborate in regional plans to be able to make at least 200% of licensed bed capacity in
the region available for COVID-19 patients on 2 weeks’ notice.
Use telephone and internet-based advice lines to reduce unnecessary visits to the hospital
emergency department.

 

2. Limiting the nosocomial spread of the virus:

The CDC has provided good technical guidance on infection control for COVID-19 in
healthcare facilities.5
Limit the accidental contamination of the hospital environment by implementing respiratory
etiquette and by using simple surgical masks for everyone entering the facility (staff, patients,
and visitors) during a pandemic. Assuming re-supply may be difficult during a pandemic,
stockpile enough masks for 3 weeks.
Prevent staff from getting infected by training healthcare workers on the use of personal
protective equipment (PPE) and infection control procedures and by stockpiling a supply of
PPE. PPE availability is currently limited, but hospitals should purchase what they can,
recognizing that a local outbreak could last at least several weeks to several months. Given
the preeminent need to protect healthcare workers, we feel the highest level of protection
available should be used. We call for the use of N95 respirators for healthcare workers with
direct contact with COVID-19 patients. This is in concert with the CDC’s COVID-19
guidelines. Powered air-purifying respirators (PAPRs) should be available for use in high-risk
aerosol-generating procedures.
Limit the number of staff who are exposed to COVID-19 patients by cohorting (dedicated
staff in dedicated units) (see Figure 1). Utilize overtime and long shifts for staff in the COVID-
19 units to limit the number of staff needed. When possible, use staff who are immune
(recovered) in the COVID-19 units.
Prevent infected staff from working (except with COVID-19 patients) by tracking staff who are
sick and testing for COVID-19, if possible, and keeping a log of staff who have had confirmed
COVID-19.

 

Figure 1
Cohorting
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3. Maintaining, augmenting, and stretching the hospital workforce:

Vaccinate all staff for influenza to reduce the burden of that disease.
Organize in-home childcare for well children of healthcare workers if schools are closed,
using screened volunteers.
Provide medical daycare for sick family members.
Allay fear through open, honest, and transparent planning and careful training.
Shift clinical staff to highest-need areas from areas that may be closed or quiet; employ “just
in time” education and “buddy teaming.”
Augment clinical staff with nontraditional personnel, employing “just in time” education and
“buddy teaming.” Use (1) medical professionals with prior clinical experience (eg,
administrators, researchers, retirees, etc); (2) related health professionals (eg, dentists,
veterinarians, emergency medical technicians, etc); (3) nonclinical hospital personnel; and
(4) nonclinical outside personnel. Specific training and operating procedures for each group
must be created in advance.
Coordinate plans with other hospitals in the region to recruit and use volunteers.

 

4. Allocating limited healthcare resources in a rational, ethical, and organized way so as to do the
greatest good for the greatest number through deferral of nonemergency care and, if necessary,
institution of alternative patient care routines.
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Prioritize which services and types of procedures can be deferred, for how long, and with
what consequences and create an alternative plan for patients who will be deferred. Create a
process for refining and updating this plan as circumstances change. Create a process to
track deferred patients.
Plan for the graceful transition to contingency and crisis standards of care. In a severe
pandemic, not all patients in need of intensive care will be able to be accommodated in the
ICU. Normal staffing ratios and standard operating procedures will not be able to be
maintained.
Plan for alternative sites to provide ICU-like care within the hospital (eg, catheterization lab,
catheterization recovery, OR, PACU, endoscopy units, etc).
Implement contingency and crisis standards, which will be justified when conventional
standards cannot be maintained despite the use of all available resources, including mutual
aid arrangements. The legal and ethical framework for these decisions should be considered
well in advance of a crisis. Alterations in hospital policy and procedures should be
implemented by an active decision of the hospital leadership in consultation with the medical
staff and civil authorities.
Create criteria/clinical guidelines for use (or denial) of resource-intensive services (eg,
admission, mechanical ventilation, invasive monitoring) based on national guidelines, such
as the Crisis Standards of Care report6 in regional collaboration with other hospitals.
Establish a process for triage of patients competing for limited resources, including
admission, early discharge, and life support. These decisions should not be made solely by 1
person. The criteria used to make these decisions should be created in advance and formally
sanctioned by the medical staff and hospital administration.

 

How to Proceed
Although a COVID-19 pandemic seems all but inevitable, there is still uncertainty about its severity
in the United States. Time will tell, but, in the meantime, hospitals should not delay. In the event of
a pandemic, the predictable costs of not preparing, in human, societal, and political terms, would be
huge. Decision makers at all levels—including hospital CEOs and their boards and state and
federal officials—should consider these issues and how to proceed. Several of the first priority
items (comprehensive and collaborative planning, discussing allocation of scarce resources, and
planning education and training) take substantial time. Hospitals should begin these actions now.
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From: Hanson, Katie
To: Phillips, Hava; Dykehouse, Erica; Kelly, Katherine; Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: Risk Categories and Monitoring Recommendations for Travel / Community Settings & Healthcare Personnel
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 3:29:34 PM
Attachments: Risk Levels for Travel-associated and Community settings.docx

Risk Levels for Healthcare Personnel.docx
Risk Levels for Healthcare Personnel following exposure to Patients with COVID-19 - Monitoring and Work
Restrictions.docx

I’ve condensed that insane email from earlier – and by virtue the Risk section of the CDC webpage –
into 3 documents. For me, scrolling endlessly back and forth on the CDC webpage is NOT happiness
L  Color-coded guides help me a lot J
 
I’m gonna add these to my COVID-19 binder. Oh! The “Risk Levels for Healthcare Personnel following
exposure to Patients with COVID-19 – Monitoring & Work Restrictions” document needs to be
printed out on legal size paper – that one might have to be one that hangs on your wall ;)
 
Hope this is helpful!
 
Katie Hanson, CDI
Communicable Disease Surveillance
Humboldt County Public Health
Desk: (707) 268-2153  Main Phone: (707)268-2182   
mailto:klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us
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Summary of CDC Recommendations for Management of Persons with Potential COVID-19 Exposure by Risk Level and Symptoms 



Risk Levels for TRAVEL-ASSOCIATED and COMMUNITY SETTINGS



		Risk Category

		Medical Evaluation (M.E.)

		Movement Restrictions



		High

		M.E. Recommended

		Immediate Isolation



		

		

		



		Medium

		M.E. & care should be guided by clinical presentation

		Immediate Isolation



		

		

		



		Low

		Person should seek health advice to determine if M.E. needed

		Recommendation to avoid contact with others and public activities while symptomatic



		

		

		



		No Identifiable Risk 

		Routine Medical Care

		No Restriction



		

		

		





 SYMPTOMATIC





		Risk Category

		Monitoring

		Movement Restrictions



		High

		Daily Active Monitoring

		Remain quarantined (voluntary or under public health order)



		

		

		



		Medium –

Traveler from mainland China outside Hubei Province w/ no known high-risk exposure

		Self-Monitoring with Public Health Supervision

		Remain home, avoid congregate settings, practice social distancing



		Medium – 

All others in this category

		Active Monitoring

		Remain home, avoid congregate settings, practice social distancing



		

		

		



		Low

		Self-Observation

		No Restriction



		

		

		



		No Identifiable Risk 

		None

		No Restriction



		

		

		





 ASYMPTOMATIC



Recommendations for Exposure Risk Management

1. Travelers who have been in Hubei Province in the previous 14 days are reasonably believed to have a high risk of exposure to COVID-19 based on the scope and magnitude of the epidemic in that area. These travelers should be managed as having high-risk exposure.



1. CDC has assigned a medium-risk level to travelers from mainland China outside Hubei Province who have no known high-risk exposures



Contacts of Asymptomatic People Exposed to COVID-19

CDC does not recommend testing, symptom monitoring or special management for people exposed to asymptomatic people with potential exposures to SARS-CoV-2 (such as in a household), i.e., “contacts of contacts;” these people are not considered exposed to SARS-CoV-2.


Interim U.S. Guidance for Risk Assessment and Public Health Management of Healthcare Personnel with Potential Exposure in a Healthcare Setting to Patients with Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)



		For this guidance high-risk exposures refer to HCP who performed or were present in the room for procedures that generate aerosols or during which respiratory secretions are likely to be poorly controlled (e.g., cardiopulmonary resuscitation, intubation, extubation, bronchoscopy, nebulizer therapy, sputum induction) on patients with COVID-19 when the healthcare providers’ eyes, nose, or mouth were not protected.





		Medium-risk exposures generally include HCP who had prolonged close contact with patients with COVID-19 where HCP mucous membranes or hands were exposed to material potentially infectious with COVID-19.  These exposures could place the exposed HCP at risk of developing disease that is less than that described under high-risk.





		Proper adherence to currently recommended infection control practices, including all recommended PPE, should protect HCP having prolonged close contact with patients infected with COVID-19. However, HCP in this category are classified as having low-risk to account for any inconsistencies in use or adherence that could result in unrecognized exposures.





		HCP with no direct patient contact and no entry into active patient management areas who adhere to routine safety precautions are not considered to have a risk of exposure to COVID-19 (i.e., they have no identifiable risk.)









Currently the guidance is intended to apply to HCP with potential exposure in a healthcare setting to patients with confirmed COVID-19. However, HCP exposures will commonly involve a PUI who is awaiting testing. Implementation of the monitoring and work restrictions described in this guidance could be applied to HCP exposed to a PUI if test results for the PUI are not expected to return within 48 to 72 hours. A record of HCP exposed to the PUI should still be maintained and HCP should be encouraged to perform self- monitoring while awaiting test results. If the results will be delayed more than 72 hours or the patient is positive for COVID-19 then all monitoring and work restrictions described in this document should be followed.



		High & Medium-risk Exposure Category



		HCP in the high- or medium-risk category should undergo active monitoring, including restriction from work in any healthcare setting until 14 days after their last exposure. If they develop any fever (measured temperature >100.0oF or subjective fever) OR respiratory symptoms consistent with COVID-19 (e.g., cough, shortness of breath, sore throat)* they should immediately self-isolate (separate themselves from others) and notify their local or state public health authority and healthcare facility promptly so that they can coordinate consultation and referral to a healthcare provider for further evaluation.





		Low-risk Exposure Category



		HCP in the low-risk category should perform self-monitoring with delegated supervision until 14 days after the last potential exposure.  Asymptomatic HCP in this category are not restricted from work.  They should check their temperature twice daily and remain alert for respiratory symptoms consistent with COVID-19 (e.g., cough, shortness of breath, sore throat)*. They should ensure they are afebrile and asymptomatic before leaving home and reporting for work.  If they do not have fever or respiratory symptoms they may report to work.  They should have their temperature retaken and symptoms assessed by the healthcare facility each day before starting work.  On days they are not working they are not required to report unless they develop symptoms.  If they develop fever (measured temperature > 100.0 oF or subjective fever) OR respiratory symptoms they should immediately self-isolate (separate themselves from others) and notify their local or state public health authority or healthcare facility promptly so that they can coordinate consultation and referral to a healthcare provider for further evaluation.





		No Identifiable risk Exposure Category



		HCP in the no identifiable risk category do not require monitoring or restriction from work.



		Community or travel-associated Exposure Category



		HCP with potential exposures to COVID-19 in community settings, should have their exposure risk assessed according CDC guidance. HCP who fall into the high- or medium- risk category described there should undergo monitoring as defined by their local or state public health authority and be excluded from work in a healthcare setting until 14 days after their exposure. HCP who develop signs or symptoms compatible with COVID-19 should contact their established point of contact (public health authorities or their facility’s occupational health program) for medical evaluation prior to returning to work.








Epidemiologic Risk Classification1 for Asymptomatic Healthcare Personnel Following Exposure to Patients with Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) Infection or their Secretions/Excretions in a Healthcare Setting, and their Associated Monitoring and Work Restriction Recommendations

The highest risk exposure category that applies should be used to guide monitoring and work restrictions.



		Exposure Risk Factors

		Exposure Category

		Recc. Monitoring

		Work Restrictions for Asymptomatic HCW



		HCP (with unprotected eyes, nose, or mouth)2 who perform or are present in the room for a procedure likely to generate higher concentrations of respiratory secretions or aerosols (e.g., cardiopulmonary resuscitation, intubation, extubation, bronchoscopy, nebulizer therapy, sputum induction).



		High

		Active

		Exclude from work for 14 days after last exposure



		HCP who perform or are present in the room for a procedure likely to generate higher concentrations of respiratory secretions or aerosols (e.g., cardiopulmonary resuscitation, intubation, extubation, bronchoscopy, nebulizer therapy, sputum induction) and not using a gown and gloves.

Note: If the HCP’s eyes, nose, or mouth were also unprotected they would fall into the high-risk category above



		Medium

		Active

		Exclude from work for 14 days after last exposure



		HCP (with unprotected eyes, nose, or mouth)2 who have prolonged close contact with a patient who was not wearing a facemask.

Note: A respirator confers a higher level of protection than a facemask.  However, they are group together in this scenario because (even if a respirator or facemask was worn) the eyes remain uncovered while having prolonged close contact with a patient who was not wearing a facemask.



		Medium

		Active

		Exclude from work for 14 days after last exposure



		HCP (with unprotected eye, nose, and mouth)2 who have prolonged close contact with a patient who was wearing a facemask.



		Medium

		Active

		Exclude from work for 14 days after last exposure



		HCP (not wearing gloves) who have direct contact with the secretions/excretions of a patient and the HCP failed to perform immediate hand hygiene

Note: If the HCP performed hand hygiene immediately after contact, this would be considered low risk.



		Medium

		Active

		Exclude from work for 14 days after last exposure



		HCP wearing a facemask or respirator only who have prolonged close contact with a patient who was wearing a facemask

Note: A respirator confers a higher level of protection than a facemask.  However, they are grouped together in this scenario and classified as low-risk because the patient was wearing a facemask for source control.



		Low

		Self w/ delegated supervision

		None



		HCP using all recommended PPE (i.e., a respirator, eye protection, gloves and a gown) while caring for or having contact with the secretions/excretions of a patient



		Low

		Self w/ delegated supervision

		None



		HCP (not using all recommended PPE) who have brief interactions with a or patient regardless of whether patient was wearing a facemask (e.g., brief conversation at a triage desk; briefly entering a patient room but not having direct contact with the patient or their secretions/excretions; entering the patient room immediately after they have been discharged)



		Low

		Self w/ delegated supervision

		None



		HCP who walk by a patient or who have no direct contact with the patient or their secretions/excretions and no entry into the patient room



		No Identifiable Risk

		None

		None





The distinction between the high- and medium-risk exposures in this document is somewhat artificial as they both place HCP at risk for developing infection; therefore the recommendations for active monitoring and work restrictions are the same for these exposures.  However, these risk categories were created to align with risk categories described in the Interim US Guidance for Risk Assessment and Public Health Management of Persons with Potential Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) Exposure in Travel-associated or Community Settings, which outlines criteria for quarantine and travel restrictions specific to high-risk exposures. Refer to that Interim Guidance for information about the movement, public activity and travel restrictions that apply to the HCP included here.


Epidemiologic Risk Classification1 for Asymptomatic Healthcare Personnel Following Exposure to Patients with Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) Infection or their Secretions/Excretions in a Healthcare Setting, and their Associated Monitoring and Work Restriction Recommendations

The highest risk exposure category that applies should be used to guide monitoring and work restrictions.



		Exposure Risk Factors

		Exposure Category

		Recc. Monitoring

		Work Restrictions for Asymptomatic HCW



		HCP (with unprotected eyes, nose, or mouth)2 who perform or are present in the room for a procedure likely to generate higher concentrations of respiratory secretions or aerosols (e.g., cardiopulmonary resuscitation, intubation, extubation, bronchoscopy, nebulizer therapy, sputum induction).



		High

		Active

		Exclude from work for 14 days after last exposure



		HCP who perform or are present in the room for a procedure likely to generate higher concentrations of respiratory secretions or aerosols (e.g., cardiopulmonary resuscitation, intubation, extubation, bronchoscopy, nebulizer therapy, sputum induction) and not using a gown and gloves.

Note: If the HCP’s eyes, nose, or mouth were also unprotected they would fall into the high-risk category above



		Medium

		Active

		Exclude from work for 14 days after last exposure



		HCP (with unprotected eyes, nose, or mouth)2 who have prolonged close contact with a patient who was not wearing a facemask.

Note: A respirator confers a higher level of protection than a facemask.  However, they are group together in this scenario because (even if a respirator or facemask was worn) the eyes remain uncovered while having prolonged close contact with a patient who was not wearing a facemask.



		Medium

		Active

		Exclude from work for 14 days after last exposure



		HCP (with unprotected eye, nose, and mouth)2 who have prolonged close contact with a patient who was wearing a facemask.



		Medium

		Active

		Exclude from work for 14 days after last exposure



		HCP (not wearing gloves) who have direct contact with the secretions/excretions of a patient and the HCP failed to perform immediate hand hygiene

Note: If the HCP performed hand hygiene immediately after contact, this would be considered low risk.



		Medium

		Active

		Exclude from work for 14 days after last exposure



		HCP wearing a facemask or respirator only who have prolonged close contact with a patient who was wearing a facemask

Note: A respirator confers a higher level of protection than a facemask.  However, they are grouped together in this scenario and classified as low-risk because the patient was wearing a facemask for source control.



		Low

		Self w/ delegated supervision

		None



		HCP using all recommended PPE (i.e., a respirator, eye protection, gloves and a gown) while caring for or having contact with the secretions/excretions of a patient



		Low

		Self w/ delegated supervision

		None



		HCP (not using all recommended PPE) who have brief interactions with a or patient regardless of whether patient was wearing a facemask (e.g., brief conversation at a triage desk; briefly entering a patient room but not having direct contact with the patient or their secretions/excretions; entering the patient room immediately after they have been discharged)



		Low

		Self w/ delegated supervision

		None



		HCP who walk by a patient or who have no direct contact with the patient or their secretions/excretions and no entry into the patient room



		No Identifiable Risk

		None

		None





The distinction between the high- and medium-risk exposures in this document is somewhat artificial as they both place HCP at risk for developing infection; therefore the recommendations for active monitoring and work restrictions are the same for these exposures.  However, these risk categories were created to align with risk categories described in the Interim US Guidance for Risk Assessment and Public Health Management of Persons with Potential Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) Exposure in Travel-associated or Community Settings, which outlines criteria for quarantine and travel restrictions specific to high-risk exposures. Refer to that Interim Guidance for information about the movement, public activity and travel restrictions that apply to the HCP included here.



From: Phillips, Hava
To: Largusa, Ron; Stephens, Michele; Weiss, Lara; Frankovich, Teresa; Dykehouse, Erica; Kelly, Katherine; Hanson,

Katie; Pereira, Sofia; Muller, Heather; Messinger, Christine
Subject: Situational Update
Date: Thursday, February 27, 2020 10:15:55 AM
Attachments: image003.png

Good Morning.
 
We are collecting a sample from a community member this morning to test for COVID-19.
The individual’s exposure risk is extremely low. A positive result, while possible, would be
very surprising. As you know already, this information is highly confidential and should not
be shared further at this point except where mandated by your program.
 
Thanks, everyone!
 

 

Hava Phillips, PHN
supervising public health nurse

Public Health clinic and communicable disease programs
Humboldt County Public Health Branch, 529 I St. Eureka, CA 95501

( 707-268-2127 |6 707-445-7346
8 Humboldt's Communicable Disease Prevention Webpage
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From: Hanson, Katie
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: Strategies to Prevent the Spread of COVID-19 in Long-Term Care Facilities
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 2:33:57 PM
Attachments: Long-term Care Facilities.pdf

Here’s what CDC posted today as guidance for Long-term Care Facilities (Care homes) J  Wonder if
we should direct care homes to the webpage or if we should cut and paste this into a document that
can be emailed/faxed out ?
 
Katie Hanson, CDI
Communicable Disease Surveillance
Humboldt County Public Health
Desk: (707) 268-2153  Main Phone: (707)268-2182   
mailto:klhanson@co.humboldt.ca.us
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Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)


Strategies to Prevent the Spread of COVID-19 in Long-
Term Care Facilities (LTCF)


A new respiratory disease – coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) – is 
spreading globally and there have been instances of COVID-19 community 
spread in the United States. The general strategies CDC recommends to 
prevent the spread of COVID-19 in LTCF are the same strategies these 
facilities use every day to detect and prevent the spread of other respiratory 
viruses like influenza.


Long-term care facilities 
concerned that a resident, visitor, 
or employee may be a COVID-
2019 patient under 
investigation should contact their 
local or state health department 
immediately for consultation and 
guidance.


Prevent the introduction of respiratory germs INTO 
your facility


• Post signs at the entrance instructing visitors not to visit if they have 
symptoms of respiratory infection.


• Ensure sick leave policies allow employees to stay home if they have 
symptoms of respiratory infection.


• Assess residents symptoms of respiratory infection upon admission to 
the facility and implement appropriate infection prevention practices for 
incoming symptomatic residents.


Symptoms of respiratory 
infection, including COVID-19:


• Fever


• Cough


• Shortness of breath


Prevent the spread of respiratory germs WITHIN your facility


• Keep residents and employees informed. 
◦ Describe what actions the facility is taking to protect them, including answering their questions and explaining 


what they can do to protect themselves and their fellow residents.


• Monitor residents and employees for fever or respiratory symptoms. 
◦ Restrict residents with fever or acute respiratory symptoms to their room.  If they must leave the room for 


medically necessary procedures, have them wear a facemask (if tolerated).


◦ In general, for care of residents with undiagnosed respiratory infection use Standard, Contact, and Droplet 
Precautions with eye protection unless suspected diagnosis requires Airborne Precautions (e.g., tuberculosis).


◦ Healthcare personnel should monitor their local and state public health sources to understand COVID-19 
activity in their community to help inform their evaluation of individuals with unknown respiratory illness. If 
there is transmission of COVID-19 in the community, in addition to implementing the precautions described 
above for residents with acute respiratory infection, facilities should also consult with public health 
authorities for additional guidance.


• Support hand and respiratory hygiene, as well as cough etiquette by residents, visitors, and employees. 
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◦ Ensure employees clean their hands according to CDC guidelines, including before and after contact with 
residents, after contact with contaminated surfaces or equipment, and after removing personal protective 
equipment (PPE).


◦ Put alcohol-based hand rub in every resident room (ideally both inside and outside of the room).


◦ Make sure tissues are available and any sink is well-stocked with soap and paper towels for hand washing.


• Identify dedicated employees to care for COVID-19 patients and provide infection control training. 
◦ Guidance on implementing recommended infection prevention practices is available in CDC’s free online 


course — The Nursing Home Infection Preventionist Training — which includes resources checklists for 
facilities and employees to use.


• Provide the right supplies to ensure easy and correct use of PPE. 
◦ Post signs on the door or wall outside of the resident room that clearly describe the type of precautions 


needed and required PPE.


◦ Make PPE, including facemasks, eye protection, gowns, and gloves, available immediately outside of the 
resident room.


◦ Position a trash can near the exit inside any resident room to make it easy for employees to discard PPE.


Prevent the spread of respiratory germs BETWEEN facilities


• Notify facilities prior to transferring a resident with an acute respiratory illness, including suspected or confirmed 
COVID-19, to a higher level of care.


• Report any possible COVID-19 illness in residents and employees to the local health department, including your 
state HAI/AR coordinator.


For the most up-to-date information, visit www.cdc.gov/covid19.


Page last reviewed: March 1, 2020
Content source: National Center for Immunization and Respiratory Diseases (NCIRD), Division of Viral Diseases
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From: Luskin-Hawk, Roberta
To: Frankovich, Teresa; T Abraham (tabraham@hospitalcouncil.org)
Cc: Tou, Michael P
Subject: Surge planning
Date: Sunday, March 1, 2020 11:22:49 AM

Terry and T,
I’m hoping I don’t need to worry about this but as we think about surge planning I wondered
whether there was any discussion about having the California Attorney General suspend some
of the rules around title 22 in the event cases of COVID-19 overwhelm our ability to find
staff. 

While Title 22 mandates nurse to patient staffing ratios that for some areas and circumstances
are higher than you see in other parts of the country, I the event of a true public health
emergency hospitals would need relief from this regulatory requirements. Ideally we would
like to use judgment whether a slightly different staffing might be possible, especially for low
acuity patients awaiting nursing home placement and some others. 

Keep me posted. 

Thanks 
Roberta 

Get Outlook for iOS
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From: Messinger, Christine
To: Frankovich, Teresa; Stephens, Michele
Cc: Muller, Heather
Subject: Thanks from Redheaded Blackbelt reporter
Date: Sunday, March 1, 2020 10:32:44 AM

This is from the reporter at the Southern Humboldt-based Redheaded Blackbelt news blog
who we did the interview with Friday. 

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Kelley Lincoln <lincoln@kmud.org>
Date: February 29, 2020 at 6:48:56 PM PST
To: dhhsmedia@co.humboldt.ca.us
Subject: Covid-19 link

Hello Ms Messenger, Happy Monday 

Thanks again for your time Friday. 

Here is the story i posted from the interview with Dr. Frankovich.  

It seems to be well received, and i note from the comments that facts and clear
communication seem to have momentarily quieted the imaginations of some of
the more fear based commenters. 

Please pass my gratitude along to the Doctor because that feels like a real success,
tho i know it's merely momentary.

Kelley

https://kymkemp.com/2020/02/29/humboldt-county-prepares-as-covid-19-cases-
continue-to-emerge/
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From: Hanson, Jake@CDPH
To: CDPH CCLHO DL; CDPH CHEAC DL; Bobba, Naveena (San Francisco County); Cheung, Michele (Orange # 2);

Cole, Thomas; Dean Sidelinger; DeBurgh, Kat@calhealthofficers.org; Ennis, Josh; Furst, Karen@San Joaquin
County; Goldstein, David (Contra Costa); Gunzenhauser, Jeffrey; Han, George@Santa Clara County; Hernandez,
Liz@County of San Diego; Kinnison, Michael@SutterCounty; Lewis, Sarah (Santa Clara); Limbos, Mary Ann
(Yolo); McMillan, Craig (Mendocino); McNitt, Louise@Countra Costa County; Michele Violich
(michele.violich@co.santa-cruz.ca.us); Morrow, Gib ; Newel, Gail; Northrop, Leah@SutterCo; Pan, Erica
(Alameda); Papasozomenos, Thea; Peddycord, Daniel@Contra Costa County; Perti, Tara (Santa Clara); Nichole
Quick; Radhakrishna, Rohan (Contra Costa); Rice, Homer@co.yuba.ca.us; Rosen, Frederick; Sallenave, Catherine
(San Mateo); Santora, Lisa@marincounty.org; Stoltey, Juliet@San Francisco County; Taylor, Melody@Sacramento
County; Tzvieli, Ori (Contra Costa); Warne, Thomas (Contra Costa); Wu, Christine; Zahn, Matt@Orange County

Subject: The President & Coronavirus Task Force News Conference TODAY at 6:30 p.m. Eastern Time
Date: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 2:06:48 PM
Attachments: image001.png

FYI
 

From: Pottebaum, Nic D. EOP/WHO <Nicholas.D.Pottebaum@who.eop.gov> 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 2:00 PM
To: Pottebaum, Nic D. EOP/WHO <Nicholas.D.Pottebaum@who.eop.gov>
Cc: Hoelscher, Douglas L. EOP/WHO <Douglas.L.Hoelscher@who.eop.gov>; Swint, Zachariah D.
EOP/WHO <Zachariah.D.Swint2@who.eop.gov>; Imhoff, Olivia P. EOP/WHO
<Olivia.P.Imhoff2@who.eop.gov>
Subject: The President & Coronavirus Task Force News Conference TODAY at 6:30 p.m. Eastern Time
 

State Leaders and Staff,

Today (Wednesday, February 26) at 6:30 PM Eastern Time, President Donald J. Trump, Vice
President Mike Pence, and Members of the Coronavirus Task Force will Hold a News Conference
from the White House James S. Brady Briefing Room.  
 
You can view the news conference here: WhiteHouse.gov/Live.
 
Please let me know if you have any questions.
 
Thanks,
Nic
 
--
Nicholas D. Pottebaum
Special Assistant to the President and Deputy Director
White House Office of Intergovernmental Affairs
O: 202-456-2132 | C: 202-881-7803| E: Nicholas.D.Pottebaum@who.eop.gov
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From: Pereira, Sofia
To: Frankovich, Teresa
Subject: Times for a Wednesday meeting
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 5:11:04 PM

Here are potential times for a meeting with hospitals:
 
Anytime before 12pm or between 2-3:30pm. Jeremy and I were invited to attend St. Joe’s
coronavirus readiness meeting again this week, and that’s from 12:30-2pm. Their infection control
staff will be at that meeting.
 
Let me know what time we should move forward with and I can work on getting the invites out
tomorrow. Thank you!
 
Sofia Pereira
Program Coordinator
Public Health Emergency Preparedness
Humboldt County Dept. of Health and Human Services
529 I St. Eureka, CA 95501
O: 707-268-2133 | C: 707-273-2601
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From: Corrigan, Jeremy
To: Frankovich, Teresa; Phillips, Hava
Cc: Dykehouse, Erica; Stephens, Michele; Pereira, Sofia; Muller, Heather
Subject: Update on package today
Date: Saturday, February 29, 2020 12:43:42 PM

Hi all,
 
What a fun Saturday… NOT!! J
 
Anyways, I have successfully packaged up both PUI cases (x2) and have the paperwork done. The
world courier pick-up is scheduled for today from 5-6pm. Jax and I will come down a little before 5
and wait. At that time, Ill send a confirmation email to CDC and to this group with tracking info.
Details on delivery are below…. AT CDC tomorrow afternoon.
 

Note: Still no VRDL results for the 1st sample we sent to the State lab. I got an email in and will
update if I get a result today.
 

Jeremy Corrigan, MS, PHM II
Laboratory Manager, ELAP Laboratory Director
Bioterrorism Coordinator
Humboldt County Dept. of Public Health
529 I street
Eureka, CA. 95501
(w) 707-268-2178  (c) 707-362-6751  (f) 707-445-7640
jcorrigan@co.humboldt.ca.us
For more information please visit the Humboldt County Public Health Website

 

From: Hyde, Allen W. (CDC/DDPHSIS/CPR/DEO) [mailto:fnb4@cdc.gov] 
Sent: Saturday, February 29, 2020 11:22 AM
To: Corrigan, Jeremy <jcorrigan@co.humboldt.ca.us>; CDC IMS Logistics Transportation
<eocevent306@cdc.gov>; CDC IMS Logistics Section Chief (CDC) <eoclogchief@cdc.gov>
Cc: CDC IMS 2019 NCOV Response PUI <eocevent185@cdc.gov>
Subject: RE: Schedule World Courier pick-up today please
 
Please see shipping Detail
World Courier has scheduled pick up for this specimen. The World Courier driver should contact
you upon arrival.
 
 
Job# 2685
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Pick-up Time:  5pm – 6pm 2/29/2020
Flight# DL1865
Departure Time and Date: 7:00am 3/1/2020
Arrival to Atlanta, GA  2:30pm 3/1/2020
Delivery to CDC Time and Date: 4:30pm 3/1/2020
 
 
Allen W. Hyde 
Centers for Disease Control & Prevention 
Emergency Management Specialist  
Division of Emergency Operations
Logistics Support Branch                                        
Mail Stop D75 
Atlanta, GA 30329 
Tel:   404-639-7747 
Cell:  404-713-4651 
Fax:: 404-639-2633   
Email: fnb4@cdc.gov
 

From: Corrigan, Jeremy <jcorrigan@co.humboldt.ca.us> 
Sent: Saturday, February 29, 2020 1:05 PM
To: CDC IMS Logistics Transportation <eocevent306@cdc.gov>; CDC IMS Logistics Section Chief
(CDC) <eoclogchief@cdc.gov>
Subject: Schedule World Courier pick-up today please
 
Hello all,
 
We need to arrange for pickup of some COVID-19 samples. We have two new PUI’s that need to be
tested. Here is the info requested:
 
Name of contact - Jeremy Corrigan, 707 362 6751, 707 599 1461
 
Address for pickup: 529 I Street, Eureka CA 95501
 
Sample will be ready: by 12 pm today (2/29/20)
 
We will have one package, it will be about 3 lbs and is about 1 ft. Square.
 
It will be on ice packs
 
PUI # 0002714 and PUI # 0002724
 
Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks!
 
 

Jeremy Corrigan, MS, PHM II

x-apple-data-detectors://2/0
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Laboratory Manager, ELAP Laboratory Director
Bioterrorism Coordinator
Humboldt County Dept. of Public Health
529 I street
Eureka, CA. 95501
(w) 707-268-2178  (c) 707-362-6751  (f) 707-445-7640
jcorrigan@co.humboldt.ca.us
For more information please visit the Humboldt County Public Health Website
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From: deburgh@calhealthofficers.org
To: deburgh@calhealthofficers.org
Subject: Weekly HOAC Legislative Update
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 12:09:12 PM

HOAC Legislative Update
 
March 2, 2020
 
State Public Health Officer to Deliver State of the State’s Public Health TODAY at 2:30
 
For the second year, the Assembly Budget Subcommittee on Health and Human Services has
asked the state public health officer to deliver brief remarks on the state of the state’s public
health. You can watch this at 2:30 pm today at  https://www.assembly.ca.gov/.
 
Specifically, the committee has asked Dr. Angell to address the following:
 
1. Please include a status update and projections on Coronavirus in California in this report.
2. Please explain the different roles and responsibilities of various state agencies in the case of
a pandemic, including CDPH, the Emergency Medical Services Authority, and the Office of
Emergency Services.
3. Please describe how the proposed budget for CDPH reflects and responds to the data that
has just been presented.
4. Are there sufficient resources being requested by CDPH within the Master Data
Management Sustainability budget change proposal for the department to provide annual
reports to the Legislature as discussed above?
 
NACCHO asks that you support COVID-19 funding request
 
From our federal partners: NACCHO is encouraging its members to advocate for an emergency
supplemental funding bill to address COVID-19, as local health departments begin to incur
costs related to preparing their communities to address the disease and participating in
tracking and monitoring patients under investigation. Take Action: Urge Congress to Pass
Coronavirus Emergency Funding Now

Priority Bill Update
 
(Changes since last report are in bold)

HOAC Cosponsors
AB 2077 (Ting), a bill to remove the sunset date for California’s pharmacy syringe sale
program. This bill will be heard in the Assembly Health Committee on March 17.
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HOAC Supports
SB 378 (Wiener), a bill to require (among other things) the California Public Utilities
Commission to prepare a biennial report on the public health impacts of deenergization
events. This bill was passed by the Senate and is now in the Assembly.
SB 793 (Hill), a bill to ban flavored tobacco products statewide. This bill has been
referred to the Senate Health Committee.
SB 862 (Dodd), a bill to add planned deenergization events as an event qualifying for a
state of emergency or a local emergency. This bill was referred to the Senate Energy,
Utilities, and Communications Committee
SCA 1 (Allen), a constitutional amendment to remove the requirement that a majority of
local voters approve publicly funded affordable housing. This amendment has been
passed by the Senate and is now in the Assembly.
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